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report is divided into the following volumes:
I - SUMMARY
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I. INTRODUCTION
This volume contains discussions of the technical studies and de-
tailed descriptions of the missions studied. The report is ar-
ranged to present the environments, science studies, and mission
analysis and design studies first because these efforts establish
the science and mission constraints that lead to system design
criteria. Sample mission descriptions illustrate required hard-
ware implementation for various mission options and provide a
basis for comparing options. Supporting hardware studies follow--
telecommunications, data handling, power, probe mechanical/struc-
tural, probe attitude control, and spacecraft modification. These
hardware-description chapters present basic parametric and trade-
study results for the various subsystems. The trade studies nec-
essarily interrelate two or more technical areas and considerable
cross-referencing is required.
To highlight their importance, two additional study tasks are in-
cluded in this volume as separate chapters. Chapter X presents
the aerophysics work, with particular emphasis on the prediction
of electron density in the wake, using a detailed thermochemical
nonequilibrium analysis of the complete hypersonic flow field
surrounding the entry probe. These data provided input to Chapter
VI, in which the telecommunications analysis predicted RF-data
blackout as a function of both probe depth of penetration into the
atmosphere and RF frequency.
Chapter XI presents the general problem of radiation and its ef-
fects on subsystem design. The latest model of the estimated
Jupiter radiation-belt intensities for the upper-limit case has
a significant effect on both probe and spacecraft design. Until
additional information is obtained from the Pioneer-Jupiter flyby
missions, it will be necessary to design for this environment and
accept the resulting system penalties. Within the scope of this
study, only a brief evaluation of: the effects of the Jupiter ra-
diation belt on probe design was possible. However, preliminary
results indicate that acceptable design penalties are possible
through appropriate choice of subsystem components.
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II. ENVIRONMENTAL MODELS
This chapter presents the environmental models used in the study
for the Jupiter atmosphere, ionosphere, radiation belt, meteoroid
and magnetic field. These data establish the basic environmental
design criteria from which science measurements and engineering
design requirements are developed. The atmosphere model was
specified by GSFC in the statement of work, while the remaining
models were assumed by Martin Marietta and based on NASA reports
for the meteoroids and magnetic fields, a JPL working group re-
port for the radiation belts, and Martin Marietta analyses for
the ionosphere done under separate contract to GSFC.
A. ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
The atmospheric models used in this study were furnished by GSFC
as Attachment II to the statement of work. They are primarily
based on the work of Dr. D. M. Hunten at Kitt Peak National Ob-
servatory, and in particular, Ref II-1. Appendix F to this re-
port includes the curves for the model. Figure II-1 shows a con-
densed version of the number densities in the vicinity of the
turbopause. The curve for methane came from Ref 11-2 and is not
shown on any of the curves in the appendix.
There are two lines shown in Fig. II-1. The dashed line repre-
sents a H/He ratio of 1.0 while the solid line represents a H/He
ratio of about 8.0. These are considered to be the limiting
bounds for this study. As can be seen, the differences are
generally not large. The largest separation at the turopause is
with helium and methane. With helium, the variation is slightly
more than one order of magnitude in number density, which is a
good representation of the uncertainty of this model. For methane,
the difference is larger--about 1.5 orders of magnitude--but, in
general, not enough is known about the minor constituents to
accurately establish their profiles. It is generally accepted,
however, that methane disappears very rapidly above the turbo-
pause. This means that detection of carbon by the instruments
indicates that the probe has reached the turbopause.
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Table II-1 gives the abundance and number density in the vicinity
of the turbopause for the 11 most abundant isotopes for the 89%
H2 - 11% He atmosphere. HI and He4 are the primary constituents,
with C12 the next most abundant.
Tab Ze II-1 Isotope Abundance at
Turbopause
Density,
Isotope Abundance particles/cm3
HI 3.44 x 1010 4.91 x 1012
D2 5.2 x 106 7.42 x 108
He3 7.6 x 105 1.08 x 108
He 4 2.53 x 109 3.61 x 1011
c12 1.20 x 107 1.71 x 109
C1 3 1.35 x 105 1.93 x 107
N1 4 2.94 x 106 4.19 x 108
Ne2 0 1.85 x 106 2.64 x 108
Ne2 2 1.80 x 105 2.57 x 107
A3 6 8.4 x 104 1.20 x 10 7
A3 8 1.6 x 104 2.28 x 106
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The density scale height of a particular constituent is the dis-
tance (altitude) it requires for the number density to change by
one exponential decay factor. Theoretically, for an isothermal
atmosphere, density is given by the following (Ref II-3):
p po -gz/RT
where:
R = Specific gas constant
T = Temperature
z = Altitude
g = Acceleration of gravity
where the scale height is defined as
H = RT
g
so the density becomes
-z/H
p =p 0 e
On a plot of altitude (z) versus the natural logarithm of the
density, the scale height for any atmosphere is the slope of the
curve, that is:
dz
dlnp
Given the equations for the number densities, the scale heights
can be found by numerical differentiation. This has been done
for H, H2, and He. The equations and scale heights used in
this study are shown in Table II-2.
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Table II-2 Neutral Numnber Densities and Scale Heights
Scale Height,
km, at
Equation z = 200 km
H log10 n = -0.0079z + 10.075 55.0
12 i -0.0267z + 17.82 (z < 29 km)
H2 log1 0 n -0.0158z + 15.275 (z > 29 km) 27.5
He log1 0 n = -0.0315z + 17.50 13.8
B. IONOSPHERIC MODEL
The model ionosphere used in this study is shown in Fig. II-2.
It was extrapolated from D. M. Hunten's work by the Flow Tech-
nology group at Martin Marietta. The details of this effort
are described in Ref II-4. Dr. Hunten has agreed with the
approach used, and that the results are adequate for planning
purposes (Ref II-5).
All the curves, except for H2 , are relatively straight with a
a sharp knee. The knee for HI occurs just above the turbopause,
H3 at 129 km, and He and HeH+ ions at about 95 km. This gives
+
all but the H2 ion a relatively constant scale height above the
knee. Equations for the number density production rates are given
in Table II-3 and associated scale heights for two altitudes in
Table II-4.
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Table II-3 Ion Nwnumber Density Equations
(1) A(He ) = Qe(He) - all n n(He ) - a4 n(He ) n(H2)
e 
- a5 n(He ) n(H2 )
(2) An(H2 ) = Qe(H2) - a 9 n n(H2
+
) -a8 n(He) n(H2
+
)
e e~
- a6 n(H2 ) n(H2 ) - a7 n(H) n(H2 )
+~~~~~~
+ a4 i(H) n(He *)
(3) n(HeH ) = a 5 n(H2) n(He ) + a8 n(He) n(H2 )
- a1 0 ne n(HeH +)
~~~~~~~+)+(4) An(H3 ) = a6 n(H2) n(H2 ) - a12 n n(H3 )
(5) A(H+ ) = Qe(H) + U 7 n(H2 ) n(H) - a13 n n(H )
~~~~~~ee
(6) A = Qe(H 2) + Qe(He) + Qe(H)
- a9 n n(H2 +) - al0 n n(HeH+)e e~~
all n n(He ) - a12 n n(H3
+
)
e e
- a1 3 n n(H )
Tabe Ie-4 Ion Scae Heights
Table 11-4 Ion Scale Heights
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Particle Altitude = 200 km Altitude = 800 km
H+H1 -108.4 -99.5
H2 +151.3 -86.9
H3 -48.8 -26.4
He -50.5 -50.5
HeH -21.3 -21.7
C. RADIATION BELT MODEL
Jupiter proton and electron natural radiation environment models
were generated by the Jupiter Radiation Belt workshop in mid-
summer 1971. Data for equatorial flyby trajectories include
nominal and upper-limit models and show the protection afforded
by shielding up to 16 grams/cm2. Data shown in Fig. II-3 and II-4
were used in determining the radiation environments for the probe
and spacecraft. At 1 RJ in Fig. II-3, it can be seen that shield-
ing is ineffective for both the nominal and upper-limit models.
Probe environment was taken at 1 RJ with only half the fluence
values because the probe sees only half the flyby exposure.
Table II-5 shows the data translated into upper-limit radiation
environments (without any shielding) for fluence, radiation dosage,
and equivalent neutrons, because many of the subsystem damage
thresholds are expressed in these units.
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Nominal and Upper-Limit Electron Models
Jupiter Turbopause Probe Radiation
Unprotected
Environment -
r0
4-(
Fluence, particles/cm2 ) Dose, rad Equivalent Neutrons
Environment Nominal Upper Limit Nominal Upper Limit Nominal Upper Limit
20-Mev
Protons 3.6 x 1010 1.43 x 1013 1,200 477,000 7.2 x 1010 2.9 x 1013
3-MEV
Electrons 1.6 x 1011 8.0 x 1012 5,300 27,000 5.3 x 107 2.7 x 108
Totals 6,500 504,000 7.2 x 1010 2.9 x 1013
Conversion Factors Used: 3 x 107 protons/rad 1 neutron = 0.5 protons
3 x l07 electrons/rad 1 neutron = 3000 electrons
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The spacecraft (S/C) and probe itself provide artifical radi-
ation fields as a result of the radioisotope thermoelectric
generators (RTGs), which are power sources on the S/C, and
radioisotope heater units on the probe. Throughout the mission
these articicial devices emit gamma rays and energetic neutrons.
The RTGs and the heaters on the probe impose artificial environ-
ments 'on the probe, as shown in Table II-6.
Table II-6 Artificial Radiation Probe Environment
D. METEOROID MODEL
The meteoroid model used to evaluate the Jupiter Turbopause
probe is defined by NASA SP-8038, NASA Space Vehicle Design
Criteria (Environment), Meteoroid Environment Model - 1970
(Interplanetary and Planetary), dated October 1970. Figure
II-5 shows the cometary meteroid spatial density from 1 to 5.3
AU from the Sun (Jupiter encounter distance for JS-77 mission).
Cometary meteroid distributions are shown for three different
meteoroid mass values: 10- 12, 1 0 - 6, and 102 grams, all for
ecliptic missions. In addition, the figure shows a ratio of
asteroid spatial density from 1 to 4.66 AU from the Sun. From
the above reference, it can be seen that the meteroid and
asteroid flux is directly proportional to the respective spatial
density and weighted average particle velocity. Other factors,
such as asymmetry of the asteroid belt with the heliocentric
longitude and latitudinal distribution of asteroidal particles,
are of secondary importance.
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Dose Rates Dose for JS-77 Mission-
Neutrons, Neutrons,
Radiation Source Gamma, rad/hr n/cm2 /sec Gamma, rad n/cm2
Pioneer RTGs 1 x 10-2 3.6 x 102 N/A N/A
TOPS RTGs 5.6 x 10-2 2 x 103 N/A N/A
MOPS RTGs 4.9 x 10-2 1.7 x 103 6550 8.3 x 108
Probe Heaters -- 1.2 x 103 5.3 x 108
at surface
S/C data calculated using North American Rockwell Report SD 71-770,
November 1971.
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E. MAGNETIC FIELD MODEL
The magnetic field model used for this study was taken from NASA
SP-8069, Ref 11-6. The given dipole moment is between 3 x 1030
and 4 x 1030 gauss-cm3 . The equation for field strength for any
latitude (4) and radius (R) is
MB = j3 [1 + 3 sin2 ~]½
where M is the dipole moment. Reference II-d states: "The con-
sequent range of field strengths in the atmosphere is from 6
gauss at the equator to 48 gauss at the poles if the dipole is
centered on Jupiter." In the vicinity where the Langmuir probes
are measuring, a conservative value for the strength is 12
gauss.
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III. SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS
In this section, the overall science rationale will be discussed,
The science requirements, objectives, and constraints were pro-
vided by GSFC at the beginning of the study, They are summarized
here for completeness. The set of measurements needed to satisfy
the objectives are listed and discussed, In addition, performance
criteria are presented for the measurements, and entry site tar-
geting constraints are analyzed, This is followed by a description
of the GSFC supplied instruments to be used and their measurement
techniques, including operational descriptions, The final section
is science mission analysis with a detailed investigation of mis-
sion parameters related to science performance, and a discussion
of how best to fly the mission for optimum science return, This
last section is the study's major contribution to the science
area,
A. OBJECTIVES
The science objectives of a Jovian turbopause probe mission re-
sulting from prior studies (Ref III-1 and III-2) are tot
1) directly determine bulk composition of the mixed atmosphere,
2) investigate properties of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere
As defined here, upper atmosphere is the region of diffusive grav-
itational separation of light and heavy gases with its base at the
turbopause. Below the turbopause, constituents become mixed so
that composition is roughly constant and appreoiably heavier gases
are present, An important requirement imposed by the first ob-
jective is that the probe must penetrate deep enough below the
turbopause to determine bulk composition, This requires a time
long enough to sweep from 1 to 38 amu with a mass spectrometer.
An investigation of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere (specifi-
cally, their structure, composition, ionization, and photochemistry)
is equally important, Measurements in these regions should deter-
mine temperature, composition, particle separation, positive ion
density, and electron density, permitting a thorough understanding
of both regions, Further details on objectives are given in The
Jovian Turbopause Probe by G. M, Levin and R, M, Goody, GSFC Report
X-110-70-442, Part I, Ref III-1,
III-1
RELEVANT MEASUREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
1. Measurements and Criteria
To satisfy the requirements and objectives, a list of necessary
measurements related to objectives is shown in Table III-1 with
corresponding performance criteria, The most important measure-
ments to be made are those necessary to determine the neutral
hydrogen/helium ratio in the mixed atmosphere, Thus, penetration
below the turbopause for a time necessary to make H and He abun-
dance measurements is essential. The performance requirement for
sampling, given in the table, is a minimum of two measurements
below the turbopause,
The second measurement is the relative abundance for a set of 11
isotopes ranging from masses of 1 to 38 amu, The heavier isotopes
are not expected to appear until near the turbopause (<20 km al-
titude), The criterion here is also a minimum of two full abun-
dance measurements below the level where heavier isotopes may be-
come measurable, which is from 20 km above the turbopause to 60
km below, However, because the first measurement (H/He ratio) is
actually measured with the second {i,e., (H1 +H2 )/(He3 + He4)],
the mass spectrometer will measure both, and there will also al-
ways be two full sweeps of the isotopes below the turbopause,
The third measurement is to establish, as well as possible, rela-
tive abundances of such minor atmospheric constituents as Ch4,
Ch3, and NH3 in the vicinity of the turbopause, Again, the re-
quirement is to get at least two full measurements below the tur-
bopause. This measurement requires information from both the mass
spectrometer and a neutral retarding potential analyzer.
The fourth and fifth establish number density concentration pro-
files for neutral particles in the upper atmosphere and ions that
constitute the ionosphere. The ionosphere may begin at a very
high altitude. Thus, to account for uncertainties, the search
for positive ions begins at about 50,000 km. To account for the
five ions--HI , H2 , H3 , He and HeH --the range of the instrument
should be from 1 to 5 amu.
There will not be a measurable number of neutral particles above
1000 km altitude; thus, measurements beginning here should collect
all available information, However, this measurement is specified
to begin at 5000 km to provide the same conservatism used for ionic
III-2
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measurements. The primary neutrals detected will undoubtedly be
H, H2 , and He, but as the probe nears the turbopause it may also
pick up significant CH4, NH3, and others if their abundance is
within the dynamic range of the instrument, The performance re-
quirement is one measurement per scale height for both neutrals
and ions to adequately establish a number density concentration
profile. Because scale heights vary for each constituent as a
function of mass, the heaviest particles will govern measurement
time.
The electron number density concentration profiles are to be es-
tablished from where the instrument first picks them up, probably
less than 50,000 km, but slightly higher than protons (HI+) down
to the turbopause. In addition, the rate of change of electron
current caused by varying the voltage should be read accurately
enough to yield an onboard calculated electron temperature prom
file as the probe descends. The criterion here is also one mea-
surement per scale height, and, because scale heights of electrons
and protons are modeled the same, performances on any given mis-
sion will be identical.
The seventh and eighth measurements are similar for ions and neu-
trals in that the desire is for ion temperatures and neutral par-
ticle-, temperatures. This also requires the use of onboard data
processing to reduce the amount of necessary data,
The purpose of the last measurement is to establish dayglow pro-
files, as the probe descends into the atmosphere, of two parti-
cular wavelengths of H and He ultraviolet reemitted radiation,
In particular, H is the Lyman-a line at 1216 A and He is the 584 
line. In addition to information about resonance light scattering,
this measurement would also give a redundant, independent check
of the H/He ratio. These measurements would begin as soon as the
photometric instruments were pointed toward Jupiter, The criterion
here is not rigid because this is primarily a backup measurement,
but it would be desirable to obtain one complete measurement with-
in a distance equal to the scale height of neutral hydrogen,
2. Targeting Constraints
There are two targeting constraints listed in the table under Per-
formance Requirements. To permit extrapolation of the measurements
over the rest of the planet from first-generation probe missions, the
entry site should be selected so that it is both relevant to desired
III-4
objectives and typical of the planet as a whole. The planet is
covered with latitudinal belts and zones, any one being no more
typical than another. However, because the goal of a turbopause
probe requires getting below the turbopause, selection of a site,
where the planet's turbopause lies at the highest possible alti-
tude is desirable, There is an indication that an entry site at
the center of a belt or zone would accomplish this, but this tar-
geting constraint is taken as soft until better data are available.
The second targeting requirement is specified for upper atmos-.
pheric and ionospheric measurements, and is restricted to a light-
side entry within 70° of subsolar, This is a requirement for both
measurements of ions and measurements of dayglow, for different
reasons, The ion production rate, and therefore the number den-
sity of ions at any given position, is largely a function of photo-
ionization by the Sun, On the dark side, the ionospheric structure
is conceivably very different because photoionization has ceased
and recombination has begun, Also, because we do not accurately
know the properties of the ionosphere or upper atmosphere, equa-
tions of recombination on the dark side can only be approximated,
Knowing properties of the Sun's radiative field and photometric
measurements of Jupiter's Sun side, gives us some knowledge, of
the photoionization processes on the day side, Thus, probe iono-
spheric measurements on the Sun side would be more meaningful,
In addition, the photometric dayglow instrument must enter on the
light side in order to measure the reemission of sunlight from
H and He in the appropriate ultraviolet wavelengths,
C. INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
The baseline instruments proposed for a turbopause probe mission
and their detailed characteristics were supplied by GSFC, During
the course of the study, the best approach to using these instru-
ments in a Jupiter probe was discussed with the following instru-
ment Principal Investigators at GSFC under the direction of Drs
N. Spencer and S. Bauer.
Neutral Mass Spectrometer Dr. H. Niemann
Dr. D. Harpold
Langmuir Probes Dr. L. Brace
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Neutral Retarding Potential Analyzer
Ion Retarding Potential Analyzer Dr. E. Maier
B. Troy
Dayglow Photometers/Spectrometer Dr. D. Heath
These five instruments are adequate for meeting the science objec.
tives given in Section A and are described in detail in the fol-.
lowing subsections,
1. Positive Ion Retarding Potential Analyzer (IRPA)
The IRPA establishes the positive ion number density concentration
profiles through the ionosphere as the probe descends. A sec-
ondary purpose is to establish ion temperatures in conjunction
with the concentrations. The instrument has a range of 1 to 5 amu
to include Hi , H2 H3 , He , and HeH . It will begin operation
at about 50,000 km and take data for several minutes before the
grid wires burn up near the turbopause, The sampling time for one
complete measurement has been set at 0,5 sec which results in a
nominal bit rate of 192 bps. The characteristics of the instru-
ment are shown in Table III-2.
The configuration and location of the instrument are shown in
Fig. III-1. It is circular with a conical entrance cone that
forms a 30° angle with the horizontal (cone angle at vertex = 120°)
and has side vents to allow particles to flow through. For ideal
instrument operations, the plate containing the inlet should be
flat and infinitely thin, giving a cosine distribution of par-
ticles inside the aperture that would allow for simpler analysis
of the data, but interference from reflected particles requires
an angle, This problem was analyzed completely in the previous
study final report (Ref III-2) and the results showed that the
30° angle is the minimum to prevent significant interference. To
minimize particle reflection from one instrument to another, the
IRPA is located on a short strut off the nose of the vehicle so
that the aperture is on the side and forward in line with the
stagnation point,
The circular aperture area is about 5 cm2. Below the aperture is
a grid of 1-mil wire grounded to probe surface potential, Ions
enter and are retarded by a second set of grids successively
varied from -3 to 63V in 5.5 V steps. The ion then passes through
III-6
Dr. H. Niemann
Table III-2 IRPA Characteristics (Ref. III-5)
Weight - sensor = 0.23kg (0.5 lb), electronics = 1.36 kg (3 lb)
total = 1.58 kg (3.5 lb)
Size - sensor = lOxlOx4 cm,
Volume - sensor = 400 cm3,
Shape - sensor is rectangular or circular, electronics packed
around or separate
Power Required = 3 W (nominal upper limit)
Warm-Up Times = 15-30 sec
Sampling Interval* - min = 0.12 sec, nominal = 0.5 sec
Data Bits per Sample - 96
Data Bit Rate - max = 800 bps, nominal = 192 bps
Temperature Limits - min = -30°C, max 1000°C
Heat Dissipated - 3 W
Material Composition - stainless steel
Onboard Processing Required** - nominally, no; yes for ion tem-
peratures
Angle of Attack Limits - +10°
Operational Altitudes - 50,000 to 0 km above turbopause
Sensitivity - 10 ion/cm3 + 5 ion/cm3 by 1975
External Location -
Desired Position: On side of probe forward to be in line
with stagnation point
Alternate: On side of probe at shoulder
Orientation & Pointing -
1. Aperture normal to incoming flux, thus perpendicular to
flight velocity vector.
2. Instrument will need a conical entrance cone and vented side
plates
*12 sample points required based on a 5.5-V step size (1 to 5 amu
range).
**For a mission that includes onboard ion temperature processor,
add 0.5 lb to electronics weight. The data bit rate will not
be larger than the nominal value given here.
111-7
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Grid 2
Grid 3
Electrical
Cable -
Collector
Analyzer Location
RPA Element Potential Relative to Probe Ground
Grid 1 0 V
Grid 2 Variable retarding voltage (-3 to 63 V in
5.5-V steps)
Grid 3 -20 V to exclude electron collection &
suppress emission of secondary
electrons from collector
Collector - 5 V
Fig. III-1 Ion Retarding Potential Analyzer
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Grid 1
Vent
a third grid biased at about -20 V and collected on a plate at
about -5 V, The purpose of the last grid is to suppress emission
of secondary electrons from the collector, As voltages are varied,
corresponding current values resulting from collection of various
positive ions are measured and telemetered back to be coupled with
the preset voltage values to establish a currentvoltage (I-V)
curve from which density, temperature, composition, and potential
can be derived, A typical curve for a representative velocity of
50 km/sec is shown in Fig, 111-2,
To obtain ion denisty and composition, only one current value per
mass number is necessary, However, there is a danger of missing
a step if voltage step size equals voltage per mass number, which
is about 12 V/amu, Also, two measurements per step can better
determine step level and length, Thus, for the 1 to 5-amu range,
voltage step size has been set at the 5.5-V value for the 66 V
sweep. This gives twelve current values to be sent back, and,
assuming an 8-bit word at the half-second sampling time, gives
192 bps.
If ion temperature is to be determined, the I-V curve reconstruc-
tion must be detailed enough to accurately define the sharp drop
corresponding to a given ion mass number, For ion temperatures
expected, the number of data points needed to define the curve
will be excessively large for telemetry, Therefore, onboard data
processing will be necessary, The overall bit rate could be less
because the output to be telemetered is now processed, therefore
condensed.
This instrument is state-of-the-art flight hardware, and except
perhaps for some development for the onboard temperature proces-
sor, will require no major development,
2. Neutral Particle Retarding Potential Analyzer (NRPA)
The NRPA establishes neutral-particle number density concentra-
tion profiles through the upper atmosphere as the probe flow field
goes from free molecular into the transitional region. It also
can establish neutral-particle temperatures in conjunction with
concentrations. The instrument has a dual range covering 1 to
20 amu. It will begin operation nominally at about 5000 km above
the turbopause and take data for about two minutes before the grid
wires burn up. The sampling time for one complete measurement has
been set at 0.5 sec,
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Instrument characteristics are shown in Table III-3. Power re-
quired is larger than the IRPA, primarily because an ionizing
beam is required, Bit rate is larger because of the extended
sweep range,
The configuration and location of the instrument are shown in
Fig. III-3. The conical entrance is limited to the same minimum
30° from horizontal as the IRPA, but is designed at 45° to lessen
interference with heavier neutral particles and because the dis-
tribution inside the instrument is not as critical, Because it
operates generally in a denser portion of the atmosphere, this
instrument is vented at the back to allow greater flow. The po-
sition of the NRPA is symmetrical to that of the IRPA on the op-
posite side of the probe centerline with its aperture even with
the stagnation point.
The rectangular entrance aperture area is about 5 cm2, with the
long axis parallel to the direction of an ionizing beam inside
the sensor. Below the inlet is a ground grid of 1-mil wire at
zero relative potential to the probe surface. Inside are grids
charged at +300 and -300 V to prevent all charged particles from
getting inside the instrument, allowing only neutral particles
in. The electron beam gun ionizes the neutrals, which are sub-
sequently retarded and collected as in the IRPA,
The first part of the dual sweep range is from 1 to 4 amu to ac-
count for H, H2 , and He, and the second from 14 to 20 amu, in-
cluding CH2, CH3, CH4, NH3, H20, and Ne, The corresponding re-
tarding sweep voltage ranges would be approximately 0 to 60 V
and from 180 to 280 V. The steps on the resulting I-V curve will
be a little greater than 13 V/amu. Because of the greater amount
of data and the limitations on bit rate, only one current value
per mass number is allowed. However, there is a danger of miss-
ing a step (mass number) if the voltage step size equals 13 V/amu.
Thus, for this study, 11 V was chosen for the step size, One
sample or sweep then consists of 14 words (for approximately 160
V). With an 8-bit word and a half-second sampling time, the nom-
inal bit rate for the NRPA is 224 bps.
If the neutral-particle temperature is to be determined, the I-V
curve must be detailed enough to accurately define the sharp drop
corresponding to a given mass number. For particle temperatures
expected, the number of data points needed to define the curve
will exceed the data handling capability. Therefore, onboard data
processing will be necessary, The overall bit rate could be less
because the output is now processed, therefore condensed.
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Table III-3 NRPA Characteristics (Ref III-6)
Weight - sensor = 0.45 kg (1 lb), electronics = 1.82 kg (4 lb),
total = 2.27 kg (5 lb)(2.5 kg with temperature processor)
Size - sensor lO= 10xlOx4cm, electronics + sensor = 25x10x10 cm
Volume - sensor = 400 cm3 , total package = 2500 cm3
Shape - sensor is rectangular or circular, electronics packed
around or separate
Power Required - 5 W
Warm-Up Times - ~30 sec
Sampling Interval* -min = 0.3 sec, nominal = 0.5 sec
Data Bits per Sample - 112
Data Bit Rate - max = 800 bps, nominal = 224 bps
Temperature Limits - min = -30°C, max = 1000°C
Heat Dissipated - 5 W
Material Composition - stainless steel
Onboard Processing Required** - nominally, no; yes for neutral-
particle temperatures
Angle of Attack Limits - +10°
Operational Altitudes - 0 to 1000 km above turbopause
Sensitivity: 105 particles/cm3 + 104 particles/cm3 by 1975
External Location - Same as IRPA
Protection Required - For protection against contaminants, en-
trance & exit vents are covered and vacuum
sealed until after probe separation.
Orientation & Pointing -
1. Aperture normal to incoming flux, thus perpendicular to
flight velocity vector.
2. Instrument will need conical entrance cone and vent in
bottom.
*14 sample points based on a bias voltage step size of 11 V (1
to 20 amu range).
**For a mission that includes onboard neutral-particle tempera-
ture processor, add 0.5 lb to electronics weight. Data bit rate
will not be greater than nominal value given here.
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Inlet Slit
Analyzer Location
Repeller
-Electron
Beam Receiver
Ion Repeller
Collector
(Quasi-
ground)
Cable
Fig. III-3 NeutraZ. Particle Retarding Potential Analyzer
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Electron
Beam Gun
Sweep
Potential Relative
RPA Element to Ground
Ion repeller +300 V
Beam receiver anode 0 V
Sweep grid 0 to 280 V
Secondary electron
suppressor grid -300V
This instrument is not state-of-the-art flight hardware, and will
require considerable development, although the technology gained
from the operational IRPA is applicable,
3. Langmuir Probe .(Electron Temperature Probe) (ETP)
The ETP establishes the electron number density.concentration pro-
files and electron temperature profiles as the vehicle descends
through the ionosphere in free molecular flow. tt will begin
searching for electrons at 50,000 km, but probably will not obtain
readings until later (See Section D. 4.). It will take data down
to near the turbopause, Sampling time for one complete measurement,
including onboard processing, has been set at 0,5 sec. Character-
istics of the instruments are shown in Table 111-4, Only one set
of electronics is required for both Langmuir probes,
The configuration and location of the two instruments are shown
in Fig. III-4. The guards protrude from the nose of the vehicle,
about 90° from the RPA strut locations, The sensor is a 7.6-cm
(3-in.) long hollow tube, 0,158 cm (1/16 in,) OD, Electrical
heaters are included in the hollow ETP and heated to 500°C for 10
min before use, The purpose of heating the probe is to remove
all contaminant particles that have been collected on the sensor
from launch operations, outgassing during cruise, or fuel deposits
from engine firings, The probe needs a 2-min warmup time and a
2-min cooling time before making measurements, It does not have
to reach ambient temperature before use, The suggested best time
for performing this operation is after separation and a few hours
before entry, but it could be done before separation from space"
craft power if the separation is clean,
One ETP is perpendicular to the flight velocity vector, has a con-
stant voltage applied and measures the electron current as it
varies with the descent altitude, These measurements are processed
on board to yield the electron number density, The other ETP is
fixed so that the sensor is parallel to the flight velocity vector
and has variable voltage applied, When this variable voltage is
high and negative, the ETP measures the ion current, which is
processed on board to give ion number density, As the voltage is
swept from negative to positive, current readings are taken to
obtain the shape of the I-V curve. After further onboard proces.
sing, the electron temperature is obtained,
The primary reasons for aligning the variablevoltage sensor par-
allel to the velocity vector are to substantially reduce ex-
traneous voltage induced by the large magnetic field of Jupiter
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Table III-4 Electron Temperature Probe (ETP) Characteristics (Ref III?7)
Weight - sensor = negligible, electronics = 3 lb
Size - sensor = 7.6 cm long (3 in), 0.16 cm (0.0625 in.) dia.
electronics = 5x15x15 cm (2x6x6' in.)
Volume - ~1200 cm3
Shape - sensor = hollow tube
Power Required - 3 W (2 W by 1975)
heater power = 5 W for 12 min before entry
Sampling Interval* - min = 0.1 sec, nominal = 0.5 sec
Data Bits per Sample* - 24 to 32
Data Bit Rate - max = 320 bps, nominal - 48 to 64 bps
Sensor Temperature Limits - min = -100°C, max = 700°C
Heat Dissipated - 3 W
Material Composition - nickel, plated with rhodium
Onboard Processing Required - yes*
Angle of Attack Limits - +5°
Operational Altitude - 50,000 to 0 km above turbopause
Sensitivity - 101 to 107 cm- 3, 200 to 20,000° K
Orientation & Pointing -
One sensor normal to and one parallel to flight velocity
vector
*About 30 current measurements are obtained from one voltage sweep.
After onboard processing, the nominal three words of information
telemetered back are the electron number density, ion number den-
sity, and electron temperature. However, as an option, the entire
30 current measurements could be sent back from every 30th voltage
sweep by adding a fourth word of prestored current data to be
telemetered every sample.
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other perpendicular to it.
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I I
Fig. III-4 Langmuir Probe
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Velocity
Vector
as the probe moves through it; to keep variations in distribution
of potential along the sensor length small, and to prevent trans-
lational energy of the probe from interfering with particle ther-
mal energy measurement, This orientation is more sensitive to
angle of attack--the limit being about ±5°,
The nominal data telemetered consists of three 8-bit words, all
processed on board--electron number density, ion number density,
and electron temperature, However, to verify accuracy of the
data, one complete set of current readings (30) along a voltage
sweep should be sent back somewhere between every tenth and every
thirtieth sample, If four 8-bit words are used, the last being
a current reading at one voltage, 29 currents and one voltage
sweep rate could be sent back every thirtieth sample at the ex-
pense of increasing the bit rate from 48 to 64 bps at a 0,5-sec
sampling time. This will later be referred to as added return
for a "science enhanced" mission.
The effect of the sinusoidal voltage induced on the Langmuir
probes by the planet's magnetic field was analyzed to determine
the impact upon the total design. The result was that both the
distance of the sensor from the vehicle centerline (k) and the
spin rate should be minimized.
Table III-5 lists some data points from a parametric study to
select a spin rate, The minimum distance for 2 is about 10 in.
This is to prevent significant interference, both particle reflec.
tion and mounting constraints, with the mass spectrometer and
RPAs, The spin rate is varied from 37.5 rpm, which is the required
spin rate to obtain one probe revolution within one scale height
of neutral H, and which is used for several of the design missions,
The last column shows the V/sec change as the sinusoidal induced
voltage goes from maximum positive to maximum negative in a half
period. To reduce this slope to below 20 V/sec requires the spin
rate to be less than 20,2 rpm if Z > 25,4 cm (10 in,), The last
line in the table will be used as the design value for missions
with the Langmuir probes on the vehicle nose, Spin rate is 20
rpm and the entire probe instrument must be within 25.4 cm of the
centerline. This can be accomplished easily by turning the probe
instrument that is perpendicuular to the flight velocity vector so
that it is also perpendicular to a radius vector from the center-
line.
The Langmuir probe and all its electronic equipment have been
flown on Earth-orbital missions, and as such, are all state of
the art.
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Table III-5 Induced Voltages
Voltage Spin Half Period
Amplitude, Rate, Time,
in. cm V rpm sec V/sec
30.8 78.0 45.4 37.5 0.80 112.0
15.0 38.1 22.2 37.5 0.80 55.4
15.0 38.1 22.2 20.0 1.50 29.5
15.0 38.1 22.2 13.5 2.22 20.0
12.0 30.5 17.7 37.5 0.80 44.3
12.0 30.5 17.7 20.0 1.50 23.6
12.0 30.5 17.7 16.9 1.77 20.0
10.0 25.4 14.8 37.5 0.80 36.9
10.0 25.4 14.8 25.0 1.20 24.6
10.0 25.4 14.8 20.2 1.48 20.0
10.0 25.4 14.8 20.0 1.50 19.7
Neutral Mass Spectrometer (NMS)
The NMS measures isotopic-relative abundances enabling determination
of the important hydrogen/helium ratio, It has a nominal range
of 1 to 38 amu and operates near and below the turbopause until
communications blackout, The time for a complete sweep has been
selected as 0.4 sec, with data telemetered in real time,
As a recommendation of the previous study (Ref 111-2), the instru-
ment is of the molecular beam sampler-type to better reproduce the
undisturbed ambient conditions from a sample of reactive species,
It is placed inside the probe body with the aperture at the stag-
nation point. The characteristics are given in Table III-6 and
configuration and location are shown in Fig, 111-5. The instrument
consists of an ionizer region, a quadrupole analyzer section, and
a secondary electron multiplier. The stability of the trajectory
through the analyzer of a given ionized particle is a function of
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Fig. III-5 Neutral Mass Spectrometer
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Table III-6 Mass Spectrometer Characteristics (Ref III-8)
Weight - sensor = 5.9kg (13 lb), pump = 0.45kg (1 lb), total =
6.4kg (14 lb)
Size - sensor = 5-cm dia tube (1.97-in.) 20-cm lonR (7.9-in.),
total 12x20x33 cm (4.7x7.9x13.0 in.), pump = 44.2
(27 in.3 )
Volume - u7920 cm3 (483 in.3) total
Shape - sensor = tube given above
electronics packaged around it
Power Required - 15 W
Warm-Up Times - 3 to 5 min
Sampling Interval* - min = 0.22 sec, nominal = 0.4 sec
Data Bits per Sample - 176
Data Bit Rate - max = 800 bps, nominal = 440 bps
Temperature Limits - < 200°C
Heat Dissipated - 15 W max
Material Composition - stainless steel
Onboard Processing Required - Nominally, no.
Angle of Attack Limits - +10°
Operational Altitudes - < 100 km above turbopause to 60 km below
turbopause
Sensitivity - 1 to 38 amu, dynamic range = 106
External Location/Operation - Stagnation-point molecular beam
sampler system, thus NMS must be
located inside vehicle shell behind
stagnation point
Protection Required - Entrance and exit apertures covered and
vacuum sealed until after probe separation.
Instrument to be opened several days be-
fore entry to allow contaminants to dis-
perse i
Orientation & Pointing -
Aperture at stagnation point
*ll-isotope sampling required.
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its charge to mass ratio and the field of the analyzer. By suc-
cessiveiy readjusting the field for each of the 11 isotopes under
consideration, only the particles with the appropriate mass/charge
will have a stable trajectory and be collected,
A selective scanning technique is proposed for the 11 isotopes
with an initial dwell of 2 msec, If a threshold current from a
specific isotope is detected the field remains set for an addit
tional 18 msec, If all isotopes existed in sufficient quantities
to be measured, the total time for a complete sweep would be 0.22
sec, which is less than the allotted 0.4 sec. A small percentage
of the difference is used to digitize, format and telemeter the
data. For 11 settings, there is a voltage or RF field word to
identify the isotope, and a resulting current word to give the
concentration, constituting 22 eight-bit words, At the nominal
sample time the bit rate is 440 bps,
Figure III-6a and III-6b are two different designs of a molecular
beam inlet system which were used to calculate the concentrations
given in Table III-7. This table lists the 11 isotopes and the
projected concentrations that constitute the molecular beam in
the ionizer as a function of altitude below the turbopause, The
particular inlet design shown, tapered at 45° on both sides of
the entrance, appears to be the best compromise in order to pre-
vent thin or sharp beryllium sections from becoming too hot and
yet retain a molecular beam of sufficient intensity, The flow
enters a small chamber through the first aperture at the rate
given below for two altitudes.
Mass flow rate (particles/sec)
Configuration 1 1st aperture 2nd aperture
Turbopause (0 km) 3,0 x 1017 3,0 x 1015
Blackout (-60 km) 1,1 x 1019 1,1 x 1017
Configuration 2 1st aperture 2nd aperture
Turbopause (0 km) 7,4 x 1016 1,9 x 1014
Blackout (-60 km) 2,7 x 1018 6,7 x 1015
A portion of the flow enters the mass spectrometer analyzer, as
indicated by the flow rates for the second aperture, and the re-
mainder is vented in a manifold around the instrument. The total
flow passes through an ion pump that has a pumping capability
governed by the flow rate through the first aperture. From the
pump, the flow is vented to the base of the vehicle through a
2.5 cm diameter line.
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Fig. III-6a Mass-Spectrometer Inlet Specifications (Configuration 1)
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Fig. III-6b Mass-Spectrometer Inlet Specifications (Configuration 2)
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Several manufacturers were contacted for information on current
and advanced ion pumps. Current state-of-the-art pumping speed
is about 1,5 x 10 6 particles/sec (4 liter/sec at 10 4 torr).
It is generally believed that with considerable development, the
maximum pumping speed that could be obtained by 1976 is approxi-
mately 1018 particles/sec (10 liters/sec at 5 x 10
-
3 torr).
An evaluation was made to determine if the wake region of the
flow could be used for pumping the mass spectrometer system, Wind
tunnel tests showed that the base pressure is approximately 18
times free stream pressure. The tabulation shows the pressure
relationships for two different altitudes:
Free stream pressure
Stagnation pressure
Base pressure
Maximum pressure in
NMS analyzer region
Ratio of pressure in
analyzer to base
Turbopause (0 km)
Pf = 6 x 10
-
8 atm
P = 3 x 10
-
4 atm
s
P = 1,1 x 10
-
6 atmb
P = 6,6 x 10
'
8 atm
a
Pa/Pb = 0°06
Blackout (-60 km)
Pf = 2 x 10
-
6 atm
P = 1.1 x 10
-
2 atm
s
P = 3,6 x 10
-
5 atmb
P = 6.6 x 10
-
8 atm
a
P /Pb = 0.002
The pressure ratio is adverse to base pumping since P must always
a
be greater than Pb in order for the wake to serve as a pump.
In conjunction with the configurations in Fig. III-6 and concen-
trations in Table III-7, the altitude at which the concentration
of each isotope falls within the dynamic range of the instrument
was calculated,
Altitude of
Configuration 1
> +20
> 0
> 0
> +20
> +20
-2
>0
> 0
0
-12
-37
First Measurement
Configuration 2
> +20
>0
-19
> +20
> +20
-48
>0
-4
-44
-56
-84
Isotope
Hi
D2
He3
He4
C1 2
C13
N14
Ne20
Ne2 2
A3 6
A3 8
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These two configurations represent bounds on an actual design,
Configuration 1 can measure all the isotopes before blackout but
requires a pumping speed beyond the capability of a feasible ion
pump, Configuration 2 has a feasible pumping speed but loses
the A3 8 measurement completely,
The mass spectrometer system will require significant experimental
test and development before actual flight, particularly in the
inlet sampling and pumping mechanism designs, The pressure and
temperature behind the normal shock needs to be simulated; sepr
arately, simulation of the stagnation enthalpy and verification
of the small orifice inlet operation is required,
5. Ultraviolet Dayglow (Photometers or Spectrometer)
The function of the ultraviolet dayglow instrument is to measure
the intensity of the H Lyman-a dayglow at 1216 A and the He res-
onance scattering dayglow at 584 A, The H dayglow primarily comes
from resonance scattering of atomic hydrogen, but a small amount
may be from dissociative fluorescence of diatomic H2, Because
these are the dominant particles in the upper atmosphere, the
results will bear directly on the structure of the region.
Figure III-7 shows the dayglow strengths predicted by Dr. D. M,
Hunten from his model upper atmosphere (Ref III-4), The detector
should be sensitive enough to detect down to at least 5 Rayleighs
and, if possible, to 1 Rayleigh, At 1 Rayleigh, the H resonance
will begin to be detected at about 1000 km, but because of un-
certainty, the instruments will be turned on at 10,000 km.
The instruments considered are listed below,
Ultraviolet photomultiplier photometer
Two separate instruments and detectors, Original proposal
instrument, Operation similar to Mariner 5 (Venus 1967)
instruments,
Reflection grating spectrometer
One instrument with three fixed channeltron (spiraltron) de-
tectors. Proposed by Dr. D. M. Hunten of Kitt Peak Observatory
Operation similar to Mariner Venus-Mercury 1973 proposed
instruments.
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Thin-filter channeltron photometer
Separate instruments and detectors. Proposed by Dr. D. Heath
of GSFC, Independently proposed through discussion with
J. Pranke, Research Assistant to Dr. C. Barth, LASP, University
of Colorado.
The ultraviolet photomultiplier photometer is satisfactory only
for the H measurement, The photometer optics (window and filter)
have a lower cutoff point at about 900 X minimum and will not
transmit the He dayglow at 584 A, It is a two-detector photo-
multiplier photometer. Each detector has a UV filter, in one case
composed of magnesium fluoride and the other of calcium fluoride.
The output current reading is proportional to the intensity of
the light. Characteristics of the instrument are given in Table
III-8 and the detector configuration is shown in Fig. III-8.
The reflection grating spectrometer is satisfactory for both H
and He dayglow measurements. It is a body fixed objective grating
spectrometer with no moving parts. A mechanical collimator dew
fines the field of view and a fixed concave grating disperses
and images the spectrum, Fixed slits and channel multiplier de-
tectors are placed at the wavelengths of interest in the image
plane. Photon counting techniques are used, and random pulses
are counted. The detectors used would be channeltrons placed
00
at 1216 A, 584 A, and at a background wavelength. Thus, this
one instrument would make all necessary dayglow measurements,
The field of view is rectangular, on the order of 2 x 20°. Its
characteristics are given in Table III-9 and its configuration
shown in Fig. III-9. The original instrument was developed by
Dr. L. Broadfoot at Kitt Peak National Observatory.
The thin-filter channeltron photometer is sufficient for both H
and He dayglow, but is not the most efficient for H at these
particular wavelengths. To collect the light from the 584 A He
dayglow, a channeltron detector is required because the light at
this wavelength cannot pass through any glass optics. The light
passes through a very thin (1690 A) Sn metal filter supported by
wire mesh, and strikes the side of the tube that is coated with
a photosensitive semiconductor. A high voltage is applied along
the tube and a gradient is thus established. The incidence of
photons on this surface causes a current to flow that is propor-
tional to intensity. The characteristics of this instrument are
given in Table III-10 and the configuration in Fig. III-10.
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Table III-8 Hydrogen Photomultiplier Photometer Characteristics
Weight - 2.05 kg total (4.5 lb)
Size - 10x12.5x12.5 cm (4x5x5 in.)
Volume - %1600 cm3 (100 in.3)
Shape - sensor = tube approx 2.54 cm in dia (1 in.)
Power Required - 3 W
Warm-Up Time - 5 sec
Sampling Interval* - 0.09 to 1.6 sec
Data Bits per Sample - 8
Data Bit Rate* - 5 to 90 bps
Temperature Limits - -30 to 50°C
Heat Dissipated - 3 W
Onboard Processing Required - possible
Angle of Attack Limits - none
Operational Altitudes - 0 to 5000 km
Sensitivity - 104 photons/measurement
Location/Operation - Looking out side of vehicle and rotating
with it. Possibly pointing slightly for-
ward.
Protection Required -
Cover over aperture during launch and coast
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*Sample time varies from one measurement every 20° of rotation
to one measurement every revolution (360°) based on a rotation
rate of 37.5 rpm.
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Table III-9 Ultraviolet Reflection Grating Spectrometer Character-
is tics
Weight - 2.3 kg (5 lb) total
Size - 10x10.8x34 cm (4x4.25x13.5 in.)
Volume - 43400 cm3 (200 in.3)
Shape - sensor = intersecting tubes, electronics packaged around
it
Power Required - <5 W
Warm-Up Time - 5 sec
Sampling Interval* - 0.09 to 1.6 sec
Data Bits/Sample - 24
Data Bit Rate* - 15 to 270 bps
Temperature Limits - operating = 0 to 40°C, nonoperating = -20°C
to 75°C
Heat Dissipated - <5 W
Onboard Processing Required - yes, for lower data rates
Angle of Attack Limits - none
Operational Altitudes - 0 to 5000 km
Sensitivity - 2 photons/sec/Rayleigh
Location/Operation -
Looking out side of vehicle and rotating with it. Possibly
pointing slightly forward.
Protection Required -
Cover over aperture during launch and coast
He
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*Sample time varies from one measurement every 200 of rotation
to one measurement every revolution (360° ) based on a rotation
rate of 37.5 rpm.
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Table III-JO Helium ChanneZtron Photometer Characteristics
Weight - 0.9 kg (2 lb) total
Size - 10.2x10.2x12.7 cm (4x4x5 in.)
Volume - 1311 cm3 (80 in.3)
Shape - sensor = tube 1.2 cm (<1/2 in.
Power Required - 2 W
Warm-Up Time - none
Sampling Interval* - 0.09 to 1.6 sec
Data Bits per Sample - 8
Data Bit Rate* - 5 to 90 bps
Temperature Limits - -30 to 50°C
Heat Dissipated - 2 W
Onboard Processing Required - possible
Angle of Attack Limits - none
Operational Altitudes - 0 to 5000 km
Sensitivity - 104 photons/measurement
Location/Operation -
Looking outside of vehicle and rot,
pointing slightly forward.
Protection Required -
Cover over aperture during launch
) dia
ating with it. Possibly
and coast
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*Sample time varies from one measurement every 20° of rotation
to one measurement every revolution (360°) based on a rotation
rate of 37.5 rpm.
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Either photometers or a spectrometer will adequately measure the
dayglow. Photometers generally collect more solid angle of light
of a particular wavelength and have a higher signal/noise ratio,
A spectrometer is used when a narrower specific selection of wave-
length is desired, Both H and He photometers or the spectrometer
can be packaged in a volume of about 13 x 13 x 20 cm with a weight
of 2.3 kg and power requirement of 5 W, The final designs in this
report have been based on these assumptions.
All three dayglow instruments will suffer some measurement inter-
ference from the radiation field, but the channeltron-type in-
struments are the most susceptible, To measure He dayglow on
the entry probe, some form of channeltron detector must be used
as a component in either the spectrometer or photometer, The
effects of radiation depend on the number of counts the detector
has to make, A high radiation field causes the channeltron to
have too fast a counting rate, This will cause excessive current
to be drawn and break down the voltage gradient along the wall,
With the high voltage supply on and operating, the channel multi-
plier will begin to suffer light to moderate damage at a radiation
field strength of 1010 particles/cm2. However, if the high vol-
tage supply is left off and the instrument is not in the operating
mode, it does not begin to suffer light to moderate damage until
a field strength of 1014 particles/cm2 is reached. The radiation-
model upper limit is about 1013 particles/cm2. Thus, if the in-
strument was not turned on until after it had passed through Jup-
iter's radiation belts, it would have survived to measure the day-
glow. This is acceptable because the strength of the signal caused
by the radiation field would completely swamp any signal due to
the dayglow.
To sequence the photometer (or spectrometer) requires the use of
some type of radiation detector (e.g., scintillator or semiconduc-
tor) to continuously monitor the strength of the radiation field
and turn on the optical instrument when the strength drops below
some minimum value for a certain length of time, This solution
offers, in effect, another instrument of negligible size, weight,
and power, operating within the data bit rates allowed for the
optical instrument, yielding a radiation strength profile as the
probe descends, only at the expense of adding a sequencing mechr
anism,
The dayglow instrument will be mounted inside the probe body with
the aperture looking out the side of the vehicle, so that the
field of view rotates with the probe. Both dayglow instruments
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should look in the same direction and make measurements simul-
taneously, Because the instrument must rotate with the probe,
the measurement time will be a direct function of the spin rate.
It is desirable, but not necessary, to obtain profiles over 360°
of probe rotation as the probe descends, There will be a variation
in dayglow intensity with one rotation, thus a modulation in sig-
nal caused partially by interference from the Sun, even though
the line to the Sun will always be 60° or more from the look
direction of the instrument.
Two modes of operation of the dayglow instrument are possible,
Both require that measurements be made every 20 to 30° of probe
rotation. In the nominal case, these readings are processed on-
board to yield the maximum and minimum intensity valves each rev-
olution. In an expanded return case, every value is telemetered
resulting in a full dayglow profile over each probe rotation, In
the first case, the data consists of 2 words/revolution and in
the second, 12 to 18 words/revolution for each hydrogen, helium,
and background measurement. Thus, depending upon the mode of op-
eration and the probe spin rate, the data rate can vary from 10
to 270 bps for the dayglow, A silicon diode sun sensor could be
used to detect the exact rotation rate by observing sun crossings,.
D, SCIENCE MISSION ANALYSIS
This section describes the relationship between the mission anal-
ysis parameters and the science instrument performance. The mea-
surement performance of each instrument is evaluated as a function
of altitude and entry flight path angle, and the effect of atmos-
pheric model uncertainties on science instrument performance and
mission time is discussed.
1. Measurement Performance along Entry Trajectory
The criterion for judging the measurement performance of the upper
atmospheric instruments has been given as one measurement per
scale height for each particle. The scale heights are tabulated
in Chapter II. The first mission studied under the contract was
the reference mission that had an entry flight path angle of -35° .
Using this mission entry trajectory, the number of measurements
per scale height for the primary constituents are given in Table
III-11 as a function of altitude above turbopause, As can be seen,
the number of measurements per scale height for the majority of
the particles does not change as a function of altitude,
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Table III-11 Reference Mission Measurement Performance
Measurements/Scale Height at Given Altitude
Particle 800 km 600 km 400 km 200 km 100 km
H 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
H2 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
He 0.8 0.8 0.6
H+ & -6.HI e 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
H2+ 5.5 7.3 8.6 5.0 2.0
H3+ 2.7 2.7
He
+ 3.0 3.0 3.0
HeH+ 1,3 1.3 1.3
The blank spaces in the table reflect
does not exist in sufficient quantity
to the models, Note that the smaller
where the specific particle
to be measurable, according
the atomic mass, the higher
the number of measurements per scale height, for both the neutrals
and the ions. The only performance numbers below one, are those
for neutral He, heaviest of the listed neutrals,
The change in performance for the H2 ion is directly attributable
to its constantly varying concentration profile in the model,
(See Chapter II,) The reduction in the numbers for both the
+.
neutral He and the H3+ ion result from the sudden rapid drop in
their number densities starting at about 129 km,
For the mass spectrometer, the criterion is to make two full sweeps
of all 11 mass numbers below the turbopause. This particular mis-
sion obtained 4.4 sweeps from 0 to -60 km, therefore satisfying
the requirements. An additional 1.1 sweep is obtainable from 30
km above the turbopause, and will yield additional data if there
is a sufficient abundance for measurement.
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Science Mission Analysis Parameters
Figure III-11 shows four graphs of the primary measurement portion
of the entry trajectory from 8000 km (X250 sec) through the turbo-
pause and the variations of the science mission analysis parameters.
The first graph shows how the three velocities vary along the en-
try profile, The inertial velocity is that relative to the cen-
ter of the planet and, as can be seen, its variations are small,
The next line down shows the velocity relative to the planet's
atmosphere, assuming that the atmosphere rotates exactly with the
planet. It stays roughly parallel to the inertial, increasing
slightly as the probe nears the turbopause, The radial velocity
is shown on the bottom line, and is the one that establishes the
science instrument measurement time and number of measurements
that can be obtained within a certain distance, Its variations
are the smallest of the three, but it is significant that it de-
creases, and that at entry it is a full 15 km/sec slower than the
relative velocity,
The figure on the lower left shows the change in flight path ang-
les along the entry trajectory, Note that while the inertial
flight path angle at entry is the referenced -35°, the relative
flight path angle is about 8° greater, The radial velocity is
a direct function of the sine of the inertial flight path angle,
The graph on the lower right shows that the change in angle of
attack from 8000 km is only 1.2° and, during the portion of the
entry where the primary science measurements are being taken, it
changes only a fraction of a degree, This is well within the
limits of the instruments, which are about ±5° , The 3a disper-
sions around the flight path angles are about 1,2°, while those
around the angle of attack are about 3° , The latter means that
the change in angle of attack is less than the uncertainty in
its value,
3. Performance versus Entry Flight Path Angle
Figure 111-12 shows the parametric variations of velocity and
measurement time as a function of inertial flight path angle at
entry. The graph on the left shows that while the inertial ve-
locity is almost independent, the relative velocity increases
significantly with increasing flight path angle, and the radial
velocity increases drastically, It is interesting that up until
about 50 °, the rate of increase of radial velocity is 1,0 km/sec/
degree and that the magnitude of the entry angle approximately
equals the magnitude of the radial velocity.
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This change in radial velocity directly affects the time between
any two altitudes, as graphically shown by the curve on the right.
It presents the time from entry to turbopause as a function of
entry angle, By comparing the two graphs, it can be seen that,
as the radial velocity goes up, the time to make measurements
decreases rapidly. A curve representing the time below the turbo-
pause down to blackout would look identical--the time at 15°,
being 4,0 sec; at 35°, 1,7 sec; and at 85° only 1.0 sec. This
strongly indicates that the lower flight path angles are much more
desirable for making measurements.
Table III-12 shows the measurements per scale height for each of
the ions and neutrals specified by the models as a function of
entry flight path angle for an altitude of 200 km above the turbo-
pause. This altitude is one where there are enough of all par-
ticles, according to the models, to be measured, Again, the
evidence is strong that the lower the entry angle, the better the
mission, An entry angle of about 26° is required to give 1,0
measurements per scale height for neutral He. Figure III-13 shows
the individual measurements by the NRPA for an entry angle of 33°
superimposed on the model concentration profile for neutral He,
It represents 0.86 measurements per scale height, Unless the
actual profile is extremely nonlinear, the number shown will be
sufficient for determination of concentration profiles.
The top set of numbers in Table III-13 represents the mass spec-
trometer measurements for the reference location of the turbo-
pause, The criterion of obtaining two measurements below the
turbopause is satisfied for all flight path angles, but, as be-
fore, the performance increases with lower values, Because of
the uncertainty of the models, and the variation in theories con-
cerning the turbopause, it may be located as much as one order
of magnitude in atmospheric density higher than the reference.
This means a lowering in altitude of the turbopause of about 40
km. The second set of numbers in the table represents the mea-
surements obtainable by the mass spectrometer below the turbopause
if it is displaced 40 km down in the atmosphere, From this it
can be seen that an entry angle of 25° or less is required to
satisfy the criterion. Figure III-14 shows this difference graph-
ically, the required two-measurement minimum designated with a
dashed line.
4. Margins for Science Instrument Sequencing Times
A sufficient margin should be used in determining times for science
instruments to begin monitoring data to ensure that they are oper-
ating early enough for any significant measurements. Margins used
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Entry Flight Path Angle, deg
Measurements: -15 -25 -35 -45 -55 -65 -75 -85
Above turbopause 2.61 1.50 1.09 0.88 0.76 0.68 0.64 0.62
Below turbopause 10.48 6.02 4.37 3.50 3.02 2.73 2.56 2.48
Total 13.09 7.52 5.46 4.38 3.78 3.41 3.20 3.10
With Lower
Turbopause*:
Below turbopause 3.50 2.01 1.46 1.17 1.01 0.91 0.85 0.83
Total 6.11 3.51 2.55 2.05 1.77 1.59 1.49 1.45
*Measurements obtainable if turbopause is 40 km lower than model in-
dicates, which is one order of magnitude increase in atmospheric
density at that location.
Margins for Science Instrument Sequencing Times
A sufficient margin should be used in determining times for science
instruments to begin monitoring data to ensure that they are op-
erating early enough for any significant measurements. Margins
used so far have been computed on the basis of two considerations:
1) An altitude margin based on uncertainties in the nominal at-
mosphere model to account for the highest altitude at which
particles might be detected;
2) A time margin based on the uncertainty in the time at which
the probe would arrive at the desired instrument monitoring
altitude, This uncertainty results from errors in the track-
ing, midcourse correction, and deflection maneuver processes.
Note also that the instruments are turned on 5 min earlier to
allow them time to warm up to operating temperature.
The altitude margin is based on the upper atmospheric model and
sensitivity of the instruments plus an allowance for model uncer-
tainties. The most optimistic 1975 state-of-the-art sensitivity
for the Langmuir probe is 10 particles/cm3. The lightest particle
that would exist highest in the atmosphere is the electron, and
according to the model, the altitude above the turbopause at which
the electron number density falls below 10 particles/cm3 is 1240
km. However, because of possible large uncertainties in the model
and possible interaction with the solar wind, the Langmuir probe
is set to begin monitoring at an altitude of 50,000 km, which is
approximately 23 min from turbopause.
For the IRPA, the best possible sensitivity is 5 particles/cm3
by 1975. For monatomic H ions, the altitude at which this number
density is reached, according to the model, is 1370 km and for
diatomic H2 ions, 820 km. For simplicity in sequencing mechanisms,
the IRPA has been set to begin simultaneously with the Langmuir
probe.
For the NRPA, the best possible sensitivity by 1975 is 104 par-
ticles/cm3 . For neutral monatomic H, the altitude at which this
density is reached, according to the model, is 575 km and for
neutral diatomic H2 it is 515 km above the turbopause, For neutral
He, it is only 225 km. The altitude to begin monitoring without
trajectory uncertainties was set at 5000 km for all missions. For
a detailed discussion of the time margin mentioned in 2) above, see
Chapter IV, Section F.
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4.
For the nominal payload data rates, Figure III-15 shows the sci-
ence instrument sequencing with altitude and time. The time-to-
turbopause scale, although typical, is shown for a mission (Mis-
sion 7) with an entry angle of -33°, (See Chapter V for Mission
descriptions.) Figure III-16 shows similar data for the expanded
science payload of Mission 1A,
The instruments are sequenced in two steps, the ETP, IRPA, and
photometers coming on first and then the remainder of the instru-
ments at a lower altitude, The dashed line represents the alti-
tudes which, according to the model atmosphere and ionosphere and
the projected state-of-the-art 1975 instrument sensitivities, would
be the points at which that instrument would begin taking relevant
data. The solid line represents the altitudes at which the in-
struments will begin operation in the mission sequence, The dif-
ference between the lines is the margin allowed for variation in
model atmosphere and ionosphere. Note that the altitude reference
is "cloud tops" (71,550 km) rather than turbopause because of the
log scale.
5, Longitude and Latitude Variations along Entry Trajectory
A study was conducted to investigate the amount of longitude and
latitude traversed by the probe from the time instruments are
turned on until communications blackout, The tabulation below
presents those variations along with the time increment covered
for two intervals over a range of entry flight path angles (YE)'
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50,000 to Blackout* 1400 to Blackout*
Y A Lat, A Long., At, A Lat, A Long., At,
deg deg deg min deg deg sec
45 1.4 23.6 20.7 0.10 1.2 34.3
35 1.9 32.1 22.6 0.10 1.7 42.3
25 2.3 42.1 26.3 0.11 2.6 57.5
15 2.6 55.2 31.3 0.13 4.4 94.9
Equatorial inclination for all missions = 3.50° .
*Blackout is taken as -60 km altitude.
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The first interval is from 50,000 km altitude to blackout and be-
gins where the Langmuir probe first begins to monitor for elec-
trons, The second interval is from 1400 km to blackout and rep-
resents the approximate maximum region that the density of parti-
cles, according to the adopted models, is within the measurable
range of the instruments.
The latitude and longitude variations for the range beginning at
1400 km are probably the most realistic from the standpoint of
actual measurements made by the instruments, and these variations
appear negligible, However, longitude variation for the total
time the instruments are operating is significant, and if the
data are nonzero in this higher range, it could become important.
Trajectory uncertainties are unimportant here because a displace-
ment in time does not affect the length of the operating range.
The above data were based on probe deflection at 106 km and a
spacecraft periapsis of 1,1 RJ, but additional information has
shown that the order of magnitude of the variations is the same
for any reasonable deflection or periapsis radius.
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IV. MISSION ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Results of major parametric studies in mission analysis and de-
sign for the Jupiter turbopause mission are presented in this
chapter, which comprises the following sections.
A. Science Requirements on Mission Design
B. Entry and Approach Trajectories
C. Interplanetary Trajectories
D. Deterministic Probe Mission Analysis
E. Navigation and Guidance
F. Dispersion Analysis
The titles of the first two sections are self-explanatory. The
launch and arrival considerations involved in selecting the in-
terplanetary trajectory are analyzed in Section C. Requirements
for Jupiter swingbys to other planets and to the solar apex
are provided in addition to Jupiter-only missions. The deter-
ministic analysis of the deflection and postdeflection phases of
the mission is described in Section D. An extensive discussion
of the deflection is included here, with descriptions of the
precession maneuver and communication link parameter. The dis-
persions of entry parameters and communication parameters result-
ing from deflection uncertainties and execution errors are ana-
lyzed in the final section.
Generally, the parametric data are based on the reference mission
defined below. To demonstrate the effects of mission date, data
are occasionally referenced to other missions. The dates defin-
ing these key missions are provided in Table IV-1.
IV-1
Table IV-1 Keu Missions
A. SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS ON MISSION DESIGN
Mission design is determined by the science objectives and per-
formance requirements of the mission. These are discussed in
detail in the previous chapter. A brief summary of requirements
most important to mission design will be given in this section.
The pertinent constraints are illustrated in Fig. IV-1.
Because of Jupiter's large size and rapid rotation rate of 36.6°/
hr, its equatorial velocity is about 12.6 km/sec. Therefore,
entry in the direction of Jupiter's rotation in the vicinity of
the equatorial plane can reduce the relative entry speed with
respect to the atmosphere from about 60 km/sec to 47 km/sec.
Thus, posigrade approaches with low inclinations are desirable.
If an entry at zero latitude is not possible, entries at lati-
tudes of ±10° are desirable because of the turbulent region in
those latitudes.
It is necessary that the probe enter on the sun side of the planet
to obtain acceptable dayglow intensities and to enter in the pre-
dictable ionization region. Because the ionization drops off
abruptly about 70° from the subsolar point (or 20° from the even-
ing terminator), a constraint is imposed that entry must occur
within 70° of the subsolar point. Science measurement performance
is enhanced with low entry angles. The entry angle is reduced as
the angle from the subsolar point to the entry site is increased.
Therefore, there is a minimum entry angle consistent with the 20°
mask angle constraint. The implication of these requirements on
launch and arrival date selection will be discussed- in more de-
tail in Section C.
VT-2
Flight Periapsis Deflection Deflection Entry
Launch Arrival Time, VHP Radius, Radius, AV, Angle,
Mission Date Date days cm/sec j 106 km m/sec deg
Reference 10/10/78 3/27/80 534 11.9 Variable Variable Variable Variable
1 10/21/78 12/26/80 797 6.8 1.1 30 16 -21
1A 10/21/78 11/19/80 760 6.8 1.1 10 55 -23
2,2A 10/13/78 7/29/80 655 8.6 4.0 50 101 -29
3 10/3/78 5/1/80 576 10.7 1.9 30 82 -33
4A 11/5/79 6/8/81 581 10.9 9.9 50 243 -33
4B 11/11/79 5/2/81 538 12.1 6.6 50 180 -34
5 10/9/78 4/1/80 540 11.7 1.8 30 75 -34
7B 9/5/77 3/16/79 557 10.6 4.9 50 130 -33
7C 9/5/77 3/1/79 542 11.1 4.5 50 122 -33
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Science requirements also stipulate that the probe enter with a
relative angle of attack of zero. Otherwise, the collection and
interpretation of the science data would be impaired. A zero
relative angle of attack also assures that aeroheating will be
well defined and simplifies design of thermal control.
B. ENTRY AND APPROACH TRAJECTORIES
The critical phase of the turbopause mission is the period when
science measurements are being taken and resulting data trans-
mitted to the spacecraft and relayed to Earth. This phase in-
cludes the approach and entry trajectories of the probe and the
approach trajectory of the spacecraft.
In this study, the entry radius is assumed to be at a Jovian
radius of 72,550 km which is 800 km above the turbopause. This
altitude corresponds to a pressure of 10-17 atm. The mission
terminates at communication blackout approximately 60 km below
the turbopause at a pressure of 10- 5 atm. The postentry phase
of the mission therefore occurs over an interval of 860 km in
altitude and less than 50 sec in time. The entry angle and
velocity stay approximately constant during this interval. Thus,
the aerodynamic effects on the postentry trajectory can be ig-
nored. The aerodynamic heating and communication blackout are,
of course, of crucial importance, and are discussed in Chapter
X of this volume.
The critical trajectory parameters at entry are the relative and
inertial flight path angles, relative and inertial velocities and
components, relative angle of attack, and lighting. The varia-
tion in lighting is a function of entry angle and arrival date.
Discussion of these effects will be deferred to Section C.
The flight path angle at entry will be designated the entry angle.
Figure IV-2 provides a comparison of relative and inertial entry
angles. In this report, references will generally be based on
inertial entry angle so that the term entry angle will imply in-
ertial entry angle unless otherwise noted. The figure then pro-
vides a convenient conversion to the relative angles.
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VHp = 5 km/sec
13 km/sec
RE = 72,550 km
I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
-15
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Inertial Entry Angle, deg
Fig. IV-2 Inertial and Relative Entry Angles
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The relative velocity at entry is a function of the entry angle
and latitude of entry. Figure IV-3 provides a quantitative meas-
ure of these effects. The relative velocity is least for small
entry angles and entry latitudes and increases as either is in-
creased. The entry velocity is relatively insensitive to vari-
ations in approach velocity, VHp, (Fig. IV-4) so that entry
velocity is not a function of arrival date at Jupiter.
The value of the entry angle also has a critical effect on the
value of the radial velocity component, which translates into
the time interval from entry to turbopause. These effects are
illustrated in Fig. IV-5. For the missions identified in this
study, the entry angles vary from YE = -20° to YE = -34°0. For
this range, the critical time interval varies from about 36 to
24 sec.
The final probe trajectory profile for the reference mission is
illustrated in Fig. IV-6. The time histories of velocity compo-
nents, altitude, flight path angle, and relative angle of attack
are provided in this figure.
The approacn trajectory of the spacecraft is constrained because
of the requirements for the probe trajectory. The requirement
for posigrade trajectories for the probe to reduce its relative
velocity constrains the spacecraft trajectory to the same type of
approach because of relay link requirements. The deflection,
AV, is generally reduced if an in-plane maneuver is used. There-
fore, the desire for low-inclination probe trajectories trans-
lates into a preference for low-inclination spacecraft trajecto-
ries. Finally, the communication range is reduced as the space-
craft periapsis radius is reduced. Thus, low periapsis radii
are also preferred. Quantitative evaluations of these varia-
tions are given in Section D of this chapter.
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Entry Radius = 72,550 km l 1
Inertial Entry Velocity = 59.5 km/sec /
Entry with Rotation -- -
(Entry azimuth = 90° , i.e.,
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Fig. IV-3 Relative Velocity Variation with Entry Conditions
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C. INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORIES
Opportunities for Earth-Jupiter transfers occur approximately
every 13 months when the Earth and Jupiter are in relative oppo-
sition to each other. If the two planets traveled in coplanar
circular orbits, the minimum energy transfer would consist of an
ellipse with periapsis at Earth launch position and apoapsis at
the Jupiter arrival position (Hohmann transfer). Because of
nonplanar effects (Jupiter's orbit is inclined 1.30 to that of
the Earth.), a 180° transfer would require a transfer plane nor-
mal to the ecliptic plane, which would result in a prohibitive
launch energy requirement. Therefore, physically realizable
transfers are divided into two types: Type I with central angles
of less than 180° and Type II with central angles greater than
180° .
1. Launch Energy
Fixing the launch and arrival dates essentially determines the
Earth-Jupiter transfer. Given those dates, the heliocentric
position vectors of Earth at launch and Jupiter at arrival are
determined. By Lambert's theorem (Ref IV-1) those two vectors
and the time interval required to traverse them determine the
heliocentric conic that closely approximates the actual flight
path on the mission. The geocentric hyperbola may then be com-
puted so that, at departure from Earth, the velocity of the space-
craft relative to the Earth (called the hyperbolic excess velocity,
VHE) plus the orbital velocity of the Earth, VEL, matches the
velocity, VL, of the heliocentric conic at launch:
V =V - V [IV-l]HE L EL
The variable normally used to discuss launch energy is C3, the
vis viva energy, defined as the square of the magnitude of the
hyperbolic excess velocity or
C3 = V2 [IV-2]
HE
which represents twice the energy per unit mass of the spacecraft.
An alternate variable used to describe launch energies is the
characteristic velocity, VCH, which represents the velocity needed
at the injection radius R
I
to have the equivalent energy, or
IV-ll
V2 = V2 + RI [IV-31CH HE R
For a given launch vehicle, the amount of payload that can be in-
jected into interplanetary trajectories is a function of the launch
energy--the smaller the required energy, the larger the possible
payload.
Figure IV-7 illustrates the payload capability for the launch
vehicles considered in this study: the Reference Titan IIID
five- and seven-segment vehicles, both with an without Burner
II stages, and an updated Titan IIID five-segment vehicle being
investigated for outer planet exploration missions. The data
indicated are taken from Ref IV-2 and IV-3, respectively. The
performances for standard Titan vehicles are based on a launch
azimuth of 115°, while the updated Titan vehicle performance is
evaluated at an azimuth of 90°. Performance data for all vehicles
assume a 185-km parking orbit. The payload in all cases refers
to probe, spacecraft, spacecraft modifications, and adapters.
Generally, a Pioneer spacecraft weighing about 249 kg would be
launched by a standard five-segment Titan/Centaur, while a MOPS
(Modified Outer Planet Spacecraft) weighing about 589 kg would
require either a seven-segment vehicle or the updated five-
segment. Adding the weight of a turbopause probe and spacecraft
modifications (91 kg) to these weights demonstrates that launch
energies much greater than C3 = 130 km2 /sec2 are not realizable.
certain combinations, the maximum C3 obtainable is even less than
this limit.
Figures IV-8 through IV-10 provide the C3 contours for launch years
1978, 1979, and 1980, respectively. It can be seen that the launch
energy requirements decrease progressively during those years.
Using these figures, reasonable selections of launch date/arrival
date (LD/AD) and, equivalently, the interplanetary trajectory can
be made.
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2. Launch Constraints
LD/AD selection must consider other requirements in addition to
launch energy. A primary restriction involves the range safety
constraint. Given a launch site, the launch azimuth essentially
determines the ground trace of the trajectory. The standard
launch profile includes azimuths from EL = 90° to ZL = 115°.
Because Cape Kennedy is at 28.5° latitude, the maximum declina-
tion of the launch asympote, VHE, would be DLA = 28.5° for
EL = 900, and DLA = 36° for ZL = 115° . The range safety con-
straint can therefore be translated into the requirement that
the DLA must be less than 36° in absolute value. The contours
of DLA = 36° are indicated in Fig. IV-8 through IV-10. The con-
straint is most restrictive for 1978 Type I launches, eliminating
nearly half the available period. By 1980, it is of little con-
sequence.
A second launch constraint is frequently imposed on the DLA to
avoid possible problems in navigation for the first midcourse
maneuver. The uncertainty in the declination of the spacecraft
is given by
Ar /r
A6= - [IV-4]
tan 6IV-4]
where 6 is the geocentric declination of the spacecraft, and
Ar and r are the uncertainty and mean value of the spin axis
radius of the station taking the measurement (Ref IV-4). Thus,
the navigation process is degraded when the spacecraft trajectory
is near zero declination. The spacecraft will be on the launch
asymptote two to three days after launch and will therefore
have the declination of the asymptote at that time. If the
declination is near zero, the critical tracking for the first
midcourse would then be impaired. Therefore, the navigation
constraint
IDLAI > 2° [IV-5]
is noted on Fig. IV-8 through IV-10 but is considered somewhat
soft. Two relatively minor constraints are applied to parking
orbit coast time and daily launch windows. Generally, parking
orbit time, Atp, (at 185-km orbit) must be less than 1 hr and
hopefully under 0.5 hr.
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At < 1 hr
p-
The daily launch window defined by launches over the range of
azimuths EL = 90 - 115° must be at least 1 hr.
At > 1 hr [IV-7]
w -
These constraints are checked to ensure that they are not violated.
3. Arrival Constraints
Arrival constraints are placed on missions to avoid possibly poor
geometries at that critical time. Because the launch period for
Jupiter missions is generally a month or two and the trip time to
Jupiter is greater than 1½2 years, the arrival constraints can
usually be written as a function of arrival date only, with the
launch date assumed to be in the middle of the allowable launch
period.
The most critical arrival constraint is an observability limita-
tion. At the time of arrival at Jupiter, the spacecraft must be
visible from Earth. If the Sun is between Earth and Jupiter at
this time, the critical tracking and communication tasks could
not be performed. Therefore, the SEV angle (angle from the Sun
to Earth to Vehicle or Jupiter) at arrival must be bounded away
from zero. The recommended constraint is
ISEVI > 15
°
. [IV-8]
A second constraint is imposed to avoid poor navigation at approach
to the planet. Because of relation [IV-4], the navigation process
is degraded if the spacecraft is arriving at Jupiter when the
geocentric declination of Jupiter is near zero. Therefore, the
constraint i applied
6j 0 ° [IV-9]
However, a new navigation technique known as Quasi-Very Long
Baseline Interferometry has recently been discovered that permits
effective tracking of the spacecraft even when this constraint is
violated (Ref IV-5). Thus, the constraint can be deemphasized
if this technique can be used. Arrival dates resulting in poor
navigation, 6J = 0, are also noted in Fig. IV-8 through IV-10.
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[IV-6]
A key parameter defining the arrival geometry is the hyperbolic
excess velocity at the planet, VHp, defined by
VHP =VA - VPA [IV-10]
~ H A P A
where V is the velocity on the interplanetary transfer conic atA
arrival, and VpA is the orbital velocity of the planet at arrival.
For Jupiter missions, the magnitude of this vector varies between
approximately 5 and 13 km/sec, as indicated in Fig. IV-lla. The
major impact of VHp magnitude is on coast time from deflection to
periapsis. VHp affects entry velocity only very slightly. The
results of both these variations are indicated in Fig. IV-4.
Of more importance is the direction of the Vp vector relative toHP
the Sun and Earth. Let V S and VE represent the vectors fromis ~JE rpeettevcosfo
Jupiter to the Sun and Earth respectively at the arrival time.
The ZAE angle is defined as the angle between the VHp and VJE
vectors, as indicated in Fig. IV-llb. The ZAE value fixes the
geometry of the approachrelative to Earth. Therefore, for ex-
ample, it contributes to the efficacy of approach orbit deter-
mination. Values of ZAE near 90° generally lead to a degradation
of the tracking process as the accelerative effects of the target
planet are in the plane normal to the earth-spacecraft line and
the effects on the tracking are reduced. However, with a planet
as large as Jupiter, accelerative effects are large enough to
reduce the effect of this condition. Values of ZAE as functions
of the arrival date are given in Fig. IV-11b. For reference
purposes, the C3 contours indicate the dates where the following
constraint is violated.
ZAE - 9001 > 5
°
'
[IV-ll]
The ZAP angle is defined as the angle between the VHp and the
HP-
VjS vectors, as indicated in Fig. IV-11c. This parameter deter-
mines the lighting conditions of the approach trajectory. Figure
IV-12 demonstrates the relation between ZAP, entry angle, YE' and
the entry site location relative to the Sun.
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Figure IV-12 contains the key data for selecting optimal arrival
dates for probe missions. The science requirements state that
the probe should enter at least 20° from the evening terminator.
This is called the mask angle constraint
8e > 20° [IV-12]
This is equivalent to requiring that the subsolar longitude of
the probe satisfy
p < 700 [IV-13]
A second science requirement is to obtain as low an entry angle,
YE% as possible, consistent with the above constraint. Figure
IV-12a illustrates the results of these requirements for the 1978
Jupiter opportunity. Allowable entry angles are those to the
right of the A = 70° contour. Thus, for an arrival on 8/28/1980,
the minimum entry angle consistent with the mask constraint is
YM = 300
An attractive scheme for designing probe missions is to have the
probe axis collinear with the spacecraft axis and direction to
Earth. The effect of this requirement on arrival-date selection
is illustrated in Fig. IV-12c. At entry, the probe is aligned
for zero relative angle of attack, that is, the probe longitu-
dinal axis is in the direction of the probe velocity relative to
Jupiter. The angle between this direction and the direction to
Earth is called the probe-to-Earth look angle, BE. Values of
~E = 0 then define opportunities for the linear arrangement de-
cribed above or for direct link communication from probe to Earth.
Contours of constant WE are superimposed on Fig. IV-12a. Note
that an arrival near 11/26/1980 allows a low entry angle, YE = 22.5,
while satisfying aM > 20° and E = 0°
Figure IV-12a can also be used to approximate conditions for the
1979 and 1980 Jupiter opportunities by adding 13 or 26 months to
the dates on the ordinate. The exact contours for these launch
years are included in Appendix K (Vol III).
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A general summary of the Type I missions for launch years 1978,
1979, and 1980 is provided in Fig. IV-13. The cyclical nature of
the contours with a period of approximately 13 months should be
noted. Contours for launch energies of C3 = 100 and 130 km2 /sec2
are shown. The restricted areas that violate the range safety
constraint, [DLAI < 36 °, are marked. The 1978 opportunity is
most affected by this constraint. For reference, the location
of the DLA = 36° contour for the 1977 opportunity is approxi-
mately the same as it is in 1979. Thus, 1978 appears to be the
worst year in the late 1970s for Jupiter missions. The minimum
entry angles, YM' consistent with the 20° mask angle constraint
are also noted. Finally, several of the design missions are in-
dicated in the figure. Because of the periodicity of the char-
acteristics of the trajectories, alternative dates for missions
1 and 2 are indicated in 1979 and 1980.
4. Jupiter Swingby Missions to Outer Planets
Because of the extreme mass of Jupiter, trajectories passing
close to the planet will experience a significant energy trans-
fer. For a posigrade trajectory with a low inclination at
Jupiter, this energy transfer results in an increase in the
energy of the spacecraft trajectory so that the post-Jupiter
heliocentric trajectory is hyperbolic. For certain arrival dates
and periapsis radius, this post-Jupiter trajectory will intersect
one or several of the other outer planets. Favorable alignments
for Jupiter-Saturn, Jupiter-Uranus, Jupiter-Neptune, and Jupiter-
Pluto missions occur every 20, 14, 13, and 12½ years, respectively.
Opportunities for multiple-planet swingbys using gravity assists
at other planets occur with less frequency. Using this assist,
missions to outer planets can be flown that normally would be
impossible because of excessive launch-energy or flight-time
requirements. There is a possibility of including a turbopause
probe on the spacecraft on such flyby missions and deflect it
into Jupiter as it passes that planet.
Given the launch and arrival dates at Earth and Jupiter, respec-
tively, the data presented in the previous three sections can,
of course, be applied. However, to arrive at the next planet as
desired, the flyby radius at Jupiter must be properly selected.
Thus, for probe missions from Jupiter swingby trajectories, an
added constraint must be applied: the periapsis radius is no
longer free to vary but is a unique function of the launch and
arrival dates.
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Figures IV-14 and IV-15 illustrate the required Jupiter periapsis
radius as a function of launch and arrival dates for the JUN 78,
79, and JU 80 and the JS 77 and 78 opportunities. Periapsis radii
are given in terms of Jupiter radii, R . It can be seen that the
JU 80 and JS 78 missions have extremely large periapsis radii
(Rp > 15 RJ) for realistic launch energies. The other missions
have much more reasonable periapsis radii (Rp < 6 RJ) and offer
opportunities for turbopause probe missions.
The actual trajectories for selected missions for these opportun-
ities are illustrated in Chapter V.
5. Solar Apex Missions
The solar system is moving toward a point in galactic space called
the solar apex. For field and particle measurements of the inter-
stellar medium and its interaction with the solar system bow
shock, it would be useful to send a spacecraft toward that point
(Ref IV-6). The interstellar medium may be encountered at a
heliocentric distance of 30 to 50 AU. Because of the length of
time needed to reach such a distance and the distance (50°) out
of the ecliptic plane that is required, a Jupiter swingby is
advisable.
Opportunities for Solar Apex missions were analyzed in Ref IV-7.
The results of that study will be summarized here. Three require-
ments for solar apex missions were identified.
1) Jupiter must be in a favorable location in its 12-year helio-
centric orbit to deflect the spacecraft toward the solar apex.
The 1978 opportunity offers the best conditions for this.
2) Escape from the solar system must be accomplished quickly be-
cause of spacecraft component life restrictions. This implies
short Earth-to-Jupiter transfer times and relatively close
approaches to Jupiter (Rp < 2 RJ).
3) Because the solar apex is 50° out of the ecliptic, high space-
craft post-Jupiter heliocentric inclinations are required,
again implying short Earth-to-Jupiter transfer times.
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For the 1978 opportunity, Fig. IV-16 illustrates the effects of
transfer time and spacecraft aim point at Jupiter1 on the hyper-
bolic escape velocity from the solar system. In general, the
hyperbolic escape velocity decreases as 0, B, and transfer time
increase. However, the launch energy associated with a trans-
fer time of 460 days is excessive (C3 > 140 km2 /sec2 for 15-day
launch period). Therefore, attention is focused on the 540-day
transfer-time trajectory. Figure IV-17 shows the escape asymptote
variation with aim point for this mission. For small 0 and B,
the distance from the solar apex decreases as 0 and B increase.
Thus, large hyperbolic escape velocity and small distance between
escape asymptote and solar apex present conflicting requirements
on aim-point location. The selected aim point of 0 = 30° and
B = 500,000 km results in an escape asymptote 45° from the solar
apex and an escape velocity of 15 km/sec. The distance of 50 AU
from the Sun is reached in 13.7 years for the trajectory selected.
24 1 , I f r , I I I I I I I l1978 Jupiter Launch Opportunity
a X L e g en d :
20/ mat-'-'020 Impact 300 Transfer Time = 460 Days
/i -mpat P. r....-Transfer Time = 540 Days
0X Radius -
Si
Fi. 16
0
> 12
~ Impact go, 70 ' - -"'.. I
o 8 Radius '.C,~~~~.
ao 
0 , , I , I , \ , I , , I
040.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Jovian Aim Point, B (10 6 kmn)
Fig. IV-16 Variation in Solar System Hyperbolic Escape Velocity
'The spacecraft aim point is defined in terms of the standard im-
pact plane parameters. Let 9 be in the direction of the approach
asymptote. Let K be the normal to the ecliptic plane. Then ~ =
unit (S x k) and R = ~ x ~. The impact parameter, B, is the
vector in the R-T plane for the center of the planet to the
asymptote pierce point. 0 is measured from the T axis to B,
clockwise. (See Fig. IV-18.)
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D. DETERMINISTIC PROBE MISSION ANALYSIS
1. Deflection Maneuver Description
a. Definition - The critical maneuver in a probe mission is the
deflection maneuver in which the probe is separated from the space-
craft or bus and sent on a trajectory impacting the target planet.
The deflection maneuver is the sequence of events required of the
probe and spacecraft to accomplish three purposes:
1) Place the probe on a trajectory intersecting the desired
entry site;
2) Orient the probe for its required attitude at entry;
3) Establish the relative geometry between the probe and space-
craft for an effective communication link.
The desired entry conditions, including both the entry site se-
lection and the probe attitude at entry (zero angle of attack),
were discussed in Sect-ion A.
b. Communwication Geometry - Two types of spacecraft-probe rela-
tive geometry have beenanalyzed in this study. In the tail
geometry, timing between the probe and spacecraft is such that,
at entry, the spacecraft is in line with the probe longitudinal
axis (assuming the probe is aligned for zero angle of attack).
In side geometry, timing is such that the spacecraft is at the
point on its trajectory nearest the probe at probe entry. Figure
IV-18 shows tail and side geometries with definitions of important
communication parameters.
c. Deflection Modes - Three modes for implementing the deflec-
tion maneuver have been identified for analysis. Each can be
used to acquire a given entry site and a desired communication
geometry. The resulting trajectories for both the probe and
spacecraft are almost identical for the three modes. The only
difference is in the deflection AV, rotations required, and the
procedure used to effect the maneuver.
The first mode is the probe deflection mode. Here, the space-
craft is targeted to fly by the planet at the desired periapsis
and inclination. At the deflection point, the AV magnitude and
direction are determined so as to deflect the probe to the entry
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site and establish the desired communication geometry between the
probe and spacecraft. The probe must be aligned independently
for the required attitude for zero angle of attack. The AV and
rotation generated can be executed in two distinct sequences
depending on the type of thrusters used by the probe.
1) Axial Thrusters - The spacecraft is first rotated off Earth
lock to orient, spin up, and release the probe so its axis
is in the direction of deflection AV. Deflection velocity is
fired by the probe. The probe is then precessed [using an
attitude control system (ACS)] to obtain the attitude re-
quired for entry. The spacecraft reacquires Earth lock after
probe release.
2) Nonaxial Thrusters - The spacecraft rotates off Earth lock,
spins up, and releases the probe for zero angle of attack.
A single thruster aligned in the required AV direction (or
a combination of thrusters whose net effect is in the same
direction) then fires the deflection AV to accomplish the
maneuver. This thrust must not destroy the attitude of the
probe. The difficulty in implementing this scheme makes it
inferior to the first scheme.
The first mode therefore requires that the probe either have a
AV capability, precession, and ACS or a very complicated AV
capability.
The second mode is the shared deflection. The spacecraft is
again targeted to flyby conditions. In this mode, the probe AV
is constrained to the direction required for zero angle of attack.
The magnitude is chosen so that the probe trajectory intersects
the desired entry site. The spacecraft must then be accelerated
to establish the required communications geometry. This cor-
rection is applied in the direction of spacecraft velocity to
minimize perturbations to the spacecraft trajectory. The imple-
mention sequence for this mode is as follows:
1) The spacecraft rotates off Earth lock, spins up, and releases
the probe for the zero angle of attack.
2) The probe then fires its axial thruster for its deflection
AV.
3) The spacecraft is then rotated to align it in the direction
of its velocity.
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4) After applying the correction velocity, the spacecraft is
reoriented toward Earth.
Thus, the probe is only required to generate the axial thrust;
the spacecraft handles the other maneuvers. Because of this pos-
sibility of using the shared deflection mode on a mission involv-
ing post-Jupiter encounter objectives, perturbations on the space-
craft trajectory caused by the spacecraft correction maneuver are
included in Table IV-2.
The third mode of deflection, spacecraft deflection, has the
simplest probe requirements of the candidate modes. The space-
craft trajectory is initially targeted to impact the entry site.
The probe is spun up and released for zero angle of attack. The
spacecraft is then deflected away from the planet to establish
communication geometry and required flyby radius. Thus, the
spacecraft performs all the maneuvers, and the probe is kept as
simple as possible.
The deflection sequence for the three modes, when applied to the
reference mission, is compared in Fig. IV-19.
2. Deflection Parametrics
The AV magnitude and attitude requirements for deflection maneuvers
are functions of a wide range of parameters. In this section, the
effect on the deflection maneuver of varying deflection mode, com-
munication geometry, deflection radius, periapsis radius, approach
velocity, and entry angle will be discussed.
a. Deflection Mode - The deflection requirements of the three
deflection modes for the reference mission are compared in Fig.
IV-19. Essentially, the AV requirements are identical for Modes
1 and 3, the probe and spacecraft deflections. For a Mode 2 de-
flection, the AV required for the probe is significantly higher
because of the requirement to deflect in the direction of zero
angle of attack. This direction is 42° ahead of the normal to
the trajectory. Using Mode 1 or 3, the probe or spacecraft AV
direction is only 9° ahead of the normal for the tail geometry.
(The angle would be -22° for the side geometry.) The AV magni-
tude would be minimized with a deflection normal to the tra-
jectory. Therefore, the significant increase in probe AV require-
ments for a Mode 2 deflection is readily explained. As expected,
the spacecraft correction AV of 78 m/sec for the shared deflec-
tion is lower than the spacecraft deflection of Mode 3. But again,
because probe deflection velocity was directed so far forward, a
significant correction is required to allow the spacecraft to
catch up with the probe at entry.
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In Fig. IV-20, the deflection requirements for three widely differ-
ing missions are compared. In general, the same comments made for
the reference mission hold for the three missions depicted here.
The probe and spacecraft AVs are identical for Modes 1 and 3.
The probe AV for Mode 2 is greater than this value, while the
spacecraft correction AV is slightly lower. The net AV penalty
is greater for Mode 2 than for the other modes, and the propel-
lant weight for Mode 2 is slightly higher than Mode 3, in general.
The rotation requirements for the three modes and three missions
are also indicated. The precession angle for Mode 1 deflection
is between 30 and 35° for all missions. The angles that the space-
craft must move off Earth lock are critical parameters because
the Pioneer pointing errors are proportional to these values;
specifically, the pointing error (3a) is 4% of the angle off
Earth lock. The close relation between the three modes should
be noted. The angle required for deflection direction for the
probe in Mode 1 is identical to that of the spacecraft in Mode 3.
The angle at which the probe is released is identical for Modes
2 and 3. Only the sequence of events is changed.
The actual AV requirements for Modes 1/3 and Mode 2 are provided
in Fig. IV-21 and IV-22, respectively, in which values for a wide
range of parametrics are given.
b. Communication Geometry - The effects of communication geometry
on AV requirements are illustrated in Fig. IV-21 through IV-23.
The AV requirements are always higher (for comparable cases) for
side geometry than for tail geometry. This can be explained by
the fact that side geometry requires a deflection of about 20°
backward from the optimal direction (normal to spacecraft flight),
while tail geometry requires a deflection of about 10° forward of
optimal direction for Mode 1 and 3 deflections. After the probe
has been deflected in a Mode 2 deflection, the spacecraft must be
accelerated more to arrive at the minimum-range location than if
it only had to be at the tail geometry location at probe entry.
Thus, the penalty for side geometry is more pronounced for Mode 2
deflection. It also becomes more important as the periapsis radius
is increased.
c. Deflection Radius - The distance from the planet at which the
deflection maneuver is performed is the deflection radius. De-
flection radii have been analyzed from 10 million km to 50 million
km. Deflection AVs become excessively high for deflection radii
lower than 10 million km, even for spacecraft flyby radii, R, of
1.1 Jovian radii, R3. The upper limit of 50 million km was used
because this is approximately the radius of the Jovian sphere of
influence.
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Fig. IV-20 Variation of Deflection Mode Requirements with Missions
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Deflection radius has an extremely strong effect on deflection
AV requirements, as can be seen by studying Fig. IV-21, IV-22,
and IV-24. The logarithmic scale of these figures should be
noted. Thus, for a Mode 1 deflection on a trajectory with an R
of 1.6 Rj, the deflection velocity is reduced from 200 to 67 to
40 m/sec as deflection radius is increased from 10 to 30 to 50
million km. Thus, most of the advantage is achieved in going
from 10 to 30 million km.
d. Periapsis Radius - The effects of varying the periapsis radius,
Rp, of the spacecraft flyby trajectory are illustrated in Fig.
IV-21 through IV-24. The AV requirements are approximately lin-
early related to periapsis radius; thus, AV requirements are re-
duced from 115 to 54 to 20 m/sec ad periapsis radius is decreased
from 4.0 to 2.0 to 1.1 Jupiter radii for a Mode 1 deflection at
50 million km.
e. Approach Velocity - Variations in selection of launch and
arrival dates influence the deflection maneuver requirements
primarily through the intermediate variable of approach velocity
or hyperbolic excess velocity at Jupiter, VHp. Dependence of
VHp on arrival date is illustrated in Fig. IV-22. Figure IV-24
HP
provides the relation between approach velocity and deflection
AV. Briefly, the VHp magnitude has a minor effect on deflection
on small periapsis trajectories (a 1.1 RJ) , increasing the AV
by 5% as VHp varies from 5 to 12 km/sec. The effect becomes more
pronounced as periapsis radius increases so that on trajectories
with a spacecraft periapsis of 6.8 RJ, the deflection AV increases
about 15% as approach velocity increases from minimum to maximum
value.
f. Entry Angle - Variation of deflection velocity with inertial
entry angle is illustrated in Fig. IV-23. The AV requirements
increase as the magnitude of the entry angle increases. For low
periapsis trajectories, the proportional increase is large (100%)
as entry angle varies from -15° to -35° . For large periapsis
trajectories (a > 4 RJ), AVs increase by 10 to 20 m/sec as entry
angle varies from -15° to -35° .
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3. Precession and ACS Requirements
In the Mode 1 deflection (probe deflection), a precession maneuver
and an active ACS system are required for the probe. A brief
study has been made of the feasibility of an approach to this
problem.
The nominal maneuver sequence is defined in Fig. IV-25a. The
first maneuver is a precession approximately in the plane deter-
mined by the Sun-probe direction and initial probe orientation
(deflection velocity direction) through the angle el to achieve
the desired solar aspect angle (S = 180° - Z SOC). A second
precession is now performed, holding the solar aspect angle con-
stant (moving on the surface of the cone OBC) to obtain the de-
sired probe orientation for zero angle of attack at entry by ro-
tating through the predetermined angle 82.
The terminal phase of the maneuver involves an ACS that can re-
fine the attitude to obtain desired probe orientation. Sensors
required for this system are illustrated in Fig. IV-25b. A sun
sensor on the base of the probe can measure the solar aspect
angle S as well as monitor Sun crossings. A Jupiter sensor,
only required to monitor Jupiter crossings, is on the side of the
probe. The accuracy with which the final probe direction is on
the proper cone is determined by measurement of the angle S'
The proper direction on that cone is determined by checking angle
B against a predetermined value. This measurement can be trans-
lated into a measurement of the timing between Jupiter and Sun
crossings.
The feasibility of precession and ACS systems rests on certain
characteristics of the probe trajectory andprobe, Jupiter, and
Sun geometries. The solar and Jupiter aspect angles AS and J
must be checked to ensure that the sensors can identify crossings
(i.e., ~S = 0 or ~S > 90° must be avoided as well as ~J = 0).
The sensitivity of the measured quantities, S and X, to small
changes in the final probe orientation must also be assessed.
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Fig. IV-25 Precession and ACS Parameter Definitions
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Path
Legend:
OA Initial Probe Orientation
(AV Direction)
OB Intermediate Orientation
OC Final Probe Orientation
(a = 0 Direction)
Table IV-3 provides data necessary to assess the feasibility of
the systems described above. A wide range of missions was ana-
lyzed to determine effects of differing geometries. Missions 1,
2, and 5 arrive in the late, middle, and early periods of the 1978
launch opportunity, respectively. Mode 1 deflections were run
for these missions, even though the nominal deflection mode is
Mode 3. Missions 4A and 7B are the two most probable Jupiter
swingby trajectories anticipated in the near future. Mode 1 de-
flections would be required on these missions. All missions have
low-inclination trajectories except Mission 5, which has a 30°
inclination.
The nominal precession and sensor angles refer to the nominal se-
quence required to effect the maneuver and sensor measurements
expected at the desired orientation. Thus, in Mission 1, the
probe first rotates 31.9° (el) to obtain the proper solar aspect
angle and then rotates 13.0° (02) on the final precession cone
to obtain the desired orientation. At that point, sensors should
record a 6.9° solar aspect angle (iS) and an angular separation
between Jupiter and Sun crossings of 165.3° (s). The in-plane
and out-of-plane precession angles indicate how errors in pre-
cession maneuvers affect final probe orientation. For example,
an error of 3° in 01 and 4° in 02 results in an in-plane error
of 3° in final probe orientation for Mission 1. The in-plane
and out-of-plane sensor angles indicate how errors in final ori-
entation affect angles measured by the sensor; thus an in-plane
error of 3° in final probe orientation corresponds to errors of
3° in S and 4° in 3.
4. Communications Link Parametrics
The key communications link parameters were defined in Fig. IV-18.
Variation of these parameters as functions of trajectories and
deflection maneuvers are discussed in the following sections.
a. Trajectory Va-iations - Variations in communication range and
probe and spacecraft aspect angles are indicated as functions of
spacecraft periapsis radius, communications geometry, and entry
angle in Fig. IV-26. Communication range is nearly a linear func-
tion of spacecraft periapsis radius. Communication range is about
twice as great for tail geometry as it is for side geometry. Range
is independent of entry angle for side geometry, but greatly in-
fluenced by entry angle for tail geometry.
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Probe aspect angle is always approximately zero for tail geom-
etry. In side geometry, probe aspect angle for minimum range is
indicated in Fig. IV-26b. The angles range between 68° and 87°
for entry angles between -10° and -35° and spacecraft periapsis
radii of 1.1 to 6.8 Jupiter radii.
For tail geometry, spacecraft aspect angle is strongly dependent
on entry angle and nearly independent of spacecraft periapsis.
For side geometry, both entry angle and spacecraft periapsis
radius affect spacecraft aspect angle. Magnitudes of these vari-
ations are shown in Fig. IV-26c.
b. Deflection Maneuver - A very convenient characteristic of
probe missions is that communication geometry at entry is not a
function of the deflection maneuver; neither deflection mode nor
deflection radius affect communication parameters. Justification
for this statement is provided in Fig. IV-27. For tail geometry,
communication range is plotted for the three modes and three
values of deflection radius. For spacecraft radii from 1.1 to
6.8 Jupiter radii, range is demonstrated to be nearly constant.
For side geometry, the probe angle corresponding to minimum range
direction at entry is plotted for periapsis radii from 1.1 to 6.8
Jupiter radii and deflection radii from 10 to 30 million km.
Probe aspect angles remain nearly constant, varying less than 5°
in all cases.
E. NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE
The purpose of the navigation and guidance analysis is to deter-
mine the knowledge and control uncertainties at the deflection
point. Results of the midcourse sizing analysis affect the
weight that must be allowed for midcourse correction propellant.
Knowledge and control uncertainties partially determine disper-
sions that must be accounted for in the mission. (See Section F.)
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1. Procedure and Ground Rules
The navigation and guidance sequence assumed for the missions can
be summarized as follows. The spacecraft is launched from Cape
Kennedy. The first midcourse maneuver employing a fixed-time-of-
arrival guidance policy is performed ten days after injection.
Tracking for this maneuver begins one day after injection and
continues until half a day before midcourse maneuver. The second
midcourse maneuver is performed 13 days before the deflection
maneuver. This maneuver uses a variable-time-of-arrival guidance
policy. Tracking for this maneuver is initiated at 40 or 80 days
before the probe deflection maneuver and continues until half a
day before the midcourse maneuver. Tracking for the deflection
maneuver continues until half a day before the deflection point.
In all cases, tracking is performed by the Deep Space Network
(DSN).
The mathematical model used to simulate the navigation and guid-
ance sequence is discussed in detail in Ref 8. Briefly, at any
point along the spacecraft trajectory, probabilistic dispersions
are described by control and knowledge covariances. The control
covariance, P , defines uncertainties between the nominal (or
c
desired) trajectory and possible actual trajectories. The knowl-
edge covariance, Pk' defines uncertainties between the actual
trajectory and possible estimates of that trajectory. The control
covariance is propagated along the trajectory by standard linear
formulas until a guidance maneuver. The control covariance fol-
lowing a guidance maneuver is the sum of the knowledge covariance
at that maneuver and the execution error covariance. The knowl-
edge covariance is linearly propagated between measurements. At
measurements, the knowledge covariance is reduced by the new
information content of that measurement. At guidance events,
the knowledge covariance is increased by adding to it the execu-
tion error covariance. Initially, knowledge and control uncer-
tainties are set equal to the injection covariance.
It is inconvenient to describe the trajectory uncertainties by
giving the 6x6 covariances in terms of Cartesian coordinates.
Usually these uncertainties are translated into the more intuitive
quanties of impact plane and time-of-flight uncertainties. The
impact plane is defined as the plane centered at the target body
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A
normal to the approach atmosphere, S. (See Fig. IV-28). The
impact parameter, i, is the vector from the center of the planet
to the point at which the asymptote pierces the impact plane.
The T axis in the plane is defined by
A
T x K [IV-14]
I9 x KI
A
where K is the normal to the ecliptic plane. The i axis completes
the RST right-hand system
= x [IV-15]
The distribution of dispersed trajectories can be described by an
ellipse centered about the nominal impact point (Fig. IV-28b).
Ellipse size is specified by the semimajor (SMAA) and semiminor
(SMIA) axes. The orientation is given by the angle f. Time-of-
flight uncertainty is then the uncertainty in the time at which
the impact plane is pierced.
The principal variables affecting the navigation and guidance
analysis are injection covariance, tracking-station location un-
certainties, tracking-station measurement noise, Jupiter mass and
ephermeris uncertainties, and midcourse execution errors. The
injection covariance consistent with the Titan III/Centaur/Burner
II launch vehicle (Ref IV-9) is in Table IV-4. Standard devia-
tions of position (km) and velocity (m/sec) are given on the diag-
onal with correlation coefficients supplied below. The coordi-
nate system ecliptic equinox.
The DSN tracking data used in the study are in Table IV-5. Equiv-
alent station location errors are three times larger than the
most optimistic predictions for the late 1970s (Ref IV-10), but
are realistic in light of recent estimates for Viking '75. Dop-
pler data noise is taken from Ref IV-11, supplied by the con-
tractor. The measurement noise of 0.3 mm/sec for a l-min count
is simulated by taking ten measurements per day and using a doppler
uncertainty of 0.025 mm/sec (la).
The Jupiter ephemeris and mass uncertainties are based on Ref
IV-12 and IV-13. The values are given in Table IV-6.
Midcourse execution errors have been analyzed for Pioneer and
MOPS spacecraft. Data used are summarized in Table IV-7. The
data for Pioneer is taken from Ref IV-14. The MOPS model is
assumed to be identical to the TOPS model given in Ref IV-15.
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IV-4 Titan III/Centaur/Burner II Injection
X y z X Y z
X 3. 412
Y -0.946 2.068
Z -0.877 0.685 1.625
X 0.752 -0.625 -0.688 5.000
Y 0.715 -0.628 -0.653 0.886 5.123
Z -0.298 0.202 0.357 0.120 0.273 6.857
Table IV-5 DSN Tracking Data Summnary
Tracking Stations Equivalent Station Location Errors (lo)
Madrid Distance from Earth spin axis 1.5 m
Canberra Longitudinal distance 3.0 m
Goldstone Distance parallel to spin axis 2.0 m
Station longitude correlation 0.97
Doppler noise: 0.5 m, 5 x 104-sec count = 0.3 mm/sec for 1-min count
Tab le IV-6 Jupiter Ephemeris and Mass
Uncertainties (lo)
In-orbit track 500 km
Radial 300 km
Out of plane 100 km
Mass 1.4 x 10- 5 Pj
Table IV-7 Pioneer and MOPS Executiuon Errors (3o)
Proportionality Error, % 4.8 0.6
Resolution Error, m/sec 0.036 0.018
Pointing Error, deg 3.6* 0.39
*Assumes 90° rotation from Earth lock
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2. First Midcourse Maneuver
The first midcourse maneuver has been analyzed for four different
missions to determine its dependency on launch date/arrival date
selection. The results of this study are summarized in Table IV-8.
A fixed-time-of-arrival guidance policy was used in all cases.
The injection covariance used is that given in Table IV-4.
Table IV-8 Analysis of First Midcourse Maneuver
Mission 1 Mission 2 Mission 5 Mission 7
Mean AV, m/sec 14.3 14.8 13.9 18.3
Standard deviation,
a, m/sec 10.4 10.7 9.9 10.9
Loading (AV + 3o),
m/sec 45.5 46.9 43.7 51.0
Premidcourse dispersions1 281 x 70 675 x 50 805 x 54 937 x 75
x 3.4 x 2.14 x 1.11 x 1.50
Postmidcourse dispersions 17.4 x 11.0 x 13.2 x --
(Pioneer)2 4.9 x 123 4.7 x 70 4.1 x 34
Postmidcourse dispersions 1.93 x -- -- 203 x 0.52
(MOPS)2 0.58 x 14.4 x 5.2
1 Premidcourse Dispersions are given in SMAA (103 km) x SMIA (103 km)
x TOF (days)
2 Postmidcourse Dispersions are given in SMAA (103 km) x SMIA (103 km)
x TOF (min)
The loading (mean plus 3a) requirements for the first midcourse
maneuver are essentially independent of mission, varying from
45.5 to 51 m/sec. The premidcourse dispersions (given in the
parameters SMAA x SMIA x TOF defined in Subsection 1) show the
effects of propagating injection convariance along different
trajectories to Jupiter. The postmidcourse dispersions are
dominated by execution errors, thus, the large difference between
the dispersions for the Pioneer and MOPS spacecraft.
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3. Second Midcourse Maneuver
The size of the second midcourse maneuver is a function of--
1) execution errors at the first midcourse maneuver (spacecraft-
dependent),
2) propagation of the control covariance (trajectory- and dynamic-
model dependent),
3) .distance from Jupiter at the second midcourse maneuver (re-
lated to deflection radius),
4) guidance policy used.
The dependency on the trajectory and deflection radius is summa-
rized in Table IV-9. Results are for a Pioneer spacecraft and
a variable time-of-arrival guidance policy. The table indicates
that midcourse requirements increase as deflection radius de-
creases. This is explained by the fact that to move the final
impact parameter on a trajectory when close to the planet is more
expensive than when further from the planet. Dependence on tra-
jectory is evident from comparing the loading requirements for
Missions 1 and 2 at a deflection radius of 50 million km.
Table IV-9 Variation of AV Requirements with Mission and Radius
Mission 1 Mission 2 
The dependence of AV magnitude on guidance policy used (on Mission
1) is indicated in Table IV-10. Two guidance policies were con-
sidered: a fixed time-of-arrival (FTA) policy and a variable
time-of-arrival policy (VTA). In the FTA policy, the midcourse
correction is chosen to null errors in both postion (B.T, B.R)
and arrival time. In the VTA policy, only position errors are
nulled so midcourse correction magnitude can be minimized.
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Deflection radius, 106 km 50 30 10 50 10
Mean AV, m/sec 2.0 2.8 5.7 1.4 4.0
Standard deviation, a, m/sec 1.4 2.0 4.0 0.8 2.4
Loading - AV + 3a. m/se) 6.2 8.7 17.7 3.8 11.2
Detailed descriptions of these policies can be found in Ref IV-8.
Because the turbopause probe is not sensitive to variations of
several hours in arrival time (as long as that arrival time can
be estimated) the VTA policy is preferable. The table indicates
the substantial savings in AV that can be obtained by using the
VTA policy. The progressive nature of the advantage as deflec-
tion radius decreases should also be noted.
Table IV-10 Variation of Midcourse Requirements with Guidance
Policy and Radius
Deflection radius (106 kim)
50 30 10
Guidance policy FTA VTA FTA VTA FTA VTA
Mean AV, m/sec 6.7 2.0 i3.3 2.8 41.4 5.7
Standard deviation, a, m/sec 5.1 1.4 9. 2.0 30.4 4.0
Loading - AV + 3a, m/sec 21.9 6.2 42.5 8.7 132.5 17.7
Note: Data based on Mission 1 using Pioneer spacecraft
Data in Table IV-9 and IV-10 are based on the Pioneer spacecraft.
For MOPS spacecraft, the errors are typically one-fifth to one-
tenth as large.
4. Approach Orbit Determination
In contrast to the first midcourse maneuver, the postmaneuver
dispersions for tIŽ second are dominated by the knowledge co-
variance of thei . craft state at maneuver time and are quite
insensitive tc aaneusr execution errors. Control covariance at
deflection can therefore be approximated by tracking from 40 (or
80) days before deflection to the midcourse maneuver (13 days
before deflection) and then propagating the result to deflection.
The knowledge covariance is generated by continuing the tracking
for the 13 days from the midcouse maneuver to deflection. This
tracking comprises the approach-orbit determination phase of the
mission. Control and knowledge covariances at deflection are
functions of approach trajectory, length of the tracking arc,
and radius of deflection.
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a. Approach Trajectory - The two most important characteristics
of approach trajectory for navigation analysis are the geocentric
declination at approach and approach velocity. Geocentric declina-
tion is important because doppler tracking degenerates for small
values of this parameter according to formula
Ars /r
A6 =
tan 6
where 6 is the declination, r is the distance of the tracking
s
station from the spin axis of the Earth, and A6 and Ar are the
s
respective uncertainties in those parameters. Approach velocity
would appear to be a factor because the slower the approach, the
less the geometric change in the trajectory over a fixed time in-
terval.
Figure IV-29 illustrates the variation of the geocentric declina-
tion of Jupiter over an interval of about six years and of the
spacecraft over an 80-day tracking arc for four typical missions.
The geocentric declination of the missions and the approach veloc-
ities cover a wide range of values. Resulting control and knowl-
edge uncertainties are summarized in Table IV-11. The first two
missions have about the same flight time and approach velocity,
but the declination of Mission 5 is about half that of Mission 7.
Knowledge and control uncertainties of Mission 5 are about twice
those of Mission 7. Missions 5 and 2 have about the same geo-
centric declination, but the approach velocity of Mission 5 is
significantly higher than that of Mission 2. The resulting knowl-
edge and control for the two missions are about equal. Mission 1,
with the geocentric declination of zero in the middle of the
tracking arc and slowest approach velocity of any of the missions,
has significantly worse knowledge and control than the other mis-
sions.
A technique known as Quasi Very Long Baseline Interferometry has
been recently introduced to combat the low-declination problem
(Ref IV-5). Using this technique, errors of Mission 1 could
possibly be reduced to the order of the other missions.
Thus, dependence of knowledge and control on geocentric declina-
tion is empirically verified. Effects of approach velocity on
tracking appear to be much weaker. So many geometrical factors
influence the navigation process that it is extremely difficult
to quantify critical characteristics of tracking.
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Table IV-11 Variation of Knowledge and Control with Approach
Trajectory
ApprGocetrch DefleControl Uncertainty Knowledge Uncertainty
FIt Approach Geocentric Deflection
Mission Time, VHP, Declination, Radius, SMAA x SMIA x TOF SMAAx SMIA x TOF
Index days km/sec deg 106 km km km sec km km sec
7 542 11.1 18 50 347 x 188 x 24 313 x 180 x 23
5 540 . 11.7 10 10 507 x 399 x 51 504 x 328 x 47
2 655 8.6 10 10 861 x 208 x 54 857 x 114 x 44
1 797 6.8 0 10 1404 x 1087 x 113 1396 x 899 x 89
Note: Knowledge and control based on 80-day tracking
b. Tracking Arc Length - A study determined the effect of length
of the tracking arc on resulting knowledge and control. Typical
results are summarized in Table IV-12. Mission 5, which has a
geocentric delination of about 10°, illustrates the general trend.
Increasing the tracking arc from 40 to 80 days results in only a
minor decrease in knowledge and control. Thus, tracking uncer-
tainties have been reduced to as low a level as possible during
the 40-day arc.
Table IV-12 Variation, of Knowledge and Control with Tracking-Arc
Length
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Deflection Arc Control Uncertainty Knowledge UncertaintyDeflection Arc
Mission Radius, Length, SMAA x SMIA x TOF SMAA x SMIA x TOF
Index 106 km days km km sec km km sec
5 10 40 586x 348 x 49 550 x 267 x 45
10 80 507 x 399 x 51 504 x 328 x 47
1 10 40 2714 x 1106 x 225 2480 x 973 x 186
10 80 1404 x 1087 x 113 1396 x 899 x 89
1 30 40 5344 x 1596 x 453 1735 x 1126 x 125
30 80 4616 x 1138 x 374 3935 x 1047 x 331
For Mission 1, which has a near-zero geocentric declination, the
situation is somewhat different. For the 10-million-km deflec-
tion radius, doubling the length of the tracking arc decreases
knowledge and control uncertainties by half. Referring to Fig.
IV-29b, the last 40 days of tracking for Mission 1 include sev-
eral days of near-zero declination that contribute little to the
tracking process. Thus, tracking uncertainties have not yet
leveled off. By increasing the tracking arc to 80 days, some
days of stronger tracking early in the arc are added that permit
uncertainties to be decreased by additional tracking.
The situation is even more complex for a deflection at 30 million
mn for Mission 1. For this deflection, the last midcourse maneu-
ver occurs right at the point at which geocentric declination is
zero. Thus, the last 13 days of tracking that are critical to
deflection knowledge uncertainty have extremely small geocentric
declinations. Thus, slight variations in orientation of knowledge
covariance at the beginning of that final tracking can signif-
icantly affect the final knowledge uncertainty. This may cause
the observed result that, for this case, increasing the tracking
arc from 40 to 80 days decreases the control covariance slightly
but increases the knowledge covariance. Thus, the effect of length
of tracking arc on control and knowledge covariance is an extremely
complex problem. Generally, covariances are reduced as the track-
ing arc is lengthened. In general, 40 days represents an arc long
enough to reduce uncertainties to the plateau values. However,
for certain cases such as encountered in Mission 1, the 40-day
arc is not enough. Each mission should be analyzed individually
to determine the navigational aspects of the final approach.
c. Deflection Radius - Variation of knowledge and control un-
certainties with deflection radius is summarized in Table IV-13.
In the cases analyzed, increasing deflection radius generally in-
creased tracking uncertainties. This is to be expected because
being nearer to the target planet leads to greater accelerations
on the trajectory, which can be picked up by the navigation algo-
rithm. It might be noticed that the only unusual increase in
uncertainties in going from one deflection radius to a larger one
is on Mission 1 where the geocentric declination is near zero.
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Table IV-13 Variation of Knowledge and Control with Deflection
Radius
F. DISPERSION ANALYSIS
Errors and uncertainties are inherent in any mission. Unavoid-
able errors in navigation and guidance processes lead to uncer-
tainties in spacecraft state at the deflection point. Execution
errors in the deflection maneuver itself cannot be escaped.
These errors and their resulting dispersions must be considered
in mission design.
Parameters whose dispersions are most critical fall naturally
into two classes--entry parameters and communication parameters.
Entry parameters are variables associated with probe entry, such
as entry site, flight path angle, angle of attack, or time of
entry. Dispersions in these parameters could affect the science
return of the mission. The most important science dispersion
constraint is that the angle of attack 3o dispersions be less
than 5° . Communication parameters are quantities describing the
communication link between probe and spacecraft. (See Section
D, Subsection lb.) Dispersions in communication parameters must
be accounted for in the design of the link to ensure that science
data can be returned to Earth.
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Control Uncertainty Knowledge Uncertainty
Deflection
Mission Radius, SMAA x SMIA x TOF SMAA x SMIA x TOF
Index 106 km km km sec km km sec
5 10 507 x 399 x 51 504 x 328 x 47
30 511 x 406 x 58 483 x 336 x 51
50 807 x 642 x 131 542 x 392 x 57
2 10 861 x 208 x 54 857 x 114 x 44
50 646 x 224 x 103 644 x 184 x 101
1 10 1404 x 1087 x 113 1396 x 899 x 89
30 4616 x 1138 x 374 3935 x 1047 x 331
Note: 80-day tracking used for all cases.
1. Monte Carlo Procedure
A Monte Carlo analysis is used to translate errors at deflection
into critical mission dispersions. Details of the Monte Carlo
program used are given in the Appendix D (Vol III). A brief sum-
mary of the technique will be given here. For definiteness, as-
sume that a Mode 1 deflection is being considered. The generaliza-
tion to the other modes is straightforward. Nominal deflection
state of the spacecraft XNOM' control and knowledge covariances
at deflection PC and PK (See Section E, Subsection 4), and deflec-
tion execution errors are first computed for the required mis-
sion. The control covariance is sampled to obtain an actual
spacecraft state deviation, AXAcT . The actual state of the
spacecraft is then
X = + AX ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[ IV-16 ]ACT XNOM AXACT [IV-16
for this sample. The knowledge covariance is sampled to generate
the error in the estimated state, AXEST. Estimated spacecraft
state is then
XEST = XACT + AXEST [IV-17]
The estimated state is used to determine the commanded direction
of the probe deflection, AV. (Magnitude of AV is set at the nom-
inal value as the probe deflection engine is built specifically
for nominal AV.) The execution error model is sampled to generate
an execution error, 6AV. Actual probe state at deflection is
then computed as
act ACT 
+
V + 6AV
Actual probe and spacecraft states are then propagated over cer-
tain time intervals from deflection, and resulting (off-nominal)
communication parameter values are recorded. Conditions at actual
probe entry (which occurs at different times from different samples)
are also recorded. This process is repeated for a large number of
cases. The resulting collection of dispersions is then statis-
tically analyzed to determir iations in parameters that can
be expected when the mis,..L is actually flown.
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Generation of knowledge and control covariances was discussed in
Section E, Subsection 4. The execution error model will be de-
scribed in the next subsection.
2. Execution Error Modeling
The Monte Carlo program used in this study requires execution
errors to be defined in terms of six sources:
1) Proportional error in AV delivered (Ok);
2) Resolution error in AV delivered (as);
3) Directional error (in-plane component) of AV delivered (aA);
4) Directional error (out-of-plane component) of AV delivered
(aB);
5) Directional error (in-plane componet) of final probe atti-
tude (a i);
6) Directional error (out-of-plane component) of final probe
attitude (o0);
The distinction between in-plane and out-of-plane directional
errors is made because of the nonsphericity of pointing errors
for the Pioneer spacecraft when rotating off Earth lock. The
dominant pointing error is in the plane of the rotation, which
is generally in the ecliptic plane.
Thus, physical implementation errors involved in the maneuver
sequence must be translated into these six components. Table
IV-14 provides the physical characteristics of the systems used
in this study.
3. Communications Link Dispersions
a. Cone, Clock, and Cross-Cone Angles - The direction that the
spacecraft must look to see the probe is generally described in
terms of cone angle (CA) and clock angle (CLA) referenced to the
Earth and Canopus. (See Fig. IV-30a.) Cone angle is the angle
included by the Earth-to-spacecraft-to-probe alignment. Clock
angle is the angle between the Canopus meridian and the cone
meridan measured clockwise looking toward Earth. The Canopus
meridan is the great circle defined by the Earth-spacecraft axis
and the Canopus direction. The cone meridian is the great circle
defined by the Earth-spacecraft axis and the spacecraft probe
direction.
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Table IV-14 Deflection Execution
AV Errors
Proportionality, %
Resolution, m/sec
Direction, deg
cPointing in Earth Lock, deg
Orientation Errors
In-plane, deg
Out-of-plane, deg
Probe Releaseg
Spin-up, deg
Probe tip-off, deg
Probe tip-off & spin-up, deg
aFirst number refers to predicted
second number to no calibration.
TOPS/
MOPS
0.6
0.018
0.0
0.15
1.0
1.0
0.5
Pioneer
0.036
0.0
0.25
4% of 0E e
1% of eE
1.0
0.2
Probe Solid
Rocket
1.0
0.0
0.5
Probe
Precession
& ACS
1.0/2.0f
1.0/2.0
error after inflight calibration,
bAV direction refers to error in direction of delivered AV caused by
misalignment of engine, coning effects, etc.
CPointing in Earth lock refers to angular error in locating Earth in
cruise.
dOrientation errors refer to final errors in pointing after maneuver &
possibly ACS to achieve commanded direction off Earth lock.
ea is the rotation angle off Earth lock.
E
fTwo levels of probe ACS have been considered in the study.
gProbe release pointing errors refer to errors introduced during mechan-
ical separation of probe from spacecraft. Pioneer spins up (while off
Earth lock), then tips off the probe. MOPS tips off the probe, the probe
spins up, & probe ACS fine tunes it.
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It is inconvenient to describe dispersions in spacecraft-probe
look direction in terms of cone and clock angles. Figure IV-30b
illustrates the problem. Location A has a nominal look direc-
tion of CA = 120° and CLA = 75° with circular dispersions about
that point of 10° radius. In terms of cone angle and clock angle,
dispersions would be ACA = ±+10° and ACLA = +12°, which adequately
describe the area the spacecraft antenna must cover. However,
suppose the same distribution is now moved to point B defined by
a nominal cone angle of CA = 180°. Now, dispersions in cone
angle and clock angle are given by ACA = ±+10° and ACLA = +180°
.
Thus, the definition of dispersions in clock angle breaks down
when the nominal cone angle is close to 180°.
This problem can be eliminated by describing dispersions in space-
craft-probe look directions in terms of cone angle and cross-cone
angle (XCA). Given the nominal look direction, the cone meridian
can be constructed as usual. The cross-cone circle is the great
circle normal to the cone meridian at the nominal probe point.
As seen from the spacecraft, the cone and cross-cone axes appear
to be Cartesian coordinates. Cross-cone dispersions remain well
defined for all values of nominal cone and clock angles. Cross-
cone and clock-angle dispersions are approximately related by
AXCA = ACLA sin CA. Dispersions in terms of cone and clock angles
and in terms of cone and cross-cone angles are given in Fig. IV-31
for Mission 7. The points 1 through 5 denote 57, 40, 20 and 0
min before nominal end of mission and the actual end of mission,
respectively.
b. Timing Uncertainties - Science requirements stipulate that
the probe begin taking measurements 50,000 km above the turbo-
pause and continue until the end of the mission. The end of the
mission occurs with communication blackout 60 km below the
turbopause. This critical period is called the performance phase
of the mission. Both the science instruments and the communica-
tion link must operate during this phase of the mission.
A key parameter influencing sequencing for the performance phase
of the mission is the coast-time uncertainty, which is the 3o
uncertainty in the nominal time interval from probe deflection
to mission end. It is due to uncertainties and execution errors
at deflection. The performance phase is initiated by a timer set
to activate the probe at a predetermined time after deflection.
Sufficient margin must be allowed in this sequence so that science
requirements are met, whether the actual probe arrives early or
late.
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A schematic of the problem is provided in Fig. IV-32. The per-
formance phase of the nominal trajectory is indicated by the
solid diagonal line. It is convenient to reference times in the
performance phase of the mission to the nominal end of the mis-
sion (NE). The time from 50,000-km altitude to NE is the per-
formance time, At . Nominal coast time, ATc, defines the time
on the nominal trajectory from deflection to NE. Thus, if there
were no errors, acquisition could occur at NE - At . The com-
P
munication link would be required only over the interval At .
P
However, deflection uncertainties lead to a cost time error of
At . If a probe were early by this amount (lower dashed line),
u
acquisition at NE - At would not be early enough to make the
P
measurements at 50,000 km. Thus, to satisfy that requirement,
acquisition must take place at NE - At - At .
p - u
"\Ž~ 50,000 km< \ \ \ ~~~~~~~~~~above Turbopause
a) 0Q
> .0
% $ ] s\ 60 km
-~~~~~~-~~~ V ~~below Turbopause
L~ttu At Al.tpI Ait
NE
Deflection
ATC
Fig. IV-32 Coast-Time Uncertainty and Mission Sequencing
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If a probe were late by the coast-time error (upper dashed line),
it would not reach the 60 km below turbopause until NE + At . To
u
cover this possibility, the communication link must operate until
this time.
Thus, for this simplified analysis, acquisition must occur by
NE - At - At . The link must operate at least until NE + At .p u u
Science instruments and communication equipment must therefore
operate during a time interval of At + 2 At units. For the
p u
exact mission sequences, acquisition occurs earlier than NE by
the sum of the contributions listed in Table IV-15.
Table IV-15 Contributors to Acquisition Time Computation
At allotment,
Source min Comment
Performance time Variable Depends on probe trajectory
entry angle
Coast-time uncertainty (3a) Variable Depends on deflection radius
& mode, uncertainties,
execution errors, trajectory
Acquisition time 1.0 Time required for acquisition
search
Engineering data 2.0 Engineering data transmitted
after acquisition, but before
science data
Science instrument warmup 0.5
Mechanical timer uncertainty tTAtT (min) = 0.0107 AT (days)
(Accutron timer)
Margin Variable 5% of total of other contribu-
tors
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c. Link Analysis - As discussed in the previous subsection (3b),
the communication link must operate from NE - At - At until
p u
NE + At , where At is the nominal performance time and At is
u p u
the 3a coast-time uncertainty. An example of the possible space-
craft-look-directions required to see the probe at various times
for Mission 7 is given in Fig. IV-33. Requirements for the time
points from acquisition (NE - 57 min) until NE are straightforward.
At any time, the spacecraft antenna must have a beamwidth and/or
search pattern sufficient to cover the ellipse of possible look
directions. Provisions must also be made to cover dispersions
in other communication parameters such as probe aspect angle and
range rate.
However, the situation becomes more complex after NE. For ex-
ample, assume that, at NE + At , the spacecraft were still forced
u
to cover all possible spacecraft-probe directions. The result-
ing dispersion ellipse would be unnecessarily large because 99.7%
of the directions considered would be associated with probes that
have already completed their mission and are in communication
blackout at NE + At . Thus, although the link must be designed
u
to operate from NE - At - At to NE + At , it need not be de-
p u u
signed to cover all possible spacecraft-probe geometries pos-
sible during that interval. Spacecraft-probe geometries occur-
ring after the probe has completed its mission need not be con-
sidered.
Thus, the communication link must be designed to last until
NE + At only so that late arriving probes can be monitored.
u
If the possible geometries of late-arriving probes at their
actual end of mission were known, then the assumption could be
made that, during the interval from NE until NE + At , possible
u
geometries change smoothly from those at NE to those at actual
end of mission. Therefore, the spacecraft-look-direction dis-
persion ellipse is computed at actual end of mission for all
probes in the Monte Carlo sample. This ellipse must therefore
include all possible look directions for late-arriving probes.
The range of possible look directions that the link must be de-
signed to cover is then the union of the NE and the actual end-
of-mission ellipses. This, of course, is still conservative,
but in all cases, the actual end-of-mission ellipse lies between
the ellipses for NE and the point immediately before it (NE -
20 min in Fig. IV-33). Thus, the spacecraft antenna beamwidth/
search pattern has not been penalized because of this conserva-
tism. In designing the system, this same procedure is used with
the other link parameters.
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Two general features of the tracking problem are illustrated in
Fig. IV-33. The time-varying behavior of the spacecraft look
direction is indicated in Fig. IV-33a. Here, cone and cross-cone
dispersions of 25 individual trajectories of sampled cases are
followed in time. Generally, points in the right section of the
first ellipse stay to the right in succeeding ellipses. A sim-
ilar relation holds for the left and center sections. Thus, for
example, trajectories 3, 10, 14, and 11 hold their relative posi-
tions throughout. Trajectory 25 is an illustration of an early-
arrival probe. Thus, in the actual time sequence of the points,
the bottom two ellipses would be reversed. Then the probe stays
to the right of the ellipses through the actual end of mission.
At NE, it has been pulled to the left by its close approach to
the planet.
The general statistical nature of the dispersions is illustrated
in Fig. IV-33b. Here, the entire 250 samples of the Monte Carlo
analysis are plotted against the uncertainty ellipses they pro-
duce. The ellipses generally describe the distributions of the
individual points quite accurately. Thus, the assumed normal
distribution of the points is verified. However, the ellipse at
NE does not mirror the distribution of the points. This is be-
cause of nonlinear effects of gravitational attraction. Early-
arriving probes are generally accelerated between the time of
their actual end of mission and the NE time. Thus, they are
pulled toward the planet, which is indicated by a shift to the
left in the figure, corresponding to a smaller cone angle.
4. General Dispersion Trends
Entry and communication dispersions are functions of deflection
mode, communication geometry, deflection radius, spacecraft peri-
apsis radius, entry angle, and the level of errors at deflection.
Qualitative assessments of these effects are discussed in this
section.
a. Deflection Mode - Deflection mode effects on dispersions
are illustrated in Fig. IV-34. The first three sets of figures
give the entry-site footprints and spacecraft-look-direction
dispersion ellipses for the three deflection modes as applied
to the reference mission. The Mode 2 deflection has execution
errors occurring both on the probe and on the spacecraft. Thus,
it has the largest dispersions. The entry-site footprint is much
smaller for Mode 3 than for Mode 1 because there is no deflection
AV execution errors given the probe at release in Mode 3; the
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Mode 3 footprint is caused only by errors in knowledge and con-
trol. The spacecraft look direction dispersions are approxi-
mately the same for Mode 1 and Mode 3 because now execution errors
are added in both modes--to the probe in Mode 1 and to the space-
craft in Mode 3.
b. Communication Geometry - A comparison of the dispersions re-
sulting from the two candidate communication geometries is given
by the first and last pairs in Fig. IV-34. Mode 1 deflection was
used in both cases. The entry site dispersions are slightly larger
for the side geometry because AV magnitude is slightly greater
(106 vs 102 m/sec) and coast time is slightly longer (7.85 vs
7.82 days). The spacecraft look-direction dispersions are sig-
nificantly larger for side geometry than for tail geometry. This
is primarily caused by two effects. The spacecraft is nearer
its periapsis and is therefore moving much faster during the-
mission performance phase in side geometry. Thus, timing un-
certainties are more significant for this geometry. The second
factor is the shorter range between the probe and spacecraft.
This results in larger angular deviations for equivalent position
deviations.
c. Periapsis Radius - Variation in dispersions caused by chang-
ing the periapsis radius is illustrated in Fig. IV-35. The dis-
persions are approximately linearly dependent on periapsis radius.
This results from the larger required AV. Some relief is obtained
by resorting to larger radii of deflection for the larger peri-
apsis radii.
d. Entry Angle - Variation dispersions with entry angle is
shown in Fig. IV-36. Trends here are mixed. Latitude and com-
munication range dispersions increase with increasing entry
angle. This is partly because of larger deflection AV required.
Longitude and entry-angle dispersions increase with decreasing
entry angle. This is due to the greater sensitivity of these
parameters to lower entry angles. Angle of attack and probe
aspect angle are insensitite to entry-angle variations.
e. Deflection Radius - Figure IV-37 shows the effects of deflec-
tion radius on dispersion. Here, the resulting dispersions form
execution errors only, state uncertainties only, and the net
effects of both are plotted individually. Dispersions result-
ing from uncertainties increase with increasing radius for all
parameters. The effect of execution errors is variable. As
radius increases, dispersions decrease for entry parameters and
increase for communication parameters. This probably results
from interaction between AV magnitude and coast time. The net
effect generally increases with increasing deflection radius.
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P= 25
I I
f. Execution Errors - Effects of execution error levels on dis-
persions are linear. Reducing the proportionality and pointing
errors by half generally reduces dispersions by half. The orien-
tation error of the probe essentially dominates the probe aspect
angle and angle-of-attack dispersions.
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V. SAMPLE MISSIONS/SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS
This chapter presents detailed descriptions of each of the sample
mission designs. Emphasis is on describing the mission operation,
configuration definition, and hardware implementation required to
meet the objectives of each mission. Parametric and trade studies
for these engineering designs are in the other chapters of this
volume, along with the rationale for design and discussions of
the advantages and disadvantages of various approaches in subsys-
tem areas. Descriptions in this chapter represent typical inte-
grated system designs that provide practical engineering solu-
tions for missions of interest.
A. MISSION-SELECTION RATIONALE
One of the basic intents of this study was to investigate a broad
range of mission options to demonstrate the effects of various
constraints on system design. The study included probe-optimized
missions as well as missions in which the probe is a passenger on
a spacecraft with postencounter objectives. The Grand Tour and
dual-planet missions such as Jupiter/Saturn 1977 (JS 77), as well
as the solar apex mission in 1978 are examples of this type.
Early in the study, a reference mission was defined that helped
identify general bounds of the problem and focused and guided
parametric and tradeoff efforts within pertinent ranges of study.
The reference mission also provided a focus for system-level inte-
gration problems. After the first three months of study, a set of
missions was selected for more detailed system-level definition;
these are listed in Table V-1, from 1 through 6. Missions 7 and
8 were added later in the study by GSFC because of increasing
NASA interest in the Jupiter-Saturn flyby opportunities.
Missions 1A, 2A, and 7 have been refined to incorporate an updated
model of the wake electron density. These missions were selected
for refinement because they best represent a broad range of typical
designs. Mission 1A represents the probe- and science-optimized
design, which incorporates a simplified probe with neither an atti-
tude-control system nor deflection propulsion. Mission 2A con-
siders the radiation hazard to the spacecraft that restricts the
spacecraft's nearest approach to 4 RJ. Mission 7 was chosen be-
cause of recent interest in this launch opportunity as a possible
early mission.
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B. MISSION 1 - PROBE OPTIMIZED
The objective of this mission/system design was to minimize probe
system complexity, maintaining capability to meet the required
science return. This was accomplished by designing the mission
for a minimum Rp, with the most favorable communications geometry
at probe atmospheric entry. Additionally, the mission uses a
spacecraft deflection mode, eliminating the requirement for a
probe onboard deflection propulsion system and attitude-control
system.
This system requires the Pioneer spacecraft to orient itself for
probe ejection, which results in a zero angle of attack for the
probe at entry; spinup and release the probe; despin, reorient
itself, and apply the necessary deflection propulsion (AV); re-
orient itself to Earth lock; and, at the end of the coast period,
acquire the probe RF transmission and relay the data received to
Earth.
Functional requirements of probe systems are limited to activa-
tion and operation of science instruments and data processing
and transmission requirements.
Figure V-1 is a functional block diagram typical of the Mission
1 probe system. Table V-2 shows the Mission 1 sequence of events.
1. Science Payload and Performance
Instrument characteristics and mission performance for Mission 1
are shown in Table V-3. The primary difference between this and
other missions is the dayglow instrument, whose data rate depends
on probe spin rate. For this mission, the spin rate is 37.5 rpm.
For a description of the contents of data words, see Chapter III,
Section C, in the subsection describing the particular instrument.
On the left side of the lower part of the table are the upper
atmospheric and ionospheric performance, the criterion being one
measurement per scale height. The lowest values are the heaviest
particles of both neutrals and ions. For a detailed discussion
of these numbers, see Chapter III, Subsections D1 and D3.
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Table V-2 Mission 1 Probe-Optimized Sequence of Events
Time,
Event hr:min:sec
L
L + 02:00:00
S - 05:30:00
S - 00:30:00
S - 00:17:00
S - 00:15:20
S - 00:12:00
S - 00:00:20
S, L + 755 d
S + 00:01:40
S +
S +
S +
T - 01:18:41
T - 00:58:41
T - 00:38:41
T - 00:38:31
T - 00:38:16
T - 00:37:56
T - 00:37:46
T - 00:36:16
T - 00:35:16
T - 00:34:46
T - 00:32:46
T - 00:31:48
T - 00:13:08
T - 00:11:08
T - 00:09:08
T - 00:08:08
T
T + 2.9 sec
L + 797 days
Launch October 21, 1978
Separate S/C system from L/V; begin S/C cruise
Separate environmental enclosure
Supply S/C power to probe
Begin probe checkout
Complete probe checkout
Orient S/C for probe release (-4°)
Start S/C spin to 37.5 rpm
Begin 12-min Langmuir probe decontamination
Start probe timer; enable probe separation ordnance
Separate probe
Reduce S/C spin to 4.8 rpm (100-m separation)
S/C reorientation (32°)
S/C AV (16 m/sec)
S/C reorientation (-28°) to Earth lock
Enable battery activation
Activate entry battery
Energize probe bus
Data system on
Transmitter on
Enable ordnance
Fire pyros at 15-sec interval
Start probe acquisition/disable ordnance
Turn on instruments (ETP, IRPA, ORGS); complete probe
acquisition
Transmit instrument engineering data (ETP, IRPA, ORGS)
Start data transmission (ETP, IRPA, ORGS)
Start transmission of engineering data (including stored)
Turn on instruments (MS, NRPA)
Stop transmission of engineering (housekeeping) data
Transmit MS & NRPA engineering data
Start data transmission (MS, NRPA)
Turbopause
Blackout
S/C periapsis; December 26, 1980
Includes 1.9-min trajectory uncertainty, 0.45-min timer uncertainty,
and 5% of time from acquisition start to T = 0.
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1
2
3
Function
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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31
32
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2. Mission Description
The interplanetary trajectory for Mission 1 was selected to ob-
tain an entry angle as low as possible (YE = -21) consistent
with the 20° lighting mask and a reasonable launch period. The
spacecraft flyby radius (following deflection) was selected to
be as small as practical (Rp = 1.1 RJ) to enhance the communica-
tion link. Interplanetary and approach trajectories are shown
in Fig. V-2.
To simplify mission implementation, the spacecraft deflection
mode (Mode 3) was used. To reduce deflection AV, a 30 x 106 km
deflection radius was selected. Thus, the spacecraft trajectory
is targeted to impact the entry site. At the deflection radius,
the probe is released and the spacecraft deflected to fly by at
1.1 RJ. The operational sequence for the deflection maneuver is
also shown in Fig. V-2.
The launch analysis is summarized in Table V-4. The resulting
launch period for the Titan IIID-5-segment Centaur-Burner II
launch vehicle is 15 days using standard data and 19 days using
updated data.* The daily launch window (1.1 hr) just satisfies
the 1.0-hr minimal value.
Navigation and guidance aspects of the mission are summarized in
Table V-5. The spacecraft must have propellant for midcourse AV
of 4.8 m/sec. The knowledge and control uncertainties mapped
into impact plane coordinates (See Section IV El.) are provided
in the table. These uncertainties are optimistic because they
are generated assuming a good spacecraft approach from a navi-
gational standpoint. More realistic numbers were used in Mission
1A. (See Subsection IV E4a.)
Deflection execution errors and entry dispersions are summarized
in Table V-6. The proportionality error of 3oK = 1% requires
an inflight calibration of the spacecraft (Pioneer) engines.
Probe orientation and AV pointing errors are small because of
small rotations off Earth-lock that are required (-4 and 28°,
respectively). Dispersions are all within acceptable tolerances.
_ __* See Section IV Cl for launch-vehicle description.--_
* See Section IV Cl for launch-vehicle description.
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3. Configuration
The configuration for Mission 1 is a simple probe with no ACS or
deflection propulsion required and consists of a hemispherical
forward section and cylindrical aft section. The basic probe. is
0.71 m (28 in.) in diameter and 0.56 m (22 in.) long, as shown
in Fig. V-3 and V-4.
Science experiments are integrated in the overall probe design,
constrained by their functional requirements. The mass spectrom-
eter, IRPA, NRPA, and Langmuir probes all require unobstructed
access to atmospheric particles during entry. This requirement
is met by placing the neutral mass spectrometer inlet directly
at the nose-cap stagnation point and the RPAs at approximately
one body radius from the Z axis at the same body station as the
stagnation point of the probe nose cap. Reference V-1 includes
studies of two other locations for RPAs (just off the dome/
cylinder juncture and at the stagnation point) and the position
shown has approximately half the reflected particle interference
of other locations considered. The mass spectrometer is vented
to the probe's wake through a 2.5-cm (0.98-in.) tube as shown in
Fig. V-4. The Langmuir probes extend radially from the cylin-
drical section when deployed. They are not placed symetrically
on the probe because of their required position relative to the
optical spectrometer aperture cover, which is used to retain
the probes in the stowed position. To meet the scientific re-
quirements, the probe sensors are at the ends of 35.6-cm-long
(14-in.) guards, with one sensor parallel and the other perpen-
dicular to the probe Z axis. This probe has been modified in
Mission 1A because of newer science requirements. The optical
spectrometer viewing aperture is in the cylindrical portion of
the probe body providing adequate viewing and placing the viewing
port in an area of low entry heating. Location of the aperture
in the aft bulkhead or nose cap is not desirable because of Sun
aspect angles and entry heating problems.
Interrelation of components of various subsystems and the rela-
tionship of one subsystem to others are considered in the inte-
gration of internal equipment in the probe. For example, power
system components like batteries, filters, distribution boxes,
electronics, and cabling are grouped to improve the power-sub-
system mass fraction.
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The probe's transmitting conical-horn antenna is in the aft bulk-
head and is aimed at the receiver on the trailing spacecraft to
which it is transmitting. Location of the antenna relative to
the transmitter is influenced by the desire for short direct wave-
guide coupling. The transmitter power supply is near the trans-
mitter to reduce cabling and power losses.
The pyro system must operate or activate other subsystems through-
out the probe. Therefore, its location is more flexible than those
of other subsystems. Pyro system equipment includes electronics,
capacitors, relays, and squibs.
A thermal blanket covers the entire inner surface of the probe
structure except for the equipment deck, and ten 1-W radioisotope
heaters are distributed inside the probe.
Spin stabilization of the probe requires that the mass moment of
inertia about the Z-Z axis (spin axis) be greater than that about
the transverse axes. It is desirable that the spin-axis mass
moment of inertia be greater by 20% and that the mass moment of
inertia about the X-X axis be equal to that about the Y-Y axis.
A further requirement is that the principal mass moment of in-
ertia coincide with the Z-Z axis of the probe. These require-
ments are met by properly locating components and by ballasting.
Probe support and retention locations are shown on the end view
in Fig. V-4. Probe weight estimates are given in Table V-7.
a. TeZecommunications - The RF link requires 12 W at K-band, with
a 10° horn on the probe and an 8° dish on the spacecraft. Power
requirements are moderate because of the low periapsis radius
(1.1 Ri). Relative probe angular movement from nominal acquisi-
tion to entry is 5° . To cover both events with a 8° S/C antenna
beam, the beam center is between the event, and entry is not cen-
tered near the maximum gain point, as seen in Fig. V-5. The space-
craft must have a despun platform with a single axis gimbal, which
adds weight and complexity to the relay antenna subsystem.
Design details of the RF components that comprise the telecom-
munications subsystem are listed in Table V-8. Complete details
are given in Chapter VI, Section A.
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Table V-7 Mission 1 Weight Estimate
kg lb
Science 13.3 29.4
Structure & Heat Sink 12.6 27.8
Thermal Control 2.5 5.5
Guidance & Control (less propellant) 1.2 2.7
Deflection Propulsion (less propellant) 0.0 0.0
Communications 8.1 18.0
Data Handling 4.3 9.3
Electrical 6.8 14.9
Mechanisms 0.3 0.7
Pyro 2.5 5.6
Ballast 1.4 3.0
15% Design Margin 7.9 17.5
Total - Probe Coast 60.9 134.4
Solid Propellant +15% 0.0 0.0
Nitrogen Gas +15% 0.0 0.0
Covers 0.1 0.2
Total - Probe Ejected 61.0 134.6
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Table V-8 Telecommunications RF Subsystem for Mission 1
Conditions: S/C - Pioneer Bit Rate - 1024 bps*
Value
K Band, X Band,
Component Characteristic Unit 20 GHz 10 GHz
Probe Conical- Electrical B/W deg 10.0 10.0
Horn Antenna Max Gain dB 23.4 23.4
Dia cm 9.8 19.6
in. 3.8 7.6
Total Length cm 25.4 46.8
in. 10.0 18.4
Weight kg 0.16 0.34
lb 0.35 0.75
Transmitter & Power RF Power Out W 8.0 3.0-
Supply Overall Efficiency % 24.0 24.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 33.4 12.5
Total Weight kg 7.7 7.7
lb 17.0 17.0
S/C Dish Antenna Electrical B/W deg 8.0 8.0
Max Gain dB 26.3 26.3
Dia cm 13.3 26.6
in. 5.25 10.5
Weight kg 9.07 .54
lb 20.0 21.0
Despin yes yes
Position Search no no
Freq Acquisition sec 60.0 30.0
Clock Angle, 3 deg 73.0 73.0
Cone Angle, ~ deg 171-176 171-176
S/C Receiver System Temperature °K 4C00.0 315.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 10.0 10.0
Weight kg 5.9 5.9
lb 0 13.0 
*Science plus engineering
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This mission was designed for K-band; however, subsequent analysis
indicates a capability for an RF link requiring 3 W at X-band,
with probe antenna requirements as shown in Table V-8.
b. Data Handling - Data handling for Mission 1 provides timing
and sequencing, formating, A/D conversion, encoding, and limited
memory capability where required. The configuration of the data
handling subsystem is shown in Fig. V-6. Operation of the data
handling system is initiated by the appearance of voltage on the
power bus. A voltage sensor with a short time delay ensures that
all semiconductor elements (timing function generator, sequence
generator) are in the proper state. This is achieved by a single
voltage discrete operating through diode logic. The system then
sequences the vehicle engineering events like pyrotechnics, trans-
mitter turn-on, and engineering measurements. Engineering data
on these events and vehicle status will be stored for later trans-
mission to the spacecraft because such information may provide ad-
ditional insight for analysis of science data. There are two data
modes used in this mission. The initial mode obtains data from
the Langmuir probe, IRPA, and the photometers/spectrometer. Dur-
ing the final phase, the NMS and NRPA are activated. Before final
high science-data rate, engineering measurements will be made by
the science instruments.
Basically there are four types of memory functions required.
1) Nonvolatile memory that retains information for formating
and sequencing - This may consist of hard wire, plated wire,
or core memory functions. A design decision on the particu-
lar approach must be made on the basis of program schedule,
function, and flexibility. The hard wire approach incurs the
least development cost but entails expensive long turnaround
periods with late modifications. Core memories have had suc-
cessful space applications but nonvolatile readout may be a
problem. Plated wire has significant implementation advan-
tages, but some extensive development may be required for this
program. Both of the latter alternatives allow valuable capa-
bility for reprogramming at any time before separation, but
also increase cost, weight, and power;
2) Engineering data storage - This would be an electronic system
with predominently hard-wired logic for storing temperature
measurements and discrete events;
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3) Langmuir probe data - The Langmuir probe sequence requires
complete measurement of probe characteristic at discrete in-
tervals. To prevent interruption of the continuous data
stream, the characteristic data are stored and interleaved
with the data stream;
4) Buffer memories are used for very short-term storage at the
instrument science data interfaces because the instruments
do not necessarily have coherent sampling rates. During the
final high-data-rate period, formating will be optimized to
reduce the delay of NMS data to a minimum. A model format
has been generated that indicates that the maximum delay of
NMS data can be held to 35 msec.
After formating and generation of the digital data stream, the
binary information is convolutionally encoded. The principle
reason for coding is reduction in transmitter power that can be
obtained for systems that are not bandwidth limited. A secondary
advantage is realized because increased bandwidth reduces the
possibility of significant information power density in the space-
craft receiver phase-lock tracking loop and decreases the pos-
sibility of false lock. For these reasons, a convolutional code
with a one-third rate and a constraint rate of four was selected.
A further discussion of alternative approaches and format con-
siderations for the data handling system is in Section B of Chap-
ter VI.
c. Power Subsystem - The power subsystem consits of a primary
battery power source, power-isolation filters, and a relay-con-
trolled power distribution component. A functional block diagram
of the subsystem is in Fig. V-7. Magnetic latching relays provide
flexibility and reduced power during both preseparation checkout
and the entry phase of the mission. A full range of battery types
was considered and a duplex pile-construction remotely activated
Ag-Zn battery selected. The remote activation mechanism employs
a burst diaphragm to provide a path for the electrolyte to the
cells, a flexible diaphragm for secondary driving pressure, and
a pyrotechnically operated gas generator for primary driving pres-
sure. This system has a weight advantage over the more common
manifold system and results in a higher total system density.
A more complete description of battery and power system tradeoffs
is in Section C of Chapter VI.
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d. Pyrotechnic Subsystem - The pyrotechnic subsystem is similar
to designs applied to several space vehicle configurations, such
as Mariner and Viking. Specific constraints and devices consd-
ered were principally derived from Viking, which has severe re-
strictions on weight and radiation environment. The pyrotech-
nic subsystem consists of power-conditioning equipment, relay
switching control, control logic, and capacitor banks for high-
pulse discharge. (Fig. V-7.)
Pyrotechnic functions required for this mission are entry battery
activation, mass spectrometer cover release, and photomter cover
release. Physical parameters of the design are given in the table
below.
Electronics Capacitor Banks Relays
Weight, kg (lb) 0.91 (2.05) 0.36 (0.79) 0.59 (1.30)
Size, cm3 (in.3 ) 2100 (128.4) 655 (40.1) 230 (14.1)
Except for the entry battery pyro event, all power-conditioning
required in the pyrotechnic control subsystem is generated by an
internal power supply. Outputs are not regulated and have a
tolerance of +10%.
The supply has an output capability of approximately 50 W and a
stand-by power dissipation of 450 mW. Because the supply is es-
sentially on standby at all times, except for approximately 5 sec
after each event, the assumed average power requirement is 0.5 W.
Except for the entry battery pyrotechnic event, all pyrotechnic
event control is provided through the data management subsystem.
The control signal is in the form of parallel digital-address,
enable, fire, and safe commands. The pyrotechnic subsystem is
enabled by applying power through a power-control relay in the
power distribution control. For a more detailed discussion of
the pyrotechnic subsystem refer to Chapter VI, Subsection C2.
e. Heat Sink and Structure - The heat sink consists of a 0.713-m-
dia (28-in.) hemispherical beryllium nose cap and cylindrical skin
on the skirt assembly weighing 6.6 kg (14.5 lb). The nose cap is
plated with platinum or rhodium to preclude beryllium particle
emission. It is 0.55 cm (0.216 in.) thick at the stagnation point
and 1.4 mm (0.055 in.) thick at the trailing edge.
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The structure consists of conventional aluminum machinings, bonded
aluminum honeycomb, and bonded fiberglass/composite structures.
f. Thermal Control - The thermal control subsystem consists of
an internally mounted multilayer insulation blanket surrounding
the probe interior equipment, and an insulating cover for the
optical spectrometer aperture (removable before entry), and radio-
isotope heaters placed where space is available between the in-
ternal equipment packages. The multilayer insulation blanket
consists of 72 layers of. 1/4 mil Kapton polyimide film aluminized
on one side with beta glass cloth spacer material between layers.
Total blanket thickness is 1.53 cm (0.6 in.) Ten 1-W radioisotope
heaters are required (based on analysis), although it is expected
that the actual requirement could be 8 to 12 W, depending on re-
sults of thermal testing of actual probe hardware.
g. Mechanical Subsystems - Mechanical subsystems consist of the
optical spectrometer aperture cover and release and probe-to-
spacecraft separation systems. Both are described in detail in
Subsection A3 of Chapter VII. The Langmuir probes are retained
in the stowed position by the photometer aperture cover.
h. Attitude Control - The attitude-control requirements for this
mission are met by using spin stabilization and a passive damper.
The probe is released from the spacecraft in the final entry atti-
tude, spinning at approximately 3.93 rad/sec (37.5 rpm). Pointing
errors are functions of spacecraft attitude accuracy, tip-off
rates and spin rates. The present estimate of Pioneer attitude
accuracy off Earth lock is 4% of the maneuver angle, which is 4°
for this mission, High separation rates are not required and
low tip-off rates (1°/sec) may be obtained. In practice, these
errors are combined statistically as described in Chapter IV.
A passive damper is used to remove nutation. It is estimated
that a damper 12 cm (3.6 in.) in diameter will provide a time
constant of 20 hr for this probe. Because coast time will be
about 40 days, completely adequate damping will be achieved. A
more complete discussion of the damper is in Chapter VIII.
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4. Spacecraft Interface Modification and Launch Vehicle
The Pioneer spacecraft with probe is launched on a Titan IIID-5-
segment-Centaur-Burner II. The following components are either
modified or added to the spacecraft for probe support or mission
operation: probe support structure, environmental enclosure,
electrical cabling and interface connector, receiver subsystem,
despin and gimbal tracking antenna and platform, and data han-
dling. Modification weight to the spacecraft is 41.4 kg (91.3
lb). The integration arrangement is shown in Fig. V-8.
C. MISSION 1A - PROBE AND SCIENCE OPTIMIZED
The objective of this mission/system design was to enhance science
data return of the probe to the maximum within the capability of
the system. Hence, the data return would not be limited to basic
data necessary to answer science questions. Additionally, com-
pletion of the tasks of evaluating the electron density in the
wake of the probed allowed refinement of the RF system (from K
band to X band), requiring less probe power and increasing tele-
communications reliability.
Operationally, the system performs the same as in Mission 1--a
spacecraft deflection mode is used, eliminating the need for a
probe onboard deflection propulsion system and attitude-control
system.
The system requires the spacecraft to orient itself for probe
ejection on a trajectory that results in a zero angle of attack
for the probe at entry; spin up and release the probe; despin,
reorient itself, and apply the necessary deflection propulsion
(AV); reorient itself to Earth lock; and, at the end of the
coast period, acquire the probe RF transmission and relay the
data received to Earth.
Functional requirements of the probe systems are limited to acti-
vation and operation of the science instruments, data processing,
and data transmission to the S/C. Figure V-1 shows the system
functional block diagram and Table V-9 the sequence of events for
the mission.
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Table V-9 Mission IA Probe-Optimized/Science-Optimized Sequence of Events
Time,
Event hr:min:sec
L
L + 02:00:00
S - 05:30:00
S - 00:30:00
S - 00:17:00
S - 00:15:20
S - 00:12:00
S - 00:00:20
S, L + 749 d
S + 00:01:40
S +
S +
S +
T - 01:20:35
T - 01:00:35
T - 00:40:35
T - 00:40:25
T - 00:40:10
T - 00:39:50
T - 00:39:40
T - 00:38:10
T - 00:37:10
T - 00:36:40
T - 00:34:40
T - 00:33:40
T - 00:12:09
T - 00:10:09
T - 00:08:09
T - 00:07:09
T
T + 2.6 sec
L + 760 days
Launch October 21, 1978
Separate S/C system from L/V; begin S/C cruise
Separate environmental enclosure
Supply S/C power to probe
Begin probe checkout
Complete probe checkout
Orient S/C for probe release (1° )
Start S/C spin to 20 rpm
Begin 12-min Langmuir prob6 decontamination
Start probe timer; enable probe separation ordnance
Separate probe
Reduce S/C spin to 4.8 rpm (100-m separation)
S/C reorientation (33.10)
S/C AV (54.6 m/sec)
S/C reorientation (-34.1°) to Earth lock
Enable battery activation
Activate entry battery
Energize probe bus
Data system on
Transmitter on
Enable ordnance
Fire pyros at 15-sec interval
Start probe acquisition/disable ordnance
Turn on instruments (ETP, IRPA, ORGS); complete probe
acquisition
Transmit instrument engineering data (ETP, IRPA, ORGS)
Start data transmission (ETP, IRPA, ORGS)
Start transmission of engineering data (including stored)
Turn on instruments (MS, NRPA)
Stop transmission of engineering housekeeping data
Transmit MS & NRPA engineering data
Start data transmission (MS, NRPA)
Turbopause
Blackout
S/C perlapsis; November 19, 1980
Includes 5.52-min trajectory uncertainty, 0.12-min timer uncertainty, and 5%
of time from acquisition start to T = 0 ·
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1
2
3
Function
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
1. Science Payload and Performance
The shorter communication distance from spacecraft to probe for
Mission 1 means that transmitter power requirements on board the
probe are less than their maximum limit. Consequently, the maxi-
mum bit rate allowed by transmitter sizing is larger than for
other missions. Because science data return is generally re-
stricted by bit rate, the broadening of this limit means that a
science-enhanced version of Mission 1 with additional return
can be considered. This mission has been studied and is called
Mission 1A.
Instrument characteristics and mission performance for Mission 1A
are listed in Table V-10. The probe is spinning at 20 rpm. Table
V-11 compares science data returned from Mission 1 baseline and
Mission 1A enchanced. As can be seen, the return from each in-
strument has been increased. A full discussion of the increased
science-return mode for the Langmuir probes is in Chapter III,
Subsection C3. For the IRPA, the addition was in voltage words
to ensure accurate interpretation of data. These are in addition
to any voltage monitoring performed by engineering bit rate. For
the NRPA, the number of current readings was increased by both
reducing the voltage step size from 11 V/amu to 10 V/amu and by
increasing the sweep range by 30 V. Also, 25% of the data words
were designated as voltage readings to check for possible drift,
especially across the dual range. The range of the mass spectrom-
eter was extended by one isotope. This extension could be used
in other ways, as explained in Chapter III, Subsection C4. For
the dayglow measurement, the gain was in continuous monitoring so
that a full dayglow profile is obtained each revolution as the
probe descends. A full discussion of this is in Chapter III,
Subsection C5.
The left side of Table V-10 shows upper atmospheric and ionospheric
performance, the criterion being one measurement per scale height.
The lowest values are the heaviest particles of both neutrals and
ions. For a detailed discussion of these numbers, see Chapter
III, Subsections D1 and D3.
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Comparison of Baseline and Enhanced Science
2. Mission Description
The interplanetary trajectory for Mission 1A arrives about one
month earlier than Mission 1 in order to obtain alignment of the
probe axis with the spacecraft axis and the direction to Earth.
This results in a slight increase in entry angle to yE = -23.2°.
(See Fig. V-9.) The spacecraft periapsis radius remains at
R = 1.1 RJ. For this mission, the spacecraft (Pioneer) can use
a fixed antenna for the communication link.
The spacecraft defleciton (Mode 3) is used to simplify the probe.
Deflection radius was decreased to 10 x 106 km to decrease the
coast time and solve a navigational problem. (See Chapter IV
Subsection E4.) The trajectories and deflection sequence are
illustrated in Fig. V-9.
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Number of Data Words Additional Science
Instrument Baseline Enhanced Return
Langmuir Probe 3 (processed) 4 (processed) Full I-V curve every
30th sample
IRPA 12 current 12 current & Accurate check on
2 voltage possible voltage
drive
NRPA 14 current 18 current & Additional current
6 voltage readings
Check on voltage
drift
(Also smaller step
size)
Mass SpecuLrometer 22 (2 each 24 (2 each Added voltage step,
for 11 isotopes) for 12 isotopes) thus extended meas-
urements
Optical Spectrometer 6 intensities/ 48 intensities/ Full dayglow profile
rev rev each revolution as
(2 measurements) (16 measurements) probe descends
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The launch analysis (Table V-12) indicates a slight improvement
in launch period over Mission 1. The launch periods are now 19
and 21 days for the standard and updated performances, respec-
tively, for the Titan IIID-5-segment Centaur-Burner II launch
vehicle.
The midcourse correction requirements shown in Table V-13 are the
same as Mission 1. The navigational uncertainties indicated were
developed for an actual Mission 1A approach trajectory instead of
a typical approach. This resulted in larger uncertainties be-
cause of the zero geocentric declination encountered in that
approach. (See Chapter IV, Subsection E4a.)
The deflection execution errors shown in Table V-14 are consistent
with realistic Pioneer execution errors. (See Chapter IV, Sub-
section F2.) The entry dispersions remain within allowable
tolerances.
3. Configuration
Configuration for Mission 1A is a simple probe with no ACS or
deflection propulsion required and consists of a hemispherical
forward section and cylindrical aft section. The basic probe is
0.71 m (28 in.) in diameter and 0.56 m (22.00 in.) long, as shown
in Fig. V-10 and V-11.
Science experiments are integrated in the overall probe design,
constrained by their functional requirements. The mass spectrom-
eter, IRPA, NRPA, and Langmuir probes all require unobstructed
access to atmospheric particles during entry. This requirement
is met by placing the neutral mass spectrometer inlet directly
at the nose-cap stagnation point and the RPAs at approximately 1
body radius from the Z axis at the same body station as the stag-
nation point of the probe nose cap. Reference V-1 includes stud-
ies of two other locations for RPAs (just off the dome/cylinder
juncture and at the stagnation point) and the position shown in
Fig. V-10 has approximately half the reflected particle inter-
ference of other locations considered. The mass spectrometer is
vented to the probe's wake through a 2.5-cm (0.98-in.) dia tube
as shown in Fig. V-11. An improved location for the Langmuir
probes is 25 cm (9.8 in.) from the Z axis on the nose cap and a
minimum of 6.5 cm (2.56 in.) between the sensor and the nose-cap
surface. These probe sensors are 90° to the RPA with one sensor
parallel and the other perpendicular to the probe Z axis, as shown
in Fig. V-10. This arrangement reduces induced voltage transients
caused by rotation within Jupiter's magnetic fields and eliminates
the need for a deployment mechanism.
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Spectrometer/photometer viewing aperture is in the cylindrical
portion of the probe body providing adequate viewing and placing
the viewing port in an area of low entry heating. Location of
the aperture in the aft bulkhead or nose cap is not desirable
because of Sun aspect angles and entry heating problems.
The interrelation of components of various subsystems and the re-
lationship of one subsystem to others are considered in the in-
tegration of internal equipment in the probe. For example, power
system components like batteries, filters, distribution boxes,
electronics, and cabling are grouped to improve the power-subsys-
tem mass fraction. Location of the antenna relative to the trans-
mitter is influenced by the desire for short direct waveguide
coupling. The transmitter power supply is near the transmitter
to reduce cabling and power losses.
The pyro system is required to operate or activate other subsys-
tems throughout the probe. Therefore, its location is more flex-
ible than those of other systems. Pyro system equipment includes
electronics, capacitors, relays, and squibs.
A thermal blanket covers the entire inner surface of the probe
structure, except for the equipment deck, and ten 1-W radioisotope
heaters are evenly distributed inside the probe.
Spin stabilization of the probe requires that the mass moment of
inertia about the Z-Z axis (spin axis) be greater than that about
the transverse axes. It is desirable that the spin-axis mass
moment of inertia be greater by 20% and that mass moments of in-
ertia about the transverse axes be equal. A further requirement
is that the principal mass moment of inertia coincide with the Z-Z
axis of the probe. These requirements are met by properly locat-
ing components and by ballasting.
Probe support and retention locations are shown on the end view
in Fig. V-9. Probe weight estimates are given in Table V-15.
a. Telecommunications - The trajectory of Mission 1A was adjusted
in arrival date and deflection radius to optimize the probe and
S/C trajectories so the probe, S/C, and Earth are in alignment.
With the S/C high-gain antenna on Earth lock, the probe tracking
antenna is aligned with the S/C spin axis and fixed at a cone
angle of 180° so that no despin or position tracking is required.
The resulting S/C antenna is a parabolic dish with a 16° beam-
width and a required probe X-band power of 20 W.
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Table V-15 Mission 1A Weight Estimate
V-35
kg lb
Science 14.4 31.7
Structure and Heat Sink 12.2 26.9
Thermal Control 2.5 5.5
Guidance and Control 1.2 2.7
Deflection Propulsion 0.0 0.0
Communications 8.4 18.5
Data Handling 2.3 5.0
Electrical 7.0 15.4
Mechanisms 0.1 0.3
Pyro 2.5 5.6
Ballast 1.3 3.0
15% Margin 7.8 17.3
Ejected Weight 59.8 131.9
Cover Mechanisms 
- 0.1 - 0.3
Entry Weight 59.7 131.6
S/C antenna requirements are shown in Fig. V-12. The wake and
and plasma-attenuation analyses (Chapter VI, Subsection A5)
showed that X-band allowed probe penetration to 64 km below
turbopause. Initially, the mission was designed for K-band,
using smaller knowledge and control and proportionality errors,
with timing based on nominal end-of-mission position. This re-
sulted in a narrower-beamwidth (9°) S/C antenna, as seen in Table
V-16. Using a 16° dish at K-band results in an RF requirement
of 42 W. Therefore, it would be necessary to use a smaller beam-
width and despun dish with a single-axis gimbal to reduce K-band
power to 25 W, which is an upper limit.
Design details of the RF components that comprise the telecom-
munications subsystem are listed in Table V-16. Complete details
are given in Chapter VI, Section A for each component. This mis-
sion was redesigned for X-band with a larger S/C antenna beam-
width used to cover increased dispersions. The decrease in space
loss at a lower frequency fell short of compensating for the in-
crease in power required with a S/C antenna, with lower gain re-
sulting in RF power increasing from 13 to 20 W, as seen in the
table.
b. Data Handling - The data rate for this probe-optimized science-
enhanced mission is increased to 1376 bps from the Mission 1 rate
of 1024 bps. In all other respects, the data handling system is
similar to Mission 1. Chapter VI, Section B provides a detailed
discussion of alternative approaches and formating for this mis-
sion.
c. Electrical Power - The power system for Mission 1A is similar
to that for Mission 1. A power profile is shown in Fig. V-13 and
a detailed discussion of battery evaluation and selection is
found in Chapter VI, Section C.
d. Pyrotechnic - The pyrotechnic subsystem is similar to Mission
1. A detailed discussion of pyrotechnic control is in Chapter
VI, Section C.
e. Heat Sink and Structure - The heat sink consists of a 0.713-m
(28-in.) dia beryllium hemispherical nose cap and cylindrical skin
on the skirt assembly weighing 6.3 kg (13.8 lb). It is 0.52 cm
(0.204 in.) thick at the stagnation point and 1.27 mm (0.050 in.)
thick at the trailing edge.
The structure consists of conventional aluminum machinings, bonded
aluminum honeycomb, and bonded fiberglass/composite structures.
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Table V-16 Telecommunications RF Subsystem for Mission 1A
Conditions: S/C - Pioneer Bit Rate - 1376 bps**
Value
K Band, X Band,
Component Characteristic Unit 20 GHz 10 GHz
Probe Conical- Electrical B/W deg 10.0 10.0
Horn Antenna Max Gain dB 23.4 23.4
Dia cm 9.8 19.6
in. 3.8 7.6
Total Length cm 25.4 46.8
in. 10.0 18.4
Weight kg 0.16 0.34
lb 0.35 0.75
Transmitter & Power RF Power Out W 13* 20.0
Supply Overall Efficiency % 24.0 24.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 48.2 83.2
Total Weight kg 7.7 7.7
lb 17.0 17.0
S/C Dish Antenna Electrical B/W deg 9.0 16.0
Max Gain dB 25.25 20.25
Dia cm 11.8 13.2
in. 4.63 5.2
Weight kg 0.91 0.91
lb 2.0 2.0
Despin no no
Position Search no no
Freq Acquisition sec 54.0 27.0
Clock Angle, e deg -5.5 -5.5
Cone Angle, q deg 180.0 180.0
S/C Receiver System Temperature °K 400.0 315.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 10.0 10.0
Weight kg 5.9 5.9
lb 13.0 13.0
*Based on original knowledge and control,
and timing for nominal end of mission.
and proportionality errors
**Science plus engineering
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Fig. V-13 Mission 1A Probe Power Profile
f. Thermal Control - The thermal control subsystem consists of
an internally mounted multilayer insulation blanket surrounding
the probe interior equipment, an insulating cover for the photo-
meter/optical spectrometer aperture (removable before entry), and
radioisotope heaters placed where space is available between the
internal equipment packages. The multilayer insulation blanket
consists of 72 layers of 1/4 mil Kapton polyimide film aluminized
on one side with beta glass cloth spacer material between layers.
V-39
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Total blanket thickness is 1.53 cm (0.6 in.). Ten 1-W radioiso-
tope heaters are required (based on analysis), although it is
expected that the actual requirement could be 8 to 12 W, depend-
ing on results of thermal testing of actual probe hardware. For
this mission, an RF-transparent radome covers the communications
antenna. This reduces heat loss from the probe interior through
the antenna coupling.
g. Mechanical Subsystems - Mechanical subsystems for Mission 1A
consist of the spectrometer/photometer aperture cover and release
and probe-to-spacecraft separation systems. Both are described
in detail in Chapter VII, Subsection A3.
h. Attitude Control - The attitude-control analysis and per-
formance is similar to Mission 1 (Subsection B3h of this chap-
ter. Spin rate has decreased to 2.09 rad/sec (20 rpm) and the
Pioneer maneuver from 4 to 1°. The lower maneuver requirement
proportionately reduces the final attitude error.
The reduction in coast time has no significant effect on damper
performance because the 10.9-day coast represents approximately
25 damper time constants at the 2.09 rad/sec (20 rpm) spin rate.
For a general discussion of ACS performance, see Chapter VII.
4. Spacecraft Interface/Modification and Launch Vehicle
For Mission 1A, the Pioneer spacecraft with probe is launched on
a Titan IIID-5-segment-Dl Centaur-Burner II. The following compo-
nents are either modified or added to the spacecraft for the probe's
support or mission operation: probe support structure, environ-
mental enclosure, electrical cabling and interface, receiver sub-
system, fixed tracking antenna and platform, and data handling.
Modification weight to the spacecraft is 31.5 kg (69.4 lb). The
integration arrangement is shown in Fig. V-14.
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D. MISSION 2 RADIATION-COMPATIBLE SPACECRAFT
The objective of this mission/system design was to constrain
mission parameters enough to assure no degradation of the spat fc-
craft systems by emissions from the Jupiter radiation belt while
maintaining a simplified probe system and effective science data-
acquisition and transmission. Spacecraft modification to decrease
its susceptibility to radiation damage was not a consideration in
this probe system defintion.
The major constraining parameter is an increased Rp (to 4 RJ)
which in turn directly affects the communications geometry and
RF link. The simplified probe system defined for Mission 1 has
the capability for this mission. As with Mission 1, this probe
system uses a spacecraft deflection mode in which the spacecraft
spins up and orients the probe for release at the proper atti-
tude (zero angle of attack) at entry; releases the probe and then
despins and reorients itself for deflection propulsion; reorients
itself to Earth lock; and, at the end of the coast period, ac-
quires the probe RF transmission and relays the data received to
Earth.
Functional requirements of the probe systems are limited to ac-
tivation and operation of the science instruments, data process-
ing, and data transmission to the spacecraft. Figure V-1 shows
the system functional block diagram (similar to Mission 1 and
1A), and Table V-17 shows the mission sequence of events.
1. Science Payload and Performance
Instrument characteristics and mission performance for Mission 2
are shown in Table V-18. The primary difference between the
science-instrument bit rate for this and other missions is the
dayglow instrument, whose data rate depends on probe spin rate.
For this mission, it is 3.93 rad/sec (37.5 rpm). A detailed
breakdown of the data word collection that specifies a given bit
rate is also presented. For a description of the contents of data
words, see Chapter III Section C, under the subsection describing
the particular instrument. On the left side of the lower part of
the table are the upper atmospheric and ionospheric performance,
the criteria being one measurement per scale height. The lowest
values are the heaviest particles of both the neutrals and ions.
For a detailed discussion of these numbers, see Chapter III, Sub-
sections D1 and D3.
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.Table V-17? Mission 2 Radiation-CompatibZle Spacecraft Sequence of Events
Time,
Event hr:min:sec
1 L
2 L + 02:00:00
3 S - 05:30:00
4 S - 00:30:00
5 S - 00:17:00
6 S - 00:15:20
7 S - 00:12:00
8 S - 00:00:20
9 S, L + 595 d
10 S + 00:01:40
11 S +
12 S +
13 S +
14 T - 01:29:11
15 T - 01:09:11
16 T - 00:49:11
17 T - 00:49:01
18 T - 00:48:46
19 T - 00:48:26
20 T - 00:48:16
21 T - 00:46:46
22 T - 00:45:46
23 T
24 T
25 T
26 T
27 T
28 T
29 T
30 T
31 T
32 L
- 00:45:16
- 00:43:16
- 00:41:24
- 00:27:24
- 00:25:24
- 00:22:24
- 00:21:24
+ 2.1 sec
+ 655 days
Launch October 13, 1978
Separate S/C system from L/V; begin S/C cruise
Separate environmental enclosure
Supply S/C power to probe
Begin probe checkout
Complete probe checkout
Orient S/C for probe release (23° )
Start S/C spin to 37.5 rpm
Begin 12-min Langmuir probe decontamination
Start probe timer; enable probe separation ordnance
Separate probe
Reduce S/C spin to 4.8 rpm (100-m separation)
S/C reorientation (350)
S/C AV (101.3 m/sec)
S/C reorientation (-58°) to Earth lock
Enable battery activation
Activate entry battery
Energize probe bus
Data system on
Transmitter on
Enable ordnance
Fire pyros at 15-sec interval
Start probe acquisition/disable ordnance
Turn on instruments (ETP, IRPA, ORGS); complete probe
acquisition
Transmit instrument engineering data (ETP, IRPA, ORGS)
Start data transmission (ETP, IRPA, ORGS)
Start transmission of engineering data (including stored)
Turn on instruments (MS, NRPA)
Stop transmission of engineering (housekeeping) data
Transmit MS & NRPA engineering data
Start data transmission (MS, NRPA)
Turbopause
Blackout
S/C periapsis; July 29, 1980
Includes 15.4-min trajectory uncertainty, 0.65-min timer uncertainty, and 5% of
time from acquisition start to T = 0.
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2. Mission Description
The mission description for Mission 2 is the same as for Mission
2A, Subsection E2.
3. Configuration
The Mission 2 configuration is the same as Mission 1 (Subsection
B3) except for addition of a radiation detector and decrease in
heat shield thickness and weight resulting from the increase in
entry angle. The increase in the periapsis radius also increases
the power requirements of the communications transmitter, increas-
ing required battery size. These changes are included in the
weight estimates shown in Table V-19.
a. Telecommunications - Increasing the deflection radius to 4 RJ
for the spacecraft radiation-compatible mission required the use
of probe and S/C antennas with higher gains (smaller beamwidths)
in order not to exceed 20 to 25 W at K-band. Design details of
the RF components that comprise the telecommunications subsystem
are listed in Table V-20. See Chapter VI, Section A for complete
design details on the components.
Probe dispersions at entry are less than 1° in both planes (cone
and cross-cone angle), therefore a 2° S/C relay antenna with a
single-axis gimbal on a despun platform was chosen. An 8° horn
antenna on the probe provided enough gain in the RF link so that
required power was 20 W. The S/C relay antenna with the 2° beam
can cover the acquisition ellipse without position search, but it
must be programmed in cone angle to traverse 1.5° in 45 min from
acquisiton to the end of the mission.
b. Data Handling, Power, and Pyrotechnics - The design approach,
performance, and requirements are similar to Mission 1 (Subsec-
tions B4b, c, d). Differences in transmitter power required
and sequence of events produce small weight and size variations
in the AG-Zn primary battery source. Pyrotechnic control is the
same as for Mission 1. Radiation is the major consideration of
this mission and is discussed in Chapter XI. The reduction of
semiconductor life from radiation is the major hazard to elec-
tronics. The most susceptible components in these electronic sub-
systems are power transistors and battery separator material.
Bipolar transistors or selected P-MOS are considered appropriate
for this mission. The semiconductor radiation resistance is as-
sisted somewhat by the power-off condition during coast, but the
vehicle will be in heavy radiation belts when the system is energized.
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Table V-19 Mission 2 Weight Estimate
kg lb
Science 13.3 29.4
Structure & Heat Sink 11.7 25.9
Thermal Control 2.5 5.5
Guidance & Control (less propellant) 1.2 2.7
Deflection Propulsion (less propellant) 0.0 0.0
Communications 8.8 19.4
Data Handling 4.2 9.3
Electrical 7.8 17.2
Mechanisms 0.3 0.7
Pyro 2.5 5.6
Ballast 1.4 3.0
15% Design Margin 8.1 17.8
Total - Probe Coast 61.8 136.5
Solid Propellant +15% 0.0 0.0
Nitrogen Gas +15% 0.0 0.0
Covers 0.1 0.2
Total - Probe Ejected 61.9 136.7
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Table V-20 . TeZlecommunications RF Subsystem for Mission 2
Conditions: S/C - Pioneer. Bit Rate - 1024 bps*
Freq. - K-Band,
20 GHz
Component Characteristic Unit Value
Probe Conical- Electrical B/W deg 8.0
Horn Antenna Max Gain dB 25.3
Dia cm 12.2
in. 4.8
Total Length cm 36.0
in. 14.2
Weight kg 0.3
lb 0.6
Transmitter & Power RF Power Out W 20.0
Supply Overall Efficiency % 24.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 83.3
Total Weight kg 7.7
lb 17.0
S/C Dish Antenna Electrical B/W deg 2.0
Max Gain dB 38.5
Dia cm 54.20
in. '21.34
Weight kg 10.4
lb 23.0
Despin yes
Position Search no
Freq Acquisition sec 78.0
Clock Angle, 8 deg 106.3
Cone Angle, ~ deg 155.5-157
S/C Receiver System Temperature °K 400.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 10.0
Weight kg 5.9
lb 13.0
*Science plus engineering
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Semiconductor radiation hardening can be improved by selection and
allowing greater design margin for decreased output. The discrete
design of the power subsystem is good design practice in a radi-
ation environment. Dispersion of the regulation and control func-
tion decreases the volt-ampere requirements on the semiconductors
and allows the selection of less sensitive devices. Studies of
the effect of electron irradiation on separator material indicate
that severe deterioration does take place. It appears that selec-
tion of substitute materials will provide enough radiation resis-
tance. Separator materials will be modified and evaluated for
the radiation and active life required for the turbopause mission.
c. Heat Sink and Structure - All items are the same as for Mission
2A (Subsection E3c).
d. Thermal - Thermal control system is the same as that for Mis-
sion 1 (Subsection B3f).
e. Attitude Control - Spin stabilization and passive damper de-
sign are similar to Missions 1 and 1A (Subsections B3h and C3h).
A general discussion of attitude control is in Chapter VIII.
5. Spacecraft Interface/Modification and Launch Vehicles
The Pioneer spacecraft with probe is launched on a Titan IIID-5-
segment-Dl Centaur-Burner II. The following components are either
modified or added to the spacecraft for probe support or mission
operations; probe support structure, environmental enclosure, elec-
trical interface, receiver subsystem, despun and gimbal tracking
antenna and platform, data handling, and propellant-tank (capacity
increased). The modification weight to the spacecraft is 49.3 kg
(109.8 lb) for Mission 2. The integration configuration is shown
in Fig. V-15.
E. MISSION 2A RADIATION-COMPATIBLE SPACECRAFT
The objective for the mission/system design for this mission was
to refine the Mission 2 probe by incorporating the improved RF
system (K-band to X-band) used on Mission 1A.
As with Mission 2, this probe system uses a spacecraft deflection
mode, eliminating the requirement for probe onboard deflection
propulsion and attitude control systems.
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This system requires that the spacecraft orient itself for probe
ejection on a trajectory that results in zero angle of attack for
the probe at entry; spin-up and release the probe; despin, re-
orient itself and apply the necessary deflection propulsion (AV);
reorient itself to Earth lock; and, at the end of the coast period,
acquire the probe RF transmission and relay the data received to
Earth.
Functional requirements of the probe systems are limited to activa-
tion and operation of the science instruments, data processing,
and data transmission. Figure V-1 is the system functional block
diagram (similar to Missions 1 and 1A), and the mission sequence
of events is shown in Table V-21. The probe mission power pro-
file is shown in Fig. V-16.
1. Science Payload and Performance
The instrument characteristics and mission performance for Mission
2A are shown in Table V-22. The primary difference between this
and other missions is the dayglow instrument, whose data rate
depends on probe spin rate. For this mission, the spin rate is
20 rpm. For a description of the contents of data words, see
Chapter III, Section C under the subsection describing the par-
ticular instrument.
On the left side of the lower half of the table are the upper at-
mospheric and ionospheric performance, the criterion being one
measurement per scale height. The lowest values are the heaviest
particles of both neutrals and ions. For a detailed discussion of
these numbers, see Chapter III, Subsections D1 and D3.
2. Mission Description
The interplanetary trajectory for Mission 2A was chosen to arrive
approximately in the middle of the possible arrival dates. This
results in a longer launch period than Missions 1 or 1A but re-
quires a larger entry angle (YE = -29°). The spacecraft flyby
trajectory has a periapsis radius of Rp = 4.0 RJ to reduce pos-
sible radiation damage to the spacecraft. Interplanetary and
approach trajectories are shown in Fig. V-17.
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Table V-21 Mission 2A Radiation-Compatible Spacecraft Sequence of Events
Time,
Event hr:min:sec
1 L
2 L + 02:00:00
3 S - 05:30:00
4 S - 00:30:00
5 S - 00:17:00
6 S - 00:15:20
7 S - 00:12:00
8 S - 00:00:20
9 S, L + 595 d
10 S + 00:01:40
11 S +
12 S+
13 S +
14 T-
15 T-
16 T-
17 T-
18 T-
19 T-
20 T-
21 T-
22 T-
23 T
24 T-
25 T-
26 T-
27 T-
28 T-
29 T-
30 T
31 T+
32 L +
01:18:27
00:58:27
00:38:27
00:38:17
00:38:02
00:37:42
00:37:32
00:36:02
00:35:02
00:34:32
00:33:32
00:31:32
00:22:36
00:20:36
00:17:36
00:16:36
2.1 sec
655 days
Launch October 13, 1978
Separate S/C system from L/V; begin S/C cruise
Separate environmental enclosure
Supply S/C power to probe
Begin probe checkout
Complete probe checkout
Orient S/C for probe release (23° )
Start S/C spin to 20 rpm
Begin 12-min Langmuir probe decontamination
Start probe timer; enable probe separation ordnance
Separate probe
Reduce S/C spin to 4.8 rpm (100-m separation)
S/C reorientation (34°)
S/C AV (101.3 m/sec)
S/C reorientation (-57°) to Earth lock
Enable battery activation
Activate entry battery
Energize probe bus
Data system on
Transmitter on
Enable ordnance
Fire pyros at 15-sec interval
Start probe acquisition/disable ordnance
Turn on instruments (ETP, IRPA, ORGS); complete probe
acquisition
Transmit instrument engineering data (ETP, IRPA, ORGS)
Start data transmission (ETP, IRPA, ORGS)
Start transmission of engineering data (including stored)
Turn on instruments (MS, NRPA)
Stop transmission of engineering (housekeeping) data
Transmit MS & NRPA engineering data
Start data transmission (MS, NRPA)
Turbopause
Blackout
S/C periapsis; July 29, 1980
Includes 5.13-min trajectory uncertainty, 0.65-min timer uncertainty, and 5%
of time from acquisition start to T = 0.
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Because there are no post-Jupiter objectives, spacecraft deflec-
tion mode (Mode 3) is again used. To keep deflection AV reason-
able, a 50 x 106 -km deflection radius was chosen. The deflec-
tion maneuver sequence is shown in Fig. V-17.
Launch requirements are summarized in Table V-23. Allowable
launch periods are 25 and 27 days for the standard and updated
performance, respectively for the Titan IIID-5-segment-Centaur-
Burner II vehicle. The parking orbit coast time is just below
its upper allowable limit of 1 hr.
As shown in Table V-24, requirements for the two midcourse deflec-
tion maneuvers for this mission result in a AV of 47.1 m/sec.
Knowledge and control uncertainties listed in Table V-25 were
developed for the specific approach geometry of Mission 2. De-
flection execution errors are based on the operational sequence
of the mission, using a realistic model for the Pioneer space-
craft. The dispersions are all within allowable tolerances.
3. Configuration
The Mission 2A configuration is the same as that for Mission 1A
except for the radiation detector and a decrease in heat-shield
weight and thickness resulting from an increase in entry angle.
These changes are included in the weight estimates in Table V-26.
The Mission 2A configuration is a simple probe with a hemispher-
ical forward section and a cylindrical aft section. The basic
probe is 0.71 m (28 in.) in diameter and 0.56 m (22.00 in.) long,
as shown in Fig. V-18 and V-19.
Science experiments are integrated in the overall probe design,
constrained by their functional requirements. The mass spectrom-
eter, IRPA, NRPA, and Langmuir probes all require unobstructed
access to atmospheric particles during entry. This requirement
is met by placing the neutral mass spectrometer inlet directly
at the nose cap stagnation point and the RPAs at approximately
1 body radius from the Z axis and at the same body station as the
stagnation point of the nose cap. In Ref V-i, two other loca-
tions for RPAs were studied (just off the dome/cylinder junc-
ture and at the stagnation point.), and the position shown in
Fig. V-18 has approximately half the reflected particle inter-
ference of other locations considered. The mass spectrometer is
vented through a 2.5-cm (0.98-in.) tube to the probe's wake, as
shown in Fig. V-19.
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Table V-26 Mission 2A Weight Estimate
V-57
kg lb
Science 14.4 31.7
Structure and Heat Sink 11.7 25.9
Thermal Control 2.5 5.5
Guidance and Control 1.2 2.7
Deflection Propulsion 0.0 0.0
Communications 8.4 18.5
Data Handling 2.3 5.0
Electrical 7.0 15.4
Mechanisms .1 .30
Pyro 2.5 5.6
Ballast 1.3 3.0
15% Margin 7.8 17.1
Ejected Weight 59.4 130.7
Cover Mechanisms - .1 - .3
Entry Weight 59.3 130.4
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An improved location for the Langmuir probes is 25 cm (9.8 in.)
from the Z axis on the nose cap and a minimum of 6.5 cm (2.56 in.)
between the sensor and the surface of the nose cap. These probe
sensors are 90° to the RPA, with one sensor parallel and the other
perpendicular to the probe Z axis, as shown in Fig. V-18. This
arrangement reduces the induced voltage transients from rotation
in Jupiter's magnetic field and eliminates the need for a deploy-
ment mechanism.
The spectrometer/photometer viewing aperture is in the cylindrical
portion of the probe body, providing adequate viewing and placing
the viewing port in an area of low entry heating. Location of
the aperture in the aft bulkhead or nose cap is not desirable
because of Sun aspect angles and entry heating problems.
Interrelation of components of various subsystems and relation-
ship of one subsystem to others are considered in the integra-
tion of internal equipment in the probe. For example, components
of the power system, like batteries, filters, distribution boxes,
electronics, and cabling are grouped to improve the power-subsys-
tem mass fraction. Location of the antenna relative to the trans-
mitter is influenced by the desire for short direct wave-guide
coupling. The transmitter power supply is near the transmitter
to reduce cabling and power losses.
The pyro system is required to operate or activate other subsys-
tems throughout the probe,. Therefore, its location is more flex-
ible than those of other systems. The pyro system equipment in-
cludes electronics, capacitors, relays, and squibs.
A thermal blanket covers the entire inner surface of the probe
structure except for the equipment deck, and ten l-W radioisotope
heaters are evenly distributed inside the probe, as shown in Fig.
V-18 and V-19.
Spin stabilization of the probe requires that the mass moment of
inertia about the Z-Z axis (spin axis) be greater than that about
the transverse axes. It is desirable that the spin axis mass
moment of inertia be greater by 20% or more, and that mass moments
of inertia about the transverse axes be equal. A further require-
ment is that the principal mass moment of inertia coincide with
the Z-Z axis of the probe. These requirements are met by properly
locating components and by ballasting.
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Probe support and retention locations are shown on the end view
in Fig. V-l9. Probe weight estimates are given in Table V-26.
a. Telecommunications - In the RF area, this mission differs
from Mission 2 in the frequency of operation and use of nominal
end-of-mission times. Spacecraft antenna acquisition require-
ments are shown in Fig. V-20. A five-position search during
acquisition was selected with a 2.5° S/C antenna beamwidth, using
the semiactive sector-scan technique discussed in Chapter VI, Sub-
section A4.
Acquisition Dispersions
150 152 154 156 158 160 162
Cone Angle, c, deg
5-Position Search, 2.5°-B/W S/C Antenna
Fig. V-20 Spacecraft-Antenna Acquisition Requirements for
Mission 2A
Design details of the RF components that comprise the telecom-
munications subsystem are listed in Table V-27. Complete details
are given in Chapter VI, Section A for each component. This mis-
sion was redesigned for X-band, with larger S/C and probe antenna
beamwidths used to cover increased dispersions in postition at
acquisition and the end of the mission. Total RF power remains
20 W for either frequency because of compensating losses and gains
in the RF link.
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Table V-27 Telecommunications RF Subsystem for Mission 2A
Conditions: S/C - Pioneer, Bit Rate - 1024 bps*
Freq. - X-Band,
10 GHz
Component Characteristic Unit Value
Probe Conical- Electrical B/W deg 10.0
Horn Antenna Max Gain dB 23.4
Dia cm 19.6
in. 7.6
Total Length cm 46.8
in. 18.4
Weight kg 0.34
lb 0,75
Transmitter & Power RF Power Out W 20.0
Supply Overall Efficiency % 24.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 83.2
Total Weight kg 7.7
lb 17.0
S/C Dish Antenna Electrical B/W deg 2.5
Max Gain dB 36.4
Dia cm 84.5
in. 33.3
Weight kg 11.3
lb 25.0
Despin yes
Position Search yes-5
Freq Acquisition sec 39.0
Clock Angle, 9 deg -106.0
Cone Angle, ~ deg 151.5-159
S/C Receiver System Temperature °K315.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 10.0
Weight kg 5.9
lb 13.0
*Science plus engineering
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b. Data Handling, Power, Pyrotechnics 
- The design approach of
Mission 1 (Subsections B3b, c, d) and comments on Mission 2(Subsection D3b) apply to the electronics of Mission 2A. For
a general discussion of these electronic subsystems see Chapter
VI, Sections B and C.
c. Heat Sink and Structure 
- The heat sink consists of 0.713-m(28-in.) dia beryllium hemispherical nose cap and the cylindrical
skin on the skirt assembly weighing 5.8 kg (12.8 lb). It is 0.448
cm (0.176 in.) thick at the stagnation point and 1.27 mm (0.050
in.) thick at the trailing edge.
The structure is the same as that for Mission 1 (Subsection B3e).
d. Thermasl Control 
- The thermal control subsystem consists of
an internally mounted multilayer insulation blanket surrounding
the probe equipment, insulating cover for the photometer aperture(removable before entry), and radioisotope heaters between the
internal equipment packages. The multilayer insulation blanket
consists of 72 layers of 1/4 mil Kapton polyamide film aluminized
on one side, with beta glass cloth spacer material between layers.
Total blanket thickness is 1.53 cm (0.6 in.). Ten 1-W radioisotope
heaters are required (based on analysis), although it is expected
that the actual requirement could be 8 to 12 W, depending on re-
sults of thermal testing of actual probe hardware. For this mis-
sion, an RF-transparent radome covers the communications antenna.
This reduces heat loss from the probe interior through the an-
tenn'a coupling.
e. Mechanical Subsystems 
- Mechanical subsystems consist of the
spectrometer/photometer aperture cover and release system and
probe-to-spacecraft separation system. Both are described in
detail in Chapter VI, Subsection A3.
f. Attitude Control 
- Spin stabilization and passive damper de-
sign are similar to Missions 1 and 1A (Subsections B3h, and
C3h). A general discussion of attitude control is in Chapter
VIII.
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4. Spacecraft, Interface/Modification, and Launch Vehicle
The Pioneer spacecraft with probe is launched on a Titan IIID-5-
segment-Dl Centaur-Burner II. The following components are either
modified or added to the spacecraft for the probe support or mis-
sion operation; probe support structure, environmental enclosure,
electrical interface, receiver subsystem, despin and gimbal track-
ing antenna and platform, data handling, and propellant tank
(capacity increased). Modification weight to the spacecraft is
50.2 kg (111.6 lb) for Mission 2A. The integration arrangement
is shown in Fig. V-21.
F. MISSION 3 - GRAND TOUR JUN 78
The objective of this mission/system design was to incorporate
a Jupiter probe as a passenger aboard a TOPS spacecraft to be
launched in 1978 with postencounter objectives beyond a Jupiter
flyby--Uranus and Neptune flybys.
To minimize perturbation of the spacecraft Grand Tour mission
operations, probe deflection and attitude maneuvers were made a
probe-system functional requirement. Consequently, mission design
includes a probe deflection mode, and a propulsion and attitude-
control system is incorporated in the probe.
The system requires the spacecraft to orient itself for probe
ejection, thereby establishing probe attitude for deflection.
After ejecting the probe, the spacecraft reorients to Earth lock
and, at the end of the probe coast period, acquires the probe RF
transmission, relays the data received, and continues toward its
next objective (Uranus encounter).
Once ejected from the spacecraft, the probe, in turn, spins up,
applies the required deflection AV, and then precesses to obtain
a zero angle of attack at atmospheric entry.
The remaining probe systems are those necessary to satisfy the
functional requirements of science data collection, data process-
ing and transmission.
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Table V-28 lists the sequence of events, and Fig. V-22 shows the
probe functional block diagram, which, in this case, includes the
deflection-propulsion and attitude-control subsystems.
1. Science Payload and Performance
The instrument characteristics and mission performance for Mission
3 are shown in Table V-29. The primary difference between the
science-instrument bit rate for this and other missions is the
dayglow instrument, whose data rate depends on probe spin rate.
For this mission, the spin rate is 100 rpm. A detailed breakdown
of the data word collection that specifies a given bit rate is
also presented. For a description of the contents of data words,
see Chapter III, Section C, under the subsection concerning the
particular instrument. On the left side of the lower part of
the table are the upper atmospheric and ionospheric performance,
the criterion being one measurement per scale height. The lowest
values are the heaviest particles of both the neutrals and ions.
For a detailed discussion of these numbers, see Chapter III, Sub-
sections D1 and D3.
2. Mission Description
Interplanetary and approach trajectories for Mission 3 are con-
strained by the post-Jupiter encounter objectives of the JUN 78
mission. Launch and arrival dates were chosen to maximize the
launch period. This results in a TOPS periapsis radius at Jupiter
of 1.77 R . The lowest possible entry angle (consistent with theJ
20° lighting mask) is YE = -33°'
To affect the flyby trajectory as little as possible, a probe
deflection (Mode 1) is used. Tradeoffs between AV requirements
and entry dispersions resulted in selection of a 30 x 106 -km
deflection radius. Interplanetary and approach trajectories and
the deflection maneuver are shown in Fig. V-23.
The launch analysis was initially performed with the Titan IIID-
7-segment-Centaur with and without Burner II. The allowable
launch periods for these vehicles are 28 and 13 days, respectively.
The launch parameters are shown in Table V-30. Additionally, an
analysis was performed using the MOPS configuration and the up-
dated Titan IIID-5-segment-Centaur-Burner II model. The total
weight for this spacecraft modification is approximately 33 kg
(73 lb), the C3 = 108, and the launch period is 14 days.
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Table V-28 .Mission 3 Grand Tour JUN 78 Sequence of Events
Time,
Event hr:min:sec
1 L
2 L + 02:00:00
3 S - 05:30:00
4 S - 00:30:00
5 S - 00:20:10
6 S - 00:20:00
7 S - 00:17:00
8 S - 00:02:00
9 S - 00:00:30
10 S - 00:00:20
11 S L + 526 d
12 S + 00:00:01
13 S + 00:00:17
14 S + 00:10:00
15 S + 00:10:06
16 S + 00:10:30
17 S + 00:23:00
18 S + 12:10:30
19 S + 12:10:40
20 S + 12:22:40
21 T - 01:17:26
22 T - 00:57:26
23 T - 00:37:26
24 T - 00:37:16
25 T - 00:37:01
26 T - 00:36:41
27 T - 00:36.:31
28 T - 00:35:01
29 T - 00:34:01
- 00:33:31
- 00:31:31
- 00:30:32
- 00:16:32
- 00:12:32
- 00:11:32
- 00:10:32
+ 1.9 sec
+ 576 days
Launch; October 3, 1978
Separate S/C system from L/V; begin S/C cruise
Separate probe protective enclosure
S/C power on probe; start probe checkout
Complete probe checkout
Enable probe battery activation
Activate probe separation battery
Start S/C orientation for probe release
Complete S/C orientation for probe release
Activate probe separation battery
Switch to probe internal power; energize probe power bus
energize data system; start probe sequencer
begin monitor of probe engineering data;
enable probe separation ordnance
Separate probe (S/C power & signal)
Initiate probe spin (0.91-m separation)
Probe spin complete (100 rpm)
Initiate probe AV (approx 549-m. separation)
Probe AV complete (82 m/sec)
Begin probe precession (-36°); begin S/C reorientation
Orient S/C (-67°) for Earth lock
Probe precession complete
Deactivate ACS; begin Langmuir probe decontamination
Langmuir probe decontamination complete
Deactivate probe power; deactivate data system
Enable battery activation
Activate entry battery
Energize probe bus
Data system on
Transmitter on
Enable ordnance/start probe acquisition
Fire pyros at 15-sec interval
Disable ordnance/start probe acquisition
Complete probe acquisition/turn on instruments (ETP, IRPA,
OPT)
Transmit instrument engineering data (ETP, IRPA, OPT)
Start data transmission (ETP, IRPA, OPT)
Start transmission of engineering data (including stored)
Turn on instruments (MS, NRPA)
Stop transmission of engineering (housekeeping) data
Transmit MS & NRPA engineering data
Start data transmission (MS, NRPA)
Turbopause
Blackout
S/C periapsis; May 1, 1980
Includes 5.15-min trajectory uncertainty, 0.3-min timer uncertainty, and 5% of
time from acquisition start to T = 0.
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Function
30 T
31 T
32 T
33 T
34 T
35 T
36 T
37 T
38 T
39 L
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The midcourse requirements were assumed to be those of a typical
fast-approach trajectory with a 30 x 106 -km deflection radius.
Execution errors used are a bit optimistic in view of data ob-
tained later in the study. The resulting dispersions are all
acceptable. The navigation parameters and execution errors are
in Tables V-31 and V-32.
3. Configuration
The configuration for Mission 3 probe contains both ACS and de-
flection propulsion systems, with a hemispherical forward section
and cylindrical aft section. The basic probe is 0.76 m (30 in.)
in diameter and 0.61 m (24 in.) long, as shown in Fig. V-24 and
V-25.
Science experiments are integrated in the overall probe design,
constrained by their functional requirements. The mass spectrom-
eter, IRPA, NRPA, and Langmuir probes all require unobstructed
access to atmospheric particles during entry. This requirement
is met by placing the neutral mass spectrometer inlet directly at
the nose-cap stagnation point and the RPAs at approximately one
body radius from the Z axis at the same body station as the stag-
nation point of the nose cap. In Ref V-1, two other locations
for RPAs were studied (just off the dome/cylinder juncture and
at the stagnation point) and the position shown in Fig. V-24 has
approximately half the reflected particle interference of the
dome/cylinder juncture location. The mass spectrometer is vented
through a 2.5-cm (0.98-in.) tube to the probe's wake, as shown in
Fig. V-25.
The Langmuir probes extend radially from the cylindrical section
when deployed. They are located symetrically on the probe and
are retained in the stowed position by the photometer aperture
covers. The probes are deployed with the covers. To meet the
scientific requirements, probe sensors are located 36 cm (14.2
in.) radially from the probe surface to reduce the effect of
the body sensors. One sensor is parallel and the other perpen-
dicular to the probe's Z axis.
Photometer viewing apertures are in the cylindrical portion of the
probe body, providing adequate viewing and placing the viewing
ports in an area of low entry heating. Location of the aperture
in the aft bulkhead or nose cap is not desirable because of Sun
aspect angles and entry heating problems.
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The interrelation of components of various subsystems and the
relationship of one subsystem to others are considered in the
integration of internal equipment in the probe. For example,
power-system components, like batteries, filters, distribution
boxes, electronics, and cabling are grouped to improve the power-
subsystem mass fraction. The attitude-control system with its
Sun and planet sensors, nutation damper and timer, and cold-gas
system for spin, despin, and precession maneuvers, requires
specific locations for individual components to obtain proper
inputs for controlled flight with required accuracy.
The deflection propulsion system is a dual-nozzle solid propellant
motor embedded in the aft bulkhead and aligned with the probe's
Z axis to achieve directional accuracy.
Location of the antenna relative to the transmitter is influenced
by the desire for short direct wave-guide coupling. The trans-
mitter power supply is near the transmitter to reduce cabling
and power losses.
The pyro system is required to operate or activate other subsys-
tems throughout the probe. Therefore, its location is more flex-
ible than those of other systems. Pyro system equipment includes
electronics, capacitors, relays, and squibs.
A thermal blanket covers the entire inner surface of the probe
structure except for the equipment deck, and 12 to 15 1-W radio-
isotope heaters, as shown in Fig. V-25 and V-26, provide thermal
control during interplanetary cruise.
Spin stabilization of the probe requires that the mass moment of
inertia about the Z-Z axis (spin axis) be greater than that about
the transverse axes. It is desirable that the spin-axis mass
moment of inertia be greater by 20% and that mass moments of in-
ertia about the transverse axes be equal. A further requirement
is that the principal mass moment of inertia coincide with the
Z-Z axis of the probe. These requirements are principally met by
properly locating components and by ballasting.
Probe support and retention locations are shown on the end view
in Fig. V-25. Probe weight estimates are given in Table V-33.
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Table V-33 Mission 3 Weight Estimate
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a. Telecommunications - This mission has a relatively small com-
munications range (Rp = 1.94 Rj) with small dispersions because
a TOPS S/C is used. A relay antenna with a 4° beamwidth adequately
covers acquisition and entry dispersions, as seen in Fig. V-26.
Design details of RF components of the telecommunications subsystem
are listed in Table V-34. Note that 22 W RF are required at K-band
and 7 W at X-band. An 8° conical horn is too long at X-band to
fit into the probe. Therefore, a 10° horn with 1.9 dB less gain
was used at X-band. There were no problems with the S/C antenna
dish size. The S/C antenna does not require any position search
or dispin platform because the S/C is 3-axis stabilized.
The RF system for this mission is designed for K-band transmissions.
b. Data Handling - This subsystem is similar to the subsystem
described for Mission 1 (Subsection B3b). General discussion
of data-handling alternative approaches and formating is in Sec-
tion B of Chapter VI.
c. Power Subsystem - The power subsystem is shown in Fig. V-27.
There are two power subsystems shown: (1) postseparation power
source and power conditioning, and (2) entry power source, dis-
tribution, and filtering. The latter is similar to the power sub-
system for Mission 1 (Subsection B3c). The postseparation sub-
system provides power for pyrotechnics and attitude control re-
quired during that period. A centralized regulated multivoltage
dc distribution is used because the electronics will be operated
well outside the radiation belts and a more compact design can be
achieved. A more detailed discussion of power-source and system
alternatives is in Section C of Chapter VI.
d. Pyrotechnic Control - The electronics and implementation of
pyrotechnic control is similar to that described for Mission 1
(Subsection B3d) and in the design discussion (Chapter VI,
Section C). There are 12 pyrotechnic events, showing the in-
creased complexity of this mission, with following weights and
volumes for component parts.
Electronics Relays Capacitor Banks
Weight, kg (lb) 0.91 (2.0) 1.14 (2.5) 0.36 (0.8)
Volume, cm3
(in.3) 1230 (75) 443 (27) 656 (40)
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Table V-34 Telecommunications RF Subsyatem for Mission 3
Conditions: S/C - TOPS Bit Rate - 1102 bps*
Value
K Band, X Band,
Component Characteristic Unit 20 GHz 10 GHz
Probe Conical- Electrical B/W deg 8.0 10.0
Horn Antenna Max Gain dB 25.3 23.4
Dia cm 12.2 19.6
in. 4.8 7.6
Total Length cm 36.0 46.8
in. 14.2 18.4
Weight kg 0.3 0.34
lb 0.6 0.75
Transmitter & Power RF Power Out W 22.0 7.0
Supply Overall Efficiency % 24.0 24.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 91.5 29.1
Total Weight kg 7.7 7.7
lb 17.0 17.0
S/C Dish Antenna Electrical B/W deg 4.0 4.0
Max Gain dB 32.5 32.5
Dia cm 27.33 54.6
in. 10.76 21.5
Weight kg 1.4 2.27
lb 3.0 5.0
Despin no no
Position Search no no
Freq Acquisition sec 67.0 35.0
Clock Angle, e deg 100.5 100.5
Cone Angle, ~ deg 147.8 147.8
S/C Receiver System Temperature °K 400.0 315.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc: W 10.0 10.0
Weight kg 5.9 5.9
lb 13.0 13.0
*Science plus engineering,
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e. Heat Sink and Structure - The heat sink consists of a 0.76-m-
dia (30-in.) beryllium hemispherical nose cap and cylindrical skin
on the skirt assembly weighing 5.45 kg (12.0 lb). It is 0.40 cm
(0.158 in.) thick at the stagnation point and 1.27 mm (0.050 in.)
thick at the trailing edge.
The structure consists of conventional aluminum machinings, bonded
aluminum honeycomb, fiberglass honeycomb, and oriented fiberglass
composite structures.
f. Thermal Control - The thermal-control subsystem consists of
an internally mounted multilayer insulation blanket of the same
materials, thickness and number of layers as the Mission 1 probe
blanket. In addition, a separate small multilayer insulation
blanket will encapsulate the deflection-motor assembly during
spacecraft cruise. This secondary blanket will remain with the
spacecraft at probe separation. The thermal subsystem also in-
cludes radioisotope heaters located among the equipment packages
and a small electric resistance heater in the deflection-motor
insulation blanket. Twelve to 15 radioisotope heaters will be
required. Approximately 2 W of spacecraft power will be required
for the deflection-motor resistance heater. This thermal-control
subsystem also includes two removable insulating aperture covers
for the photometers.
g. Mechanical Subsystems - Mechanical subsystems for Mission 3
consist of the photometer aperture covers and release systems, and
the probe-to-spacecraft separation system. Both are described in
detail in Chapter VII, Subsection A3.
h. Propulsion (ACS, AV) - The Mission 3 probe incorporates a GN2
propulsion subsystem for required probe spin-up and precession
control. A dual-nozzle spherical composite-grain solid-propellant
rocket motor is used to provide required deflection AV to the
probe.
The probe is spun up to 10.47 rad/sec (100 rpm) at separation
from the spacecraft. After a separation distance of 548 m (1800
ft) is attained, the solid-rocket probe deflection motor is fired,
resulting in attainment of a deflection AV of 82.1 m/sec. At
completion of the deflection maneuver, the GN2 precession-control
propulsion subsystem will precess the probe 0.63 rad (-36°). The
precession subsystem is provided with solenoid valves for accurate
precession control, whereas squib valves control the spin-up
system.
V-81
i. Attitude-Control Subsystem - The attitude-control subsystem
for this mission must spin up to 10.47 rad/sec (100 rpm) to hold
attitude during the deflection maneuver, and to maneuver to the
final entry attitude. The subsystem uses a Sun sensor and Jupiter
sensor to obtain 3-axis reference information. These data are
obtained from measurements of solar aspect angle and the angle
between the spin-axis Jupiter plane and the spin-axis Sun plane.
Subsystem accuracy is specified by the requirements for AV impulse
pointing (1°) rather than communications (3°) or science (5°).
A detailed discussion of alternatives, design factors, and elec-
tronics is in Chapter VIII.
4. Spacecraft Interface/Modification and Launch Vehicle
The TOPS spacecraft with the probe is launched on a Titan IIID-
7-segment-Dl Centaur-Burner II. The following components are
either modified or added to the spacecraft for probe support or
mission operation: probe support structure, environmental en-
closure, electrical interface, receiver subsystems, fixed track-
ing antenna, and data handling. Initial weight estimates of these
modifications totaled 33.5 kg (74.0 lb). These weights were not
refined when effort on use of TOPS was discontinued. The inte-
gration arrangement is shown in Fig. V-28.
G. MISSION 4 - GRAND TOUR JUN 79
The objective of this mission/system design was to incorporate a
Jupiter probe as a passenger aboard a TOPS spacecraft to be
launched in 1979 with postencounter objectives beyond a Jupiter
flyby--Uranus and Neptune flybys.
It was found that the Jupiter flyby radius (9.85 RJ) necessary
to meet postencounter objectives imposed severe constraints on
the telecommunication power requirements, consequently, system
definition was not carried through in detail.
Two alternative approaches were evaluated to determine the effects
of modifying the probe mission objectives and constraints. The
first was a reduction in data return and required transmission
power; the second, sufficient reduction of flyby radius to accom-
modate an RF system capable of meeting the required data rate.
Varying these parameters included science, mission and RF link
analyses; system defintion was not included.
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The updated electron density model used in the refinement of
Missions 1A, 2A, and 7 was not available for use in these analy-
ses. Application of this model should result in the JUN 79 launch
opportunity appearing more favorable as a candidate for a Jupiter
probe mission. A brief evaluation of a maximum-range mission at
X-band (10 GHz) (Chapter VI, Subsection A3) showed that a probe
design was possible up to a S/C flyby radius of about 7 RJ. This
design required a 40-W probe transmitter, which is practical at
X-band.
1. Science Payload and Performance
The instrument characteristics and mission performance for Mission
4 are shown in Table V-29 in the Mission 3 discussion. Similar
entry flight-path angles with identical science payloads result
in identical mission performance for both Mission 3 (Section F)
and Mission 4 (Section G).
2. Mission Description
The interplanetary trajectory for the standard Mission 4 JUN 79
mission was primarily selected on the basis of maximizing the
launch period. This resulted in a relatively large periapsis
radius at Jupiter (9.85 RJ). The minimum entry angle consistent
with the 20° lighting mask constraint is yE = -33° for this tra-
jectory. The interplanetary and approach trajectories are shown
in Fig. V-29.
The probe deflection mode (Mode 1) was used so as to disturb the
Grand Tour trajectory as little as possible. The large periapsis
radius required the large deflection radius of 50 x 106 km. The
deflection AV and rotation angles are relatively large, as in-
dicated in the operational sequence, shown in Fig. V-29.
Launch characteristics of the mission are indicated in Table V-35.
The launch periods are 15 and 30 days, respectively, based on
performance data for the Titan IIID-7-segment-Centaur with and
without Burner II. Using the updated data for the Titan IIID-5-
segment Centaur-Burner II, the required C3 would be about 107
km2 /sec2 and the launch period about 15 days.
The midcourse requirements and navigation uncertainties in Table
V-36 are for a typical fast trajectory to Jupiter and were not
developed specifically for the JUN 79 trajectory. However, the
data should be representative of this mission.
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Standard execution errors for TOPS were used for the dispersion
analysis (Table V-37). The large dispersions are a result of
the large deflection AV (243 m/sec) and large deflection radius.
The angle of attack uncertainty of 6.8° (3a) is outside the 5°
requirements set by science.
Two additional versions of Mission 4 were investigated in the
science and communications design area. The first, designated
Mission 4B, was retargeted to a lower flyby periapsis radius of
6.6 RJ and is described in the following paragraph.
Mission 4B - The standard JUN 79 trajectory was changed slightly
to reduce the flyby radius at Jupiter to a more favorable value
(6.6 RJ). This led to an Earth-Jupiter flight-time reduction of
43 days, with a corresponding increase in launch energy and de-
crease in launch period. Minimal entry angle was E = -34°' so
this also suffered in the trade.
The probe deflection at 50 x 106 km was still used. The AV magni-
tude was reduced from 243 to 180 m/sec because of the decreased
periapsis radius. Rotation angles were only slightly reduced.
Interplanetary and approach trajectories and maneuver sequence
are shown in Fig. V-30.
The reduction in launch period is evident from the data in Table
V-38. The mission can no longer be flown with the Titan IIID-
5-segment-Centaur-Burner II (updated). It requires the 7-segment
Titan IIID with Centaur and Burner II.
The midcourse maneuver requirements and navigation uncertainties
data (Table V-39) were assumed identical to those of the standard
trajectory. Using the same execution error model as in the stand-
ard mission, the dispersions were reduced because of the smaller
AV (Table V-40). However, the angle of attack uncertainty of 5.3°
(3a) is still larger than the acceptable error of 5.0°
Telecommunications 
- Acquisition and entry-probe dispersion el-
lipses can be covered with a fixed 5° S/C relay antenna. Probe
antenna minimum beamwidth is 8°. The resulting K-band RF power
required for a bit rate of 1024 bps is 842 W. Lowering the fre-
quency to X-band results in a required power of 172 W for the
same antenna sizes. Therefore, it was concluded that a mission
with a periapsis radius of 9.84 R would require further refine-
Jment of the RF subsystem to lower the power required to a minimum.ment of the RF subsystem to lower the power required to a minimum.
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The next step in analysis of a JUN-79 mission was to lower the
S/C antenna beam width to a minimum,,to have maximum antenna gain
in the RF link (Mission 4A). This was achieved by going to a
two-position scheme for the S/C antenna, as shown in Fig. V-31.
Using this method, a 3 ° S/C relay antenna can be used with a pro-
grammed movement of 1.5 ° in cone angle (~) from acquisition to
entry (72 min). The science bit rate was also reduced to a min-
imum to lower required RF power. Results are shown in Table
V-41 for comparison. The increased S/C antenna gain resulted
in a K-band power of 298 W required at 1024 bps. Lowering the
frequency to X-band reduces the power to 62 W at 1024 bps. A re-
duced science payload will lower the bit rate to 791 bps, which
requires 51 W at X-band. Therefore, it was concluded that a
mission with a periapsis radius to 9.85 Rj results in excessive
RF power requirements even at X-band with a reduced science pay-
load.
-3L
142
-104 °
ck Angle
144 146 148 150
Cone Angle, P, deg
Figure V-31 Spacecraft-Antenna Requirements for Missions 4 and 4A
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Table V-41 Mission 4 Telecommunications RF Subsystem
In a final effort to reduce RF losses, periapsis radius for the
JUN 79 Mission was reduced to 6.6 Rj (Mission 4B). As seen in
Fig. V-32, probe dispersions are slightly smaller than for Mis-
sion 4A (Fig. V-31), and a 2.5° S/C relay antenna was chosen with
a programmed movement of 1.5° in cone angle (c). Probe antenna
beam width remained unchanged at 8° at K-band. For.X-band, the
probe beam width had to be widened to 10° to reduce the length of
the horn. An 8° horn at X-band (10 GHz) is 68-cm (2 6.8-in.) long
and cannot be packaged in the probe. A 10° X-band horn is only
46.8 cm (18.4 in.) long and can be packaged in the probe. Com-
parisons of RF subsystem designs for the three variations of Mis-
sion 4 are shown in Table V-41. For K-band, Mission 4B requires
109 W. Power required at X-band is 35 W RF, which is within the
1975 transmitter state of the art. The upper limit in transmitter
power at X-band for the 1975 to 1980 is considered to be 40 W for
deep space probes. It is concluded that the JUN 79 Mission is
possible at X-band with a periapsis radius of 6.6 Rj. Space loss
at higher frequencies or longer radii results in excessive RF power
requirements (>40 W).
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Mission/Band
4 4A 4B
K, X, K, X, K, X,
Component Characteristic Unit 20 GHz 10 GHz 20 GHz 10 GRz 20 GHz 10 GHz
Probe Beamwidth deg 8 8 8 10
Antenna Max Gain dB 25.3 25.3 25.3 23.4
Transmitter RF Power Out W 842 172 298 62 109 35
Bit Rate bps 1024 1024 1024
S/C Antenna Beamwidth deg 5 2.5 2.5
Max Gain dB 31 36.6 36.6
Programmed no yes yes
Clock Angle, 8 deg -104 
-104 
-104.8
Cone Angle, q deg 146.2 145.5-147 148.2-149.7
S/C Receiver Sys Temp °K 400 315 400 315 400 315
271 2.5° S/C
^1 - Acquisitiontenna
(E-60 min)
0
0
I
0 Entry
-2 I I l I I
144 146 148 150 152
Cone Angle, 9, deg
Figure V-32 Spacecraft-Antenna Requirements for Mission 4B
H. MISSION 5 - SOLAR APEX
The objective of this mission/system design was to incorporate
a Jupiter probe as a passenger aboard a Pioneer spacecraft that
would fly by Jupiter with a postencouter objective of flight
toward the solar apex.
To minimize perturbation of spacecraft operations for postencounter
objectives, probe deflection and attitude were made a probe-system
functional requirement, as for the Mission 3 probe system.
System operational requirements for the spacecraft and probe are
the same as those for Mission 3.
The mission sequence of events is in Table V-42 and the probe
functional block diagram is the same as that of Mission 3 (Fig.
V-22).
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Table V-42 Mission 5 Solar Apex 78 Sequence of Events
Time,
Event hr:min:sec
1 L
2 L
3 S
+ 02:00:00
- 05:30:00
4 S - 00:30:00
5 S - 00:20:10
6 S - 00:20:00
7 S - 00:17:00
8 S - 00:02:00
9 S - 00:00:30
10 S - 00:00:20
11 S, L + 513 d
12 S + 00:00:01
13 S + 00:Q00:17
14 S + 00:10:00
15 S + 00:10:06
16 S + 00:10:30
17 S + 00:23:00
18 S + 12:10:30
19 S + 12:10:40
20 S + 12:22:40
21 T - 01:21:13
22 T - 01:01:13
23 T - 00:41:13
24 T - 00:41:03
25 T - 00:40:48
26 T - 00:40:28
27 T - 00:40:18
28 T - 00:38:48
29 T - 00:37:48
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
T - 00:37:18
T - 00:35:18
T - 00:33:45
T - 00:20:45
T - 00:16:45
T - 00:15:45
T - 00:14:45
T
T + 1.9 sec
L + 540 days
Launch; October 9, 1978
Separate S/C system from L/V; begin S/C cruise
Separate probe protective enclosure
S/C power' on probe; start probe checkout
Complete probe checkout
Enable probe battery activation
Activate probe separation battery
Start S/C orientation for probe release (64°)
Complete S/C orientation for probe release
Activate probe separation battery
Switch to probe internal power; energize probe power bus
energize data system; start probe sequencer
begin monitor of probe engineering data;
enable probe separation ordnance
Separate probe (S/C power & signal)
Initiate probe spin (0.91-m separation)
Probe spin complete (100 rpm)
Initiate probe AV (approx 549-m separation)
Probe AV complete (75 m/sec)
Begin probe precession (-35°); begin S/C reorientation
Orient S/C (-64°) for Earth lock
Probe precession complete
Deactivate ACS; begin Langmuir probe decontamination
Langmuir probe decontamination complete
Deactivate probe power; deactivate data system
Enable battery activation
Activate entry battery
Energize probe bus
Data system on
Transmitter on
Enable ordnance/start probe acquisition
Fire pyros at 15-sec interval
Disable ordnance/start probe acquisition
Complete probe acquisition/turn on instruments (ETP, IRPA,
OPT)
Transmit instrument engineering data (ETP, IRPA, OPT)
Start data transmission (ETP, IRPA, OPT)
Start transmission of engineering data (including stored)
Turn on instruments (MS, NRPA)
Stop transmission of engineering (housekeeping) data
Transmit MS & NRPA engineering data
Start data transmission (MS, NRPA)
Turbopause
Blackout
S/C periapsis; April 1, 1980
Includes 10.25-min trajectory uncertainty, 0.3-min timer uncertainty, and 5% of
time from acquisition start to T = 0.
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Function
1. Science Payload and Performance
Instrument characteristics and mission performance for Mission 5
are shown in Table V-43. The primary difference between the
science-instrumnet bit rate for this and other missions is the
dayglow instrument, whose data rate depends on probe spin rate.
For this mission, the spin rate is 100 rpm. For a description
of the contents of data words, see Chapter III, Section C under
the subsection concerning the particular instrument.
On the left side of Table V-43 are the upper atmospheric and
ionospheric performance, the criterion being one measurement per
scale height. The lowest values are the heaviest particles of
both the neutrals and ions. For a detailed discussion of these
numbers, see Chapter III, Subsections D1 and D3.
2. Mission Description
Interplanetary and approach trajectories for this mission are
constrained by the objective to send the spacecraft to the solar
apex via a Jupiter swingby. Considerations involved are described
in Chapter IV, Subsection C5o The resulting approach trajectory
is inclined to Jupiter's equator about 30° and has a periapsis
radius of 1.77 RJo The minimum entry angle possible while satis-
fying the 20° mask-angle constraint is YE = -34°0
As with all missions involving post-Jupiter objectives, the probe
deflection technique (Mode 1) is used. The deflection radius of
30 x 106 km results in acceptable AV requirements and dispersions.
Interplanetary and approach trajectories and deflection sequence
are summarized in Fig. V-33.
The launch characteristics are described in Table V-44. The
,Pioneer spacecraft and Titan IIID-5-segment-Centaur-Burner 11
launch vehicle is used. The mission cannot be flown without
Burner II. The launch period is ample with Burner II, using
either standard or updated performance data.
The midcourse maneuver requirements and navigational uncertainties
(Table V-45) were developed for the specific trajectory of this
mission. Midcourse maneuver requirements (to Jupiter only) are
44 m/sec. Midcourse maneuver requirements following the Jupiter
swingby were not evaluated.
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Deflection execution errors used with this mission (Table V-46)
are from an early model. The proportionality error is slightly
optimistic and would require successful inflight calibration of
the engines. Pointing errors are slightly pessimistic: more
realistic values would be an in-plane error of 3.0° and an out-
of-plane error of 1.0° . The probe orientation errors are real-
istic. These dispersions are all within required tolerances.
3. Configuration
The configuration for Mission 5 is the same as for Mission 3
except for a decrease in heat-shield thickness and weight result-
ing from the increase in entry angle. In addition, increased
power requirements call for larger batteries. These differences
are shown in the estimated weight in Table V-47.
a. Telecommunications 
- A 4° S/C relay antenna was selectd on
a despun platform with a programmed search technique during ac-
quisition. Figure V-34 shows the antenna initially oriented to
Position 1 with receiver AGC monitored by the receiver logic
circuits. The S/C antenna is then moved to Position 2 and the
logic circuit compares the relative levels of the two AGC volt-
ages. The antenna will then be moved to the position with the
highest AGC voltage. Notice that Position 2 also covers most of
the entry dispersion and nominal positions of the probe at ac-
quisition and entry. The probe is expected to be in the region
covered by Position 2, eliminating the need to reposition the
antenna by the single-axis gimbal control during probe tracking.
Design details of the RF components of the telecommunications sub-
system are listed in Table V-48. Probe antenna beamwidth was in-
creased at X-band to maintain approximately the same horn length.
At K-band, 26 W of RF power is required and 10 W at X-band. This
mission was designed for K-band using smaller knowledge and con-
trol and proportionality errors with timing based on nominal end-
of-mission position. If the results of the larger errors were
included, it is estimated that the same antenna horn sizes could
be used, with the RF power at X-band increasing to approximately
15 W.
b. Data Handling - This subsystem is similar to that for Mission
1 (Subsection B3b). Discussion of data-handling alternative
approaches and formating are in Chapter VI, Section B.
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Table V-47 Mission 5 Weight Estimate
kg lb
Science 14.6 32.2
Structure & Heat Sink 14.3 31.6
Thermal Control 3.6 8.0
Guidance & Control (less propellant) 8.2 18.1
Deflection Propulsion (less propellant) 2.7 5.9
Communications 8.8 19.4
Data Handling 4.2 9.3
Electrical 11.6 25.5
Mechanisms 0.5 1.0
Pyro 3.5 7.8
Ballast 1.6 3.5
15% Design Margin 11.1 24.4
Total - Probe Coast Weight 84.7 186.7
Solid Propellant +15% 2.6 5.8
Nitrogen Gas +15% 0.5 1.2
Covers 0.2 0.5
Total - Probe Ejected Weight 88.0 194.2
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Table V-48 Teleconnunications RF Subsystem for Mission 5
Conditions: S/C - Pioneer Bit Rate - 1102 bps*
Value
K Band, X Band,
Component Characteristic Unit 20 GHz 10 GHz
Probe Conical- Electrical B/W deg 8.0 10.0
Horn Antenna Max Gain dB 25.3 23.4
Dia cm 12.2 19.6
in. 4.8 7.6
Total Length cm 36.0 46.8
in. 14.2 18.4
Weight kg 0.3 0.34
lb 0.6 0.75
Transmitter & Power RF Power Out W 26.0 10.0
Supply Overall Efficiency % 24.0 24.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 108.0 41.7
Total Weight kg 7.7 7.7
lb 17.0 17.0
S/C Dish Antenna Electrical B/W deg 4.0 4.0
Max Gain dB 32.5 32.5
Dia cm 27.33 27.33
in. 10.75 10.75
Weight kg 9.54 9.54
lb 21.0 21.0
Despin yes yes
Position Search yes-2 yes-2
Freq Acquisition sec 100.0 60.0
Clock Angle, e deg -146.5 146.5
Cone Angle, f deg 147.2-150.2 147. 2-150.2
S/C Receiver System Temperature °K 400.0 315.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 10.0 10.0
Weight kg 5.9 5.9
lb 13.0 13.0
*Science plus engineering
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c. Power Subsystem - The power subsystem is shown in Fig. V-28
in the Mission 3 description. There are basically two subsystems
shown: (1) postseparation power source and power conditioning,
and (2) entry power source, distribution, and filtering. The
latter is similar to the power subsystem for Mission 1 (Subsec-
tion B3c). The postseparation subsystem provides power for
pyrotechnics and attitude control required during that period.
A centralized regulated multivoltage dc distribution is used be-
cause the electronics will be operated well outside the radiation
belts and a more compact design can be achieved. A more detailed
discussion of power-source and system alternatives is in Chapter
VI, Section C.
d. Pyrotechnic Control - Electronics and implementation of the
pyrotechnic control are similar to that described for Mission 1
(Section B3d) and in the general design discussion (Chapter VI,
Section C). There are 12 pyrotechnic events, indicating the in-
creased complexity of the mission. This results in the following
weight and volume for component parts.
Electronics Relays Capacitor Banks
Weight, kg (lb) 0.91 (2.0) 1.14 (2.5) 0.36 (0.8)
Volume, cm3
(in.3) 1230 (75) 443 (27) 656 (40)
e. Heat Sink and Structures - The heat sink consists of a 0.765-m
(30-in.) dia hemispherical beryllium nose cap and cylindrical skin
on the skirt assembly weighing 5.38 kg (11.8 lb). It is 0.39 cm
(0.153 in.) thick at the stagnation point and 1.27 mm (0.05 in.)
at the trailing edge.
The structure is the same as for Mission 3.
f. Thermal Control - The thermal-control system is the same as
that for Mission 3.
g. Propulsion (ACS, AV) - The Mission 5 probe incorporates the
same type of probe propulsion subsystems as those for Mission 3.
For Mission 5, the probe is spun up to 10.47 rad/sec (100 rpm) by
the GN2 system at separation from the spacecraft. After a sepa-
ration distance of 549 m (1800 ft), the dual-nozzle spherical
solid-rocket probe-deflection motor is fired to attain a deflec-
tion AV of 75 m/sec. Once this has been accomplished,
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the GN2 precession-control propulsion subsystem will precess the
probe 0.61 rad (-35°). Solenoid valves are incorporated in the
precession subsystem for accurate precession control, whereas
squib valves control the spinup subsystem.
h. Attitude Control - The attitude-control subsystem is required
to spin the probe to 10.47 rad/sec (100 rpm), maintain attitude
during AV impulse and maneuver the probe to the final entry angle.
The subsystem uses a Sun sensor and Jupiter sensor to obtain 3-
axis reference information. These data are obtained from meas-
urements of solar aspect angle and the angle between the spin
axis-Jupiter plane and the spin axis-Sun plane. Subsystem ac-
curacy is specified by requirements for communications (3°). A
detailed discussion of alternatives, design factors, and elec-
tronics is in Chapter VIII.
4. Spacecraft Interface/Modification and Launch Vehicle
The Pioneer spacecraft with probe is launched on a Titan IIID-
5-segment Centaur-Burner II. The following components are either
modified or added to the spacecraft for probe support or mission
operation: probe support structure, environmental enclosure,
electrical interface, receiver subsystem, despin and gimbal track-
ing antenna and platform, and data handling. Modification weight
to the spacecraft is 42.0 kg (92.5 lb). The integration arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. V-35.
I. MISSION 6 - JU 80
The objective of this portion of the study was to determine the
feasibility of including a Jupiter probe on a 1980 spacecraft
launch for a Jupiter-Uranus encounter mission. The study was
limited to mission analysis.
Analysis of the launch opportunity for the JU 80 mission is shown
in Chapter IV, Fig. IV-14. As the figure shows, missions with
reasonable launch periods require a flyby radius greater than
15 RJ. The deflection AV for such a mission would be about 400
m/sec for a deflection radius of 50 x 106 km and lead to unmanage-
able dispersions. The communication link would require power much
greater than the assumed 40-W limit for X-band. Therefore, it is
not feasible to include a turbopause probe on such a mission.
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J. MISSION 7 - JS 77
The objective of this mission/system design was to take advantage
of a 1977 Jupiter-Saturn launch opportunity, maintaining effective
science data return.
The postencounter requirement of a Saturn flyby with the assumed
spacecraft restriction for leaving the S/C trajectory undisturbed
results in a system employing a probe deflection capability. This
requires incorporation of a propulsion- and attitude-control sys-
tem on the probe.
The system requires the spacecraft to orient itself for probe
ejection, thereby establishing probe attitude. After ejecting
the probe, the spacecraft reorients to Earth lock and at the end
of the probe coast period, acquires the probe RF transmission, re-
lays the data received, and continues toward its next objective
(Saturn encounter).
The probe in turn, once ejected from the spacecraft, spins up,
applies the required deflection propulsion (AV), despins, and
then precesses to obtain zero angle of attack at atmospheric
entry.
The remaining probe systems are those necessary to satisfy the
functional requirements of science data collection, data process-
ing, and transmission.
The mission sequence of events is shown in able V-49, and the
probe functional block diagram is Fig. V-22 (Section F) in the
Mission 3 description. Figure V-36 shows the mission power pro-
file.
1. Science Payload and Performance
Instrument characteristics and mission performance for Mission 7
are shown in Table V-50. The primary difference between science-
instrument bit rate for this and other missions is the dayglow
instrument, whose data rate depends onprobe spin rate. For
this mission, the spin rate is 20 rpm. For a description of the
contents of data words, see Chapter III, Section C under the sub-
section concerning the particular instrument.
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Table V-49 Mission 7 JS-77 Sequence of Events
Time,
Event hr:min:sec
1 L
2 L
3 S
+ 02:00:00
- 05:30:00
4 S - 00:30:00
5 S - 00:20:10
6 S - 00:20:00
7 S - 00:17:00
8 S - 00:02:00
9 S - 00:00:30
10 S - 00:00:20
506.9d
00:00:01
00:OQ:17
00:10:00
00:10:06
00:10:30
00:10:44
00:11:24
00:23:00
12:10:30
12:10:40
12:22:40
23 T - 01:39:01
24 T - 01:19:01
25 T - 00:59:01
26 T - 00:58:51
27 T - 00:58:36
28 T - 00:58:16
29 T - 00:58:06
30 T - 00:56:36
31 T - 00:55:36
32 T
33 T
34 T
35 T
36 T
37 T
38 T
39 T
40 T
41 L
- 00:55:06
- 00:53:06
- 00:52:06
- 00:35:45
- 00:34:45
- 00:33:45
- 00:32:45
+ 1.8 sec
+ 557 days
Launch; September 5, 1977
Separate S/C system from L/V; begin S/C cruise
Separate probe protective enclosure
S/C power on probe; start probe checkout
Complete probe checkout
Enable probe battery activation
Activate probe separation battery
Start S/C orientation for probe release
Complete S/C orientation for probe release
Enable probe separation ordnance
Switch to probe internal power; energize probe power bus
energize data system; start probe sequencer
begin monitor of probe engineering data;
Separate probe (S/C power & signal)
Initiate probe spin (0.91-m separation)
Probe spin complete (100 rpm)
Initiate probe AV (approx 549-m separation)
Probe AV complete (130.7 m/sec)
Begin probe despin (20 rpm)
Probe despin complete
Begin probe precession (-31.6°); begin S/C reorientation
Orient S/C (-61.8°) for Earth lock
Probe precession complete
Deactivate ACS; begin Langmuir probe decontamination
Langmuir probe decontamination complete
Deactivate probe power; deactivate data system
Enable battery activation
Activate entry battery
Energize probe bus
Data system on
Transmitter on
Enable ordnance/start probe acquisition
Fire pyros at 15-sec interval
Disable ordnance/start probe acquisition
Complete probe acquisition/turn on instruments (ETP, IRPA,
OPT)
Transmit instrument engineering data (ETP, IRPA, OPT)
Start data transmission (ETP, IRPA, OPT)
Start transmission of engineering data (including stored)
Turn on instruments (MS, NRPA)
Stop transmission of engineering (housekeeping) data
Transmit MS & NRPA engineering data
Start data transmission (MS, NRPA)
Turbopause
Blackout
S/C periapsis; March 16, 1979
Includes 26.7-min trajectory uncertainty, .54-min timer uncertainty, and 5% of
time from acquisition start to T = 0.
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Function
11 S,+
12 S+
13 S+
14 S+
15 S+
16 S+
17 S+
18 S+
19 S+
20 S+
21 S+
22 S+
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On the left side are the upper atmospheric and ionospheric per-
formance, the criterion being one measurement per scale height.
The lowest values are the heaviest particles of both the neutrals
and ions. For a detailed discussion of these.numbers, see Chapter
III, Subsections D1 and D3.
2. Mission Description
The interplanetary trajectory for Mission 7 was determined as the
JS 77 trajectory with the lowest periapsis radius possible, con-
sistent with a 14-day launch period, assuming a MOPS sapcecraft and
updated performance data for the Titan IIID-5-segment Centaur-
Burner II. The requirement for a 14-day launch period is based
on the minimal time interval required for a dual-launch mission.
Resulting interplanetary and approach trajectories are shown in
Fig. V-37. The approach trajectory has a periapsis radius of
R = 4.85 RJ. Minimal entry angle consistent with the lighting
constraint is YE = -33°0
A probe deflection (Mode 1) was used to leave the spacecraft tra-
jectory undisturbed. The deflection radius of 50 x 106 km was
used to reduce AV to a reasonable value. The deflection opera-
tional sequence is indicated in Fig. V-37.
The launch analysis results are in Table V-51. The resulting
launch period of 14 days was calculated assuming a 15% margin
for the entire payload.
Navigation and guidance data were developed specifically for the
trajectory selected. The data are summarized in Table V-52.
Execution errors in Table V-53 are consistent with projected MOPS
implementation errors and probe ACS system. Entry dispersions
are within allowable tolerances in all cases.
3. Configuration
The configuration for Mission 7 requires both ACS and deflection
propulsion systems, with a hemispherical forward section and a
cylindrical aft section. The basic probe is 0.76 m (30 in.) in
diameter and 0.61 m (24 in.) long, as shown in Fig. V-38 and V-39.
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Science experiments are integrated in the overall probe design,
constrained by their functional requirements. The mass spectrom-
eter, IRPA, NRPA, and Langmuir probes all require unobstructed
access to atmospheric particles during entry. This requirement
is met by placing the neutral mass spectrometer inlet directly at
the nose-cap stagnation point and the RPAs at approximately 1 body
radius from the Z axis at the same body station as the stagnation
point of the nose cap. The mass spectrometer is vented through
a 2.5-cm (0.98 in.) tube to the probe's wake, as shown in Fig.
V-39.
An improved location for the Langmuir probes is 25 cm (2.56 in.)
from the Z axis on the nose cap and a minimum of 6.5 cm (2.56 in.)
between the sensor and the surface of the nose cap. These probe
sensors are 90° to the RPA, with one sensor parallel and the other
perpendicular to the probe Z axis, as shown in Fig. V-38. This
arrangmenent reduces the induced voltage transients from rotation
in Jupiter's magnetic field and eliminates the need for a deploy-
ment mechanism.
The spectrometer/photometer viewing aperture is in the cylindrical
portion of the probe body, providing adequate viewing and placing
the viewing port in an area of low entry heating. Location of
the aperture in the aft bulkhead or nose cap is not desirable be-
cause of Sun aspect angles and entry heating problems.
Interrelation of components of various subsystems and the rela-
tionship of one subsystem to others are considered in the inte-
gration of internal equipment in the probe. For example, power-
system components like batteries, filters, distribution boxes,
electronics, and cabling are grouped to improve the power-system
mass fraction.
The requirement of guidance, control, and deflection propulsion
adds Sun and planet sensors, cold-gas propulsion system, post-
separation battery, timer, nutation damper, and solid deflection
rocket motor.
The Sun and planet sensors are shown in Fig. V-39. The nitrogen
tank is mounted on the probe Z axis to preclude lateral cg travel
as propellants are depleted.
The deflection propulsion system is a dual-nozzle solid-propellant
motor imbedded in the aft bulkhead and aligned along the probe Z
axis.
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Location of the antenna relative to the transmitter is influenced
by the desire for short direct wave-guide coupling. The trans-
mitter power supply is near the transmitter to reduce cabling
and power losses. Because of a large probe antenna, a thermal
radome was required to control heat loss.
The pyro system must operate or activate other subsystems through-
out the probe. Therefore, its location is more flexible than those
of other systems. Pyro system equipment includes electronics,
capacitors, relays, and squibs.
A thermal blanket covers the entire inner surface of the probe
structure except for the equipment deck; 12 to 15 1-W radioiso-
tope heaters are evenly distributed inside the probe, as shown
in Fig. V-38 and V-39.
Spin stabilization of the probe requires that the mass moment of
inertia about the Z-Z axis (spin axis) be greater than that about
the transverse axes. It is desirable that the spin-axis mass
moment of inertia be greater by 20%, and that mass moments of
inertia about the transverse axes be equal. A further require-
ment is that the principal mass moment of inertia coincide with
the Z-Z axis of the probe. These requirements are met by prop-
erly locating components and by ballasting.
Probe support and mounting locations are shown on the aft view
in Fig. V-39. Probe weight estimates are given in Table V-54.
a. Telecommunications - Several iterations were made in the
Mission 7 periapsis radius and operating frequency to arrive at
a practical mission. Initially, an ~ of 4.85 R. resulted in a
J
K-band power of 125 W with an 8° horn antenna on the probe, 2°
S/C dish antenna, and a bit rate of 1024 bps. Rp was next mini-
mized at 4.46 Rj and the frequency lowered to Ku-band (15 GHz).
The required power with antennas and bit rate unchanged was 26 W,
which resulted in acceptable transmitter power.
Results of the wake-attenuation analysis allowed the operating
frequency to be lowered and resulted in the 4.85-R mission being
chosen with a 10° horn antenna on the probe and a 2.5° beam-width
S/C dish antenna at 1024 bps. The results are listed in Table
V-55 for 10 and 15 GHz. Ku-band is only shown for comparison
and indicates 35 W with an 8° conical-horn antenna on the probe.
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Table V-54 Mission 7 Weight Estimate
kg lb
Science 14.4 31.7
Structure & Heat Sink 12.6 27.7
Thermal Control 3.8 8.4
Guidance & Control (less propellant) 7.8 17.2
Deflection Propulsion (less propellant) 2.2 4.9
Communications 8.4 18.5
Data Handling 2.3 5.0
Electrical 9.9 21.8
Mechanisms .2 .5
Pyro 3.5 7.8
Ballast 1.4 3.1
15% Design Margin 10.1 22.0
Total - Probe Coast Weight 76.5 168.6
Solid Propellant +15% 4.0 8.8
Nitrogen Gas +15% .7 1.6
Total - Probe Ejected Weight 81.2 179.0
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Table V-55 Telecommunications RF Subsystem for Mission 7
Conditions: S/C - Pioneer Bit Rate - 1024 bps*
Value
Ku Band, X Band,
Component Characteristic Unit 15 GHz 10 GHz
Probe Conical- Electrical B/W deg 8.0 10.0
Horn Antenna Max Gain dB 25.3 23.4
Dia cm 16.2 19.6
in. 6.4 7.6
Total Length cm 46.6 46.8
in. 18.3 18.4
Weight kg 0.34 0.34
lb 0.75 0.75
Transmitter & Power RF Power Out W 35.0 20.0'
Supply Overall Efficiency % 24.0 24.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 146.0 83.2
Total Weight kg 7.7 7.7
lb 17.0 17.0
S/C Dish Antenna Electrical B/W deg 2.5 2.5
Max Gain dB 36.4 36.4
Dia cm 84.5 84.5
in. 33.3 33.3
Weight kg 3.7 3.7
lb 8.1 8.1'
Despin no no
Position Search yes-4 yes-4
Freq Acquisition sec 32.0 17.0
Clock Angle, e deg -92.0 -92.0
Cone Angle, ~ deg 145-150.3 145-150.3
S/C Receiver System Temperature °K 400.0 315.0
dc Power at 28 Vdc W 10.0 10.0
Weight kg 5.9 5.9
lb 13.0 13.0
*Science plus engineering|
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Total RF power is 20 W at X-band with a 10° horn on the probe.
The S/C has a 2.5° dish on a single-axis gimbal with a four-
position sector search, as seen in Fig. V-40 and described in
Chapter VI, Subsection A4. The S/C antenna does not require a
despin platform because the MOPS S/C is three-axis stabilized.
Acquisition Dispersions Entry Dispersions
~o 2
6 = -92°
< ~~~~~~~~~~O ~~~Clock Angle
0
-1-
I
0
-2
-2 I II I I I I
144 146 148 150 152
Cone Angle, 4, deg
Four-Position Search, 2.5° B/W
Fig. V-40 Spacecraft-Antenna Acquisition Requirements for Mission 7
b. Data Handling - This subsystem is similar to that for Mission
1 (Subsection B3b). Discussion of data handling alternative
approaches and formating is in Chapter VI, Section B.
c. Power Subsystem - The power subsystem is shown in Fig. V-28.
There are two subsystems shown: (1) postseparation power source
and power conditioning, and (2) entry power source, distribution,
and filtering. The latter is similar to the power subsystem for
Mission 1 (Subsection B3c). The postseparation subsystem pro-
vides power for pyrotechnics and attitude-control required during
that period. A centralized regulated multivoltage dc distribution
is used because the electronics will be operated well outside the
radiation belts and a more compact design can be achieved. A more
detailed discussion of power-source and system alternatives is in
Chapter VI.
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d. Pyrotechnic Control - Electronics and implementation of the
pyrotechnic control are similar to that described for Mission 1
(Subsection B3d) and in the general design discussion (Chapter
VI, Section C). There are 17 pyrotechnic events, indicating the
increased complexity of the mission. This results in the follow-
ing weight and volume for the component parts.
Electronics Relays Capacitor Banks
Weight, kg (lb) 0.91 (2.0) 1.55 (3.4) 0.45 (1.0)
Volume, cm3
(in.3) 1230 (75) 590 (36) 820 (50)
e. Heat Sink and Structures - The heat sink consists of a 0.765-m
(30-in.) dia beryllium hemispherical nose cap and cylindrical skin
on the skirt assembly weighing 5.4 kg (11.9 lb). It is 0.40 cm
(0.157 in.) thick at the stagnation point and 1.27 mm (0.05 in.)
thick at the trailing edge.
The structure consists of conventional aluminum machinings, bonded
aluminum honeycomb, fiberglass honeycomb, and oriented fiberglass
composite structures.
f. Thermal Control - The thermal control subsystem consists of
an internally mounted multilayer insulation blanket of 72 layers
of 1/4-mil Kapton polyimide film, aluminized on one side with
beta glass cloth spacer material between layers. Total blanket
thickness is 1.53 cm (0.6 in.). In addition, a separate small
multilayer insulation blanket will encapsulate the deflection
motor assembly during spacecraft cruise. This secondary blanket
will remain with the spacecraft at probe separation. The thermal
subsystem also includes radioisotope heaters among the equipment
packages and a small electric resistance heater in the deflection-
motor insulation blanket. Twelve to 15 radioisotope heaters will
be required. Approximately 2 W of spacecraft power will be re-
quired for the deflection-motor resistance heater during cruise.
The thermal control subystem also includes a removable insulating
aperture cover for the photometer and an RF-transparent radome
over the communications antenna.
g. Mechanical Subsystems - Mechanical subsystems for Mission 7
consist of the spectrometer/photometer aperture cover and release
system and the probe-to-spacecraft separation system. Both are
described in detail in Chapter VII.
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h. Propulsion (ACS, AV) - The Mission 7 probe incorporates a
GN2 propulsion subsystem to provide required spin-up, despin,
and precession control of the probe. As in Missions 3 and 5, a
dual-nozzle spherical solid-propellant rocket motor will pro-
vide probe deflection velocity relative to the spacecraft. For
this mission, the probe is spun up to 10.47 rad/sec (100 rpm) at
separation from the spacecraft, after which the probe attitude
is trimmed. After a separation distance of 549 m (1800 ft) is
attained, the motor is fired to attain a 130.7-m/sec deflection
velocity relative to the spacecraft. After this has been achieved,
the probe is despun to 2.09 rad/sec (20 rpm) and precessed 0.55
rad (-31.6°). Spin and despin subsystems are controlled by
actuating squib valves, whereas the precession system is con-
trolled by solenoid valves to achieve more accurate control.
i. Attitude Control - The attitude-control subsystem for this
mission is required for the trim maneuver to the attitude re-
quired for AV impulse, spin up to 10.47 rad/sec (100 rpm), main-
tain attitude during AV impulse, maneuver to the final entry angle,
and despin to 2.09 rad/sec (20 rpm). The subsystem uses a Sun
sensor and Jupiter sensor to obtain 3-axis reference information.
These data are obtained from measurements of solar aspect angle
and the angle between the spin axis-Jupiter plane and the spin
axis-Sun plane. Subsystem accuracy is specified by the require-
ments for AV impulse pointing (1°) rather than communications
(3°) or science (5°). A detailed discussion of alternatives,
design factors, and electronics is in Chapter VIII.
4. Spacecraft Interface/Modification and Launch Vehicle
The MOPS spacecraft with probe is launched on a Titan IIID-5-
segment Centaur-Burner II.* The following components are either
modified or added to the spacecraft for probe support or mission
operation: probe support structure, environmental enclosure,
electrical interface, receiver subsystem, gimbal tracking an-
tennna and platform, and data handling. Modification weight to
the spacecraft is 25.2 kg (55.6 lb). The integration arrangement
is shown in Fig. V-41.
*Lewis updated launch performance from Minutes of the OPGT Space-
craft Launch Vehicle Interface Panel at JPL, Dec 21, 1971
(approximately 61-kg (135-lb) payload increase at C3 = 120
km2 /sec2 ).
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K. MISSION 8 - JS 78
The objective of this part of the study was to determine the feasi-
bility of including a Jupiter probe on a 1978 spacecraft launch for
a Jupiter-Saturn encounter mission.
The study was limited to mission analyses.
The launch opportunities for a JS 78 mission were shown in Fig.
IV-15. The Jupiter flyby radii for these missions are larger
than 15 Jupiter radii for reasonable launch periods. Thus, these
missions are not compatible with a turbopause probe mission, be-
cause the probe transmitter power requirement far exceeds the
40-W limit at X-band for large flyby radii.
L. REFERENCES
V-1. S. G. Chapin: Jupiter Turbopause Probe Gas Physics Environment
and Instrument Response Study - Martin Marietta Report MCR-71-
142, Aug 1971.
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VI. TELECOMMUNICATIONS, DATA HANDLING, AND POWER
Design studies and general tradeoffs for telecommunications, data
handling, and power systems are presented in this chapter. For
individual mission tradeoffs, see Chapter V. General design re-
sults applicable to all missions are discussed in detail and de-
sign examples given.
A. TELECOMMUNICATION
1. Data Link Design
Telemetry data-link design is based on an RF link analysis from
the data handling system on the probe to the receiver on the space-
craft. On the spacecraft, data are integrated into the spacecraft
data-handling system and stored or relayed directly to Earth on
the Deep Space Network (DSN) link, depending on the data handling
capability of the spacecraft and mission schedules. Most missions
were analyzed using 20 GHz as the carrier frequency. This was
based on preliminary RF blackout calculations. Results of the
nonequilibrium wake study allowed the transmission frequency to
be lowered to 10 GHz. Therefore, only the three most viable mis-
sions--Probe Optimized (1A), Radiation Compatible (2A), and JS 77
(7)--were redesigned to determine power levels and RF component
characteristics at X-band.
The RF link is designed to use phase-shift keying (PSK) to phase
modulate (PM) the carrier with data that has been pulse-code mod-
ulated (PCM). As discussed in Subsection A4 of this chapter, a
coherent link was also chosen to conserve the amount of RF power
required. Therefore, total transmitter power required is the sum 
of the carrier tracking- and data-channel powers.
Two computer programs were employed to calculate certain key pa-
rameters of the RF link. The communications geometry program
(COMGEO) provided trajectory information such as communication
range, velocity, acceleration, aspect angles, and altitude versus
time. These quantities were used by the communications program
(PETUS) to solve for RF link parameters. Significant program
results are shown in Fig. VI-1. Quantities on the left are input
variables. Those on the right are calculated from the two com-
puter programs.
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a. Modulation and Coding - Only coded PCM/PSK/PM modulation was
considered for the probe-to-spacecraft relay link because of more
efficient operation. Large frequency uncertainties prohibited
consideration of multiple-frequency-shift key (MFSK) operation,
especially because the receiver is on board a spacecraft.
Convolutional as opposed to biorthogonal coding was selected on
the basis of superior performance by as much as 1 dB, plus the
fact that both the required number of symbols per bit and the
bandwidth are less for the convolutional system. This results in
more energy per symbol for better symbol synchronization. The two
coding schemes were compared by considering a 1/3-rate, constraint-
length 4 convolutional code, and a Viterbi algorithm decoder using
soft decision, 4-bit symbol quantization with output delayed
three constraint lengths. This was compared with both a constraint-
length 4 and constraint-length 7 code generator and biorthogonal
decoder. Comparative estimates of performance are given in Fig.
VI-2. For the missions considered in this study, an Eb/N of
4 dB was used for a bit error probability of 5 x 10- 5, which cor-
responds to the Viterbi decoding algorithm shown in the figure.
b. RF Data Link Parameters - Parameters that comprise the RF
link analysis are shown in Table VI-1 for the JS 77, Mission 7.
This mission was chosen as a design example because all missions
had similar values for mission-independent parameters. Space
loss, antenna gains, carrier and data power, and bit rates were
the major mission-dependent variables. The link is designed with
3 dB of plasma loss included so the performance margin will not
be reduced to zero until after 3 dB of plasma loss has been en-
countered. At that point, random loss of data will become evident
and increase rapidly as plasma attenuation increases.
Antenna beamwidths are based on the trajectory dispersion program
that calculates the probe and spacecraft aspect angles and the
3a deviation at the end of the mission. The spacecraft dish
beamwidth was sized to cover the uncertainty ellipses at acquisi-
tion and entry, as illustrated in Fig. VI-3 and discussed in
detail on page VI-34. The adverse tolerance column in Table
VI-1 represents the worst-case values--the 3o numbers for an-
tenna pointing losses. Probe antenna adverse pointing losses
include effects of pattern ripple due to asymmetry. The ratios
of carrier and data power to total power are modulation losses.
Data channel losses include phase jitter, doppler offset, bit-
synchronization error, and demodulation losses.
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Table VI-1 Probe Telemetry Design Control Table
Adverse
Nominal Toler-
Item Parameter Unit Value ance Remarks
Total Transmitter Power
Transmitting Circuit Loss
Transmitting Antenna Gain
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss
Polarization Loss
Atmospheric Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss, Z(2 + 9)
Total Received Power (1 + 10)
Receiver Noise Spectral Density, N
0
Carrier Tracking
Carrier Power/Total Power
Received Carrier Power (11 + 13)
Carrier Threshold Loop Noise BW, 2 BL
Threshold SNR, Sc/2 NoBL
Threshold Carrier Power, Sc, (12 + 15 + 16)
Performance Margin (14 - 17)
Data Channel
Data Power/Total Power
Radio System Loss 
Subcarrier Demod Loss
Bit Sync/Det Loss
Doppler Offset Loss
Received Data Power, Z(11+ 19 - 23)
Data Bit Rate, l/Tb
Threshold Eb/No, SdT/No, Pb = 5 X 10
-
5
Threshold Data Power (12 + 25 + 26)
Performance Margin (24 - 27)
Nominal less Adverse Value
dBW
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dBW
dBW/Hz
dB
dBW
dB/Hz
dB
dBW
dB
dB
dB
dBW
dB/bps
dB
dBW
dB
dB
13.0
-0.5
23.3
-1.8
-229.1
-0.2
-3.0
36.4
-0.4
-175.3
-162.3
-203.6
-5.4
-167.7
21.8
10.0
-171.8
4.1
-1.5
-1.5
-165.3
30.1
4.0
-169.5
4.2
0.7
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
1.2
0.1
2.0
2.5
0.3
0.6
3.1
0.3
3.4
0.2
0.5
3.2
0.3
3.5
20 W
10° horn
PAA = 0.8°
676,400 km
Entry plasma
2.5° dish
T = 315° K
5
NF = 3.2 dB
150 Hz
= 57.5°
1024 bps
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20. 
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
Specific Conditions: 1. Conditions at time of entry, JS 77 Mission (7)
2. Frequency is 10 GHz, X-band
3. Modulation - PCM/PSK/PM
4. Decoder - Viterbi algorithm, rate 1/3, soft decision, K = 4
Acquisition Dispersions Entry Dispersions
i Clock Angle
o
144 146 148 150 152
Cone Angle, 0, deg
Four-Position Search, 2.5° B/W
Fig, VI-3 Typicat Spacecraft Antenna Acquisition Requirements
c. Maximum-Range Mission - An analysis was made to determine the
maximum-range mission with practical constraints on the link de-
sign. It was assumed that at X-band (10 GHz), a reasonable power
limit of 40 W would be attainable in the 1975 state of the art.
Also, based on results of design and integration efforts in this
study, an 8° probe antenna, a 2.5° spacecraft antenna, and a data
rate of 1024 bps were assumed. The probe requires use of a para-
bolic dish for the 8° antenna design, which results in a 28-cm
(11-in.) diameter. The antenna horn design used in the sample
missions was the preferred approach for wider beamwidths of 10°
or more, since wider beamwidths result in shorter, more compact
antennas. However, at 8° and X-band, a horn antenna was too long
to be easily integrated into the probe. The probe parabolic dish
does appear practical; however, some detailed integration problems
will have to be resolved. The 2.5° S/C antenna beamwidth is about
the narrowest, highest-gain antenna design that will provide suf-
ficient coverage to handle typical dispersions for the large flyby
radii.
Figure VI-4 presents the results of this parametric analysis.
For the assumed conditions, the maximum communications range is
5 x 105 km or 7 Rj. It should be noted that the sample missions
at corresponding flyby radii show somewhat higher required RF
power due to the use of the 10° beamwidth horn-antenna design.
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l L ~Freq = X-band (10 GHz)
Probe Antenna = 8° Beamwidth
l < ~S/C Antenna = 2.5° Beamwidth
Assumed Power Limit
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Spacecraft Periapsis Radius, Rp, Rj
Fig. VI-4 RF Power Requirements with Range
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d. Communications Geometry Tradeoff - A design tradeoff was made
betweea minimum probe aspect angle at the end of mission and min-
imum communications range. Space loss at high frequencies becomes
quite significant with increasing range. The deflection maneuver
is different for the two trajectories, resulting in either zero
aspect angle at entry or minimum range. For minimum range (side
case) the aspect angle is approximately 90°. Because the probe
is rotating about its spin axis, an antenna pattern that is om-
nidirectional in the roll plane (toroid) must be used. This con-
siderably lowers probe gain--from 18.3 to 2.5 dB.
The side case results in decreasing space loss as the probe enters
the atmosphere as seen in Fig. VI-5. Comparison of the range at
entry is seen in Fig. VI-6. Therefore, side geometry optimizes
the space loss problem by reducing total range at entry and de-
creasing the range during the mission. The decrease in space
loss must be compared with the decrease in link gain resulting
from a lower probe gain. This comparison was made for three cases
of R with REJ = 107 km, and YE = -350, and at K-band. Relative
pRj
required power is shown in Fig. VI-7. Power difference at entry
is 5 dB for 1.1 RJ and increases with periapsis radius. Therefore,
if 20 W were required at K-band for the tail case, the side case
would require 3.16 x 20 or 63 W. Space loss reduction did not
compensate for reduction in probe antenna gain for the side case.
Therefore, there is a net loss in the RF link equation that re-
quires more transmitter power to overcome this deficit.
As a result of this trade study, a decision was made to design
all missions for only the tail case, which gives minimum aspect
angle (nominally zero) at probe entry. Range loss can be com-
pensated for by using higher probe antenna gains as required.
2. Antenna Designs
a. Probe Antenna - A high-gain antenna with circular polarization
is required to hold the RF link to reasonable power levels. The
probe spins about its longitudinal axis to maintain attitude sta-
bility. Therefore, circular polarization will allow it to rotate
wi-thout the received energy being affected by cross-polarization.
VI-8.
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Aerodynamic heating of the probe results in a steadily increasing
heat rate that eventually destroys the probe. The aft bulkhead
of the probe has a heat rate of approximately 6% of stagnation,
which results in 500 W/cm2 shortly before destruction. The RF
subsystem is designed and packaged to withstand maximum heating
because data transmission is desired as long as possible in the
Jovian atmosphere. Therefore, a conical horn antenna was chosen
over a parabolic dish because a dish has more exposed surface and
is very sensitive to geometrical distortions of the reflector re-
sulting from uneven heating. A horn antenna can be enclosed in
the probe with only the aperture exposed to the environment. The
probe can be mounted flush with the aft bulkhead or extended
slightly to accommodate packaging. The aperture can be covered
with a radome for thermal control.
Conical horns are the simplest antenna structure and quite compact.
The length of a conical horn increases directly with power gain
and can become objectionably long for high gains. Conical horns
exhibit gain and directional characteristics similar to those of
rectangular or pyramidal horns. Because radiation characteristics
of a conical horn are determined by its dimensions in wavelengths,
all dimensional data can be normalized in terms of wavelength so
that sizes can be quickly determined for various frequencies.
The probe antenna was designed for minimum beamwidth for each
design mission. Probe aspect angle and associated angular un-
certainty were evaluated at entry and acquisition to determine
the worst-case angle. Design parameters are shown in Table VI-2
for three typical missions. Worst-case angles were considered
during acquisition, but RF link margins are greater due to less
space loss. Therefore, probe antenna beamwidths were optimized
for minimum beamwidth and maximum gain during entry, which is
the worst link condition. As seen in the table, a beamwidth of
10° was chosen for the missions shown.
A conical horn is a section of a right circular cone and is usu-
ally connected to a cylindrical waveguide, as shown in Fig. VI-8.
The method of excitation chosen comprises a rectangular waveguide
flared into a square section where proper circular polarization
is achieved. For either dominant wave (TEl0) excitation in a
rectangular waveguide or (TEll) wave excitation in a circular
waveguide, the conical horn exhibits the same behavior (Ref VI-1).
VI-12
Table VI-2 Probe Antenna Beamnwidth Design Parcamneters
VI-13
Mission
Parameter Unit 1A 2A 7
Entry Conditions .
1. Aspect angle deg 0.3 0.2 0.&
2. Aspect uncertainty +deg 4.2 3.9 3.5
3. Worst-case angle deg 4.5 4.1 3.9
4. Min probe antenna
B/W for max gain deg 10.0 10.0 10.0
5. Power loss due to
adverse pointing dB 2.5 2.1 1.8
Acquisition
1. Time, X E-X min 35 36 57
2. Aspect angle deg 4.9 1.6 1.9
3. Aspect uncertainty ±+deg 4.1 4.3 4.3
4. Worst-case angle deg 9.0 53.9 6.2
5. Power loss due to
adverse pointing for
antenna B/W . dB 7.8 3.8 6.9
Circularly
Polarized
Wave
Antenna
Aperture
(Circular)
Fig. VI-8 Conical Horn Antenna Details
Antenna performance can be determined by specifying two dimen-
sions--axial length, L, and diameter of the horn aperture, d, as
indicated in Fig. VI-8. A long axial length is required to obtain
uniform aperture distribution of the dominant mode with a small
flare angle, p. From the standpoint of practical convenience,
the horn should be as short as possible. An optimum horn is be-
tween these extremes and has minimum beamwidth without excessive
side-lobe levels for a given length. For a fixed axial length,
the axial gain increases as the aperture diameter, d, increases
up to a certain optimum value. For all other values of d, the
gain will be less (Ref VI-2).
The dimensions that correspond to a maximum gain for a given
length are shown in Fig. VI-9. The geometrical relationships
are (Ref VI-3 and VI-4):
r L
- X = 0.3 [VI-1]
or
LA 0.3 (X) [VI-2]
A =
VI-14
I1(
!
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Maximum Gain, dB
Fig. VI-9 Design Dimensions of Optimum Conical Horn Antenna As A Function of Gain
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28
and
d = '3Xr or r = 3 [VI-3]
This corresponds to a maximum phase deviation of 3/8X in the
aperture wave-front. The voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR) is
in the range of 1.05:1 to 1.5:1. Frequency bandwidth is typically
50%. Half-power (-3 dB) beamwidth for circular polarization is
65X [VI-41
hp d 
The electric and magnetic fields have equal beamwidths out to 20°
from the beam axis. The effective area of an optimum conical
horn is approximately 52% of its actual area. The aperture area
is
A = 7- d2 [VI-5]4
and the effective area of an antenna is
A= g2 [VI-6]
e 4rT
where g is the absolute power gain. The ratio
A
A / d- = ~0.52 [VI-7]A (7d)2
for optimum conditions and reaches a maximum value of 84% for
very long horns. Only a small increase in effective area or axial
gain is realized by increasing the axial length beyond two or
three times the value corresponding to optimum. The maximum gain
of an optimum conical horn in dB is
G
m
= 10 log [0.52 (.) ] [VI-8]
The radiation pattern is calculated from the universal radiation
pattern of horns with the amplitude at % proportional to sin %.
The pattern is shown in Fig. VI-10 for several beamwidths (Ref
VI-5 and VI-6)
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Fig. VI-10 Theoretical Optimum Conical Horn Antenna Radiation Pattern
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Table VI-3 shows dimensions of the optimum conical horn probe
antenna for the design missions. As seen from the table, a beam-
width of 10° is required. The flare angle (See Fig. VI-8.) of
the horn is larger than the electrical beam angle to the half-
power point. The axial length, L, is defined in Fig. VI-8 and
is a design measurement. The cone apex is actually located in
the circle-to-square transition portion of the polarizer.
Table VI-3 Probe Antenna Design Details for X-Band
3-dB Axial Flare Axial Total
Beam, Gain, Angle, i, Diam, d, Length, L, Weight*,
deg dB deg cm in. cm in. kg lb
10 23.4 14.4 19.5 7.68 38.0 15.00 0.34 0.75
*Total weight includes antenna and phasing section.
The required polarization of the transmitted wave is circular.
The sense is not critical and can be right-hand or left-hand as
long as both the probe and spacecraft antennas are identical in
sense. A transition is necessary to convert the linearly polar-
ized wave in the rectangular waveguide to circular polarization
at the apex of the conical horn. To produce the requisite space
and time quadrature of the field components in the horn, the con-
struction shown in Fig. VI-11 was used. The horn is fed from a
conventional rectangular waveguide through which is transmitted
a TE1 0-mode wave, but between the horn and waveguide a transition
section is interposed that displaces the horn about its axis 45°
from the waveguide. The displacement is such that the wave enter-
ing the horn is resolved into two mutually perpendicular compo-
nents, one of which is the TE0 1 mode, the other in TEl0 . Thus,
two fields in space quadrature are produced. By causing one com-
ponent to lag by 90° with respect to the other, a circularly po-
larized field is radiated. This function is performed by the
phasing section of the horn, in which the guide wavelength for
one mode is made to differ from the guide wavelength for the other
so that the phase shift is different. One method of producing a
different guide wavelength is to place a longitudinal sheet of
dielectric material in the phasing section so it will affect the
velocity of propagation of only one of the components. The mode
with the E-field line parallel to the dielectric sheet will under-
go a greater phase shift per unit length than the mode with E-
field lines normal to the sheet. For a thin sheet, the velocity
of propagation for the normal geometry will be unaffected by its
presence. Any dielectric material, such as polystyrene, Teflon,
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PVC, or polyethylene, is suitable for the sheet. If the phasing
section must withstand a higher thermal environment, a thin ceram-
ic sheet would be satisfactory. The dielectric sheet is tapered
so the sheet has V-notched ends. This makes a gradual transition
from the waveguide (without dielectric) to the phasing section to
minimize reflections. The dielectric sheet is designed to be 1.6%
long and 0.05X thick. The phasing and transition sections can
be precision die-cast aluminum (Ref VI-7).
The horn aperture is exposed to a high-temperature environment
during entry. Therefore, the horn is beryllium and designed to
withstand a maximum temperature of 800°K (% 1000°F). A radome
over the aperture will be constructed from a suitable RF-trans-
parent material to reduce thermal losses through the antenna.
Figure VII-11 shows preliminary design details of the 10° conical
horn antenna at X-band.
b. Spacecraft Antenna - The antenna selected for the spacecraft
is a conventional parabolic dish with a beamwidth of 20° or less
for compact design.
The dish is fed by a flared rectangular horn and is circularly
polarized by a dual-mode rectangular waveguide transform section
whose dimensions are selected to delay one mode by 90° relative
to the other. This is a standard technique for narrowband appli-
cations. Some of the relative delay occurs in the horn itself
because it is not square and its cross-polarized modes travel at
different velocities. The transform section is fed by a conven-
tional X-band rectangular waveguide (WR-90), skewed to 45° rela-
tive to the transform section so that both modes are excited equal-
ly in the section. The feed is sketched in Fig. VI-12. The trans-
form section is shown extended for clarity. In practice, it would
be bent to form part of the gooseneck feed for the dish. A flex-
ible X-band waveguide can be used on the dish to give a compact
design, as shown in the figure.
Dish antenna gain is based on an efficiency of 55% with a focal
length of 0.3 (f/d) and uniform aperture illumination. The side-
lobe level has maximum suppression with these conditions (> 20 dB).
The maximum gain is calculated from
G = 10 log [. 2 () ] [VI-9]
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Feed Horn Flare
K 2.14- 1
3 N
/
- -2.54
Feed Horn
Flexible
Waveguide
Section
Waveguide
11.2 O
-RF Feed
a. Feed Horn
b. Complete Assembly
NOTES:
1. X-band waveguide, WR-90
2. Inside dimensions 2.29 x 1.03 cm
3. All dimensions in cm
4. X = 3 cm (10 GHz)
Fig. VI-12 Spacecraft X-Band Dish Antenna
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where
G = dish gain, dB
d = dish diameter, cm
X = wavelength, 30/f, cm
f = operating frequency, GHz.
The half-power (3-dB) beamwidth in degrees is symmetrical in both
planes and equal to
= 70 X [VI-10]hp d
Probe position dispersions at acquisition and entry were used for
each mission to determine minimum spacecraft antenna beamwidth.
This gives a larger diameter from Equation [VI-10] and a larger
maximum gain from Equation [VI-9] for a constant frequency (fixed
wavelength). Maximum antenna gain is desired in the RF link to
minimize transmitter power. Launch-vehicle payload envelope limits
the spacecraft antenna size to approximately 1.5 m (5 ft) in the
stowed position to clear the payload fairing. A dish with this
diameter at X-band has a beamwidth of 1.5°. Therefore, a size
limitation was not necessary on the spacecraft antenna.
3. Probe RF Power Sources
Nonsurvivable outer-planet probes require data transmission at
high radio frequencies to overcome the effects of blackout during
atmosphere entry for the greatest possible time. Transmission
path loss is directly proportional to operating frequency. There-
fore, required RF power increases as frequency increases to main-
tain a particular RF link signal margin.
Preliminary analysis of the atmosphere entry communication black-
out problem indicated that frequencies in the K-band region may
be required to provide a data link below the turbopause without
excessive (>3 dB) attenuation. Lower frequencies will be attenu-
ated more because plasma attenuation is inversely proportional to
frequency of operation. Therefore, a data transmission system
operating at K-band was initially chosen as an upper limit to
consider for design missions. A detailed vendor and literature
survey was made to determine the projected 1975 state of the art
and an upper limit on RF power at K-band (18 to 26 GHz). The
survey is described in detail in Vol III, Appendix G. The best
VI-22
candidate for K-band power is a traveling-wave-tube amplifier.
An upper limit is 25 W for space-qualified units by 1975. Solid-
state devices may also meet the power requirements, but several
development hurdles must be overcome first. In the future, if
probe missions are designed for deeper penetration, higher fre-
quencies such as K-band will be required to overcome RF blackout
as long as possible.
As seen in Fig. VI-13, there are several vendors who have space-
qualified traveling-wave tubes in the X-band region. Projected
power levels approach 100 W at 10 GHz, which well exceeds the
20- to 30-W range required for design missions.
The amplifier operates in a straightforward manner as a subas-
sembly of the probe transmitter, as seen in Fig. VI-14. The TWTA
is waveguide coupled to the probe antenna and is the output stage
of the transmitter, being fed by the modulator. The power supply
is housed in a separate subassembly for small compact packaging.
The power supply operates on 28- to 32-Vdc, unregulated, from the
probe power bus. The amplifier package occupies 3260 cm3 (212.5
in.3 ) and weighs 4.5 kg (1.0 lb). The amplifier power supply
occupies 2130 cm3 (130 in. 3) and weighs 3.2 kg (0.70 lb). The
expected overall efficiency is 24%.
4. Spacecraft Receiver Design
Postturbopause preblackout mission life can be extended by using
the highest possible microwave frequency as predicted by the non-
equilibrium blackout analysis. The penalty associated with in-
creased frequency becomes significant in the K-band region for
several reasons. Because the probe antenna gain and beamwidth
are fixed by trajectory and dispersions, f2 path-loss increase
must be compensated for by increasing either transmitter power
or spacecraft antenna gain, or both. Receiver noise temperature
rises with increasing frequency, also requiring more link power.
Therefore, to minimize the RF power required, a receiver with a
low noise temperature was chosen.
Transistor and tunnel-diode amplifiers have a noise temperature
range of 400 to 500°K at X- and K-bands, respectively. An un-
cooled parametric amplifier provides significantly low noise
temperature at K-band that decrease even further at X-band, as
seen in Fig. VI-15. The Jovian background noise temperature as
seen by the spacecraft receiver over the frequency band of in-
terest is shown as the sum of the receiver RF amplifier and an-
tenna temperature on the spacecraft. Antenna temperature is
composed of thermal disk temperature at the high end of the range,
augmented by decimeter magnetosphere noise at the low end. Deci-
meter noise rises sharply as frequency is decreased below 17 GHz.
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Given this low background temperature, use of a low-noise para-
metric amplifier receiver front end is justified. State-of-the-
art temperatures for uncooled parametric amplifiers are shown in
Fig. VI-15 and are typical of space-qualified units. Amplifier
noise temperatures at 18 and 26 GHz were estimated by AIL to be
228 and 207°K respectively.
a. Vendor Survey - Proposals were solicited from a number of
manufacturers for a K-band parametric amplifier to be used as a
receiver front end with the following characteristics:
Frequency - 18 to 26.5 GHz (K-band);
Modulation - Phase;
Bandwidth - 500 kHz minimum;
Noise Temperature - 3.5 dB (362eK);
Life - 18 months nonoperating, 48 hr operating over a 10-day
period.
Proposals were received from the following:
AIL Division of Cutler-Hammer;
General Dynamics Electro Dynamic Division;
Bunker-Ramo Corp., Micromega Division;
Cubic Corporation.
The proposal from AIL is the most complete, and it probably re-
presents the most advanced state of the art in receiver design
for this frequency region. Telephone conversation with AIL per-
sonnel after receipt of their proposal provided additional tech-
nical data and permitted the refinement of certain parameters
such as size, weight, and power consumption. Comments will be
made on the AIL proposal, although it is not recommended that
AIL be considered as a sole source for development of the para-
metric amplifier receiver.
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b. Parametric Amplifier Design - Figure VI-16 is a block diagram
of the parametric amplifier proposed by AIL. A 36.5- to 40.5-GHz
solid-state oscillator, followed by a varactor frequency doubler,
is used as a pump. About 250 mW of pump power are required at the
fundamental frequency. Total power consumption for the parametric
amplifier will not exceed 7 W. Total weight will be 0.9 to 1.35
kg (2 to 3 lb) and occupy 1066 cm3 (65 in.3). Amplifier gain is
about 15 to 20 dB, so a single-stage amplifier is sufficient to
achieve the receiver noise figure.
The spacecraft must provide a thermal environment of ±10°C change
at an operating temperature of 50°C to provide a gain stability
of ±1 dB. A ±20°C change will increase the gain stability to ±5
dB, which is excessive. Therefore, receiver temperature control
must be provided by the spacecraft. The solid-state pump source
is powered by a 28 ±5 V input voltage from the spacecraft power
source, and a dc-to-dc converter transforms this to 40 V at 300 mA
for operation of the pump source. In addition, the source pro-
vides a regulated bias voltage for the parametric amplifier. A
dc power input of 7 W for this supply would be required. No prob-
lems are foreseen in meeting the environmental requirements spec-
ified as long as temperature control is provided by the spacecraft.
Reduction of signal frequency to X-band (8.4 to 10 GHz) provides
both a lower noise temperature and a more efficient parametric
amplifier because of the availability of more efficient pump
sources in this frequency range. Design details of the parametric
amplifier would remain essentially the same at X-band, with the
package size and weight 10% greater.
c. Receiver Design - The balance of the receiver circuit is con-
ventional phase-lock design. A double conversion receiver is
recommended. A noise figure of about 8 dB is readily achievable
at this frequency. This will cause negligible degradation of the
noise temperature given by the parametric amplifier.
The frequency acquisition and tracking system will be considered
next. Doppler frequencies and rates, velocities, accelerations,
and 3a uncertainties were calculated from communications geometry
and entry dispersion computer programs. The doppler frequency is
a function of carrier frequency and velocity. It is expressed by
r l f [V-10 r f]
d c 3
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where
fd = doppler frequency, kHz
r = velocity, km/s
f = RF frequency, GHz
c = velocity of light, km/s
The doppler rate is expressed in a similar manner by
r f l r f [VI-12]
d c 3
where
fd = doppler rate, kHz/s
d~~~~~~~~
r = acceleration, km/s2 .
Uncertainties in doppler frequency and rate are calculated from
the 3a values of velocity and acceleration. The 3a values are
used in Equations [VI-11] and [VI-12] for r and r to determine
corresponding doppler frequency and doppler rate uncertainties.
An additional doppler frequency uncertainty is that due to rela-
tive drift between probe and spacecraft oscillator frequency re-
ferences. This is taken at ±2 parts in 106 for a 3a value and
results in 20 kHz at 10 GHz. Total doppler frequency uncertainty,
then, is the sum of doppler frequency due to 3a variation in velo-
city, Afd, and doppler frequency due to relative frequency drift,
Af. So
Af
t
=Afd + Af. [VI-13]
In a similar manner, doppler rate uncertainty, Afd, is due to 3o
variation in acceleration and must be lower than the frequency
search rate by at least a factor of 10. This prevents frequency
variation from exceeding sweep rate.
Mission parameters associated with frequency acquisition are shown
in Table VI-4 for three typical missions. Conditions at acquisi-
tion and entry are shown for comparison, but frequency search will
normally be initiated during acquisition, which occurs up to 1 hr
before atmosphere entry. Nominal doppler frequency for a 10-GHz
carrier ranges from 735 to 241 kHz at acquisition. At acquisition,
maximum total frequency uncertainty is ±86.6-kHz for the radiation-
compatible mission (2A). This is the uncertainty that must be
searched in the initial acquisition process. As seen from the
table, the uncertainty in doppler rate is only 12 Hz/sec.
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Frequency acquisition operates in the following manner. Nominal
doppler frequency is preprogrammed into the receiver frequency
reference so that its free-running frequency corresponds to es-
timated signal frequency. This program is loaded on command from
Earth shortly before probe/spacecraft separation to provide the
latest doppler frequency estimate. After the transmitter is
turned on, frequency search through the uncertainty region of
Af is initiated. The search rate is fixed by the phase-lock-
t
loop (PLL) noise bandwidth. A rule of thumb is
R = 0.1 B2 [VI-14]
n
where
R = search rate, Hz/s--
B = PLL noise bandwidth, Hz.
n
The current design uses 150 Hz for Bn, which gives a search rate
of 2.25 kHz/s. Doppler rate uncertainty, Afd, must be subtracted
from this to give a usable search rate. This uncertainty is ap-
proximately 30 Hz/s. The usable search rate is 2.22 kHz/s. At
this rate, the uncertainty region can be searched in 86.7/2.22
or 39 sec. The PLL can be designed with any loop noise bandwidth
desired, but there is a tradeoff between B , carrier power, and
n
search time. For instance, if B = 100 Hz, R = 1 kHz, search
n
time = 87 sec, and the carrier power will be lower by 2 W or less.
The design goal was to minimize search time, t . Therefore, a
a
loop noise bandwidth of 150 Hz was selected, which gives R = 2.22
kHz and frequency acquisition times in the range of 30 to 40 sec.
Once lock-on has been achieved, loss of lock is relatively un-
likely. However, there must be a contingency plan to cope with
signal dropout in case it f&es occur. Because the uncertainty
region remains nearly constant throughout the mission, a complete
search would take about the time required for initial acquisition.
However, this uncertainty can be greatly reduced by using informa-
tion gained during lock-on. A simple first-order or slope-matching
predictor would probably reduce the uncertainty to an estimated
1/10 of the initial uncertainty. This would reduce the reacquisi-
tion time to around 4 sec. A block diagram of the receiver is
shown in Fig. VI-17. The receiver operates on 28 Vdc, requires
10 W, and weighs 5.9 kg (13 lb).
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Certain missions with large periapsis radii require a high space-
craft antenna gain, resulting in abeamwidth of 2 to 3° to hold
the RF power to an adceptable level. Probe dispersions at acqui-
sition and entry are larger than the beamwidths, so a position
search must also be performed to direct the spacecraft antenna
at the probe. Several techniques were considered in an attempt
to arrive at a reliable and economical system.
'
The most reliable
system is an autotrack receiver that uses a disii antenna with a
Cassegrain feed. The antenna has four outputs, one for each
quadrant of the antenna beam. They are mixed at the receiver
input circuitry and sent to sum and difference receivers. Feed-
back loops are designed so the antenna follows or tracks the
probe signal and maintains the probe in the center or very nearly
in the center of the beam. A multiple-beam spherical reflector
antenna also has a wide scanning capability with a narrow beam
because the beam position can be moved by moving the feed posi-
tion relative to the reflector. This type of system would
greatly increase cost, complexity, and weight of the spacecraft
antenna and receiver system.
Another technique is a simple spacecraft dish antenna with a
single receiver and a preprogrammed cone-angle search program
with logic circuits attached to the receiver AGC voltage. Two
such missions that require a position search system are shown in
Fig. VI-18 for the JS 77 Mission (7) and radiation-compatible
mission (2A). At acquisition, the probe will be somewhere in
the dispersion ellipse. The spacecraft antenna is moved to the
first sector position, and the logic circuit records the AGC vol-
tage. The same steps are repeated for other positions, and the
antenna is returned to the position with the highest AGC voltage.
Elevation (cross-cone) angle changes are very small, and position
searches in that plane are unnecessary.
As discussed in Chapter IV, Subsection F2, a probe in the left
half of the ellipse at acquisition will end its mission in the
left half and not move to some other random position. This fact
is very helpful because the final position of the probe will be
known at entry, based on probe location at acquisition. Antenna
position logic will have different movement rates for the cone
angle for different cone-angle positions. For instance, in Mis-
sion 7, a probe acquired in Position 1 will cause the antenna to
move faster (cone angle deg/min) than one acquired in Position 3.
At each antenna position, the aforementioned frequency search
will also have to be performed. As seen in Table VI-4, frequency
search time for Mission 7 is only 17 sec. Therefore, a four-
position sector search in frequency and position could be made in
VI-34
2 min or less. Also noted from Fig. VI-18, if the probe were
acquired in Sector 4, it would probably not require any additional
movement to follow the probe to entry because the entry dispersion
ellipse is within the right end of the acquisition dispersion el-
lipse. This semiactive programmed tracking technique greatly
simplifies spacecraft antenna and receiver subsystems and provides
a reliable positioning system that shows cost and weight savings
over a monopulse radar technique.
Acquisition Dispersions Entry Dispersions
(. ) e = C92o
Clock
Angle
144 146 148 150 152 154
Cone Angle 4, deg
.a Mission 7 4-Position Search, 2.5° B/W
150 152 154 156 158 160 162
Cone Angle, 4, deg
= -106°
Clock
Angle
b Mission 2A 5-Position Search, 2.5° B/W
Note: A = nominal position
Fig. VI-18 Spacecraft/Antenna Acquisition Requirements
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e. Coherent vs Noncoherent Communications - Three general types
of communication systems can be considered for the probe-to-
spacecraft link in the turbopause probe mission. These are a co-
herent phase-locked system, a noncoherent system without frequency
tracking, and a noncoherent system with servocontrolled frequency
tracking. Block diagrams of the three receivers are shown in Fig.
VI-19 and VI-20.
The coherent system requires the least transmitter power of the
three. It also requires an initial frequency search and lockon
of the phase-lock loop (PLL) as described in Subsection 4d. The
search and lockon procedure must be reinitiated if signal lock
is lost during the mission. If loss of lock occurred near the
end of the mission, reacquisition might not occur soon enough
to receive the data from the critical last few seconds of the
mission. It is also conceivable that initial lockon might never
occur because of some malfunction, causing the whole mission to
be lost.
A true loss of lock must be distinguished from a cycle-slipping
event. The latter has a small probability of occurring during
the mission. This would only cause a brief transient (X1/50 sec)
in the data stream, resulting in a short burst of bit errors.
Loss of lock would require a disturbance for perhaps a few seconds,
sufficient to-cause the frequency of the incoming signal and loop
to drift apart by an amount greater than the loop pull-in range.
If this occurred, reacquisition time would be 15 to 30 sec.
It is difficult to estimate a probability for the occurrence of
these malfunctions. The probability of random equipment failure
can presumably be made acceptably low and largely independent of
the type of communication system used. Environmental effects are
largely unknown, but lightning-like discharges, for-example, would
probably not occur at altitudes above the cloud tops.
We can only assume that the probability of a loss of lock during
the critical last few seconds of the mission is small. It would,
of course, be desirable to remove the uncertainty of a lockon
system if the resulting weight penalty is not too high. A pro-
cedure for determining this penalty is outlined below. A sample
calculation is also given for 20 GHz.
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Given a specific link with a specified transmission frequency,
f, the first step is to make a conventional link calculation for
a coherent link. The details of this calculation will not be cov-
ered here. This calculation will determine P , required trans-
c
mitter power for a coherent link; LR , noisy reference loss factor;
and LM, modulation loss factor. A value of Eb/N will be speci-
fied based on the assumed coding-decoding system. We will assume
Eb/N = 2.5 or 4 dB. Next, it will be necessary to compute S,
effective channel Eb/N for the coherent link, augmented to cover
modulation and noisy reference losses.
S Ebo : 2.5 [VI-15]
cc LR LM LR LM
The next step is to compute an equivalent channel Eb/N for non-
tracking noncoherent link, S , for comparison with S .
A two-frequency FSK system using the same code and requiring the
same effective Eb/NO as the coherent system has been assumed.
Performance of noncoherent systems can be improved by a factor
approaching 2:1 by using a large (say 32) number of frequencies,
assuming the same level of encoder-decoder complexity. However,
transmitter and receiver complexity increases sharply if a large
number of frequencies are used. It was concluded that the two-
tone system sketched in Fig. VI-19 would be more appropriate for
a probe-to-spacecraft relay link.
The most important factor in this computation is the frequency
uncertainty. This uncertainty has two parts, oscillator insta-
bility and doppler uncertainty. The former is assumed to be
2 x 10-6f (± 3a), which assumes a temperature range of 247 to
330°K (-15 to +135°F). Total range of doppler frequency during
the 1-hour mission is very large (See Table VI-4.), and noncoherent
system performance would be impossibly degraded by including this
whole range in frequency uncertainty. This is avoided by using
preprogrammed open-loop tracking of estimated or nominal doppler
frequency, computed from range rates given by the trajectory.
Doppler uncertainty is then given by the dispersion in range rate,
computed from the trajectory dispersion program, as a function of
time. Worst-case dispersion (which generally occurs at the end
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of the mission) must be used. Total uncertainty is then used to
fix the predetection bandwidth, WI, from Equation [VI-13], or
WI = fft = (2 x 10
-
6 + 3.33 r) f. [VI-16]
Signaling bandwidth, W , is 1/2 the bit rate, R, multiplied by
0
the bandwidth expansion, V, given by the code. This is 3:1 for
the code assumed, or
V 3
W = -R = -2_R. [VI-17]
o 2 2
The ratio G = WI/W
°
is then computed. The results given below
assume G >> 1, which will be the case for all links of interest
to this program. Predetection SNR(X) is equal to
2 S 2 S
X = GVcn= 3Gcn [VI-18 ]
GV 3G'
Postdetection SNR for a two-channel comparison and a square-law
detector is
x2
SNR = 2 * [VI-19]
pd 2 + 2X'
Output SNR is equal to
SNR = 0.5 G (SNRPD) . [VI-20]
This must equal 2/V times the desired Eb/NO or, for our case of
Eb/N = 2.5 and V = 3, it must equal 1.667.
Combining Equations [VI-18] through [VI-20] and equating SNR
to 1.667 gives 
S = 5 + 25+ 15G = 5 25+ low5 [VI-21]
cnR
Equation [VI-21] can be used to find the required transmitter
power for a noncoherent link, Pn , from
VI-40
P S
n _cn Sn~~~~~ en ~~~~~~~~[VI-22]
P S
c cc
Next, consider the noncoherent system using closed-loop frequency
tracking, as seen in Fig. VI-20. A frequency-tracking servo or
AFC loop is somewhat simpler than the PLL required for a coherent
system. It can be searched at a higher rate, reducing required
search time for initial or reacquisitions, and it does not have
the cycle-slipping problem. However, it is a closed-loop tracking
system, so the uncertainty of possible loss of track during the
crucial part of the mission is not eliminated. Because this un-
certainty is largely subjective in either case, there is not much
incentive to use the noncoherent system. However, it was given
a quick look.
Generally, a split-phase signaling format must be used for an AFC
receiver to avoid imbalances caused by possible long strings of
data that are mostly zeros or mostly ones. This doubles the sig-
naling bandwidth to 6R for a V = 3 code. Because the AFC loop
will not be perfect, it is prudent to double this and use WI = 12 R.
Putting this value into Equation [VI-21] gives
S = 17.9. [VI-23]
ct
Transmitted power for this system is given by
P S
t = ct = 17.9 [VI-24][VI-24]P S S
c cc cc
The relay link considered early in the study was used as a sample
calculation. The parameters of the coherent link are
f = 20 GHz (K-band)
R = 750 bps
P = 20 W
c
LM = -1.5 dB = 0.707
L = -3.0 dB = 0.5R
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This gives S = 7.07 from Equation [VI-15]. The worst-case 3a
cc
velocity uncertainty, r, was ±0.518 m/sec. This gives W
I
= 2.15
x 105 Hz from Equation [VI-16], S = 58.8 from Equation [VI-21],
'cn
and P = 166 W from Equation [VI-22]. Equation [VI-24] gives
n
50.5 W for the tracking noncoherent system.
These results suggest that the penalty for using a nontracking
noncoherent system is prohibitively high, but consider the con-
ditions at 10 GHz. This would drop path loss by a factor of 4,
reducing P to 5 W if the same probe antenna gain could be used.
c
It would halve W I to 1.08 x 105 Hz, giving P = 30.6 W.
I ~~~~n
A very crude estimate of the consequence of these power levels
on probe weight can be made by assuming RF power generation at
25% efficiency, battery capacity at 55 W-h/kg, mission duration
1.5 hr, and then doubling resulting weight to account for addi-
tional probe structure, cabling, and heat-sink weight. This re-
sults in a weight penalty of 31.8 kg for the 20-GHz case and 5.5
kg for the 10-GHz case. The latter weight might be an acceptable
penalty to pay for the greater reliability of the nontracking
noncoherent system.
RF link calculations for design missions at X-band indicate that
antenna gains also had to be changed because of increased trajec-
tory dispersions and probe antenna size limitations. Therefore,
X-band power levels are still in the 20-W region. From Equation
[VI-22], noncoherent power, Pn, is now 122.4 W and the weight
penalty is also severe. Therefore, it is concluded that a coher-
ent system provides optimum power and weight levels.
f. False Lock, Coherent Relay Link Receiver - There are two cat-
egories of false signals onto which the coherent receiver phase
lock loop (PLL) could lock. There are extraneous received signals
and spurious signals generated in the spacecraft. For locations
remote from Earth, the first of these reduces to signals radiated
from the DSN and spurious signals, including sideband signals,
radiated by the probe. DSN signals can be readily avoided by
proper frequency selection.
The probability of locking onto a sideband can be reduced to a
negligible level by proper design of the signaling format. This
is accomplished by modulating a subcarrier with the data stream,
using a suppressed-carrier modulation format such as biphase ±90°
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PSK using either a sinusoidal or a squarewave subcarrier. This
does not prevent the appearance of specular components in the
spectrum, taken over a short averaging time, because of the oc-
currence of a string of data that are predominantly zeros. How-
ever, long strings of zeros or ones can be avoided by the use of
error-correcting data encoding selected in part for this purpose.
If these techniques are used, lockon to a sideband would probably
not occur at all. At worst, it could only occurmomentarily.
After this was lost, the receiver would resume searching until
it locked onto the desired carrier.
False lock on spurious signals generated in the spacecraft is a
more serious problem. The relay link receiver will be a double
conversion receiver, with the first IF somewhere in the UHF band
and the second IF at a few MHz. There will be other RF equipment
on board, such as the transponder used to communicate with the
DSN. Therefore, there will be several signal sources on board,
including local oscillators in both the relay receiver and trans-
ponder receiver and, most important, the high-powered transponder
transmitter. Generation of sum-difference signals in various
circuit nonlinearities, especially mixers, is possible. These
signals will have frequencies given by
Mf. ± Nf [VI-25]
1 J
where M and N are integers, and f. and f. are the frequencies1. j
of the various signal sources on board. If any of these frequen-
cies falls within the passband of either of the relay link re-
ceiver IF bands any time during acquisition, spurious lockon is
a possibility. Because the search is mechanized by varying one
of these frequencies (the first local oscillator, LO, in the
relay link receiver), any components of Equation [VI-25] involv-
ing this frequency source will search M times the search range.
This search range could be as much as 500 kHz, depending on
trajectory dispersions. Therefore, at some point in the search,
the potential is quite high for occurrence of an acceptable
spurious signal of the form given by Equation [VI-25].
Two steps must be taken to minimize this problem. First, stand-
ard techniques for controlling the level of radio frequency in-
terference (RFI) in a vehicle must be used. This includes careful
design, layout, isolation, shielding of RF components, and filter-
ing of power supply leads. This will help reduce the level of
spurious signals below the loop lockon threshold.
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0The second step is proper selection of LO and IF frequencies in
the relay link receiver. This can be accomplished by a computer
search of signal components of the form given by Equation [VI-25],
varying signal frequencies that are within the designer's control
(LO frequencies) and determining if any components fall within
the IF passbands at any point in a simulated frequency search.
The strength of these components decreases with increasing M and
N. It is generally not necessary to carry the search beyond M
and N = 7. The RFI environment in the spacecraft cannot be com-
pletely predicted. It is necessary to build a model, using stand-
ard RFI suppression techniques, and then measure the environment
with all RF systems operating. This type of problem occurs to
some degree in the design of any space vehicle, and its solution
is within the current state of the art.
5. Plasma Attenuation of RF Signals
During entry of the hemisphere-cylinder probe into the Jovian
atmosphere, a plasma will surround and trail the probe. The
conical horn antenna is located on the rear bulkhead of the probe
(as shown in Fig. VI-21) and propagation takes place to the rear
in the direction of the negative roll axis through the ionized
wake. The probe analyzed in the wake study was 0.763 m (30 in.)
in diameter. The horn antenna is circularly polarized and op-
erates at 10 GHz with a 3-dB beamwidth of 10° in both planes.
Effects of the ionized wake on communications were investigated
to determine when RF blackout occurs at various frequencies.
Plasma properties of the ionized wake must be known before effects
of the plasma can be considered. Determination of these proper-
ties was a formidable task in itself, as described in Chapter X,
because it required a detailed analysis of aerodynamic flow
fields, which depend on Jovian environment and chemical reaction
rates of atmospheric constituents. From the nonequilibrium flow-
field analysis, electron density and collision frequency contours
were determined in the near and far wake where plasma/RF interac-
tion occurs for the configuration shown in the figure.
RF signals transmitted from the probe are affected by interaction
of electromagnetic waves with plasma particles, premarily elec-
trons. The interferenceis characterized by reflection and
absorption, attenuation losses due to collisions, and phase shift
and refraction. Reflections are most pronounced at plasma-at-
mosphere interfaces and in regions of rapidly varying electron
density.
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Transmission of RF signals through plasma depends on the angle
of transmission through the plasma, frequency, transmitted power,
antenna radiation characteristics, polarization of the wave, and
location of the antenna on the probe. Plasma can also cause
antenna mismatch (i.e., alter input impedance) and electrical
breakdown of the antenna, with resultant distortion of the radia-
tion pattern. As the probe descends further into the atmosphere,
electron density increases to a point where plasma properties
are at a level to severely attenuate, reflect, or refract the
transmitting signal. The RF link has been designed with enough
RF power to operate with a plasma loss of 3 dB. Losses in excess
of 3 dB will result in data dropout, first on a random basis,
and finally, complete loss of data occurs along with carrier
dropout through the coherent RF link.
a. Electromagnetic Properties of a Plasma - Electromagnetic
properties of shock-induced plasma are defined by the complex
dielectric coefficient, which in turn determines the attenuation,
phase, and reflection coefficients of the propagation constant.
Plasma is a conducting medium and its finite conductivity has
a complex value. For a linear plasma with no net change present
(V.E = 0), with a permittivity, e , and conductivity, a; Maxwell's
first equation relating the electric and magnetic field intensity
is
V x H = E E + aE. [VI-26]
P
For sinusoidal variation of E, we have
V x H = - )E [VI-27]
From Equation [VI-27], it is apparent that a partially conducting
dielectric can be considered as a dielectric that has a complex
dielectric constant, e , where
P = ( ) c [VI-28]
0/
and
a = conductivity, mho/m
w = angular frequency, rad/s
s = free-space permittivity, 10-9/36i, F/m.0
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Consider next the phenomenon of space-change oscillations. The
physical nature of plasma oscillations can be seen in terms of a
simplified natural physical resonance. The model considers a
uniform gas of density, N . If an external perturbation occurs,
e
the electrons are set into harmonic motion. Frequency of motion
is critical and defined as the plasma frequency, f . Plasma fre-
P
quency varies directly with the square root of the electron density
and is expressed as:
2 me
= 27f = e (rad/s) [VI-29]
0
and
f = 8979,n (Hz) [VI-30]
fp = 87Ve
where
q = electron charge, 1.6 x 10- 19 C
N = electron density, m
-
3
e
n = electron density, cm- 3
e
m = electron mass, kg
e = free-space permittivity, 10-9/36r F/m.
0
At this frequency, reflection starts as the operating frequency
is progressively lowered. In the limit of low electron collision
frequency, or low gas density, the equation determines the minimum
usable frequency. The relationship of electron density to plasma
frequency is shown in Fig. VI-22. The relative influence of op-
erating frequency, collision frequency, and plasma frequency on
RF attenuation is shown in Fig. VI-23. Note that plasma frequency
is the point where plasma absorption begins if the collision fre-
quency is low (collisionless plasma). The phase constant undergoes
violent variations near the plasma frequency. To select the proper
operating frequency, electron density and electron collision fre-
quency distributions over the entire trajectory should be known
in the hypersonic wake. This was impractical to determine at
several altitudes, and only one critical altitude was selected--
60 km below the Jovian turbopause. This altitude was chosen from
a science mission standpoint. (Chapter III describes the science
requirements in detail.)
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Fig. VI-22 Plasma Frequency Versus Electron Density
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Fig. VI-23 Influence of Operating, Collision, and Plasma
Frequencies on Attenuation
Particle collision rate, v, is the basic parameter that determines
electrical conductivity of plasma. Collisions between all possible
species must be considered, although some may prove insignificant.
For instance, with weakly ionized gases, only electron collisions
with neutrals need be considered. Collisions can be regarded as
discrete events, hence
a
co
4J
4!
4!
. .  .0  
p
Fig. VI-23 Influence of Operating, Collision, and Plasma
 c, 
si  o l o egarded s
i e t ,
mean electron velocity [I-31
c mean free path of electron
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V = Uollision Free
W = 27f , rad/sec
p
- r-114-4-- V-
The electron velocity is a nonlinear function of electron tempera-
ture and mass. The electron mean free path is given by
N -
A = + m;e X[VI-32]
j=l
where
X = electron mean free path.
The electron velocity is given by
v =2kT/m [VI-33]
e e
The collision frequency of electrons for momentum tratbwkiith
other species of plasma is given by
v m
e e
e Jic Ae jj 2 [i nQ 1+ F VI-34]
where
v = electron velocity, m/sec
n = species number density, m- 3, with which electron6'-dolide
J
Q. = electron collision cross-section for momentum tPansfer with
the j-th species, m2
T = electron temperature, °K
me = electron rest mass, kg
m. = species mass, kg
J
N = number of species
k = Boltzmann's constant, 1.38 x 10
-
23 J/°K.
The method of calculating collision frequency is further described
in Chapter X.
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In conclusion, it would be well to review the conditions that
describe the hypersonic plasma considered. At the altitude chosen,
the probe has a strong shock and is traveling at a high Mach num-
ber (M = 70). There is a highly ionized plasma, but the collision
rate is at least three orders of magnitude lower than local plasma
frequencies. No static magnetic field is present, and the plasma
is also considered to be isotropic within the wake model. The
total plasma is neutral, and therefore contains no net charge
over macroscopic volumes. Electron density and collision frequen-
cy profiles in the wake are axisymmetric and are represented by
a cylindrically stratified plasma. The probe antenna was consid-
ered to be on the probe roll axis for purposes of slab calculations.
In the near-wake recirculation region, gas pressure is very low,
and electron density and collision rate are quite low. The far
wake begins 2.8 body diameters aft of the probe baseplate where
a strong recompression shock produces a sharp increase in electron
density and collision rate that has a maximum value on the roll
axis and decreases in both radial and axial directions. (See
Fig. VI-24.)
b. Microwave Propagation Analysis - A computer program determined
transmission and reflection coefficients of inhomogeneous planar'
plasma slabs with arbitrary electron density and collision frequen-
cy profiles normal to the slabs. Propagation is analyzed by re-
presenting the wake plasma as several adjacent homogeneous slabs
that approximate the time variation in plasma characteristics.
Simple ray theory (small wavelength) is used and propagation is
by plane electromagnetic waves normally incident upon a plasma
whose gradient (dielectric constant) is parallel to the direction
of propagation. The mathematical model represents actual plasma
by a number of parallel contiguous slabs whose electrical proper-
ties are homogeneous and isotropic in each slab.
Profiles of electron density (plasma frequency) and collision
frequency through the near and far wake are used to determine
dielectric characteristics of the plasma. A typical slab approx-
imation is shown in Fig. VI-25. The electrical properties of the
wakes shown in the figure are for the roll axis of the probe and
represent the worst-case values for the axial-viewing probe antenna.
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Assume an electromagnetic wave normally incident upon a layered
dielectric. Part of the energy is transmitted into the first
slab and a portion may be reflected. The transmitted energy is
partially absorbed and the remainder is incident upon the second
interface. A portion of this energy is now transmitted into the
second slab and part is reflected back into the first slab, etc.
Thus, each elemental wave in the slabs gives rise to two new
waves, one that is transmitted into the next slab and one that is
reflected back. The wave in each slab then consists of a forward-
traveling and backward-traveling wave. A computer program is used
to make the necessary calculations and determine attenuation
through the slabs at a particular operating frequency for a given
electron density and collision frequency.
a. Hypersonic-Wake Plasma Blackout CalZculation - Values of elec-
tron-density and collision frequency based on the nonequilibrium
wake analysis were used in the slab attenuation computer program
to determine the extent of plasma attenuation. A description of
the probe model, wake conditions, and simplifications concerning
the slab analysis have been discussed previously. Electrical
parameters of the wake model were determined for only one altitude
(60 km below the turbopause) because an extensive set of computer
programs is required to develop the wake properties. Most of the
aerophysics study was concentrated in developing the computer
programs (See Chapter X.) required to investigate and calculate
plasma properties of the wake.
Nominal calculated values of electron density and collision fre-
quency were used in the slab attenuation for the near and far
wake at an altitude of 60 km below the turbopause. The values
are shown in Table VI-5. Using the nominal values, resulting RF
attenuation at 20 GHz was 0.002 dB and 0.01 dB at 10 GHz. The
nonequilibrium wake analysis was very complex, with several as-
sumptions required to complete the calculations. One of the major
areas of uncertainty is in the constituent reaction rate assump-
tions, as discussed in Chapter X. Because of these uncertainties,
there is a half-order magnitude of uncertainty in the plasma pa-
rameters calculated from the study. An upper-limit case was next
considered to account for this uncertainty with the plasma pro-
perties listed in Table VI-5 for Case B. The results are shown
in Fig. VI-26 and show 0.12 dB loss at 20 GHz through the wake.
The nominal value (Case A) is not shown in the figure because it
was less than 0.1 dB for the lowest frequency shown. Case B in-
dicates a plasma loss of 0.6 dB at 10 GHz. Case B also shows
that the probe wake plasma will attenuate RF signals less than
3 dB in the range of interest (10 to 20 GHz) at 60 km below the
turbopause, using the upper-limit plasma parameters.
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Table VI-5 Probe Wake Plasma Parameters
Case
Parameter Unit A B C D
Wake Condition
Near wake, n ,
(Slab 1) e
Near wake, v ,
(Slab 1) c
Near-wake
thickness
(Slab 1)
First far wake
max, ne, (Slab
2 left edge)
First far wake
max, v , (Slab
2 left edge)
First far wake
avg, ne, (Slab
2 center)
First far wake
avg, vc , (Slab
2 center)
First far wake
avg, fp, (Slab
2 center)
First far
wake, d, slab
thickness
(Slab 2)
cm-3
sec
- 1
m
cm-3m
sec
- 1
cm-3
sec-1
GHz
m
Nominal
106
2.5 x 103
2.14
1011
107
6 x 1010
6 x 106
2.3
1.68
Upper Limit
107
1 0 4
2.14
5.5 x 1011
5.5 x 107
4 x 1011
4 x 107
5.8
1.68
5 x l07
5 x 104
2.14
1012
108
7 x 1011
7 x 104
7.7
1.68
Iterations -
6 x 107 18 x 107
6 x 104
2.14
2 x 1012
2 x 108
1.5 x 1012
1.5 x 108
11.0
1.68
8 x 104
2.14
3 x 1012
3 x 108
2 x 1012
2 x 108
13.0
1.68
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The next question to answer was: "What is the lowest frequency
that will be attenuated 3 dB at approximately -60 km?" To extend
the plasma parameters to higher values, Cases C through E were
investigated to determine the cutoff frequencies. These cases
represent deeper penetration into the atmosphere. Maximum values
of n and v in the first far-wake slab that result in 3-dB at-
e c
tenuation were determined from the three cases shown in Fig. VI-26
and plotted in Fig. VI-27. As discussed previously, the nonequi-
librium flow analysis was performed only at one altitude; namely,
-60 km. The plasma parameters are shown in Fig. VI-28 with a
band of uncertainties due to variations in basic assumptions made,
as mentioned previously. The slope of the curves was estimated
for nonequilibrium conditions for other altitudes. This figure
relates the maximum value of plasma parameters in the far wake
to Jovian altitude. Figures VI-27 and VI-28 were used to develop
Fig. VI-29, which relates the 3-dB blackout altitude to RF fre-
quency. This figure is based on the upper-limit case of the
nonequilibrium flow analysis shown in Fig. VI-28. Figure VI-29
shows that 20 GHz will black out at -72 km and is lower than the
design goal of -60 km. From this curve, the decision was made
to move the operating frequency from 20 GHz to 10 GHz. As seen,
the probe will still penetrate to approximately -65 km before
RF blackout (>3 dB attenuation) occurs at 10 GHz (X-band). There
is still a fair amount of conservatism involved because the upper-
limit flow analysis was used, and 8 GHz is the actual frequency
for blackout at -60 km.
B. DATA HANDLING
1. Requirements and Assumptions
a. Prelaunch Checkout - It is assumed that the probe payload
and supporting equipment will be checked out by the spacecraft
checkout system, thereby avoiding AGE connections to the probe
in the launch configuration.
b. Preseparation Checkout, Calibration, and Prograwming - Before
separation, the operational readiness of the probe will be deter-
mined by the spacecraft data system. Presumably, the spacecraft
will interrogate the probe through a stored program that will
also compile a report for the DSN. From the spacecraft data re-
turn, the DSN will determine the operational readiness of the
probe, calibration status of the science instruments, and drift
function of the spacecraft clock.
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From analysis of these data and determination of the spacecraft
ephemeris, the DSN will generate any required changes to the
prestored probe mission program sequences, compute any vernier
functions needed by the instruments, and compile parameter changes
needed to optimize the separation and postseparation maneuvers.
These new probe program entries will be tagged and communicated
to the spacecraft which, in turn, will compile them for loading
and verification. The spacecraft will then notify the DSN that
the program changes have been properly loaded into the probe
program storage and verified. (It is noted that the above des-
cription assumes an alterable probe program storage. In view of
the inflexibility and relatively high recurring costs associated
with a predetermined, hard-wired program, this would seem to be
a prudent assumption.)
c. Probe Control - Control functions required aboard the probe
are event sequencing attitude control, and instrument control.
Pending further study, it may also be necessary to employ some
form of adaptive instrument control and/or adaptive data process-
ing (data compression) to optimize information return frum the
probe.
The requirements and assumptions of a, b, and c above suggest the
spacecraft/probe interface configuration shown in Fig. VI-30.
d. Data Processing on Probe - As mentioned in c above, data
compression is a possibility. In addition, there are the normal
data-processing functions of signal conversion, data formating,
and output coding fot the communications link.
e. Data Processing on Spacecraft - Probe data are either stored
aboard the spacecraft for subsequent transmission or relayed from
the spacecraft to the DSN in real time, depending on the communi-
cations-link capability. Storage is required if the Eartbh link
cannot support real-time transmission of the probe data or simul-
taneous transmission of both probe and spacecraft data, depending
on mission configuration. It is likely that real-time data trans-
mission can occur for Jupiter and possibly Saturn, depending on
which spacecraft is employed, but that tape storage is needed for
Uranus and Neptune because of the reduced link capability.
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f. Data Processing on Earth - Data processing on Earth will prob-
ably consist of nonreal-time computer processing of tape-recorded
signals with the following possible signal transfer options:
1) Demodulate and decode in the spacecraft and recode for Earth
link;
2) Demodulate only in the spacecraft, sample, and recode for
Earth link;
3) Sample unmodulated signal in the spacecraft and recode for
Earth link.
2. Probe Hardware Tradeoffs
a. Instrument versus Centralized Signal and Data Processing - The
question is how independent the instruments should be with respect
to control and signal-processing functions. At one extreme is
the case in which the instrument receives a start pulse and out-
puts formated digital data periodically. This requires that the
instrument contain timing, sequencing, and signal- and digital
data-processing functions. At another extreme is the case in
which the instrument contains only the special circuitry associ-
ated with intimate control of physical parameters and amplifica-
tion of low-level output signals. The advantages of the latter,
of course, are lower instrument weight, power, and cost, and
greater system flexibility. Weight and power are reduced in pro-
portion to the amount of circuitry because the probe data-process-
ing unit must contain signal-processing and conversion equipment
for housekeeping data, regardless of how the instruments are con-
figured. Cost is reduced by eliminating separate development of
this common-function equipment for each instrument. The system
flexibility aspect can be a very important item, especially in
view of the desirability of adapting the instrument/data system
to a variety of missions.
An example of how the centralized system might be configured is
given later, in Subsection 3.
b., Special versus Computer Processor - The question is whether
to design a special-purpose processor to provide probe control
and signal- and data-processing functions or whether to implement
these functions by a combination of computer and interface elec-
tronics.
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Estimates were made for the two approaches. Figure VI-31 is a
block diagram of a control and data processor unit (CDPU). This
unit supplies all control and processing functions not in the
instrument and attitude-control hardware. A computerized version
of the same functional hardware is shown in Fig. VI-32, the adap-
tive control and data processing group (ACDPG). The ACDPG consists
of the computer and a processor interface unit (PIU) that includes
all functional blocks in Fig. VI-32 except the computer. The se-
lected computer is a nonredundant version of the advanced onboard
processor (AOP) being considered by Martin Marietta for the space-
craft. It employs a plated-wire memory and bipolar (non-MOS) LSI
circuits. A comparison of the weight, size, and power of the two
versions is given below.
ACDPG ACDPG
CDPU Computer ACDPG EDP Total A over CDPU
Weight, kg (lb) 2.3 (5.0) 6.4 (14.0) 1.3 (2.8) 7.7 (16.8) 5.4 (11.8)
Size, cm3 (in. 3) 2510 (153) 4500 (275) 1470 (90) 5980 (365) 3470 (212)
Power, W 11.5 14.0 1.4 15.4 3.9
The increase of 5.4 kg (11.8 lb) and 3.9 W of the computerized
version over the CDPU version would be traded off against the
savings in weight, power, and development costs that could be
realized in the science instruments and attitude-control system
by use of a system like the ACDPG. Also, the AOP computer is
designed for use in a redundant configuration. Although the
hardware estimate used here represents a single-thread arrangement
of AOP modules, some of the electronics in these modules are de-
dicated to redundancy combining functions. Hence, it could be
expected that the actual weight and power could be reduced by 10
to 30% from that given for the computer.
3. Output Data Formating
Figure VI-33 shows the mission data profile and event timeline
relationship. It is recognized that the most valuable data are
obtained from the neutral mass spectromater (NMS) immediately be-
fore entry. In devising an output data format, then, it is impor-
tant to minimize the time delay between acquisition of NMS data
samples and outputting these samples on the probe-to-spacecraft
data link. An example of an output data format that favors min-
imization of delay for both NMS and NRPA data is shown Fig. VI-34.
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The data Mode 1 format is for data transmission over approximately
the first 25 min of data timeline. During this period, the ETP,
IRPA and optical spectrometer and/or photometers are acquiring
data. The data Mode 2 format is for data transmission when NMS
and NRPA data are also being acquired. Sampling intervals are
compatible with science requirements.
4. Space Hardware Tradeoffs
As noted in Subsection 1, probe data may be relayed in real time
from the spacecraft to the DSN or stored on the spacecraft for
delayed transmission, depending on probe mission and spacecraft
design. Also, as noted in Subsection f, there are three data-
transfer options, not considering the spacecraft storage option.
1) Decoding on the spacecraft;
2) Demodulating but not decoding;
3) Transfer of the original undemodulated signal.
Option 1 has only on advantage, which is far outweighed by the
disadvantages. It is assumed that convolutional encoding will
be performed at the probe on the output data stream and a Viterbi
decoding algorithm used to decode received data. By decoding
on the spacecraft, the smallest amount of storage would be re-
quired, compared to the other two options. This advantage disap-
pears, of course, if storage on the spacecraft is not required.
The main disadvantage is that only one real-time decoding pass can
be made at the data. This would also very likely require addi-
tional power to guarantee adequate data demodulation for real-time
decoding. The second option avoids single-pass decoding disadvan-
tage, but at the expense of considerably more data generated at
the receiver output. It would also require somewhat more power,
perhaps 1 dB, than Option 3 because Option 2 is essentially a
one-time demodulation pass (in real time).
Option 3 has the advantage that it can be demodulated repeatedly,
using computer programs operating on its tape record. Following
this, it can be decoded repeatedly by computer programs. Both
operations can be done with continually improved accuracy (to
some limit).
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To summarize, assuming the following parameters;
1) 1376 original information bps;
2) Rate 3 convolutional encoding, (V = 3);
3) PSK/PM modulation, 5-kHz subcarrier (giving an 8.26-kHz trans-
mitted subcarrier bandwidth);
4) 4-bit encoding of signals at the receiver (constraint length,
K = 4).
Receiver data output rates for the three options are:
1) Decoding with 4-bit soft decision quantization - 5504 bps;
2) Demodulation only - 41.3 kbps;
3) Predemodulation - 92 kbps.
For a 61-min data transmission time, bit totals are respectively:
1) 2 x 107
2) 1.51 x 108
3) 3.37 x 108.
Hence, if storage is required, a tape recorder must be used,,re-
gardless of which option is selected. This is because a plated-
wire memory for storage of 20,000 k bits would very likely exceed
100 pounds. The amount of tape required for any of these options
is relatively small considering that storage capacities of well
over 1010 bits for an air transport and 107 bits for a fluid-
filled transport are about right for a 40-lb recorder.
5. Recommendation for Future Study
a. Instrument/Processor Interfaces - The most pressing need is
to establish interfaces that give the optimum system. More study
is needed with respect to instrument functions versus central-
processor functions.
b. Attitude Control - An estimate of attitude-control electronics
hardware is necessary to assess the weight and power savings that
could be obtained by using a computer like the AOP.
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c. Adaptive Control and Data Processing - Some estimates need to
be made of potential performance gain (science information return)
that could be achieved from likely forms of adaptive instrument
control and adaptive data processing.
d. Spacecraft/Probe Interfaces - Based.on projected TOPS, Pioneer,
and DSN capabilities, design estimates are needed for implementa-
tion of preseparation checkout, calibration, and programming func-
tions (Subsection lb) to assess the effects on probe data-system
design.
C. ELECTRICAL POWER AND PYROTECHNIC SUBSYSTEMS
1. Power Subsystem
Power requirements for the probe components are listed in Table
VI-6. The power-system design approach for each probe is essen-
tially the same, although it should be noted that probemissions
that do not require an attitude-control maneuver do not have a
postseparation power system.
Table VI-6 Probe-Component Power Requirements
Data management 11.5 W RF subsystem 83.2 W
Pyrotechnics 0.5 W ACS electronics 1.5 W
Instrument engineering 1.0 W Sun sensor 2.0 W
Vehicle engineering 1.0 W Jupitor sensor 1.0 W
Accutron timer b Langmuir probe 3.0 W
Nutation damper c IRPA 3.0 W
Mass spectrometer 15.0 W NRPA 5.0 W
Photometer/spectrometer 5.0 W
Does not include power from self-contained Ag-Zn battery
for first preentry event (remotely activated battery event).
bNo power required.
CSelf contained Ag-Zn battery.
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a. Postseparation Power Subsystem - This subsystem provides power
for the attitude-control, data-handling, and pyrotechnic subsystem
for the approximate 12-hr postseparation period allowed for the
probe attitude-control maneuver. The power subsystem consists of
a power source, conversion and regulating equipment. It is ac-
tivated by the spacecraft before separation. The subsystem will
also be activated by spacecraft power during preseparation check-
out.
b. Entry Power Subsystem - This subsystem will provide power to
the data-handling, communication, science, and pyrotechnic sub-
systems. The distribution system will consist of relays and power-
isolation filters to deliver unregulated battery power to the
various components. Power conditioning and regulation will be
implemented in the individual components as required. This ap-
proach is used for the entry configuration to minimize the pos-
sibility of common-mode failures and to permit use of lower-power
transistors that tend to be less radiation sensitive. Silicon-
controlled rectifiers (SCR) are avoided in favor of relays for
similar reasons. A functional block diagram of the power and
electrical subsystems is shown in Fig. VI-35.
c. Power Source - There are three fundamentally different power
source requirements--probe bus power source, Accutron timer power
source, and preentry pyrotechnics power source. The timer and
preentry pyrotechnic power sources have requirements for long life
and very low capacity. The probe bus power source is required to
meet much higher power requirements but has an active life of
less than 12.5 hr. Selection of battery type to supply bus power
is discussed below.
d. Probe Bus Power Source - Although consideration has been given
to various power sources such as RTGs, solar cells, and gas gen-
erators, for the probe, the choice rapidly narrows to some type
of battery. An evaluation of various types has been made and is
based on the following mission/test profiles.
1) Ni-Cd Secondary - Discharged
a) Fly discharged 526 days at 50 to 80°F
b) Condition battery at C/10 or greater
c) Hold open circuit at less than 70°F for 20 days
d) Discharge between 40 and 110°F for 2 hours or less.
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2) Ni-Cd Secondary - Charged
a) Float charge for 526 days at C/100 or greater (loss of
expected at temperatures less than 68°F)
b) Hold charged on open circuit at less than 70°F for 20
days
c) Discharge between 40 and 100°F for 2 hr or less.
3) Ag-Zn Remotely Activated - Conventional Design
a) Assume two batteries, postseparation battery (3-hr life)
and entry battery (40-min life); tubular-reservoir stand-
ard gas generator activator; common manifold fill
b) Standard design capable of satisfying requirements for
up to 24-hr activated life.
4) Ag-Zn Remotely Activated - Pile Construction
a) Assumptions as above, but with diaphragm activator
mechanism
b) Design capable of satisfying requirement for 5-hr acti-
vated life; some development needed if activated life
is to be extended.
5) Ag-Zn Secondary
In all probability, the only other design that would meet
the requirement would need irradiated and linked separator
material. General Electric Test Report 67SD337 offers the
best data to date. The test for Venus Planetary Explorer
(by Martin Marietta) will be performed on similar cells.
6) Ag-Zn Secondary - Float Charge
a) High decay rate, expect a loss of approximately 3% per
month (approximately 54% total)
b) During a 30-day charge stand, expect a 5% loss.
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7) Ag-Zn Secondary - Open-Circuit Stand
a) Assumed charged at launch and left open circuit at 50°F
for 526 days
b) Battery would lose all capacity and need recharge
c) Expect a permanent loss of 26% on recharge
d) Expect 5% loss during 30-day charged stand.
8) Ag-Zn Discharge Stand
a) Expect a loss of 17% on recharge
b) Expect a 5% loss after 30-day.,charge stand.
e. Evaluation - Based on the above decay and degradation rates,
tests, and Ref VI-8 and VI-9, the curves in Fig. VI-36 were gen-
erated. ~It should be noted that all Ag-Zn secondary batteries
would need separator development for this application. The pile
construction battery would need known minor modifications and
packaging for life beyond approximately 5 hr. The Ni-Cd batteries
have the highest reliability but are excessively heavy. Based on
these considerations and the need for critical recharge and con-
ditioning control for secondary batteries, the remotely activated
Ag-Zn battery was selected for this application. Consideration
of standard versus pile construction indicated approximately 50%
weight could be saved with the latter. The state of the art in-
dicates that all development necessary forthis application should
be completed and available for the pile construction battery by
1975. Based on the above, a pile-construction battery has been
recommended for this application and the weights indicated in Fig.
VI-36 have been used in the current estimates.
f. Long-Life Remotely Activated Batteries - An alternative ap-
proach would use standard remotely activated batteries with some
modifications for longer life. This would eliminate a significant
problem of energizing pyrotechnics after postseparation coast.
The degradation and life characteristics are, in general, appli-
cable to all primary Ag-Zn designs. The fill manifold is a dev-
elopment for standard construction.
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150 W Peak Power
530-day Cruise
30-day Actual Performance Secondaries
6-hr Wet Stand Primaries
80 120
Energy at Separation, W-h
Fig. VI-36 Power-Source Tradeoff
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1) General Description
Current designs of remotely activated batteries for space applica-
tion generally employ an electrolyte reservoir separated from the
dry cells by a frangible diaphragm. Activation is accomplished
by initiating a trigger mechanism or explosive squib that intro-
duces pressurized gas to the electrolyte compartment, thus forcing
the electrolyte into the battery cell compartment. Present de-
sign efforts focus on ensuring that sufficient electrolyte is
forced into the cells and effective venting of residual electrolyte
and pressurant.
Typically, separator materials used in standard designs are not
semipermeable membranes that permit long activated life, but
hydrophylic nonwoven materials capable of fast activation. Acti-
vated stand life exceeding 24 hr should not be expected.
2) Dry Stand Loss
Dry storage loss is a function of humidity control, temperature,
plate processing, and particularly, cell materials and fabricating
techniques. Most battery manufacturers are aware of these prob-
lems and have solved them. Typical data on the Poseidon Missile
Program indicates no loss of capacity during a 91-month storage.
Losses usually result from loss of peroxide on the positive, which
is accelerated at high temperature. Figure VI-37 shows the effect
of temperature and that capacity at any temperature will decay to
a minimum of 50% of rated, depending on storage time.
3) Activated Stand Life
There are two major problems in extending activated stand life of
remotely activated batteries.
Electrolyte Paths - Standard designs use a manifold across the
cells that permits simultaneous activation of all cells. After
activation, the manifold may remain flooded and, at best, high-
resistance electrolyte paths exist between cells. Resulting po-
tentials between cells are high enough to permit Zn precipitation
along the electrolyte paths, resulting in massive shorts and sub-
sequent discharge of the battery.
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Separator Material - Absorbent separators in remotely activated
batteries serve two major purposes: activation times of less
than 2 sec, and a higher current density (i.e., voltage current
characteristics). The major disadvantage is that it is not a
semipermeable membrane and oxidation occurs at a high rate, re-
sulting in self-discharge.
.4) Weight Shift Due to Activation
Upon activation, electrolyte transfers from the reservoir to the
cells. The quantity of electrolyte varies with capacity and sep-
arator material. As a rule of thumb, 4.2 ml/A-h/cell or 5.9 gm/
A-h/cell can be used (e.g., 20 A-h 20-cell battery - 2,360 gm KOH.
The weight shift depends on the battery design. With a tubular
reservoir wrapped around the cell pack as described in the Eagle
Picher data (Ref VI-10), electrolyte would transfer from the
periphery to the center of the black box. In the case of a higher-
energy-density design, as shown in Fig. VI-38, transfer approxi-
mates a shift from the top half of the black box to the bottom
half.
5) D&sign Concepts for Long Wet Stand
A 7-day wet stand life has been achieved with the design shown in
Fig. VI-39 and VI-40. 
Figure VI-39 shows a high-energy-density design in which the cell
case is a half shell. High-energy density is achieved by elimina-
tion of the double cell wall resulting from normal cell construc-
tion. The center wall also can be as thin as 0.0254 cm (0.01 in.).
The half shells are assembled so that the flexible member is di-
rectly below the open section. Design tolerances provide a crude
seal at this point. When the battery is activated through the
manifold, activation pressures deflect the flexible member, permit-
ting electroylte to enter the cell. At equilibrium conditions,
a pressure balance occurs across the flexible member and the joint
closes causing very high resistance paths between cells, which
minimizes electrolyte shorts.
To eliminate cell degradation caused by separator breakdown, a
semipermeable membrane would be included in the cell pack. Acti-
vation times would increase to 20 sec and wet stand life to 7
days.
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Strainer Ptevents Combustion
Products from Damaging Diaphragm
Burst Diaphragm 
.1
Electrolyte
Storage Area
I
Flexible Diaphragm in
Stored Condition Protected
from Electrolyte
-Electrically Initiated
Gas Generator
' j
in Motion
-Strainer Prevents
Flexible Diaphragm
from Bursting
Manifold
Electrolyte Flow
into Manifold
Gas generated by initiator increases internal pressure of mechanism
until burst diaphragms open. Electrolyte flows into manifold under
pressure of distending flexible diaphragm.
Fig. VI-38 High-Energy-Density Activation Mechanism for Ag-Zn Batteries
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Figure VI-40 shows a more conservative design that increases
energy density, but eliminates intercell shorting. Electrolyte
enters Tube A and enters the first cell at the level of Tube B.
It travels up Tube B across to the next cell and down Tube A of
the second cell. This process is repeated until the last cell is
filled. Excess electrolyte continues to move into a final com-
partment where it is centrifuged into an absorbent material. The
activation mechanism is designed so activating gases follow through
with the electrolyte and purge the tubes and intercell paths of
electrolyte. This design, like the other, will operate in any
attitude. As before, separator material would be changed to a
semipermeable membrane.
Both designs were developed for the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
England, for a 7-day activated mission. It is expected that the
design in Fig. VI-40 could exceed this requirement, but a 30-day
stand would be a marginal concept. Conceptually, a revised design
would be capable of providing a 30-day wet stand with a high de-
gree of confidence.
6) watt-Hour Design Margins
If it is assumed that electrolyte leakage paths can be eliminated
and the whole design concept is based on this assumption, the fol-
lowing margins can be applied when sizing the battery.
With up-to-date design methods, a 40-W-h/lb battery can be manu-
factured.
Start with 40 W-h/lb.
Apply degradation rates:
a) Dry stand loss 3% per year below 90°F; it would be un-
desirable to fly the battery at a higher temperature;
b) Activated stand loss 0.5% per day;
c) If sterilization is required, loss is 25%, with nor
further loss due to dry-charged stand.
Items a) and b) can be supported by characteristics of primary
Ag-Zn batteries like those used on Titan III and Biosatellite, and
torpedo batteries. Item c) causes loss of perioxide, which in a
normal design would be 50%. Hofever, because this loss is known,
the Zn plate capacity would be reduced accordingly, and the weight
gained would be transferred to the positive plate.
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7) Temperature Performance Activated
Normal operating temperatures should be 30 to 80°F. However, if
load requirements are known, the battery could be designed to
perform at lower temperatures, around 10°F. The high-temperature
restraint is not required on discharge, but has a degrading factor
on the stand.
2. Pyrotechnic Subsystem
The pyrotechnic subsystem is similar to designs already applied
to several space vehicles like Mariner and Viking. Specific
constraints and devices considered for this design were principally
derived from Viking, which has severe restrictions on weight and
a radiation environment. The pyrotechnic subsystem consists of
power-conditioning equipment, relay switching control, control
logic, and capacitor banks for high-pulse discharge.
The pyrotechnic control system derives power and initiating signal
from several sources.
1) Separation events - Initial charging of the capacitor banks
and initiation signal are provided by the spacecraft. After
the postseparation battery has been activated, power is then
derived from the probe postseparation battery.
2) Postseparation events - Power is derived from the probe post-
separation battery and initiation signals from the probe data-
management system.
3) Preentry battery event - Power is derived from a 40-V Hg-Zn
battery. This is the only function for this battery, which
must maintain the capacitors on charge for about 20 min. The
initiation signal is derived from the electromechanical (Ac-
cutron) timer.
4) Preentry events - Power is derived from the probe preentry
battery. Initiation signals are provided by the data manage-
ment system.
a. Power - Except for the entry battery pyro event, all power
conditioning required in the pyrotechnic control subsystem is
generated by an internal power supply. Outputs are not regulated
and have a tolerance of ±10%. The outputs consist of two 40-V
windings completely isolated from each other and from all other
windings. Voltages, which are provided for internal use, are:
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Capacitor charging
Relay switching +28
Logic circuitry +5
Digital interface circuitry ±5
The supply has an output capability of approximately 50 W and a
standby power dissipation of 450 mW. Because the supply is es-
sentially in the standby condition at all times, except for ap-
proximately 5 sec after each event, the assumed average power
requirement is 0.5 W.
b. Relay Assembly - Magnetic latching relays are used for pyro
firing functions as. well as for safing and arming. This is a
deviation from the Viking approach, which uses SCRs for firing.
The modification results from Lhe suceptibility of SCRs to the
high-radiation environment near Jupiter. The relay selected for
this purpose and for estimated weight and size is Potter-Bromfield
Type HL 4125 (MIL-R-5757). The relays weigh 0.029 kg (0.063 lb)
with a volume of 11.12 cm3 (0.68 in.3). The present configuration
assumes one relay for each side of the redundant squib and one
for safing and arming in the common lead. This approach requires
three relays for each event.
Considerations to be evaluated for this design are the effect of
contact bounce on the operation of the squib, possible fusing of
contacts (which would leave the capacitor banks connected to the
squib circuit), and testing problems. The contact fusing problem
could be eliminated by adding another relay for each event and
performing safing and arming directly in series with the contacts
of the initiator relay. An alternative configuration could use
the common-lead relay for firing. However, this would accentuate
the effects of contact bounce on the performance reliability.
Testing may be a severe problem because the first operation is
likely to cause significant damage to relay contacts. A simu-
lated test that measures contact bounce and contact resistance
may be sufficient. The effect on the squibs cannot be predicted
at this time. The manufacturer is reluctant to reduce the speci-
fication on contact bounce below 2 msec. Firing time of the squib
is approximately 0.4 msec and further study will be required to
evaluate this problem. Present Viking design calls for operation
of the relay with 8 to 18 V applied across the coil. A 1600-D
coil design ensures sufficient power to operate the relay from
the low-energy Hg-Zn battery, which initiates the preentry phase
of the mission.
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c. Capacitor Banks - Each capacitor bank contains six 82 pF ca-
pacitors rated at 50 V. These wet-slug tantalum capacitors are
required to deliver 150 mJ in 5 msec into a 1-2 circuit. Each
capacitor bank is required to fire six initiators, one at a time.
No two initiators can be fired by a capacitor bank within a 12-sec
period. The design is planned to permit charging all capacitor
banks from either side of the power supply through charging resis-
tors. Failure of one or several banks will not produce a serious
load on the power supply. One possible exception to the resistive
cross connection may be the capacitor banks that fire the entry
battery pyrotechnics because these are energized by a low-capacity
long-life Hg-Zn battery.
The design and application of the pyrotechnic subsystem does not
depart significantly from state-of-the-art designs, and in partic-
ular, the Viking design. One aspect that must be given further
consideration, because of the nature of the probe mission profile,
is the conditioning of the pyrotechnic capacitor banks. Because
the various probe designs will have been electrically quiescent
for approximately 18 months before separation, the capacitor banks
will need to be reconditioned for approximately 1 hr. A more
critical requirement will occur after the quiescent coast period.
This represents a significant problem because of the lack of
available power. The design approach is to provide a 40-V Hg-Zn
battery that will provide charging current and maintain charge
for approximately 20 min on two capacitor banks. These capacitor
banks will then provide the energy to fire the entry pyrotechnic.
The actuator that initiates the capacity charging and provides
the firing control will be mechanically closed by contacts in
the electromechanical (Accutron) timer. A 40-V battery will be
used to avoid the need for power conditioning. The only function
of this battery is to provide charge current to the capacitor
banks, leakage current during the conditioning period, and power
to operate the relay initiator logic.
d. Interface - Except for the entry battery pyrotechnic event,
all pyrotechnic event control will be provided through the data
management subsystem. The control signal will be in the form of
parallel digital address, enable, fire, and safe commands. The
pyrotechnic subsystem will be enabled by applying power through
a power control relay in the power distribution control.
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VII. PROBE MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEMS
The mechanical subsystems include structures, mechanical, thermal
control, and propulsion.
The primary structural elements are the beryllium nose cap, cylin-
drical skirt assembly, and rocket motor mount. Mechanical sys-
tems used on the probe are the probe-to-spacecraft structural
separation and removable lens cover for the photometer experi-
ment.
In the interests of simplicity and reliability, probe thermal
control is passive, using multilayer insulation, finishes, and
radioisotope heaters. Thermal control of the probe while on the
S/C will be discussed in Chapter IX, and the probe alone will be
discussed here. A trade study to determine whether the multi-
layer insulation blanket should be outside or within the struc-
ture was done, and thermal inertia was traded against isotope
heaters as a means of maintaining temperature during coast.
Selection of the propulsion subsystems was based on both cost and
weight considerations. A parametric study was conducted that re-
lated total system weight to total impulse for cold-gas (N2), hy-
drazine catalyst, and solid propulsion subsystems. This study pro-
vided the basic data necessary to select the deflection propul-
sion subsystem. A cold-gas propulsion system was selected for
the other propulsion requirements--spin, despin, and precession.
A. STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL
1. Heat Sink
The primary functional requirement is to protect the probe and its
systems from degradation caused by entry heating from turbopause
to end of mission. Other requirements are to enclose the elec-
trical and science equipment, support the insulation blanket,
survive launch loads, support the RPAs and Langmuir probes.
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To meet the primary requirement, the heat shield must withstand
both high heating rates and a large amount of heat. Because of
these demands, and the need to minimize weight, beryllium was
selected. It is uniquely high in specific heat (1.67 J/kg °K at
room temperature, 2.93 J/kg °K at 920°K), low in density, and high
in strength-to-density ratio. All these characteristics are de-
sirable to meet design requirements. Ablator-protected structures
were not considered because of the contamination of mass spectrom-
eter samples and optical instrument window. The heat sink con-
sists of a hemispherical nose cap and cylindrical skirt. Thermal
response of the heat sink to entry heating was computed for entry
angles of -15, -25, and -35 ° . Stagnation, 30° off stagnation,
90° off stagnation, and the leading edge of the cylindrical skirt
were analyzed.
Selection of heat-sink thickness for each altitude is based on
thermal deformation criteria, front face melting, and strength
considerations.
a. Thermal Analysis - Figure VII-1 shows the geometry of the
heat sink. The nose cap is 76.2 cm (30.00 in.) OD and the skirt
length is 23 cm (9.00 in.). The nose cap is constant thickness
from Point A to Point B, then tapers linearly to Point C. Point
D, the leading edge of the cylindrical skirt, is the same thick-
ness as Point C and is constant thickness.
A
38.1 cm Radius B
Nose Cap \
F VI- elimea-i eC
Skirt G e ometry
Fig. VII-1 BeryZlium Heat-Sink Geometry
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The stagnation heat load versus altitude is developed in Chapter
X, and heating distribution for a 0.765-m-dia (30-in.-dia) hemi-
sphere is given in Fig. VII-2 and VII-3. Heating is primarily
convective over the range of altitudes considered in this study.
-15·
L1
Note: 0.89 - 0.11 H/He Atmosphere
Velocity - 50.625 km/sec
.0 _a = Energy Accommodation
coefficient = 0.10
BE = Ballistic Coefficient 
9= 153 f (0.965 ) T 25°
7
6
-350
5
3
2
1 k an'
20 0 -20 -40 -60 -80
Altitude, km
-100 -120
Fig. VII-2 Stagnation-Point Total Heat Load,
Configuration
Hemisphere
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Fig. VII-3 Continuum Flow Analysis, Off-Stagnation Point Heating
The thermal response of Points A through D is computed using a
generalized heat-transfer program, Martin Marietta Integrated
Thermal Analysis System (MITAS). A one-dimensional analysis de-
terms the temperature distribution through the thickness of the
heat sink, using a 10-element model with resistance and capaci-
tance, radiation of the external element, and adiabatic backface.
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A matrix of heat-sink thickness versus entry angle for Points A
through D used in the study is shown in Table VII-1. The results
of this analysis is shown in Fig. VII-4 through VII-9. Figure
VII-4 presents the thermal response of the heat sink at -15° entry
angle at Points A and B for front face and back face, and mid-
thickness of Point A for both -60 km and -70 km as a function of
heat-sink thickness. Figure VII-5 presents similar data for -80
km and also provides frontface and backface temperatures of
Points C and D (skirt) for -60 km and -70 km. Figures VII-6 and
VII-7 present similar information for -25
'
o entry angles, and Fig.
VII-8 and VII-9 for -35° entry angles.
Tabl e VII-1 Matrix of Thicknesses and Entry Angles Used in
Parcne tri c Study
Thickness Entry Angle
Point cm in. Material 350 25 ° 15°
A 1.27 0.50 Be X
1.0 0.40 X X
0.76 0.30 X X X
and 0.63 0.25 X X X
0.51 0.20 X X X
0.38 0.15
B 0.20 0.08
C 0.23 0.090 Be X X X
0.20 0.080 X X X
and 0.17 0.070 X X X
0.15 0.060 X X X
D 1.27 0.050 X X X
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Fig. VII-9 Thermal Response of Heat Sink and Skirt at -35° Entry Angle
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b. Evaluation of Thermal Effects on Heat Sink - Modes of failure
induced by the entry heating considered are:
1) Thermal stresses and strength at temperature;
2) Surface melting;
3) Backface temperature effects.
Thermal stresses during entry heating are accentuated by the ex-
tremely short temperature rise time. Figure VII-10 presents a
typical entry with a -35° entry angle. At 50-km/sec entry velocity,
the altitude rate is -30 km/sec. This results in approximately
2.6 sec from onset of heating to structural failure. This rapid
heating appears to present a problem in thermal stress.
J
Turbopause
(Beginning of Heating)
60 km
=2 sec
- - -Communications Blackout
Blackout Plus ½ sec
(End of Mission for Structure)
200 km
Cloud Tops
Fig. VII-10 Typical Entry o4 sup-tter 2urDopause Probe
The thermally induced stresses for a -35° entry angle were investi-
gated using the Martin Marietta SA005 computer program. The pro-
gram determines displacements and stresses within plane or axisym-
metric solids with nonlinear material properties by replacing the
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continuous body with elements of triangular or quadrilateral cross
section. Stresses and strains for a nose cap with a 0.51-cm (0.20-
in.) thickness at Points A and B and 1.8 mm (0.070 in.) at Point
C were analyzed at -70 km and -80 km. (See Appendix A, Vol III.)
A section of the spherical cap was modeled using 528 elements and
686 nodes. Resulting stresses are presented in Fig. VII-11 and
VII-12. The outer surface of the shell is in compression caused
by greater thermal expansion of the outer surface and restraint
by the cooler backface. The backface is in tension. The peak
tension stress is 238.0 x 106 m- (34,480 psi) at 33° from stagna-
tion for -70 km and moves around to 47° and 253.0 x 106 m-- (37,340
m
psi) for -80 km. The peak tensile deformation found was 0.0014
m/m.
A complete parametric study using the SA005 program was beyond
the scope of this study; therefore, the following method was em-
ployed.
The thickness was selected to maintain a temperature so that the
beryllium has a minimum of 3% elongation to failure or a minimum
of 20% of room-temperature strength for the material stressed in
tension. If outer-surface melting occurs before the above cri-
teria are met, thickness will be set by the melting criteria.
The minimum thickness considered was 1.27 mm (0.050 in.).
The above criteria are considered reasonable and conservative
based on the small amount of deformation found in the finite
element analysis (0.0014 m/m) and also because externally ap-
plied loads are negligible. At -100 km, aerodynamic decelera-
tions are on the order of 9.75 m/sec2.
The backface temperatures at -80 km at -15° entry angle are a
maximum of 930°K. A high-temperature insulator such as Refrasil
or Q felt will be installed between the heat sink and the Kapton
multilayer insulation, which degrades at 645°K. To protect the
Kapton at this condition, 1.5 mm of Q felt at 80 kg/m3 (5 lb/ft3)
is required. This weight is negligible.
Figure VII-13 presents the beryllium properties of interest. The
heat-sink thickness and weight are shown in Table VII-2 and Fig.
VII-14.
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no
N/m 2
Tangential Stress, a for Outer and Inner Elements at
Altitude of 70 km below Turbopause
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Fig. VII-11
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Fig. VII-12 Tangential Stress, at for Outer and Inner Elements at
Altitude of 80 km below Turbopause
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Heat Sink Thickness versus Entry Angle and Altitude
Altitude, km
Fig. VII-14 Heat-Sink Weight vs Altitude, Cap Plus Skirt
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Altitude, Thickness, in., cmAltitude,,
Entry Angle km A & B C & D
-15 °
-80 0.252 0.645 0.062 0.158
-70 0.190 0.480 0.050 0.130
-60 0.165 0.320 0.050 0.130
-25° -80 0.195 0.495 0.050 0.130
-70 0.145 0.370 0.050 0.130
-60 0.085 0.216 0.050 0.130
-35° -80 0.148 0.377 0.050 0.130
-70 0.106 0.270 0.050 0.130
-60 0.069 0.176 0.050 0.130
c. Conclusions
1) A rigorous analysis of the heat sink was beyond the scope of
this study. To perform a complete parametric analysis, bi-
axial material properties must be obtained.
2) Low entry angles penalize probe weight, but survival to -80
km appears reasonable down to a 15° entry angle.
2. Structures
a. Design Loads - Design loads for the probe primarily result
from launch accelerations. Entry decelerations are only 1.25 g
at burnout. A summary of the launch load factors is presented in
Table VII-3. Longitudinal accelerations are those experienced at
Burner II burnout. Lateral accelerations occur at liftoff for
the Viking payload and are considered representative. The 1.25-g
lateral load factor is associated with a 1.5-cps vibration.
Ta7ble VII-3 Launch Load Factors
Mission
1 2 3 5 1A 2A 7
Longitudinal
Acceleration, g 18.5 18.5 9.0 17.5 18.5 18.5 9.0
Lateral
Acceleration, g 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
Launch Vehicle TIIID/ TIIID/ TIIID/
5-Seg 5-Seg 5-Seg
Centaur Centaur Centaur
BurnerII BurnerI Burner II
Spacecraft Pioneer Pioneer TOPS Pioneer Pioneer Pioneer MOPS
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The design conditions for the structural assemblies are given in
Table VII-4.
Table VII-4 Design :Conditions for Structural Assemblies
Structural Assembly Design Condition
Heat Sink Entry Heating Pulse (See Subsection
VII Al.)
Skirt Assembly Launch Loads (Except for Be Skin which
is Sized by Heating or Min Gauge De-
pending on Entry Angle (See Subsection
VII Al.)
Deflection Motor Mount Deflection Motor Thrust
RPA Masts Entry Heating
b. Description - The structural interface between the probe and
probe spacecraft adapter is shown in Fig. VII-15. All tension
loads are transmitted across the interface by two bolts, 180°0
apart, at two primary longerons. Compression loads are trans-
mitted at three equally spaced points, one a primary longeron
90° from the tension bolts, and two secondary longerons. Two
shear pins adjacent to the tension bolts assure accurate probe
positioning and transmit lateral shear loads.
Fig. VII-15 Probe/Spacecraft Structural Interface
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For all missions studied, the structural elements shown in Fig.
VII-16 and VII-17 meet configuration and structural requirements.
Basic diameters evolved to 0.714 m (38 in.) and 0.764 m (30 in.)
for simple and complex probes, respectively. The simple probe
design does not require an attitude-control system, separation
battery, deflection propulsion system and motor mount, and can
therefore be smaller. Figure VII-16 presents the structural ele-
ments for the cgmplex probe. The structure is divided into three
assemblies--nose cap, rocket motor mount, and skirt assembly. The
skirt assembly consists of the equipment shelf, main ring frame,
primary longerons, secondary longerons, aft ring frame, and aft
bulkhead.
The nose cap is primarily a heat sink and is sized for that func-
tion rather than for loads.
The rocket motor mount is an assembly of aluminum rings and a
glass/epoxy composite cylinder. The glass/epoxy was selected
because of good strength and low thermal conductivity that is es-
sential to reduce heat loss from the compartment during coast.
The glass/epoxy cylinder is designed for the compression load of
deflection engine firing.
The equipment shelf is a circular bonded aluminum honeycomb struc-
ture supported at four points by the four primary longerons.. A
plastic insert is provided at each of these structural pickup
points to increase thermal resistance, and thus, conserve thermal
energy during coast. Science, electronic, and propulsion compo-
nents mount on both forward and aft surfaces of the equipment
shelf.
The main ring frame is machined aluminum alloy that serves to
react moments about the primary longerons caused by lateral loads
on the equipment shelf and to shear these lateral loads into the
beryllium skin of the..skirt assembly. The aft ring frame sim-
ilarly shears the load out of the beryllium skin into the shear
pins at the separation interface. At the forward and aft edges
of the beryllium-skin, the ring frames form coaxial-hoop continu-
ous rings inside the skin. Large changes in temperature that will
occur after manufacture cause thermal stresses to develop at this
interface. For beryllium, the cold extreme is 117°K (-250°F) and
the hot extreme is 950°K (1240°F). A preliminary simplified analy-
sis, which did not account for the tie from the main ring frame
to equipment shelf, indicates a differential expansion of 1.65 mm
(0.065 in.) in the cold case for beryllium and aluminum.
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Similarly, for beryllium and titanium, the differential was 0.20
mm (0.008 in.). The cold case places the beryllium in compres-
sion. Therefore, the joining fasteners would be in tension. With
the fasteners in tension and the beryllium in compression, inter-
fastener buckling must be investigated. In the high-temperature
case, analyses are complicated by the difficulty of predicting
thermal coupling of the beryllium to the main frame flange. To
avoid these problems, the slotted-frame flange design was selected.
The primary longerons are aluminum alloy machined bathtub fittings
riveted to the ring frames and beryllium skin. The forward end
bolts to the equipment shelf and the aft end is fitted with a
bolt catcher (in two cases) and with a pressure pad (in two cases).
Two of the primary longerons carry all tension loads from the
probe to the probe/spacecraft adapter.
The secondary longerons are machined aluminum alloy tee fittings.
They are riveted to the beryllium skin and carry compression loads
across the probe/spacecraft interface, along with one primary
longeron.
The aft bulkhead is a fiberglass honeycomb composite structure
with a beryllium outer face skin to reduce the thermal response
during entry. It closes the equipment compartment and stabilizes
the aft ring frame. Large circular cutouts are necessary for the
deflection motor nozzle and probe conical horn antenna.
c. Weight - The analysis that sized the nose cap is presented
in Subsection Al. This analysis also set the thickness of the
beryllium skirt skin at 1.27 mm (0.050 in.) minimum. A free-
body static analysis of the skirt structure under launch longi-
tudinal and lateral loads shows that all shear flows in the
beryllium skin are small compared to capability, 8700 N/m (50
lb/in.) load.
The weight of the remaining structural elements is presented in
Table VII-5 for both 0.71-m (28 in.) and 0.76-m (30 in.) dia
probes.
The motor mount is designed by the deflection motor thrust, which
loads the structure in compression. The thrust load is approxi-
mately 1110 N (250 lb). A 0.18-m (7.0-in.) diameter fiberglass
tube with 0.51-mm (0.020-in.) walls would be expected to carry
8,400 N (1,900 lb), so the design of the mount is basically dic-
tated by minimum gage considerations.
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The ring frames are 1.27 mm (50 mil) basic thickness with some
additional cap area on the main ring frame to carry the moments
introduced by the longerons. The skin shear flow is approximately
1210 N/m (7 lb/in.) and the longeron induced moment approximately
21.4 N-m (190 in.-lb).
The weight of the primary longerons is established more by such
functional requirements as wrench clearance and bolt-catcher di-
mensions than loading. The maximum limit load identified as the
main longeron is approximately 7800 N (1530 lbf).
The aft bulkhead weight is composed primarily of the 0.76 mm (30
mil) beryllium outer skin and the adhesive used to join the as-
sembly. These items alone account for 20% of the weight. A core
density of 64 kg/m3 (4 lb/ft3) was assumed.
The equipment shelf was analyzed as a beam with equipment uni-
formly distributed. To account for dynamic amplification, a load
factor of 35 g was used. This resulted in a peak bending moment
of 1020 N-m (9000 in.-lb) or 14.2 N-m/cm (320 in.-lb/in.) of
width. These loads resulted in a design selection of 1.9 cm
(0.75 in.) panel thickness, 0.25 mm (10 mil) face sheets, and
77.0 kg/m3 (4.8 lb/ft3) aluminum core.
3. Probe Mechanical Subsystems
The mechanical subsystems consist of a photometer aperture cover
and a spacecraft/probe structural separation system.
The purpose of the photometer aperture cover is to protect the
photometer sensor from damage and contamination during launch
and flight modes (Fig. VII-18). It fits into a machined fitting,
which is part of the external structure of the probe. This fit-
ting supports the cover, cover deployment device, and a sealing
surface for the metal bellows closeout between the photometer
and external structure of the probe. The cover is retained in
the fitting by four integral tabs on the inside diameter of the
retaining ring. These tabs will bend when the pyro pin pusher
is activated, apply a prying load on the cover lever, releasing
the cover from the probe structure.
The spacecraft/probe structural separation system must serve two
functions. The first is to provide structural load paths between
the S/C and probe for launch loads that separate on command, and
second, to provide energy for the separation of the probe from
the spacecraft.
VII-25
Metal Bellows
Seal Seat.
Spectrometer/Photometer
Pyro Pin Pusher
XSnap Ring -
Thermal Cover
Fig. VII-18 Spectrometer/Photometer Cover
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During launch, the separation system must transmit loads pro-
duced by a large longitudinal acceleration (9 to 18.5 g, depend-
ing on the S/C) and a small lateral acceleration (3 1.25 g).
Longitudinal acceleration of launch produces a tension load on
the separation system. An additional small tension load is pro-
duced by the separation springs. For a description of how these
loads are carried see Subsection A2b.
The tension load-carrying interface members are the two tension
bolts and pyro separation nuts. They carry the longitudinal
load and component loads due to side load. The tension bolts
are attached to two primary longerons in the probe, and the pyro-
activated retention nuts are mounted on the spacecraft adapter
ring as shown in Fig. VII-19. Side loads are transferred by
two positioning shear pins on the same primary longerons as the
tension bolts. The two longerons are equipped with bolt catchers
to prevent damage to the probe when the pyro-activated retention
nuts release the tension bolts during separation of the probe
from the spacecraft. The separation spring cartridges are in
the compressed position and serve as a three-point compression
load path across the interface for the probe during the launch
and flight modes.
The end of the spring cartridges that interface with the probe
are conically shaped pins for easy disengagement during sepa-
ration. They fit into sockets in the back of the probe to-en-
sure that there is no relative lateral motion between S/C and
probe during ejection. At ejection, the spring cartridges supply
a relative separation velocity of 0.91 m/sec (3 fps) with a 10.2
cm (4 in.) stroke. Each spring exerts a load of approximately
178 N (40 lb). These cartridges have a centerline guide rod with
an L/D bearing overlap of approximately 5:1 for stability. The
spring cartridges have an adjustable stroke to compensate for
manufacturing tolerances, assuring that all three units have equal
energy, thereby minimizing tip rate during separation.
4. Mass Properties
Weight estimates for each mission are reported in Chapter V.
Center-of-gravity location, mass moments of inertia, and inclina-
tion of principal axes were computed for early versions of Missions
1, 2, and 3. The results are summarized in Table VII-6. The cg
location is referenced to the stagnation point of the probe.
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In all cases, mass moment of inertia in spin is at least 25%
greater than that in pitch and yaw. Total ballast required to
male I = I and make the principal spin axis align with the
xx yy
geometric spin axis is shown on the last line. It is felt that
these values can be reduced somewhat by detailed equipment instal-
lation studies.
The mass properties for Missions 1A, 2A, 5, and 7 are similar to
those for Missions 1, 2, and 3.
5. Micrometeoroid Penetration Analysis
Probe susceptibility to the micrometeoroid environment from Earth
to Jupiter was analyzed using the environmental model defined by
NASA SP-8038. (See Chapter III Section D.) For the analysis,
the probe was mounted on both Pioneer and TOPS, as shown in Fig.
VII-20.
Specific mass of the equipment compartment shell assumed for the
analysis varied between 1.14 gm/cm2 at the nose of the heat shield
to 0.28 gm/cm2 at the opposite end. For the bumper (environmental
cover), a specific mass of 0.14 gm/cm2 was used with a spacing
of 3.8 cm (1.5 in.).
Table VII-7 presents the result of the study for the case without
a bumper. Table VII-8 presents the result of the study using a
0.5-mm (0.020-in.) aluminum bumper. Table VII-9 presents the
vulnerability of the bumper itself to the environment.
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~ITOPS.Spacecraft-
TOPSy-Spacecraf t-
Cover (Bumper)
Probe/TOPS
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Fig. VII-20 Probe/Spacecraft Geometries
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Table VII-7 Inherent Survivability of Jupiter Turbopause Probe in Meteoroid Environment, Cruise
Phase Only
Number of Penetrations Probability of No Penetrations
Bus Location Cometary Asteroidal Total Cometary Asteroidal Total
TOPS Forward 1.566 x 10- 4 6.084 x 10-3 6.241 x 10
-
3 0.999843 0.99393 0.99378
compartment
Aft 1.776 x 10-2 1.311 x 10-1 1.488 x 10-1 0.98239 0.87716 0.861713
compartment*
Total 1.792 x 10-2 1.371 x 10-1 1.551 x 10- 1 0.98225 0.87184 0.85636
spacecraft
Pioneer Forward 1.989 x 10- 4 7.726 x 10- 3 7.925 x 10- 3 0.999801 0.99230 0.99212
compartment
Aft 2.365 x 10
-
2 1.745 x 10- 1 1.982 x 10- 1 0.97663 0.83986 0.8204
compartment*
Total 2.385 x 10-2 1.822 x 10-1 2.061 x 10-1 0.97644 0.83341 0.81376
spacecraft
*Most vulnerable region is rear face of aft compartment.
Table VII-8 Survivability of Jupiter Turbopause Probe when Protected from the Meteoroid Environ-
ment by a Cylindrical Housing, 0.051 cm Aluminum, 3.8 cm Off Walls
Number of Penetrations Probability of No Penetrations
Bus Location Cometary Asteroids Total Cometary Asteroids Total
TOPS Forward 1.455 x 10- 5 1.062 x 10- 3 1.077 x 10- 3 0.9999854 0.99894 0.99892
compartment
Aft 7.149 x 10- 5 2.986 x 10- 3 3.057 x 10- 3 0.9999285 0.99702 0.99694
compartment*
Total probe 8.604 x 10- 5 4.048 x 10- 3 4.134 x 10- 3 0.9999140 0.99596 0.99587
Pioneer Forward 1.848 x 10- 5 1.348 x 10- 3 1.366 x 10- 3 0.9999815 0.99865 0.99863
compartment
Aft 9.520 x 10- 5 3.976 x 10- 3 4.071 x 10- 3 0.9999048 0.99603 0.99593
compartment*
Total probe 1.137 x 10- 4 5.324 x 10- 3 5.438 x 10- 3 0.999886 0.99469 0.99456
*Most vulnerable region is rear face of aft compartment.
Table VII-9 Vulnerability of Cylindrical Housing, Jupiter Turbo-
pause Probe, 0.051 cm Aluminum
Number of Penetrations Probability of No Penetrations
Bus Cometary Astroids Total Cometary Asteroids Total
TOPS 0.741 2.422 3.163 0.47657 0.08872 0.04228
Pioneer 0.987 3.225 4.212 0.37274 0.03974 0.01481
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B. THERMAL CONTROL
1. Selection of Thermal Control
Thermal control must be provided to ensure that all probe systems
will be maintained within acceptable temperature limits before
arrival at Jupiter and during the science-return portion of the
mission. For thermal analysis, the turbopause mission was di-
vided into three phases:
1) Preseparation cruise, during which the probe is being car-
ried by the spacecraft;
2) Postseparation coast, when the probe has been separated from
the spacecraft;
3) Entry, when the probe's equipment is activated. (See Fig.
VII-21.)
The most critical probe temperatures during the mission are the
minimum temperature experienced at the end of postseparation
coast and the maximum TWT amplifier temperature reached during
entry. Because the probe equipment temperature at the end of
coast will equal its temperature at the beginning of the entry
phase, these temperatures must be above the minimum required for
probe operation (272°K lower limit). During the probe entry phase
with equipment in operation, the primary thermal problem is dis-
sipating the waste heat from the TWT amplifier (343°K upper limit).
Two candidate thermal-control configurations were chosen and ana-
lyzed (Fig. VII-22 and VII-23). The basic approach was to use
high-performance multilayer insulation to reduce heat losses and
isolate the probe interior from the space enviornment. The in-
sulation is supplemented with small amounts of internally gener-
ated heat to maintain the probe equipment temperature within al-
lowable limits and above the minimum temperature required at the
beginning of entry.
The candidate configurations considered were internal and exter-
nal probe insulation concepts.
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I
The advantages and disadvantages of the two configurations are
summarized as follows.
a. External Insulation Characteristics -
1) Thermal shorts through insulation minimized;
2) Probe needs no independent heat source if coast period is
limited to 8 days;
3) No separate Sun shield required;
4) Insulation blanket provides protection for science instrument
apertures during prelaunch, launch, and coast;
5) Insulation blanket limits probe access and makes probe/space-
craft structural interface difficult;
6) The requirement to jettison the insulation blanket introduces
a mission failure mode.
b. Internal Insulation Characteristics -
1) Thermal shorts reduce overall insulation efficiency;
2) Probe requires independent internal heat source for coast
periods greater than 4 days;
3) Pioneer thermal environment requires Sun shield;
4) Science aperture covers may be required;
5) Probe access and structural interface problems minimized;
6) A bare heat shield is guaranteed at entry.
A thermal-control coating on the outside of the probe was ruled
out because entry heating would prematurely terminate the mission
by surrounding the probe with a cloud of decomposed coating ma-
terial. The coating function can be provided by a separate Sun
shield when internal insulation is used, or a solar reflective
coating on the jettisonable blanket if external insulation is
used.
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Internal insulation was chosen for the thermal design for all
missions. The reasoning that led to this choice is summarized
below.
1) A source of mission unreliability is eliminated because in-
sulation jettisoning is not required.
2) The external insulation configuration requires merely a coat
of solar reflective paint on the jettisonable insulation for
protection from the Sun, thus giving it a weight advantage
over the internal configuration, which needs a separate Sun
shield. However, the Sun shield doubles as a meteoroid bumper,
which is desirable in any case.
3) Limiting the coast period to 8 days would be poor design
strategy. Thus, an independent heat source is required for
either configuration.
4) The additional heat required for internal insulation can be
provided by isotope heaters at approximately the same weight
penalty as jettisonable external insulation.
In addition to the insulation blanket and internal heaters, the
thermal control subsystem will require the following components:
1) A photometer aperture cover that can be removed
before entry;
2) For missions requiring a probe deflection maneuver, a second-
ary insulation blanket that encapsulates the deflection motor
assembly. This blanket remains with the spacecraft because
the deflection motor is used just after separation;
3) An electric heater located within the deflection motor insula-
tion blanket. This heater will use spacecraft-supplied power
(less than 5 W) to maintain the deflection motor temperature
at 294°K (70°F) before separation.
4) An RF-transparent insulating radome to cover the communica-
tions antenna for long-range communication (large-antenna)
configurations.
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2. Analysis of Reference Mission
Jupiter turbopause probe thermal-subsystem performance was ana-
lyzed using a finite-element thermal mathematical model that sim-
ulated the probe and the probe-spacecraft combination. A simula-
tion of the thermal environment, containing all thermally signifi-
cant events from spacecraft/booster separation until Jupiter
atmospheric entry, was included in the model. The entry heating
phase was discussed separately (Subsection VII Al).
The following probe configurations and spacecraft/probe combina-
tions were analyzed and led to the reference configuration defini-
tion:
1) Bare probe with internal insulation/Pioneer;
2) Probe/environmental cover/Pioneer combination with internal
insulation;
3) Probe/environmental cover/TOPS combination with internal in-
sulation;
4) Bare probe with external insulation/Pioneer.
The finite-element probe model consisted of 11 nodes and 28 con-
ductors. For the cruise mode, the probe model was joined with a
simplified spacecraft thermal model, resulting in a total of 23
nodes and 67 conductors for the combination. The model contained
logic tosimulate the cruise thermal environment, probe separa-
tion and coast, and probe operation with operating equipment heat
dissipation. Thermally significant events such as insulation or
instrument-cover jettisoning were also accounted for. In addi-
tion to the thermal subsystem analysis, the probe model was used
as a design aid for structural details where insulation penetra-
tions degraded thermal performance.
Before spacecraft separation, the probe's thermal environment
consists of the deep-space heat sink, as modified by view block-
age by the spacecraft, and solar flux early in the cruise mode,
again modified by spacecraft shadowing. A second consideration
is the radiant heat interchange with the spacecraft.
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Figure VII-24 illustrates the solar flux environment throughout
cruise in terms of spacecraft orientation and solar intensity as
a function of cruise time. The Sun-oriented TOPS spacecraft will
shade the probe from solar radiation except for brief midcourse
corrections. The Earth-oriented Pioneer will allow solar heat
to the probe for the first 15 to 20 days of cruise, at a time
when solar flux is relatively high.
Midcourse
100 200
Cruise T
Midcourse X \ .
Legend:
- - - - + - TOPS
. f - Pioneer
I i_ _
300 400
300 400 500
rime, days
-Solar Intensity
L End of Mission
Figure VII-24 Probe Cruise Thermal Environment
For the reference-mission thermal analysis, the first midcourse
correction was defined as 1 hr of solar impingement at 1025 W/m2
(325 Btu/hr-ft2 ) from the probe's most thermally sensitive angle.
Later midcourse maneuvers were not analyzed because of lower
solar intensity. The reference mission power profile used for
analysis is presented in Fig. VII-25. During transmitter opera-
tion, it was assumed that 25 W of the transmitter's 85 W was being
radiated as RF energy.
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Fig. VII-25 Reference Mission Power Profile
Results of the reference mission thermal analysis are shown in
Fig. VII-26 and VII-27. Internal equipment temperature was
maintained well within the allowed limits throughout the cruise
and coast mission phases with 4 and 8 W internal power for the
external and internal configurations, respectively. These power
levels were chosen presuming the use of radioisotope heaters whose
output could not be changed during the mission. If spacecraft
electrical heat were used, thermostatic heater control would be
used to maintain the probe at its minimum allowable temperature
during cruise. Probe temperature would then be brought to a
maximum just before separation, and for the external insulation
case (Fig. VII-26), the probe's thermal mass would be sufficient
to maintain an internal equipment temperature above the minimum
allowable limit during an 8-day coast with no additional internal
heat. For the internal insulation configuration (Fig. VII-27),
this scheme is feasible for coast periods up to 4 days.
The cruise mode analysis was run for both probe/TOPS and probe/
Pioneer combinations, with a negligible difference in results.
Figures VII-26 and VII-27 can be considered correct for either
spacecraft combination. In addition, an assumed 1-hr midcourse
correction results in a temperature rise of less than 5°F inside
the probe.
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During the probe entry phase with equipment operating, the primary
thermal problem is dissipating waste heat from the TWT amplifier.
This component remained below its allowable limit of 343°K (158°F)
for the 42-min reference mission power-on time with only conduc-
tion and radiation cooling. If communication power requirements
were increased however, as for a 2 or 3 R communication distance,
additional TWT amplifier thermal control would be required. This
commonly is done with a wax-type phase-change material that melts
at about 100°F. Approximately 0.018 kg (0.004 lb) of this material
would be required per watt-hour of transmitter dissipation.
3. Analysis of Missions 1, 1A, 2, 2A, 3, 5, 7
A probe thermal analysis was performed for the spacecraft and probe
design configurations defined for Missions 1, 1A, 2, 2A, 3, 5 and
7. (See Table VII-10.) The purpose was to ensure that all probe
systems would be maintained within allowable temperature limits
throughout the missions. As in the reference mission, the pivotal
temperature is the steady-state equipment temperature at the end
of the coast. The subsystem is designed so this temperature is
safely above the lower limit for equipment operation. This al-
lows the most leeway for temperature rise from equipment operation
during the entry phase.
The thermal design concept for all missions investigated consisted
of a high-performance multilayer insulation blanket to isolate the
probe interior and conserve internal heat supplied by radioisotope
heaters. The internal insulation configuration was chosen for all
missions. As previously discussed, the use of thermal-control
coatings on the probe exterior is not desirable. During the space-
craft cruise phase, however, the probe is housed in a cylindrical
enclosure that shields the probe and provides a thermal coating.
The basic probe configurations consist of a 0.712-m (28-in.) probe
design with no propulsion system (Mission 1, 1A, 2 and 2A), and a
larger 0.762-m (30-in.) dia probe design that includes a propul-
sion system, Sun and planet sensors, and an attitude control sys-
tem (Missions 3, 5 and 7). Figure VII-28 shows the basic probe
designs.
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Fig. VII-28 Probe Configuration Comparison
To analyze the probe's thermal performance, a finite-element
thermal math model was constructed for the probe and probe/
spacecraft combination for each mission investigated. The probe
thermal model consisted of nine nodes and 19 associated conductors
plus three additional nodes and four additional conductors to sim-
ulate the probe propulsion system. Figure VII-29 is a schematic
showing the resistance-capacitance thermal network representing
the probe model. For the cruise mission phase, the probe was
joined to a simplified spacecraft model, resulting in a total of
19 nodes and 69 conductors for Mission 1, 1A, 2 and 2A, and 22
nodes and 75 conductors for Missions 3, 5, and 7. The geometric
thermal model used to compute radiant probe spacecraft interchange
is presented in Fig. VII-30.
The probe thermal/structural data used to perform the thermal sub-
system analysis for each mission are presented in Table VII-11.
Considerable care was exercised to account for all heat losses
through penetrations in the thermal blanket. Likewise, the actual
design of the structural details minimized heat leak paths by
avoiding metallic contacts to the probe shell and using low-con-
duction materials wherever possible. The insulation blanket
itself, however, presented the biggest uncertainty in determining
probe heat losses.
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Fig. VII-29 Schematic of Basic Probe Thermal Model Used
to Perform Turbopause Mission Thermal Analysis.
To accurately evaluate insulation performance, two applicable data
sources on multilayer insulation were obtained and evaluated and
an analytical expression representing the insulation conductivity
obtained and incorporated in the thermal model (Appendix I, Vol
III.)
To determine the radioisotope heater power required, Missions 1
and 3 were selected to represent the two basic probe configurations
(i.e., with and without a probe propulsion system). These missions
were evaluated parametrically by varying insulation thickness and
determining internal heater power required to maintain a steady
internal equipment temperature of 283°K (50°F). The 283°K equip-
ment temperature is the desired probe temperature at the end of
the coast phase before Jupiter entry.
Figure VII-31 presents the internal radioisotope-heater power re-
quirement as a function of the multilayer insulation thickness
for Missions 1 and 3. These results indicate that 10 W of heater
power should be adequate to maintain the desired probe temperatures
for Mission 1, 1A, 2 and 2A, and 14 W should be adequate for Mis-
sions 3, 5 and 7.
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Fig. VII-30 Geometric Thermal Model of Probe/Spacecraft Combination
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Table VII-11 Probe Thermal Analysis Data
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C.?-
Mission Mission Mission Mission Mission Mission Mission
Thermal/Structural Data 1 1A 2 2A 3 5 7
a Surface Area, m2 1.646 1.646 1.646 1.646 1.889 1.889 1.889
b Aft Bulkhead Area, m2 0.398 0.398 0.398 0.398 0.430 0.430 0.430
c Antenna Horn Exit Area, m2 0.008 0.030 0.013 0.030 0.013 0.013 0.030
d Externally Exposed Antenna Area, m2 0.008 0.030 0.013 0.030 0.040 0.040 0.056
e Antenna Radome Thickness, cm None 1.27 None 1.27 None None 1.27
f TWT Amplifier Standoff, cm 3.81 . 0.127 5.72 0.127 1.27 1.27 0.127
g Mass Spectrometer Vent Length, cm 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3 38.1 38.1 38.1
h Internal Insulation Thickness, cm 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.42 1.42 1.42
i Science Penetration Conductance, W/°K 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017
j ACS & Propulsion Conductance, W/°K N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.0446 0.0446 0.0446
k Equipment Shelf Penetration, W/°K 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033
1 Mass Spectrometer Inlet Penetration, W/°K 0.1587 0.1587 0.1587 0.1587 0.1587 0.1587 0.1587
m Mass Spectrometer Outlet Penetration, W/°K 0.0044 0.0044 0.0044 0.0044 0.0044 0.0044 0.0044
n Probe - S/C Mount Conductance W/°K 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391 0.0391
o Antenna - Amplifier Conductance, W/°K 0.0164 0.0115 0.0142 0.0115 0.0142 0.0142 0.0115
p TWT Shelf - Interior Conductance, W/°K 0.0785 0.0785 0.0785 0.0785 0.0785 0.0785 0.0785
q TWT Shelf - Probe Shell Conductance, W/°K 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008
r Science Penetration Radiation, W/RK4 0.00100* 0.0010o 0.0010ao 0.0010ao 0.0020a 0.0020o 0.0020o
s Interior - Insulation Radiation, W/OK4 0.0771o 0.0771o 0.0771o 0.0771o 0.0892o 0.0892o 0.0892o
t Mass Spectrometer Inlet Radiation, W/°K4 0.0017o 0.0017a 0.0017o 0.0017o 0.0017o 0.0017o 0.0017o
u TWT - Interier Radiation, W/oK4 0.0985a 0.0985o 0.0985o 0.0985a 0.0985o 0.0985o 0.0985o
v TWT - Insulation Radiation, W/'K4 0.0041o 0.0041o 0.0041o 0.0041o 0.0041o 0.0041o 0.004 1o
Capacitance Data
a Internal Capacitance, W-h/0 K 2.530 3.044 2.603 3.036 4.005 4.005 4.357
b Probe Shell Capacitance, W-h/°K 1.455 1.504 1.358 1.462 1.556 1.556 1.517
c TWT Amplifier Capacitance, W-h/°K 0.326 0.326 0.358 0.326 0.358 0.358 0.326
d Conical Antenna Capacitance, W-h/°K 0.073 0.110 0.103 0.110 0.103 0.103 0.110
e Deflection Propulsion Motor, W-h/°K N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.127 0.127 0.127
Power Data
a Average Equipment Power, W 47 43 55 50 50 54 57
b Equipment Energy Dissipation, W-h, 32.5 28.6 59.1 31.9 35.2 46.4 52.1
c TWT Amplifier Power, N 50.0 83.2 83.2 83.2 91.5 108.0 83.2
d TWT RF Energy Dissipation, N-h 8.2 13.4 21.2 12.7 15.3 22.3 18.3
e TWT Electrical Energy Dissipation, W-h 26.0 42.3 67.2 40.0 55.2 70.5 57.6
f Total Probe Energy Dissipation, W-h 66.7 84.3 147.5 84.6 105.7 139.2 132.0
*a = 5.669 x 10-8 W/m2 °k4
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Heater power requirement for Mission 3 (14 W) is considerably
larger than that of the reference mission, even though the con-
figuration is very similar. This results from the reference
mission analysis being based on a low-emissivity (0.05) probe
exterior. It was found by optical-property measurement of a
sample of platinum-plated beryllium that this emissivity will
actually be approximately 0.25, so the Mission 1 and 3 analyses
were based on the higher value. The sensitivity of the thermal
design to this value is discussed in Appendix J, Vol III.
The insulation thickness was chosen to achieve a reasonable
compromise between heater power and insulation bulk. Appendix
J (Vol III) shows the sensitivity of heater power to insula-
tion thickness. If the insulation thickness were doubled from
the design points chosen, a heater power saving of only 2 to 3 W
results. Final selection of the number of radioisotope heaters
will be made on the basis of thermal tests.
A summary of probe heat losses for Mission
figurations is presented in Fig. VII-32.
Mission 1
(10 w)
Insulation
TWT Conical Antenna
Mass Spectrometer Attachment
Science Penetrations
Equipment Shelf Support
APS and Deflection Motor-
1 and 3 probe con-
Mission 3
(14 W)
Results for:
Tprobe Interior = 50°F
Near-Jupiter Probe Coast
Probe Shell a/e = 0.39/0.25
Fig. VII-32 Summary of Probe Configuration Heat Losses
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The results of the thermal analyses are summarized and presented
in Table VII-12. These results include probe equilibrium temper-
atures during the preseparation phase, equilibrium temperatures
during the postseparation coast, and transient temperatures dur-
ing the Jupiter entry sequence before aerodynamic heating. The
table contains results for all missions investigated and includes
applicable temperature limits for each mission phase analyzed.
Power profiles used to perform the entry sequence analysis have
been discussed in Chapter V. A breakdown of the probe's energy
dissipation was also presented in Table VII-11. During trans-
mitter operation, radiated RF energy was not included as thermal
heat dissipation.
During probe entry, the primary thermal problem is dissipating
waste heat from the TWT amplifier. This component remained well
below its allowable upper temperature limit 343°K (158°F) for the
mission configurations analyzed. But, if communication power re-
quirements or "on time" should be increased, the TWT amplifier or
"on time" should be increased, the TWT amplifier could require
additional thermal protection. As discussed in Subsection 2,
thermal protection could be supplied by using a wax-type phase-
change material that melts at about 217°K (100°F).
For the turbopause missions requiring the larger antenna (Missions
1A, 2A, and 7), the thermal design includes a 1.27-cm (1/2-in.)
radome cover. This cover is necessary to maintain probe heat
losses at levels experienced for equivalent probe configurations.
A restriction in the use of the radome cover would require an in-
crease in the internal heater power requirement for these missions.
In addition to thermal protection required for the probe's in-
terior, approximately 5 W of additional heater power will be needed
to maintain the deflection motor temperature above the limit re-
quired for ignition (283°K lower limit). Because the deflection
motor is fired immediately after separation, this heat can be sup-
plied by a controlled electric heater powered by the spacecraft.
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Table VII-12 Internal Insulation Configuration Thermal Analysis Results
Allowable
Temperature
Limits, 'K
Mission 1 Mission 1A Mission 2
(10 W), ( ), (10 W),
'K I F 'K '
F
'K ' F
Mission 2Aa Mission 3
(10 W), (14 W),
°K °F 'K PF
Preseparation Phase
Probe interior 233/300 283 49 286 54 283 50 286 54 290 63 290 63 293 68
TNT amplifier 233/354 280 44 283 50 280 45 283 50 287 57 287 57 291 64
Antenna N/A 254 -3 256 1 251 -7 256 1 246 -17 246 -17 254 -2
FProbe shell N/A 179 -138 179 -137 179 -138 179 -137 189 -120 189 -120 188 -119
Deflection motor (prestart) 283/300 --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- - 294 70 294 70 294 70
Postseparation Coast
Probe interior 272/300 283 50 282 47 281 46 282 47 283 50 283 50 284 52
TWT amplifier 264/343 280 45 279 42 277 39 279 42 279 43 279 43 281 46
Antenna N/A 254 -2 236 -34 240 -27 236 -34 231 -44 231 -44 226 -53
Probe shell N/A 181 -134 180 -135 180 -135 180 -135 182 -132 182 -132 182 -132
Entry Phaseb
Probe interior 272/322 287 57 286 54 289 60 286 55 286 55 288 58 289 60
TWT amplifier 264/343 302 83 310 99 321 119 310 99 313 104 326 126 321 117
Antenna --- 256 1 238 -32 244 -21 238 -32 232 -42 233 -40 228 -49
Power dissipation --- 66.7 W-h 84.3 W-h 147.5 W-h 84.6 W-h 105.7 W-h 139.2 W-h 132.0 W-h
N-t: Antenna radome required to reduce antenna heat losses.
Temperatures attained just before aerodynamic heating.
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Mission 5
(14 W),
'K °F
Mission 7a
(14 W),
'K °F
C. PROPULSION
1. Selection of Subsystems
Probes for Missions 3, 5 and 7 require ACS and deflection AV pro-
pulsion subsystems.
a. ACS Propulsion - The maximum total impulse required for ACS
propulsion (including spinup and despin) will not exceed 489 N-sec
(110 lbf-sec). Figure VII-33 indicates that cold gas systems or
a Tridyne system will be the lightest system for such a low total
specific-impulse requirement. A Tridyne system is a hot gas sys-
tem that is not flight qualified. It is considerably more expen-
sive than a GN2 system. GN2 systems have many flight-qualified
components from which to design a probe ACS propulsion system.
For these reasons, Tridyne systems were dropped from considera-
tion in favor of cold gas systems. Figure VII-34 indicates that
the weight of a GN2 system is very competitive with other cold
gas propellant systems. Selection of a GN2 cold gas propulsion
subsystem for ACS (including spin and despin) application re-
sulted from its relative simplicity and the availability of de-
veloped hardware.
The GN2 system is pressure regulated and sealed by redundant squib
valves except for a maximum of 12.5 hr after separation of the
probe from the spacecraft. During this period, redundant solenoid
valves will be the primary source of system leakage. For the long-
term locked-up storage period during the Earth-Jupiter traverse,
welds between the GN2 storage tank and closed squib valves are the
major leakage sources. A weld joint was assumed to leak He at 3 x
10- 7 scc/hr and a solenoid valve at 1 scc/hr, according to Martin
Marietta test and flight data. Considering these leakage rates
and the required restoring-force GN2 requirement, total leakage
would be approximately C.1 grams. Leakage from the GN2 propul-
sion subsystem was therefoce considered to be negligible.
The weight of a GN2 system (based on Ref VII-l data and presented
in Appendix C, Vol III) has been considerably reduced by using tank
weights based on fracture mechanics and cryogenic proof-pressure
testing techniques.. This approach estimates the tank weight to be
approximately 1.1 times the weight of GN2 to be contained. A tank
weight factor about three times the weight of GN2 contained results
from using Ref VII-1. The GN2 propellant was assumed to have a
delivered specific impulse of 705 N-sec/kg (72 lbf-sec/lbm).
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This is in agreement with data presented in Ref VII-2 for cases
in which pulse rates are less than 0.02 sec. The GN2 propellant
computed for actual use was multiplied by 1.3 to compensate for
tank residuals and line and component residuals.
b. Deflection Propulsion - Solid-propellant rocket motors were
selected for probe deflection because of their simplicity, reli-
ability, and high performance. Two potential problems arise from
using solid rocket motors in this application. One is the rela-
tively high thrust associated with solid motors for a given total
impulse. This high thrust and the thrust-vector misalignment,
caused by motor manufacture and installation tolerances, requires
high spin iates to limit probe nutation to tolerable levels. Using
a lower burning rate high-performance propellant results in deflec-
tion motors with lower thrust and longer burning time, which re-
duces the potential for significant nutation. Typical of such pro-
pellant development is Thiokol's TPH-3135 formulation. Use of
this propellant would essentially double burning time without
sacrificing performance. Data from Thiokol indicate that this
propellant is suitable for use in spherical motors, resulting in
near-neutral thrust time characteristics. Spherical motors were
considered for Missions 3, 5, and 7 because they generally have
better propellant fractions than cylindrical designs. The Mission
7 motor uses the slower burn-rate propellant. Data on slower
burning propellant was not available at the time of Missions 3 and
5 motor design.
The other potential problem is associated with impingement on
the spacecraft of solid particulate matter in the nozzle exhaust
plume. A study of the impingement was made and is incorporated
as Appendix B, Vol III. Results of this study indicate that plume
impingement problems can be avoided by going to dual-nozzle motors
in which nozzle centerlines are separated by at least 40° . Probe
motor designs use a separation angle of 45° . Estimates from motor
manufacturers indicate no difference in development cost between
single- and dual-nozzle motors.
A delivered vacuum specific impulse of 2809 N-sec/kg (287 lbf-sec/
Ibm) was suggested by solid-motor manufacturers for these applica-
tions, with composite propellants for long vacuum exposure before
ignition of the motor. The use of a double-base propellant requires
sealing the chamber with a scored plug assembly at the throat to
maintain a dry N2 atmosphere before ignition. This requirement
would introduce a potential failure mode.
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2. Selected Subsystems Description
The ACS and deflection-velocity probe propulsion systems' char-
acteristics for Missions 3, 5, and 7 are presented in this section.
a. Deflection Propulsion Suibsystem -Propellant quantities for
deflection velocity attainment were based on:
(-I) A--Vin (I = isp [VII-1]
where
WI = initial probe weight,
WF = final probe weight after achieving deflection velocity,
AV = deflection velocity,
Ip = propellant specific impulse.SP
Solution of this equation results in the determination of WF based
on Lnitial probe weight. The difference between W
I
and W
F
is the
propellant weight, W., expended.
Referring to Fig. VII-35, motor mass fraction for a single-nozzle
motor can be determined, once the contained propellant is known.
Because the motor has dual nozzles whose centerlines are separated
by an angle of 0.785 rad (45°), actual propellant required is the
computed W divided by the cosine of half the angle between the
F
dual nozzle centerlines. The single-nozzle motor inert weight
can now be computed by taking the quotient of the contained pro-
pellant divided by the mass fraction.
Several solid-propellant rocket-motor manufacturers were consulted
to determine the effect on mass fraction of incorporating two half-
thrust nozzles on the motor instead of a-single full-thrust nozzle.
For the dual-nozzle sizes employed, it was suggested that a weight
of approximately 0.453 kg (1 lbm) be added to the single-nozzle
motor inert weight to arrive at a dual-nozzle motor mass fraction.
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Fig. VII-35 Small Solid-Propellant Rocket-Motor
Mass Fraction versus Propellant Weight
Solid-rocket motor dimensions and burn times were calculated based
on procedures in Ref VII-4. A thrust coefficient of 1.78 and
chamber pressure of 3.654 x 106 N/m2 (530 lbf/in.2 ) were assumed.
A burn rate of 0.716 cm/sec (0.282 in./sec) was assumed for the
faster burning-rate propellant and 0.487 cm/sec (0.20 in./sec) for
the slower burning-rate propellant. Based on these assumptions,
it was possible to compute the nozzle dimensions. The resultant
spherical dual-nozzle deflection-motor characteristics are pre-
sented in Table VII-13.
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b. ACS Propulsion Subsystem - For Missions 3 and 5, the GN2 ACS
propulsion subsystem is required to provide a probe spinup of 10.47
rad/sec (100 rpm) on separation of the probe from the spacecraft.
After a distance of 548 m (1800 ft) between probe and spacecraft,
the probe deflection motor is fired. On completion of this firing,
the probe is precessed 0.63 rad (-35°) for Mission 3 and 0.61 rad
(-35° ) for Mission 5 by the GN2 ACS propulsion subsystem.
The GN2 ACS propulsion subsystem for Mission 7 provides for a probe
spinup of 10.47 rad/sec (100 rpm) on separation of the probe from
the spacecraft. Once a distance of 548 m (1800 ft) separates probe
and spacecraft, the deflection motor is fired. On completion of
this firing, the probe is despun to 2.09 rad/sec (20 rpm) and pre-
cessed 0.55 rad (-31.6°).
Schematics of the GN 2 systems and component weight estimates are
presented in Fig. VII-36 for Missions 3 and 5 and in Fig. VII-37
for Mission 7. Component weight estimates were obtained from
Ref VII-1. Table VII-14 presents probe characteristics and vari-
ous spinup, despin, and precession subsystem characteristics and
propellant requirements for the GN2 ACS propulsion systems in-
corporated in Missions 3, 5, and 7 probes.
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Tank
GN2
kg
0.513
0.467
Fill Valve
Pressure Transducer (2)
NC Squib Valve (2)
Filter
Regulator
Lines
NO Squib Valve (4)
Thruster (4)
0.445 N (0.1 lbf)
0.113
0.227
0.227
0.59
0.182
ibm
1.13
1.03
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.35
0.40
0.113 0.25
0.454 1.00
0.182 0.40
> 9 < Solinoid Valve (4) 0.363 0.80
Total 3.00 6.61
Fig. VII-36 ACS/Spin Propulsion Subsystem Schematic and Weights
for Mission 3 and 5 Probes
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Tank
GN2
Fill Valve
Pressure Transducer (2)
NC Squib Valve (4)
Filter (2)
Regulator
Lines
NO Squib Valve (6)
Thruster (6)
0.445 N (0.1 lbf)
kg
0.685
0.622
0.113
0.226
0.454
0.318
lbm
1.51
1.37
0.25
0.50
1.00
0.70
0.182 0.40
0.113 0.25
0.680 1.50
0.272 0.60
Solenoid Valve (4) 0.363 6.0
Total 4.03 8.88
Fig. VII-37 ACS/Spin Propulsion Subsystem Schematic and Weights
for Mission 7 Probe
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Despin
Spinup
TabZe VII-14 Probe ACS/Spin PropuZsion Subsystem GN2 Requirements
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Mission
Item Unit 3 and 5 7
Probe I
Z
kg m2 (slug ft2 ) 5.15 (3.8) 5.15 (3.8)
Spin Subsystem
Aw rad/sec (rpm) 10.47 (100) 10.47 (100)
Arm m (ft) 0.382 (1.25) 0.382 (1.25)
Nozzles (2) N ea (lbf ea) 0.445 (0.1) 0.445 (0.1)
tb sec 159 159
Wp required kg (lbm) 0.20 (0.44) 0.20 (0.44)
Precession Subsystem
6 rad (deg) 0.61 (-35) 0.56 (-32)
Wp required kg (ibm) 0.16 (0.35) 0.12 (0.27)
Despin Subsystem
Aw rad/sec (rpm) N/A 8.36 (80)
Arm m (ft) N/A 0.382 (1.25)
Nozzles (2) N ea (lbf ea) N/A 0.445 (0.1)
tb sec N/A 127
Wp required kg (ibm) N/A 0.16 (0.35)
z Wp (GN2 ) = Z W kg (lbm) 0.47 (1.03) 0.62 (1.37)
required x 1.3.margin
D. PROBE CONFIGURATION
Both blunt and sharp configurations were considered for the entry
probe. These shapes are shown in Fig. VII-38, in which the blunt
shape is represented by the hemisphere/cylinder and the sharp con-
figuration by the cone.
a Hemisphere/
Cylinder Configuration
b Cone Configuration
Fig. VII-38 Hemisphere/Cylinder and Cone Configurations
There are four basic criteria for comparison of these classes of
configurations for the turbopause probe mission:
1) Location of science instruments relative to the probe surface
for minimum measurement interference;
2) Sufficient roll inertia relative to pitch and yaw to maintain
spin stability;
3) The effect of shape on the number of electrons generated in
the wake, and thus, the blackout condition;
4) Local aerodynamic heating.
1. Science Instrument Interference
From the standpoint of instrument interference, no particular ad-
vantage could be found with one configuration compared to the
other. The mass spectrometer is located with its inlet at the
stagnation point in both cases in which minimum interference is
experienced. The IRPA and NRPA instruments are best placed for-
ward on booms even with the stagnation point and outboard, as
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shown. This requires longer booms for the cone shape; however, no
particular problem is involved. The ETP and photometers can be
mounted in equivalent locations.
2. Roll Inertia
Because the probe depends on spin stabilization over a long period,
roll moment of inertia must be at least 1.1 times more than the
inertia of the transverse axes, and preferably 1.2 times more.
Integration layouts of identical probe systems were prepared with
hemisphere/cylinder and conical bodies. Despite the fact that the
diameter of the conical design was increased by 5 cm (2.0 in.),
the spin to transverse mass moment of inertia was only 1.07 com-
pared to 1.20 for the hemisphere/cylinder. An additional factor
considered is that it is difficult to use the cone volume efficient-
ly for packaging equipment. Therefore, installation of equipment
to provide proper inertia ratios for spin stabilization definitely
favors the blunt hemisphere/cylinder configuration.
From a structural and mechanical viewpoint, no characteristics
were found that favor one configuration.
3. Electron Density in the Wake
Communications blackout is a direct function of electron density
in the wake. The blunt shape develops and extensive normal shock
region that generates extremely high shock temperatures and asso-
ciated electrons that carry into the wake. A highly complex series
of aerophysics computer programs were run to evaluate this condi-
tion, and the results are reported in Chapter X. Because of its
relatively sharp nose, the cone shape will develop a small normal
shock region, and therefore, a smaller number of electrons will
be generated about the stagnation area in this region. However,
there are reasons to believe that there may be compensating flow-
field actions as the flow is carried around the body into the
wake (Chapter X), and the resulting wake electron density for the
sharp cone may remain nearly as high as that for the blunt hemi-
sphere. Complete evaluation of the cone flow field was beyond
the scope of this study. However, an evaluation similar to that
for the hemisphere will be required to resolve this question.
4. Aerodynamic Heating
Initial aerodynamic heating is primarily convective heat transfer.
Because convective heating is a direct function of 1//nose radius,
the sharp cone will experience considerably higher stagnation-
point heating than the hemisphere. However, most of the signifi-
cant heating occurs after communications blackout, and therefore,
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is not a primary design factor. Local heating at the mass spec-
trometer inlet (stagnation point) should be checked to see that
no contamination or melting of the inlet occurs before the end of
the mission. Preliminary analyses indicate that this will not be
a problem.
In summary, based on analyses completed within the scope of the
study, the hemisphere/cylinder configuration has the clear advan-
tage in the area of spin stabilization and equipment packaging.
Additional aerophysics analysis is warranted for evaluation of
electron density in the wake because the cone may show an advan-
tage there. No particular advantage for either shape is seen in
the areas of instrument interference, structural/mechanical design,
and aeroheating.
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VIII. PROBE ATTITUDE CONTROL
This chapter discusses the probe attitude-control system require-
ments and design implementation approach. Mission study results
showed that two basic probe designs are required depending on
the type of mission flown. On certain missions, the probe does
not require attitude control or deflection propulsion and is,
therefore, a very simple design. Other missions require both
ACS and propulsion on the probe, with attendant probe complexity.
There are three fundamentally different sets of attitude-control
requirements for the defined mission profiles, and these are
listed below.
Mode 1 (Probe Deflection) - The spacecraft releases the probe
in the attitude required for the deflection AV. The probe fires
the AV, which puts it on the desired impact trajectory and estab-
lishes the required communications geometry. The probe then re-
orients itself to the attitude required for zero angle of attack
at entry.
Mode 2 (Shared Deflection) - The spacecraft releases the probe
in the proper attitude for zero angle of attack at entry. The
probe fires a AV in that direction so that it is displaced to
the entry site. The spacecraft then speeds up to achieve the
required communications geometry at entry.
Mode 3 (Spacecraft Deflection) - The spacecraft trajectory is
targeted to impact the entry site. The spacecraft releases the
probe in the proper attitude for zero angle of attack. The
spacecraft then orients itself and firest a AV to establish the
desired flyby trajectory and communications geometry.
A. ATTITUDE-CONTROL ERROR ANALYSIS
Critical parameters affecting mission success are correct place-
ment and magnitude of the AV impulse vector determines probe tra-
jectory in time and space, is the principal factor in locating
the probe at acquisition, and influences communications aspect
angles and doppler shift.
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Final pointing attitude of the probe is constrained by scientific
experiments and communications aspect angle. Aspect angle is nor-
mally the more severe attitude constraint for these missions.
The following is a discussion of sources of various errors and
their influence on attitude-control requirements. Errors developed
for each mission are tabulated in the mission analysis, Chapter
IV Section F. Numerical results will be developed here only for
those aspects required to define attitude control requirements.
Case 1 (Mode 3 - Spin-Stabilized Spacecraft) - The spacecraft
provides velocity impulse and final pointing of the probe for
this type of mission. All trajectory errors are derived from
spacecraft tolerances. Because the probe is released spinning
in its final attitude, attitude errors are a function of space-
craft attitude errors and tipoff rates. Final attitude of the
probe is determined by the orientation of its angular momentum
vector because a passive damper is included in the probe design
to remove nutation. The attitude errors for the probe are then
O = 0
epl es
w I
0 = tan 1 es t
ep2 X I
z Z
e = probe attitude error, rad
ep
e = spacecraft attitude error, rad
es
wes = tipoff rate, rad/sec
X = nominal probe spin rate, rad/sec
I = probe spin axis moment of inertia
z
I = probe transverse axis moment of inertia
t
I = I = I
t x y
I > I
z t
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Because these errors are random, they are combined statistically
in the mission analysis programs and will not be manipulated
further here.
Case 2 (Mode 1 - Spin-Stabilized Spacecraft) - The spacecraft
provides pointing for the AV impulse and spinup to 40 rpm before
separation in the case of the Pioneer S/C. The probe continues
spinup to 100 rpm, provides AV impulse with a solid rocket motor
and an attitude maneuver to the final orientation. Initial errors
involved in these maneuvers are similar to the errors for Mode 3.
o = 0
epl es
I0 es t
ep2 W I
z z
The remaining errors, which are significant parameters of this
mission, are momentum vector error (0ep3) caused by spin-jet mis-
alignment and velocity-vector error (ep4) during AV thrusting
resulting from misalignment of the solid rocket motor. These
errors are discussed in Ref VIII-1.
The values are given by
0ep3 = K3 n + K4 wz
Fr
8ep4 = rI (limiting case)ep4 I w
z z
= Tt/T
a
ratio of cross-axis torque to axial torque. (This
term arises from misalignment of the spin jets.)
K3 = coefficient from reference (See discussion below.)
K4 = coefficient from reference (See discussion below.)
r = axial thrust misalignment (See Table VIII-1.)
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Contributing to Attitude Disturbance
Structural Tolerance (3a)
Nozzle/flange 0.0254 cm
Flange 0.0762 cm
Mounting surface 0.1°
cg location 0.038 cm
Thrust Motor
Thrust vector 0.1150°
Axial Thrust Misalignment 0.140 cm*
Radial Thrust Misalignment 0.140 cm*
Spin Thrust Misalignment 0.095 cmt
*RSS
tRSS (two thrusters)
The coefficient K4 is a Fresnal integral that is plotted in the
reference. Although the computer plot in the reference is with
respect to some specific vehicle parameters, they are combined
so that the curves can be normalized and applied to all vehicles.
The coefficient K3 is a double Fresnal integral that does not
yield to attempts to normalize. However, the value of K3 is
bounded, and approximate solutions can be obtained.
After the AV impulse event, the attitude control subsystem maneu-
vers to the final orientation. The accuracy of this maneuver is
required to be 2° or 3°, depending on the specific mission. A
description of the attitude-control geometry and subsystem is pro-
vided in Subsection C6.
Case 3 (Mode 1 - Three Axis-StabiZized Spacecraft) - The spacecraft
is a three-axis stabilized vehicle in this mission profile. Two
alternative designs for probe release were considered. The ob-
vious approach of using a spin table has a number of disadvantages:
interaction with the spacecraft stabilization system, difficulty
in achieving sufficiently low tipoff rates, weight, and the cost
of the development and space qualification of a long-life pre-
cision mechanism. Because of these considerations, a nonspinning
separation mode was selected. The alternatives then presented
consisted of spinning up immediately after separation or using
the probe attitude-control system to implement AV impulse point-
ing and spinup. The analysis of the first of these alternatives
follows.
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Table VIII-1 Probe Tolerances
Angular momentum increase
P = Mk
where
P = angular momentum
M = spin torque
k = unit vector along spin axis
Angular precession rate
-p = P/I
t
Motion of the k axis
k = //It x k
P = M k
t
Letting
P = x p + y p + z p
P = x P + y + z Pz
Pz M Pz ~ Mt
Then
. M
Px = I (Py - tY)
py =M
IT (tx- P X)
p (t )4 (t X -X)
t
Py = ()(I) (t2 y -t
I (4) (tp y - t2 
The series solution of these equations
u = A0 + Alt + A2t2 + . . + A tn
n
A -(M /It)2 (n- 1)
n+4 (n + 4) (n +3) (n + 2)
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For the x component
Px(0) = es t
x ~es t
y (O) = 0
P (O) = 0 x (0) = 0
-M p (O)
py(O) = It
px (0) = 0
"y (0) = 0
Py
n+l (Pz)4n(-1) \
(MI t)2n
P = P(0) 1 1
or
Px = Px(0) 
co
+E
n=1
(4n-2) !
(4n)l (2 2n-1 (2n-1)
_ +
E n (P )4n
n=l
And the displacement of the angular momentum vector in the x
direction from the effect of initial rates on spin-up is
0 = 0
x ep2
A similar series can obviously be generated for 0 . However,
Y
when it is considered that the total error budget now includes
not only the previously defined errors 0epl' 0ep2' and 0ep3
co
but also e2
ep 2 n=l
n 1
bn (Pz)4n and 0epO
where
e = ~ t
epO es o
and
t = time from separation to spinup,
o
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and
py (O) = 0
it becomes obvious that, with realizable tipoff rates (1 to 3°/sec)
accurate placement of the AV impulse vector is impractical. Based
on this reasoning, an approach that requires probe subsystems to
supply pointing accuracy for velocity impulse was selected. This
will require the probe attitude-control subsystem error to be less
than 1° for this function.
B. SPIN RATE
Effectiveness of spinstabilization is directly related tothe
magnitude of disturbance torques. Axial thrusters for trajectory
correction are a major source of disturbance torque because the
thrust vector may not pass through the center of mass. If struc-
tural tolerances are considered fixed, increased axial thrust will
result in increased body-fixed torques. In general, the magni-
tude of attitude disturbance is directly proportional to thrust
level and inversely proportional to the square of the spin rate.
These relationships are illustrated in Fig. VIII-1 through VIII-3.
The reliability and economy of solid rocket motors compared to
other propulsion systems justifies consideration of these de-
vices in a simple planetary entry probe. The higher thrust level
of solid rocket motors will require higher spin rates to maintain
desired pointing accuracy. A review of electronic-component and
attitude-control dynamics limitations has been made to establish
conservative upper limits for the entry probe spin rate.
1. Mechanical Stress
Acceleration stress from angular velocity and radial position is
illustrated in Fig. VIII-4. Angular velocity necessary to pro-
duce acceleration stresses comparable to the launch sequence
maximum (16.9 g) at the periphery of the probe is 20.8 rad/sec.
The effect of the acceleration field on components of electronic
subsystems has been reviewed. Two components were found to have
operating constraints at accelerations less than 16.9 g.
Remotely activated batteries must be oriented in the vehicle so
the acceleration forces assist the flow from the reservoir to
the cells. This is necessary to prevent any reverse flow of
electrolyte, which would create conduction paths and short the
cells.
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Fig. VIII-4 Rotating Vehicle Acceleration Field
Latching relays are expected to be used for pyrotechnic events
that take place at near-Jupiter distances (i.e., entry phase)
Relays being considered for Viking (Potter Bromfield HL-4125)
are required to operate in a 5-g field along any axis with less
than 10 psec contact chatter. This specification is considered
conservative, and the relay should meet specifications in a 2 0-g
field.
2. Performance Factors
a. Propellant - Use of increased angular rates will require more
propellant for attitude maneuver as well as spinup. Required
total impulse is directly proportional to the spin rate andis
given by
(e + 1.26) wI
(IMP) = erT er
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0 = maneuver angle
= angular rate
I = moment of inertia about the spin axis
z
r = moment arm for spin and precession jets
e = precession thruster efficiency.
A factor of 20% is included in the attitude maneuver to account
for nutation correction. No factor is included for leakage and
ullage. The value of 0 is zero for mission profiles that do not
require an attitude maneuver.
b. Precession Control - Angular rate affects maximum impulse
per rotation, number of solenoid (jet) cycles, control range,
and total impulse, as previously noted. Jet efficiency is the
ratio of effective impulse to total impulse and is a function
of firing angle. Firing angle is usually limited to 45°
(e = 0.975). Angular rate is limited to the value at which
minimum solenoid cycle time (minimum bit) prescribes a firing
angle equal to the maximum allowable firing angle. Control range
is the ratio of the difference between the minimum bit and the
maximum impulse per cycle to the maximum impulse per cycle.
The above study indicates no significant obstacle at spin rates
below 200 rpm. At this angular velocity, acceleration forces
are equal to the maximum launch environment force. Higher rates
could be used by locating fragile components near the axis of
rotation.
The effect of velocity-induced electric fields in combination
with high spin rates produces current flow in the Langmuir probe
sensors. This indicates that it will be necessary to despin to
about 20 rpm before operating this instrument.
The purposes of increasing the spin rate are achieved at approx-
imately 100 rpm. Because the probe mass and criticality of design
tolerances increase with spin rate, 100 rpm is recommended.
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C. ATTITUDE-CONTROL DESIGN
Several alternative approaches were considered to meet at-
titude-control requirements. Principal considerations in the
survey of possible systems were simplicity, reliability, and use
of available components, because these asepects have a direct
effect on cost. A few of these alternatives are briefly dis-
cussed in this section.
1. Offset Thrust
The conditions described for mission profiles that require atti-
tude control indicate that two attitude positions are required:
orientation for AV impulse, and final position for entry. It has
been considered that, if the AV impulse could be applied at an
angle with respect to the spin axis, the probe could be separated
with spin in the final attitude and no maneuver would be required.
This approach could be implemented in one of two ways:
1) A combination of axial thrust and an impulse at right angles
to the spin axis;
2) Use of an offset solid rocket motor with a firing time that
is small compared to the time of rotation.
However, both approaches would require precise timing functions
that would have to be derived from at least a Sun sensor. Further-
more, effects of offset tolerances and the transverse component
of the thrust would produce unacceptable attitude errors, and
further attitude corrections would be required.
2. Stored Momentum
This approach would use a small flywheel operated at high speed.
The angular momentum vector of the wheel would be exactly that
required to correct the position of the probe angular momentum
vector from the AV impulse direction to the final position. The
wheel would be positioned before separation and spinup. Once
positioned, the wheel would be released on free gimbals. The
probe would then be spun up, released, and the solid rocket
motor fired. After completion of the AV impulse, the wheel could
be locked to the probe spin axis and eventually stopped with re-
spect to the probe frame of reference by friction, resulting in
complete transfer of wheel angular momentum to the probe.
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The problems arising with this approach are basically:
1) The possibility of undesirable transfer of momentum from the
wheel to the probe before or during AV impulse;
2) The presence of high-energy storage in the wheel could result
in the probe eventually achieving an attitude of 180° from
that desired.
Basically, the first problem is the most serious. The free gim-
bals would be stressed during AV impulse. Consideration was given
to providing some drive to a gimbal oriented along the spin axis
to overcome biased friction from the probe spin. However, even
if this approach were considered feasible, an expensive develop-
ment and qualification program would be required for a precision
gimbal development.
3. Open-Loop Control
This system would consist of a stored series of timed precession
impulses. Because orientation of the probe and final attitude
are well known, the attitude maneuver could be precisely speci-
fied. The final error would then include the disturbance to the
angular momentum vector caused by the AV impulse. This approach
could not be used for missions that require attitude trim before
firing the solid rocket motor. This method was discarded because
it is not feasible to meet the knowledge requirements on probe
spin rate and phase. At least a Sun sensor would be required.
Because these sensors are available to yield Sun aspect angle
as well as Sun crossing time for phasing, a closed-loop system
could be used that would provide greater reliability and probably
lower cost when testing, and less critical precision requirements
are considered.
4. Simple Closed-Loop Single-Axis Maneuver
This approach is a natural outgrowth of the open-loop system. It
would use a Sun sensor that provides a measurement of solar aspect
angle as well as Sun crossing time. The maneuver sequence would
consist of firing a preprogrammed set of precession impulses im-
mediately after the AV impulse maneuver. These pulses could be
offset in phase so that an essentially two-axis maneuver could be
achieved, although only the maneuver angle with respect to the
Sun line (i.e., solar aspect angle) could be measured. After the
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initial maneuver, some time (several hours) would elapse while
the damper removed residual nutation. A measurement of solar
aspect angle would then provide information for further maneuvers.
5. Closed-Loop Two-Axis Maneuver
This design approach uses a Sun sensor to measure solar aspect
angle and Sun crossing time and a Jupiter sensor to measure Jupi-
ter crossing time. The sequence of the maneuver would be similar
to the single-axis system. Immediately after AV impulse maneuver,
a preprogrammed series of pulses would orient the probe near its
final position. Then, after a waiting period of several damper
time constants, measurements would be made of solar aspect angle
(clock angle) and the angle between the Sun and Jupiter measured
about the spin axis of the probe (cone angle). These measure-
ments would then be used to develop subsequent precession pro-
grams to finalize the probe's position. Because of residual nu-
tation, it is not considered desirable to continuously drive the
probe to minimize the final error. For this reason, the maneuver
would occur in a series of steps, as described above. For this
approach, there are certain constraints on the relative position
of the Sun and Jupiter, as discussed below. This system, using
attitude sensors, can also be used to trim probe attitude before
the AV impulse. Because it represents a minor increment in com-
plexity over a single-axis system and has inherently greater
flexibility and capability, it has been the system that has re-
ceived major consideration. For missions in which the single-axis
system may be preferred, it would be a minor consideration to
reduce the two-axis maneuver system to a single-axis system.
6. Two-Axis Closed-Loop Geometry
As previously described, the simple probe sensor system defined
for the turbopause mission can measure solar aspect angle and the
angle between two planes. The line of intersection of the planes
is the spin axis of the probe. The spin axis, probe-Sun vector,
and probe-Jupiter vector describe the position of the two planes,
respectively. The geometric relationships are shown in Fig.
VIII-5. As noted in the figure, measurement of the solar aspect
angle effectively locates the probe spin axis on a cone in iner-
tial space. The location of the spin axis on the cone must then
be determined, although in the applications under consideration,
this location will be predictable within a few degrees. Figure
VIII-6 elaborates on the measurements that must be performed.
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In Fig. VIII-6, a nomograph is shown to illustrate how the angle
between Jupiter and the Sun measured about the spin axis, X,
varies with the position of the probe spin axis on the surface
of the cone, 0. The angle ( is also influenced by Jupiter aspect
angle, 4. However, this angle is not shown because the sensory
sensory system does not measure it. A complete expression for
the reslationship between a, (, 0, and 4 is
sin a sin 0
tan sin a cos 0 cos 4 - cos a sin 
The cone itself is symmetrical in space with respect to the probe
Sun line and has a half angle equal to the solar aspect angle, a.
The values shown are applicable to Mission 3. Geometric problems
are encountered for some geometries. These are illustrated in
Fig. VIII-6 for a value of a = 57.3° . For this condition, the
Jupiter aspect angle with respect to the spin axis is less than
the solar aspect angle and the probe-Jupiter vector lies within
the cone shown in Fig. VIII-5. The effect of this geometry is
to make 0 double-valued for any allowable value of S. The mini-
mum value of X (i.e., 8'), which will be measured (subject to the
constraint a = 53.7°) results in a condition for which changes
in 0 result in no change in (. This means that the system gain
described functionally by ( = f(0) is zero. Values of 0 near
this condition cannot be measured by this system. However, values
of 6 and ( for this mission are close to 180°, and this singular
condition is not a problem. The final position for this mission
involves a value of a = 20.9° . Under these circumstances, the
probe-Jupiter vector lies outside the solar aspect cone and 0 is
single-valued for any particular value of (. Furthermore, 8 now
has a minimum value of zero (i.e. all values of ( are allowable).
The effect of the constraints on the mission results in a sensory
system gain of 0.67 near the final attitude desired (a = 20.9°).
Sensory system gain is in general greater than one for values of
o near zero and less than one for values of 0 near 180°.
Other geometric problems that may arise with this system occur
if the solar aspect angle or Jupiter aspect angle approach zero.
For geometries in which these angles are less than a few degrees,
a simpler system can be used that merely points the spin axis at
the reference. However, for aspect angles greater than a few
degrees and less than approximately 15°, difficulty may be en-
countered in obtaining the proper accuracy of measurement because
of the finite window of the sensors and the natural polar coor-
dinate system inherent with this configuration.
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7. Sensors
The requirement is for a three-axis attitude determination of a
spin-stabilized spacecraft at approximately 107 km from Jupiter.
For the mission discussed, the probe is relatively near the line
between Jupiter and the Sun. Jupiter will be nearly full-phase
and approximately 0.4° apparent diameter as seen from the probe.
accuracy of angular measurements within 0.5° is considered ade-
quate.
The design approach uses two sensors, one to obtain two-axis in-
formation from the Sun, the other to furnish third-axis informa-
tion by sensing Jupiter.
The Sun sensor will measure the angle between the spacecraft spin
axis and the Sun. This can be a 9-bit digital output (with the
Adcole Corp. instrument), or linear analog output (with the Honey-
well Radiation Center instrument). The second axis is determined
by the direction of the Sun when the plane containing the instru-
ment's optical axis and the spacecraft spin axis crosses the Sun.
This is indicated by a pulse output from the Sun sensor. This Sun
sensor and its electronics will weigh a maximum of 1.59 kg and re-
quire a maximum of 2 W if the instrument is to cover the whole
celestial sphere on each revolution about the spacecraft spin axis.
These numbers can be lowered if miniaturized integrated circuitry
is used and if the spin-axis-to-Sun angle is constrained within
certain limits.
8. Jupiter Sensor
The electromagnetic radiation from Jupiter consists mainly of
three classifications:
1) Reflected light from the Sun, essentially in the wavelength
band from 0.3 to 1.5 p, with peak at approximately 0.5 i.
This is in the visual and near-infrared region. The apparent
shape of Jupiter in this radiation will vary from a thin
crescent to a fully illuminated disc, as a function of the
phase angle between the line of sight from the instrument to
Jupiter and the line from Jupiter to the Sun.
2) Energy radiated by the planet as a black body, from its own
temperature. Because Jupiter has a significant atmosphere
and a relatively high rotational speed (approximately 10 hr/
rev), temperature over the entire apparent surface is rela-
tively constant at approximately 130° K. Its black-body
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radiation is essentially in the wavelength band from 5 to 30
p, peaking at about 11 p. It is relatively constant from
about 8 to 14 p. Jupiter's apparent shape in this radiation
will be the nearly circular shape of an oblate spheroid.
3) Radio-frequency radiations in the wavelength band longer than
3 cm. This radiation seems to be associated with varying
but discrete sources on the planet, and is therefore not suit-
able for sensing the plane for determination of its center.
There are many sensors that can detect reflected solar radiation,
and their relative usefulness depends on the specific purpose of
the instrumentation as well as their own intrinsic properties.
Some of the more frequently used materials are summarized in the
following tabulation.
Wavelength
at peak
Material response Remarks
Photocathodes: (Usually in photomultiplier tubes)
S-1 1 H
S-ll 0.43 
S-20 0.42 p Highest response
Others
Silicon 1 p Photo conductive
& photovoltaic
Selenium 0.8 p
Gallium Arsonide 0.8 p
Copper-Cupric Oxide 0.5 p
Cadmium Sulphide (visual)
At least three materials are sensitive in the range of Jupiter's
black-body radiation. These are Mercury-doped germanium operat-
ing at 28°K, gold-doped germanium, at 60°K, and copper-doped
germanium at 4.2°K. Zinc-doped germanium at 4.2°K covers the
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desired range at lower sensitivity; it is more useful at somewhat
longer wavelengths. The disadvantage common to these materials
is that they must be operated at very low temperatures. This often
adds prohibitive weight for spacecraft applications, but the low
temperatures available in space can conceivably be used to advan-
tage for these detectors.
Based on the above, the device selected for a Jupiter sensor will
consist of a silicon sensitive element and possibly a lens system.
A survey should be made of available Sun sensors to establish
whether an available component could be used for this applica-
tion.
9. Electronics
The functional block diagram in Fig. VIII-7 is representative of
the electronics for all missions requiring an attitude-control
system. The functions required of the ACS electronics are listed
below.
1) Process the solar aspect-angle information. The data output
of the solar aspect sensor is generally analog or digital
gray code. In either case, it would be converted to binary
digital for processing in the logic. The solar aspect out-
put can be used as a measure of nutation by establishing maxi-
mum and minimum attitude angles, as will be discussed in 4)
below.
2) The pulse output from the Sun sensor is generated when the Sun
crosses the sensor's optical axis. Processing this pulse will
consist of establishing its center by selecting the point at
which the derivative (slope) is zero (maximum amplitude) or
averaging the time between preselected amplitudes. Some study
must be made of the effect of the greatly increased solar
range on this pulse. It is distinctly possible that solar
intensity near Jupiter may be decreased by factors other than
range because recent data from the Mariner flights indicate a
discrepancy between measured and expected illumination. The
Sun pulse is used to control the sector logic as well as pro-
vide attitude information in combination with a similar Jupiter
pulse.
3) The pulse derived from the Jupiter sensor when the planet
crosses the optical axis of the sensor is essentially similar
to the Sun pulse described above, and processing will be the
same.
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4) Sector logic will be used to establish correct precession jet-
firing intervals. There are two obvious approaches to this
logic. A counter can be used to measure the period of revolu-
tion. Simple binary division and addition processing can then
be used to establish angular position of the probe at any time
during the next revolution on the basis of the content of the
register. Because the measured period of rotation will be
updated every revolution, the basic timing oscillator would
have no critical nominal frequency requirements and reason-
able drift requirements, resulting in a simple economical de-
sign for this element. However, digital processing would be
increased over a voltage-controlled oscillator approach.
The use of a VCO would permit the sector logic to be hard
wired. This system generates the proper sector logic by
driving the oscillator so the count register approaches a
fixed value for every revolution. Angular position of the
probe is determined when this counter reaches some preset
value. This is the preferred approach for this function be-
cause required development is decreased. This method has
been applied to several recent vehicles. Furthermore, a
reasonably accurate clock will be needed for missions with
despin requirements to ensure that allowable minimum angular
rate is maintained.
5) A nominal functional block diagram of the solar aspect proc-
essing is shown in Fig. VIII-8. At predetermined intervals,
a series of solar aspect angles will be measured and the
maximum and minimum selected. This is necessary because nu-
tation will be present. If the difference between these
angles is too great, indicating excessive nutation, another
waiting interval will be initiated. If the difference between
the maximum and minimum angle is small enough, the attitude
will be evaluated. The evaluation will consist of summing
the maximum and minimum measurements to obtain a measurement
related to the mean value representative of the position of
the angular momentum vector. This value is then compared to
a preset attitude command and the sign and magnitude of the
error are established. A similar function provides an evalu-
ation of the spin-axis cone angle. The difference in the con-
tent of the revolution period-count register between the Sun
and Jupiter pulse is compared with the total revolution period.
This provides a measurement of the angle X through which the
probe rotates between pulses, and establishes the position of
the probe on the space cone defined by the solar aspect angle.
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An averaging similar to that provided by the solar aspect
logic is performed and the results compared with a preset
command. The resultant angular errors are then used to pro-
gram the timing of the precession events and pulse width.
When the indicated error decreases below the allowable maxi-
mum error, the ACS signals the data management system that
the maneuver is complete and the precoast shutdown sequence
is initiated.
The attitude-control logic may be implemented by COSMOS within
the 1975 state of the art. Because this is a critical maneuver,
with this design, there is no method by which the success of the
maneuver can be evaluated and readjusted by spacecraft or ground
command, it is recommended that 100% redundant majority logic be
used. The use of COSMOS will alleviate the power penalty that
might otherwise be incurred. The Jupiter range at which this
maneuver takes place is sufficient to ignore the effects of the
Jupiter radiation belts.
The precession pulses will be implemented by pneumatic jets
driven by appropriate poweri amplifiers. These amplifiers should
be designed to require low power during standby.
The required vehicle maneuver is relatively simple, and conse-
quently, the electronics presents no design problem. Some fur-
ther studies may be required to evaluate the effects of nutation
on subsystem performance.
10. Damper
A viscous ring damper was selected for the mission because of its
mechanical simplicity. This type of damper has been applied to
several designs such as VELA, LES, Intelsat III, COMSAT, TIROS.
It has advantages of no moving parts; no threshold of performance;
insensitivity to changes in spin rate, mass properties, and tem-
perature; does not affect probe static or dynamic balance; and
it does not have critical mounting or geometry requirements. Its
principal disadvantages are size and weight, which are inversely
related to rather long time constants. In case the viscous ring
damper proves impractical, a tuned wheel can be used, which is
much smaller but would increase cost. The performance of the
viscous damper has been analyzed (Ref VIII-2) and the time constant,
T, is given by
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2r I
z
F(y) m R2 (1 + A)2 X
I = spin moment of inertia
z
I = transverse moment of inertia
t
F(y) = function of wobble Reynolds number _1
m = mass of fluid
R = radius of ring
X = I /I -1
zl 
= angular rate of probe.
With the constants appropriate to the various turbopause probes
with dynamic attitude control, it appears that time constants an
the order of 1 hr are feasible with a 12-cm-dia damper. Because
the period during which the ACS system must be active may be as
long as 12 hr, this would appear adequate. With a vehicle operat-
ing at 5 rpm, the damping period would extend to 20 hr. This
is not a problem because the ACS does not depend on damping for
missions with this angular rate. Furthermore, initial nutdtion
would only be caused by tip-off rates, and approximately 7 days
are available for damping.
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IX. SPACECRAFT INTERFACE AND MODIFICATIONS REQUIREMENTS
The addition of a probe to a spacecraft has a potential for af-
fecting many aspects of the analysis and design of the spacecraft,
its integration with the launch vehicle, and its mission.
The presence of the probe requires that the spacecraft design and
analysis be modified by changes in structural design loads, mass
properties, and thermal performance. Aspects of the integration
of the spacecraft with the launch vehicle, which are influenced
by the probe, are relocation of the spacecraft in the fairing
envelope, changes to the launch vehicle/spacecraft adapter, mod-
ification of spacecraft dynamic response to the launch environment,
changes to space requirements in the fairing caused by added equip-
ment, and increased payload weight. Spacecraft mission modifica-
tions required by the presence of a probe vary considerably as a
function of probe complexity. Generally speaking, the simpler
the probe, the greater the effects on the spacecraft mission.
During the study, effects of a probe on the Pioneer, TOPS and MOPS
spacecraft were evaluated. Pioneer and MOPS received the major
emphasis because of contract redirection. Table IX-1 presents
the spacecraft used for eachmission study.
Table IX-1 Launch Load Factors
Mission
1 2 3 5 1A 2A 7
Launch Titan IIID-
Vehicle 5-seg
Centaur-
Burner II 7 seg 5-seg · 5-seg -
Spacecraft Pioneer Pioneer TOPS Pioneer Pioneer PioneerI MOPS
The scope of the study precluded an evaluation of all factors
mentioned above. Evaluation of spacecraft interfaces and modifi-
cations was limited to conceptual integration layouts, thermal
analysis of the probe on the spacecraft, evaluation of the thermal
effect of the probe on the Pioneer, identification of spacecraft-
supplied power requirements, analysis of a communications link
with the probe, and an evaluation of the spacecraft propulsion
subsystem.
IX-1
A. PIONEER
1. Integration
Figure IX-1 presents a layout study of the simple (no deflection
motor) probe on the Pioneer spacecraft on the Titan IIID-5-Segment
Centaur-Burner II launch vehicle with the Viking fairing. Above
the Centaur stage is a spin table, TEM-364-4 (Burner II) solid
motor, spacecraft/probe structural adapter, and Pioneer. Below
the spacecraft on the spacecraft Z axis are a probe adapter and
probe. After Centaur burnout, the TEM-364-4 motor and payload
above it are spun up and separated. The TEM-364-4 is fired and
separates at the space-vehicle separation plane.
The Pioneer without probe adapts to the TEM-364-4 by a cylindri-
cal adapter similar to the one used for the probe. Because of
incorporation of the probe, the spacecraft system/TEM-364-4 adapt-
er interfaces at the corners of the hexagonal Pioneer equipment
compartment.
The cylindrical adapter on the spacecraft Z axis, which formerly
adapted to the TEM-364-4 solid rocket motor, is modified to ac-
cept the probe and its structural separation system and electrical
connector. In addition, it must accept the environmental cover
and its associated structural separation and separation spring
system. The Pioneer/probe structural adapter must also support
the insulation blanket, which thermally controls the solid rocket
deflection motor on the probe during cruise (for those probes
that include a propulsion subsystem).
The effect of the probe on spacecraft-system mass properties
requires evaluation, particularly because Pioneer is a spin-
stabilized spacecraft. Addition of the probe on the Z axis will
increase the X and Y axes mass moments of inertia. An evaluation
of this effect will be required. Location of the probe on the
Z axis was made practical by information received from TRW that
spacecraft cruise cg could be readily located on the Z axis rather
than 0.19 m (7.6 in.) laterally offset, as now defined. Table
IX-2 presents an estimate of the weight effect of the probe sys-
tem on Pioneer for Missions 1, 1A, 2, 2A, and 5.
Note that Missions 2 and 2A require a small increase in spacecraft
propellant, which requires a propellant tank modification. This
modification has a minor effect on spacecraft weight and design.
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2. Probe/Spacecraft Thermal integration
A thermal analysis was performed to investigate the effect of the
turbopause probe on the spacecraft's thermal performance. Because
the interface between probe and spacecraft causes the probe and
probe shield to partially block the spacecraft louver assembly
view to space, it was necessary to evaluate the spacecraft louver's
heat-rejection capability.
For the TOPS spacecraft, louver assemblies are on both the +Y and
-Y sides of the electronic equipment compartment. Because the
probe is not mounted directly in front of either louver assembly,
no significant blocking occurs, and only a minor decrease in heat
rejection capability would result. TOPS is also Sun oriented and
therefore shades the probe, except during brief midcourse correc-
tions. During thesecorrections, however, the probe could reflect
varying amounts of sunlight into the louver panels, thus briefly
reducing their heat-rejection capability.-
For Pioneer, the probe and environmental cover are directly above
the equipment-bay louver assemblies, as shown in Fig. IX-2. The
spacecraft/probe radiant interchange was analyzed using the Mis-
sion 3 probe configuration, which represented the largest probe
diameter. Results of the thermal analysis' include maximum heat-
rejection capability of the equipment-bay louver assemblies as
a function of the effective louver-radiator temperature for both
unmodified Pioneer (no probe) and Pioneer/probe combination.
(See Fig. IX-3.)
The results indicate approximately 25% reduction in the heat-
rejection capability of the equipment-bay louver assemblies.
The maximum heat-rejection rate of these assemblies, therefore,
becomes 75 W, assuming an upper limit of 50°F for the louver ra-
diator. The reduction in performance identified applies only to
the equipment-bay louver assemblies. The science bay louver as-
sembly will be unaffected by the probe's presence.
If the heat-rejection requirement of the spacecraft during cruise
(with probe on board) is greater than 75 W (assuming the 50°F
upperlimit), modification will be required to increase the equip-
ment-bay radiator area.
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3. Propulsion
Probes for Mission 1, 1A, 2, 2A, and 5 are carried by Pioneer
spacecraft from Earth to near Jupiter. The probe on Mission 5
provides its own spin-up and deflection velocity after it is
freed from the spacecraft.
Probes 1, LA, 2, and 2A are carried by the spacecraft on a tra-
jectory targeted to enter the Jupiter atmosphere. At a distance
from Jupiter specified by the particular mission, the spacecraft
is properly oriented, spun up, and the probe released. The space-
craft is then despun, reoriented, and a deflection velocity im-
parted to put it on the prescribed Jupiter flyby trajectory.
The propulsion subsystems of the Pioneer spacecraft must provide
the spin, despin, and deflection velocities for the spacecraft
with the added weight of spacecraft modifications. The spin up
maneuver will include the probe weight. The AVs and propellant
margins required are listed in Tables IX-3 and IX-4.
The propulsion subsystems of the Pioneer are assumed to use a
hydrazine catalyst system incorporating a GN2 blowdown pressuriz-
ation system. A total propellant weight of 25.7 kg (60.5 lbm)
is initially stored aboard the spacecraft. For the Earth-to-
Jupiter midcourse correction, a delivered propellant specific
impulse of 2150 N sec/kg (220 lbf sec/lbm) was assumed. For all
other propulsion functions, a delivered specific impulse of 1860
N sec/kg (190 lbf sec/lbm) was assumed. The decreased specific
impulse is assumed to be due to the blowdown characteristics of
the propulsion system.
Based on these propellant performance characteristics, spacecraft,
spacecraft modifications, probe weights, and sequence of events,
Tables IX-3 and IX-4 were developed. Table IX-3 presents numerical
values in English units and Table IX-4 in metric units. AsIcan
be seen, Missions 1, 1A, and 5 can be accomplished with the 27.5
kg (60.5 lbm) of propellant carried by the Pioneer. Missions 2
and 2A would require slightly more propellant (or higher-perfor-
mance propellant). TRW has indicated that larger propellant tanks
could easily be accomodated in the present design with little
effect on Pioneer systems.
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Table IX-3 Pioneer Spacecraft Application
1 1A 2 2A 5
Pioneer S/C (lbm) 547.0 547.0 547.0 547.0 547.0
Pioneer modifications 91.3 69.4 109.8 111.6 92.5
Probe 134.6 131.9 136.7 130.7 194.2
W S/C initial 772.9 748.1 793.5 789.3 723.7
AV E-J (m/sec) 100 100 100 100 100
W E-J (lbm) - 35.0 34.0 35.3 35.3 32.8E
Probe garage 10 10 10 10 10
Spin-up S/C from 4.8 rpm to 37.5 20 37.5 20 NA
Wp spin-up 3.38 1.58 3.38 1.58 NA
Separate probe 134.6 131.9 136.7 130.7 194.2
Despin S/C to (rpm) 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 NA
Wp des pin 3.38 1.58 3.38 1.58 NA
W S/C at deflection 586.5 569.0 604.7 609.7 486.7
AV S/C deflection (m/sec) 16.1 54.6 101.3 101.3 NA
W S/C deflection 5.0 16.5 31.2 31.7 NA
W S/C final 581.5 552.5 573.5 578.0 486.7
W S/C Available Propellant 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5
Wp E-J 35.0 34.0 35.3 35.3 32.8
Wp spin & despin 6.76 3.16 6.76 3.16 NA
Wp deflection AV 5.0 16.5 31.2 31.7 NA
W S/C propellant remaining 13.7 6.8 -12.8 -9.7 28.7
Note: All units ibm unless otherwise noted
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(English Units)
Table IX-4 Pioneer Spacecraft Application (Metric Units)
r . . ._ ._
1 1A 2 2A 5
Pioneer S/C 248.2 248.3 248.3 248.3 248.3
Pioneer modifications 41.4 31.5 49.3 50.2 42.0
Probe 61.1 59.6 61.9 59.3 88.2
W S/C initial 350.9 339.2 359.5 357.8 328.6
AV E-J (m/sec) 100 100 100 100 100
Wp E-J 15.9 15.4 16.0 16.0 14.9
Probe garage 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
Spin-up S/C from 0.5 rad/sec 3.93 2.09 3.93 2.09 NA
to
Wp spin-up 1.5 0.7 1.5 0.7 NA
Separate probe 61.1 59.6 61.9 59.3 88.2
Despin S/C to (rad/sec) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 NA
Wp despin 1.5 0.7 1.5 0.7 NA
W S/C at deflection 266.3 258.3 274.1 276.6 221.0
AV S/C deflection (m/sec) 16.1 54.6 101.3 101.3 NA
Wp S/C deflection 2.3 7.5 14.2 14.4 NA
W S/C final 264.0 250.8 259.9 262.2 221.0
W S/C available propellant 27.5 27.5 27.5 27.5 27.5
Wp E-J 15.9 15.4 16.0 16.0 14.9
Wp spin and despin 3.0 1.4 3.0 1.4 NA
Wp deflection AV 2.3 7.5 14.2 14.4 NA
W S/C propellant remaining 6.3 3.2 -5.7 -4.3 13.0
Note: All units kg unless otherwise noted
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4. Spacecraft Power
Three primary requirements for S/C power have been identified.
They are power for thermal control of the probe deflection pro-
pulsion system, thermal control of the receiver crystal, and
power for the communications and data handling system. Other
requirements for S/C power are probe checkout, pyro firing, an-
tenna drive, and S/C spin-up and despin.
Maintaining the probe deflection propulsion motor at 294°K will
require 2 to 3 W of electricity from the spacecraft. A thermo-
statically controlled 5-W heater would provide an acceptable
solution.
The S/C receiver crystal should be maintained at 50 ±10°C for
stable operation. This will require approximately 10 W.
Requirements for the communications and data handling system for
real-time transmission are 10 W. The time power is required is
summarized in Table IX-5 for all Pioneer missions. This system
requires 28 ±5 V.
For mission on which data storage is required, an additional 25 W
will be required for a tape recorder.
5. Communications
The communications subsystems supported by an interface with
Pioneer are the antenna, antenna despin driver (if used), re-
ceiver, and data handling.
The antenna requires accurate pointing for probe tracking. For
this study, a deadband of 0.25° 3a was used. For all Pioneer
missions (except 1A), a despin drive is required to counterrotate
the antenna at the spin speed of the S/C. For 1A the S/C antenna
aspect angle is so small that a fixed antenna installation is
used. The relay antenna installation is shown in Fig. IX-1.
The receiver and data handling system require a mounting location
compatible with the thermal control and micrometeoroid hazard
considerations.
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Table IX-5 Power Requirements Time Swummary for Communications
and Data Handling
Mission
1 1A 2 2A 5
S/C Receiver On time T - 38:16 T - 40:10 T - 48:46 T - 38:2 T - 40:48
(min:sec)
S/C Receiver Off time T + 0:2.9 T + 0:2.6 T + 0:2.1 T + 0:2.1 T + 0:1.9
(min:sec)
AT Trajectory 1:54 5:31 15:24 5:7 10:15
Uncertainty (min:sec)
Totals 40:12.9 45:43.6 64:12.1 43:11.1 51:4.9
B. MODIFIED OUTER-PLANET SPACECRAFT (MOPS)
1. Integration
The current MOPS configuration as designed by Martin Marietta can
carry a deep survivable probe or Jupiter turbopause probe with
only minor modifications. Three machined fittings are required
to adapt to the turbopause probe. Figure IX-4 is an overall view
of the MOPS S/C with the probe mounted in the center of the hex-
agonal equipment compartment. Figure IX-5 shows additional struc-
tural and mechanical details of probe attachment and the S/C-
mounted probe antenna.
Attachments shown on Fig. IX-5 incorporate hi-shear separation
nuts and probe ejection springs at three locations around the
base of the probe. The probe is mounted along the Z (roll)-axis
of the spacecraft, and therefore imparts little disturbing moments
or imbalance at probe/spacecraft separation. Access to the probe
attachment hardware is provided through access plates on the
spacecraft. A honeycomb cover is permanently attached to the
spacecraft to protect critical areas of the probe from meteoroids.
The probe tracking antenna, a 2.7-ft-dia parabolic dish, is between
the +X and Y axes. It is locked in a stowed position for launch,
and deployed to an operational position of 148° (cone angle) after
Burner II separation. A single-axis gimbal mechanism permits a
rotation of ±5° in 2° steps for tracking in the ecliptic plane.
An estimate of the weight effect of these modifications is shown
in Table IX-6.
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Table IX-6 Weight Effects of Spacecraft Modification, MOPS
JS 77 Mission
kg lb
Probe Structural Support & Environmental .
Enclosure 12.4 27.3
Radio Receiver & Antenna 9.6 21.1
Subtotal 22.0 48.4
Contingency 15% 3.3 7.2
Total 25.3 55.6
C. THERMOELECTRIC OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT (TOPS)
Consideration of the TOPS as a vehicle for the Jupiter turbopause
probe was discontinued upon redirection during the study, there-
fore analytical integration effort was limited.
The results of thermal integration are mentioned in Subsection A2,
and Table IX-7 shows a preliminary estimate of the spacecraft
modifications required to carry a probe on a JUN 78 mission.
Table IX-7 Weight Effects of Spacecraft
Modification, JUN 78 Mission
kg lb
Probe Structural Support
& Environmental Enclosure 14.2 31.4
Radio Receiver & Antenna 15.0 33.0
Subtotal 29.2 61.4
Contingency 15% 4.4 9.6
Total 33.6 74.0
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X. AEROPHYSICS
During entry into the Jovian atmosphere, communication from the
entry probe to the spacecraft will occur along a line passing
through the wake of the flow field, aft of the entry probe. There-
fore, prediction of the degree of signal attenuation and the onset
of blackout requires determination of the distribution of both
electron density and electron collision frequency in the wake.
For an altitude envelope from 60 to 100 km below the turbopause,
entry-probe flow fields have been thermochemically analyzed to
predict both plasma properties distributions and aeroheating ef-
fects. A decription of the analyses, with a discussion of the
results and their effects on the mission, are presented in this
chapter.
A. NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW ANALYSIS
1. Rationale for Analysis
Figure X-1 shows the various flow regimes encountered by the entry
probe as a function of altitude (Ref X-1). Note that at 60 km
below the turbopause, the entry probe is well into the continuum
flow regime. At the high entry velocity (50 km/sec), a bow shock
wave is formed forward of the body. The sudden increase in gas
temperature caused by the shock wave is sufficient to cause dis-
sociation of the molecular H2 and subsequent ionization of the
atomic H and He. It is the passage of this partially ionized gas
over the entry vehicle and into the wake that will cause electro-
magnetic signal attenuation and, subsequently, communication black-
out, thereby terminating the mission.
The strength of the bow shock wave and thermochemical state of
the shock layer will determine electron density and collision
frequency throughout the flow field. Results of a previous study
(Ref X-2) indicate that, at 60 km below the turbopause, the fore-
body flow field is in thermochemical nonequilibrium. Hence, a
nonequilibrium analysis has been performed and compared with
equilibrium analytical results.
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Figure X-2 shows the various flow-field regions of the entry probe
during continuum flow. While it is the body boundary-layer flow
that forms the viscous near and far wakes aft of the probe, analy-
sis of the inviscid body flow field is required to determine
boundary-layer edge conditions. Having done so, the boundary-
layer analysis is then performed to set the initial conditions for
the free shear-layer (near-wake) analysis. Reattachment of the
near wake (aft of the shear layer and recirculation region) causes
a sudden recompression of the flow field. This results in forma-
tion of a recompression shock wave (Ref X-3) and further creates
nonequilibrium effects in the far wake. This type of coupled
analysis assures that the wake-plasma properties distributions
are consistent with overall vehicle geometry and material compo-
sition as well as with entry velocity and consequent forebody bow
shock strength.
2. Nonequilibrium Inviscid Forebody Analysis
The inviscid forebody flow-field analysis has been performed using
an inverse method (Ref X-4) with finite rate chemistry. The ad-
vantage of the inverse method is that it gives detailed results
at field points throughout the inviscid shock layer. Ambient at-
mospheric composition 60 km below the turbopause is 89 mole %
molecular H2 and 11 mole % He. Therefore, the principal reactions
of importance to electron production in the inviscid flow field
are the dissociation of molecular H2 and the subsequent ionization
of both atomic H and atomic He. As a result, analysis of the flow-
field model involved development of a reaction-rate model and
integration of flow-field equations for conservation of mass,
momentum, energy, and chemical species, throughout the inviscid
hypersonic shock layer.
a. Analysis - Table X-1 shows the chemical kinetic reaction model
used in the analysis. Details of the computational procedure are
given in Appendix H (Vol III). Because experimentally verified
reaction-rate data were not available for the gas composition and
energy range of interest (e.g., shock Mach No. = 70.0), rates used
result from theoretical analysis using proven analytical techniques
(Ref X-5). To check the reliability of the reaction rate model,
nonequilibrium normal shock analysis was performed using these
same rate constants in the postshock flow field. Results indicate
that the thermochemical state of the gas converged to the pre-
determined equilibrium state over a large range of entry (fre-
stream) conditions. Therefore, justification of the rate-constant
model is that it works successfully for the conditions of interest.
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Table X-1 Chemical Xinetic Reaction Model for Jovian
Turbopause Entry Probe Inviscid Flow-Field
Analysis
Reaction Rate Constant (Kf)
K1f 14 -0 82 -51957/TH 2 + M _ 2H + M 1.43 x 1 T e
Kf
H + M, H + e + M 7.522 x 101 1 T0 5 -158000/T
Kf
He e M He + e + M 1.096 x 1011 T0.5 -285200/T
Note: Units on rate constants are molsc )(mole-sec)
b. Results - Figure X-3 gives the resultant nonequilibrium elec-
tron density at the entry-vehicle stagnation point. Note that
nonequilibrium of the flow field yields a lower electron popula-
tion than would result if the flow field were in an entirely
equilibrium state. This is essentially because energy absorbed
by dissociation of molecular H2 results in a lower translational
temperature throughout the nonequilibrium flow field.
Because the nose-stagnation region has the highest flow-field
temperature (and electron concentration) the results at the stag-
nation point provide an upper bound to electron population through-
out the rest of the flow field. However, these results are for
inviscid flow and will be modified somewhat by the presence of
the boundary layer, as will be shown in a subsequent discussion
of boundary-layer results. Figure X-4 illustrates the decay of
electron concentration from expansion cooling of gas along a
stream line paralleling the body contour. The electron concen-
tration profile resulting from equilibrium analysis (Ref X-6) is
included in the figure to demonstrate that throughout the inviscid
flow field, nonequilibrium effects relieve the entry-communication
signal-attenuation problem. This will become more evident as the
boundary-layer flow and resulting wake flow fields are considered.
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c. Conclusions - Two important conclusions from this analysis
are:
1) The entry-body flow field at an altitude of 60 km below the
turbopause is in a state of thermochemical nonequilibrium.
2) The nonequilibrium of the inviscid forebody flow field results
in lower electron concentration than if the flow field were
in local thermochemical equilibrium throughout.
Application of these inviscid forebody results to the body bound-
ary layer will be discussed in a later section.
3. Nonequilibrium Viscous Forebody Analysis
At altitudes on the trajectory between the turbopause and antici-
pated mission termination, calculation of the flow field surround-
ing the probe requires consideration of finite rate chemistry.
Collision frequencies and residence times of the species in the
flow field are not large enough to establish chemical equilibrium.
In this instance, prediction of the charged particles distribution
in the wake of the vehicle becomes extremely difficult, initially
requiring validation of the species distributions in the forebody
region. At sufficiently low altitudes, the chemical approach of
division of the forebody flow field into an inviscid region and
a boundary layer can be adopted. At lower free-stream densities,
however, this simplification cannot be made and the entire shock
layer should be considered viscous. This regime, the nonequilib-
rium-chemistry viscous shock layer, is one of the most difficult
to analyze. In fact, other than in the stagnation region, computer
programs for the analysis are not available.
a. Analysis - Present attempts to predict the viscous, finite
reaction rate, forebody species distributions are restricted to
two areas. First is the laminar boundary layer surrounding the
vehicle forebody; second is the stagnation-point viscous shock
layer. A single computer program developed by F. G. Blottner
(Ref X-7) has been used as the tool for the analyses. Blottner
describes the finite-difference solution of the conservation
equations for a chemically reacting boundary layer. Solution
of the viscous shock layer at the stagnation point requires con-
sideration of the same equations, however, with different boundary
conditions (Ref X-8). The program has provisions for up to 30
species and 30 reactions. Thermodynamic and transport properties
of the species and mixture are, of course, required. Provision
for detailed treatment of a highly ionized gas (electron mole
fraction greater than approximately 10-2) like that encountered
X-8
in Jovian entry was not originally incorporated in the code.
Modifications have been made to properly account for thermodynamic
properties, but transport properties are still approximate. How-
ever, it was felt that, if possible, solutions would provide val-
uable information for consideration of the communications prob-
lem.
Solution of the appropriate equations is difficult in any case,
and the extreme velocities and energies encountered in Jupiter
entry further compound the problem. Initial attempts at solution
were for a stagnation-point boundary layer at the following con-
ditions:
1) 100 km below the turbopause, where division of the flow field
into an inviscid shock layer and a boundary layer may be ap-
propriate;
2) freestream velocity of 50 km/sec;
3) wall temperature of 500°K, with species in equilibrium;
4) a three-reaction chemistry model consisting of H molecule
dissociation, and single ionization of both the H and He
atoms with the reaction rates described elsewhere;
Kf
J
H2 2H
H+ -
H · + e
+ -
He He + e
where
B - Cj/T
3e
Kf = A T
J 3
5) chemical equilibrium boundary-layer edge conditions.
This represents a good approximation at the stagnation points,
where velocities are low relative to the body and species resi-
dence times are long. These initial solution attempts failed
primarily because of high species production and depletion rates
encountered in the solution, causing solution divergence and be-
cause initial profile estimates were not accurate enough.
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To circumvent these problems, two important adjustments were made
in the next series of solution attempts. First, He and He ions
were dropped from the chemical scheme and pure H plasma substi-
tuted, as noted in the figures. Second, velocity was decreased
an order of magnitude with the thought of increasing the velocity
in steps up to 50 km/sec, using previously converged solutions
as initial profile guesses in each step. With these changes,
converged solutions were obtained up to 20 km/sec, but further
increases were not possible.
Examination of Fig. X-5 reveals a part of the problem. Shown in
the figure are the stagnation-point mass fractions of the three
species important in the nonequilibrium boundary-layer study
(H2 , H, and H+) as a function of free-stream velocity at 100 km
below the turbopause. In the range from 20 to 30 km/sec, there
is a rapid drop in the H2 concentration and an exponential rise
in H , so that, by 28 km/sec, the electron-mole-fraction (or ap-
+proximately H mass-fraction) level has passed the limit of pro-
gram applicability (10-2). This means that, across the boundary
layer, there are large species gradients, and numerical problems
can be expected.
Convergence problems were associated with species production
rates, so rate constants were lowered and further cases attempted.
By using this procedure of raising the velocity until no conver-
gence was obtained and then lowering the reaction rate constants,
profiles termed "converged" by the program were obtained at 50
km/sec. Because the altitude of primary interest was 60 km below
the turbopause, the program was run in 10-km increments to the
60-km location. Because free-stream density at this altitude is
more than an order of magnitude lower than at 100 km below the
turbopause, leading to lower interparticle collision frequencies,
rate constants could again be increased. Despite the fact that
the computer program's internal convergence criteria had been
met, examination of the output profiles of species and tempera-
ture showed unsatisfactory anomalies for many runs. In fact, all
runs with entry velocities above 30 km/sec belonged to this group.
Although this velocity also approximately corresponds to the
arbitrary division between high and low ionization at the boundary-
layer edge (electron mole fraction of 10-2), this may be a coin-
cidence, and further analysis at the higher velocities might
eliminate the objections. Further discussion is limited to cases
in which the converged results are satisfactory.
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b. Results - Boundary-layer temperature profiles for entry velo-
cities between 20 and 30 km/sec are shown in Fig. X-6. The edge
temperatures, equilibrium stagnation-point values, rise rapidly
in this velocity range consistent with the species population
shown in Fig. X-5. The profiles shown are for values of the rate
constants shown in the figure. Only at 30 km/sec was a systematic
attempt made to raise these values above those required for the
initial converged solutions. The effect on species profiles of
changing these constants at 30 km/sec is shown in Fig. X-7. The
effect of doubling both constants is to lower the concentration
of both H2 and H over most of the boundary layer. Doubling only
the ionization rate, as expected, has only a small effect on the
H2 species, but again lowers the H concentration. It appears
that by judicious choice of the increase of each reaction rate,
converged solutions for significantly higher rates can be obtained.
However, whether the combination of rates expected from experi-
mental or theoretical data can be used is still in question.
An interesting effect of reaction rate on convective heat transfer
is also shown in Fig. X-7. The higher the ionization rate, the
lower the ion concentration and gradient near the wall with the
catalytic wall-boundary condition imposed in the solution, i.e.,
equilibrium at the wall temperature. The result is to lower the
diffusive transport to the wall. Significantly lower heat transfer
to the wall is noted as the ionization rate constant is increased.
The purpose of this forebody viscous analysis was to provide ini-
tial conditions for calculation of the electron distribution in
the wake. A calculation of the boundary layer around the body
was attempted for only one case, and the results are shown in
Fig. X-8 and X-9. The calculation was for the sphere-cylinder
body at 100 km below the turbopause and 24 km/sec. Edge pressure
was obtained from an equilibrium inviscid solution (Ref X-6 and
X-9) and edge species concentrations determined by an equilibrium
isentropic expansion from the stagnation point. More precise
determination of edge conditions would include iteration of the
boundary layer with a nonquilibrium inviscid solution including
boundary-layer swallowing effects. However, the results shown
provide some insight into-the phenomena. Note that the boundary-
layer edge is assumed to be in thermochemical equilibrium because
of the lack of a nonequilibrium solution at the conditions shown
in Fig. X-8. Figure X-8 shows the variation along the body of
the edge and maximum boundary-layer electron density. Little
decay of electron density is noted along the cylindrical section.
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4
Equilibrium edge values drop about five orders to magnitude from
the stagnation point to the base. However, recombination rates
within the boundary layer are not fast enough to keep pace and a
drop of only two orders of magnitude in maximum electron number
density is noted from the stagnation point to the base. The edge
and maximum values are, of course, coincident at the stagnation
point.
Figure X-9 indicates the electron density profiles at the shoulder
and base. Considerable boundary-layer growth is shown. The im-
plication for the desired results at a velocity of 50 km/sec would
seem to be that not much decay of electron density from the level
generated in the stagnation region can be expected in the expected
flow around the body. Good definition in the stagnation region
is required.
Comparison of boundary-layer thicknesses in the previous figures
and calculated adiabatic standoff distances shows that the viscous
layer, even at 100 km below the turbopause, is a significant frac-
tion of the shock layer. A more realistic calculation of species
profiles would be for a viscous shock layer at higher altitudes;
i.e., at lower free-stream densities, boundary-layer calculations
become even less appropriate. As mentioned before, the Blottner
program can calculate the stagnation-point viscous shock layer.
A limited attempt was made to apply this program option at the
same trajectory conditions as for the boundary-layer calculations.
Any numerical problems encountered in the boundary-layer solution
might be expected to be magnified in shock-layer calculations be-
cause of the anticipated inflection in the temperature profile
and the iteration required for determing shock standoff distance.
Temperature profiles for three of the successful solutions in
pure H2 mixture are shown in Fig. X-10. The rate constants, A,
required for these solutions are also given. No attempt was made
to change these from values necessary to obtain the initial solu-
tion. Adiabatic standoff distances are also noted on the figure.
It can be seen that the viscous shock-layer solution yields stand-
off distances somewhat larger than the adiabatic values for each
velocity. Serious attempts to obtain shock-layer solutions at
higher velocities and reaction rates were not made.
c. Conclusions - Although nonequilibrium boundary-layer and vis-
cous shock-layer solutions were not obtained for the complete set
of conditions desired, considerable experience in analyzing these
problems was gained, and some insight into their effects on this
program was obtained. Addition of He and its first ion to the
chemical scheme should be a routine step. In fact, they were elim-
inated in this analysis only to help clarify more basic physical
X-17
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and numerical problems. Proper calculation of transport proper-
ties for highly ionized gas mixtures is a more difficult problem,
but techniques are available and have been reported (Ref X-1).
The problems should be primarily programming. Inclusion of the
correct transport properties might alleviate some numerical prob-
lems encountered in solution attempts at the higher velocities
and reaction rates attempted in this study. From the results
obtained, however, it seems that a nonequilibrium viscous shock-
layer rather than a boundary-layer solution is the only proper
procedure at altitudes above 100 km below turbopause. At 100
km and below, both radiative and convective heat rates become so
severe that solutions obtained without consideration of heat-
shield mass loss are of little value. Of course, for the present
vehicle, 100 km is below the altitude of mission termination.
Proper analysis then requires development of techniques for ana-
lyzing the forebody viscous shock layer at locations away from the
stagnation region.
4. Near-Wake Analysis
A reasonable estimate of the probe near-wake flow field (Fig. X-ll)
is necessary to estimate telemetry-signal attenuation in both the
near- and far-wake flow fields. In addition, the near-wake tem-
perature field must be known for heat-load and radiation calcula-
tions. More important, a near-wake analysis is required to pro-
vide the necessary input to the far-wake analysis.
Because of the lack of a reasonably simple unified computation
scheme for the viscous recirculating wake, the near-wake flow
field was investigated by analyzing the flow in the four distinct
regions (Fig. X-11):
1) Corner expansion of the boundary layer and inviscid flow;
2) Inviscid flow outside of the shear layer;
3) Shear-layer (or mixing-layer) flow;
4) Shear-layer recompression.
Techniques employing isentropic expansion and recompression were
used for computation of the corner expansions and shear-layer
recompression. An existing mixing program (Ref X-10 and X-11)
was modified for use in the shear-layer analysis.
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a. Analysis - The following discussion outlines some of the more
important aspects of the integrated analysis.
Base Pressure - Both boundary-layer and inviscid flow are assumed
to undergo an essentially isentropic expansion at the probe aft
corner (Fig. X-11). Flow conditions following this expansion
depend on the probe base pressure.
Determination of base pressure is an extremely complicated problem.
In fact, base pressure is coupled to the entire near-wake inter-
action problem in a fundamental way. However, consistent with
independent determination of various flow regions in the wake,
base pressures were estimated a priori.
Because the wake flow is laminar, the classical Chapman laminar
mixing analysis result was used (Ref X-12). For two-dimensional
flow, the base pressure is given by
= 2 Ms2Pb 1 + - M s
PS 1 + I - 1 M2
1.31 s
where
Pb = base pressure
psI M = pressure and inviscid stream Mach number at s, respec-
tively.
Zumwalt (Ref X-12) has shown that for axisymmetric base flows
z=2.06-
axisym s2-dims
Corner Expansion - The inviscid flow was assumed to undergo an
ideal Prandtl-Meyer expansion turn to the base pressure, Pb'
This process thus defines the inviscid wake region (2 on Fig. X-11)
including the mean flow direction, 0 , in the shear layer.
s
At the aft corner, the separating boundary layer was divided into
a number (typically 15) of individual stream tubes. Properties
within each stream tube were assumed to be uniform, with a mean
value appropriate to the local flow of that point in the boundary
layer. Flow in these stream tubes was then expanded isentropically
to the base pressure, thus yielding a starting shear-layer profile.
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Shear-Layer Flow - The GASL turbulent mixing program (Ref X-10
and X-ll) was implemented for the shear-layer computation. Be-
cause the wake flow is laminar, a laminar mixing option was writ-
ten into the GASL program. The resulting method provides a finite-
difference technique for calculation of two-dimensional constant-
pressure frozen-chemistry mixing layers.
There are some disadvantages in the use of this program for the
Jupiter probe wake, and these will be discussed.
Shear-Layer Recompression - As the shear layer approaches the
probe centerline, it begins to turn parallel to the axis and
recompress. This usually occurs gradually while the inviscid
external stream undergoes a rapid compression through an oblique
trailing shock wave. The pressure to which the shear-layer flow
recompresses is assumed to correspond to that behind the trailing
shock (Fig. X-11). This pressure is calculated by assuming that
the shock turns the inviscid stream parallel to the axis. Using
the same stream-tube technique adapted for the corner boundary-
layer expansion, shear flow is recompressed along stream tubes
to the postshock pressure. The resulting profiles are used for
the far-wake input.
b. Results - Figures X-12 through X-14 show typical results of
the near-wake analysis. They give temperature, mass density,
and electron-density profiles at two streamwise locations along
the shear layer. Station 1 corresponds to the condition of the
separated boundary layer after the corner expansion, while Station
2 corresponds to the point where recompression has occurred and
the flow has passed through the trailing oblique shock wave.
The figures show the obvious smoothing of the properties as one
proceeds along the shear flow.
Because the shear-layer flow was assumed to be chemically frozen,
distributions of thermochemical properties throughout the near
wake are dominated by fluid mechanics rather than chemical ki-
netics. The nature of the temperature and density profiles (in-
creasing temperature in the direction of outer edge and decreasing
density radially outward) reflect the structure of these thermo-
dynamic state variables in the boundary layer. This is to be
expected because the boundary-layer flow field is the source of
the near-wake flow field. The temperature and density profiles
at Station 2 of Fig. X-12 and X-13 reflect both flow compression
at the rear stagnation point and passage through the trailing
oblique shock wave.
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c. ConcZusions and Restrictions - The near-wake electron concen-
tration profiles are the results of fluid mechanics; e.g., expan-
sion, mixing, and cooling. This implies that along a typical
shear-layer streamline, electron concentration should decrease
with increasing distance from the entry probe's baseplate. This
is not inconsistent with results at Station 2 of Fig. X-14 when
one recalls that Station 2 reflects shock heating by the recom-
pression shock wave.
The two-dimensional nature of the near-wake analysis tends to
overpredict electron concentration. Follow-on analyses should
include refinement of analytical techniques to include effects
of finite pressure decay down the wake and radially. This would
tend to lower predicted shear-layer electron-concentration dis-
tributions. However, quantitative assessment of the degreee
of such relief would require considerably more computer analysis.
Nevertheless, such an analysis would be physically more reasonable
and would tend to predict lower electron concentrations.
The near-wake analysis provided a means of estimating property
profiles at the start of the far wake (neck conditions in Fig.
X-11). It is not intended to be a unified accurate treatment of
the near wake. The main restrictions are:
1) Corner expansion and shear-layer recompression programs are
strictly valid only for two-dimensional flow. This is not
the case, especially with regard to the recompression process.
2) The GASL mixing program is also strictly valid only for two-
dimensional flow at constant pressure. This is perhaps the
most severe restriction in the analysis.
3) As used for this study, the GASL program assumed frozen chem-
istry throughout the shear layer. It may be that this restric-
is not severe. However, this is not obvious, particularly
for the high-energy flow encountered by the entering probe.
Follow-on analyses should include equilibrium chemistry for
comparison.
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5. Far-Wake Analysis
The far wake is the region of flow downstream of the recompres-
sion shock. This region is important to the success of the
mission because the communication path is through its centerline
(which is also the probe's axis of symmetry). The results needed
for electromagnetic signal-attenuation analysis are electron col-
lision frequency and number density because it is these properties
that determine the degree of attenuation.
Downstream of the recompression shock, the far wake consists of
two distinguishable regions, as shown in Fig. X-15. The viscous
core contains flow originally heated by shearing forces in the
probe's boundary layer that has expanded into the free shear layer
(i.e., near wake) and later compressed and turned at the wake
neck. The inviscid outer portion consists of shock-heated flow,
and extends radially outward to the bow shock.
Up to 50 body diameters downstream (Ref X-14 and X-15), the ini-
tially laminar viscous core will in some cases develop turbulent
disturbances that break through into the inviscid portion and
then into the ambient surroundings. McLaughlin (Ref X-16) has
shown that the symmetry limitation on axisymmetric wake disturb-
ances forces them to be periodic with some harmonics, and he
confirms this experimentally. In other cases, the wake remains
laminar. Wilson (Ref X-14 and X-15), Demetriades (Ref X-17),
and Moore and Lee (Ref X-18) show that turbulent transition--
1) Is less likely with, and is delayed by, body heating;
2) Occurs earlier for higher Reynolds numbers and will not occur
below a critical Re because of viscous damping effects;
3) Is delayed by increasing vehicle bluntness;
4) Occurs earlier with increasing ambient pressure.
When the wake remains laminar, the inviscid portion can develop
instabilities 1000 to 8000 body diameters downstream and begin
to blur with the viscous core. At this point, the inviscid por-
tion contains significant viscous effects (Ref X-14). Eventually,
far downstream, the wake approaches ambient conditions.
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a. Analysis - For this analysis, only the viscous core was
treated in detail. This is consistent with the approach taken
by Wen and Chen (Ref X-19) as well as Moore and Lee (Ref X-18)
whose analyses were limited to the viscous core of blunted bodies
in air mixtures. Although the inviscid flow could be a major
portion of the wake's mass flow, the signal path is through the
centerline, i.e., the viscous core that was assumed to remain
laminar in this study. The inviscid portion was analyzed only
to provide edge conditions for the detailed viscous-core anal-
ysis. Because the inviscid portion has negligible radial grad-
ients except near the bow shock, it is expected that solutions
at the viscous core edge are representative of those throughout
the inviscid portion.
The reason for not including turbulent effects is the state of
the art in turbulent analysis. Most successful (in the sense of
agreement with experiment) turbulent-wake analyses make heavy use
of empirical knowledge and correlations of experimental and/or
flight-test data (Ref X-16). This knowledge, pertaining to Mach-
70 sphere-cylinder shapes in He/H2 mixtures, is obviously un-
available. Purely theoretical turbulent-wake analysis is in a
very incomplete and unsatisfactory state.
Although the inviscid wake for blunted and spherical bodies has
strong density gradients near the bow shock, in the vicinity of
the viscous core the gradients are negligible in both radial and
axial directions (Ref X-14, X-15, and X-18). This makes boundary-
layer simplifications valid for the viscous core. It has been
shown experimentally that these assumptions (e.g., constant radial
pressure) are generally accurate for wakes. The following conser-
vation equations are obtained.
1) Conservation of mass
[ D(pu ____!)
r [(Dx )+ Pv J + pv = 0
2) Conservation of chemical species
r [pu D + pv = rWj - 1 + 
r
pY.v
Dr D j.~r jj
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3) Conservation of momentum
I au auI aP /
r Pu + Pv = -r a+ l+ +r D u
4) Conservation of energy
r PuD+ pv ar = ru+ (rUr) + 1 + r a T
Lu pv ar DX Dr/ r D r
where
H = enthalpy per unit mass
P = pressure
r = distance radially from centerline
x = distance axially aft of wake neck
T = temperature
u = x velocity component
v = r velocity component
W = mass rate of formation of species per unit volume due to
chemical reactions
Y = mass fraction of species
p = density
p = coefficient of viscosity
j = species identification subscript
v = kinematic viscosity
X = thermal conductivity
in consistent dimensions.
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It is obvious that this equation set is incomplete as presented.
To complete it, a thermal equation of state and a caloric equation
must be added (Ref X-18). Having done so, the system of equations
is integrated along coordinates paralleling the streamlines in the
far wake. All radial derivatives of a property e.g.,(aYj/r),
are calculated by a curve fitting the property as a function of r
and using the resulting derivative.
The viscosity model has been simplified in that viscous parameters
are assumed radially constant.
The above equations were integrated numerically from a given set
of initial conditions (discussed later) using a first-order ac-
curate integration technique, i.e.
g(X + AX) = g(X) + g'(X)AX
where
AX = distance increment
g = property desired at X + AX.
Brooke (Ref X-20) has shown that a first-order integration tech-
nique in general is as stable and accurate as a Runge-Kutta tech-
nique, and computing-time considerations made the use of this
technique desirable.
As the flow-field integration proceeds downstream, it is necessary
to provide edge conditions at the boundary of the inviscid and
viscous flow fields. Constraints on the form of these conditions
are--
1) At infinity, they must equal free-stream values;
2) At the wake neck, they must equal the known inviscid values.
It has been shown experimentally that pressure decays exponentially
in a downstream direction in the far-wake region. Using these
facts, pressure at any given station becomes
P = (Pneck- P ) exp(-FX) + P
X-31
where
X = distance downstream of the neck
F = constant.
The parameter F is related to the downstream distance, X , at
0
which P = 1.01 Pa. The definition of F is
F = (-1/Xo)IZn 10.0l P/(Pneck- P-|
For 60 km below turbopause, Pneck = 123 dynes/cm2 and P = 1.821
dynes/cm2.
As the downstream distance for which P = 1.01 P was unknown, a
representative value of X was chosen to be 20 body diameters.
0
This turned out to be unsatisfactory because resulting pressure
decay was too rapid and diffusion effects, which are expected to
dominate laminar far-wake evolution, were overshadowed. An ex-
amination of wake profiles with parametric variation of X was
0
then made. Figures X-16 and X-17 illustrate some results of this
examination.
Profiles of electron momentum-transfer collision frequency were
also calculated. Electron collision frequency was calculated as
a function of local temperature, species composition, and colli-
sion cross-sections for electrons with the various species. Gen-
erally, electron collision frequency--
1) Is a strong function of degree of ionization;
2) Increases with increasing density;
3) Increases with increasing temperature.
Nonequilibrium processes of importance in the far-wake region are
the recombination of ions into neutrals and neutrals into molecules.
Negative ions can be important (Ref X-19), as can three-body re-
combination reactions. Attachment of electrons to neutral particles
in the wake also merits further investigation.
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To implement the model, initial conditions for the state variables
and composition were needed. These were obtained by isentropically
expanding equilibrium boundary-layer results around the vehicle
corner, analyzing mixing without chemical reactions in the near
wake, and isentropically compressing and turning the flow at the
wake neck. As noted in the discussion of boundary-layer analysis,
it is predicted that the boundary layer is governed by nonequilib-
rium processes rather than by the adapted equilibrium formulation.
Several serious difficulties occur in the initial near and far
wake as a result of--
1) The electron number density being predicted to be two to five
orders of magnitude higher than anticipated for the nonequi-
librium case.
2) Instead of the temperature excess and velocity defect condi-
tion typical of wakes, the reverse being predicted.
Unfortunately, initial conditions have been shown to be critical
in the evolution of laminar far wakes (Ref X-18 and X-19). It is
felt that defects in the initial conditions used constituted a
serious limitation in this analysis.
b. Results - The temperature defect in the calculated initial
profile is noted in Fig. X-17. This defect is still influencing
the profile four diameters downstream. The types of profiles
expected, had a nonequilibrium boundary-layer analysis been used,
are also shown. It appears that diffusion effects have removed
much of the variation initially present after four diameters,
when X was chosen as 1000 diameters, but did not influence the
0
profiles noticeably when X = 20 diameters. The types of pro-
files expected for a nonequilibrium boundary-layer analysis are
also shown, together with the associated uncertainty bands. The
electron density and electron collision frequency along the
wake's geometric centerline are shown in Fig. X-18 as a function
of distance downstream from the vehicle base. Note that the
transition from near-wake to far-wake flow occurs approximately
2.8 body diameters behind the entry vehicle's baseplate. Decay
with distance of both the electron number density and collision
frequency is due to expansion cooling, ionic recombination, and
electron attachment. Electron attachment kinetics were not in-
cluded in the analysis. This, plus the fact that experimental
analytical methods of hypersonic nonequilibrium wake analysis
tend to overpredict electron population levels and underpredict
decay rates, has led to the consequent uncertainty bands in Fig.
X-18.
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Attachment of electrons to atomic H might very well provide fur-
ther relief to the telecommunication problem. Hydrogen-electron
attachment mechanisms in the far wake should be further investi-
gated. In addition, the reliability of the chemical reaction
rate model should be checked. This can be achieved in part, at
least, by examining the effects of rate-constant variation on
the resultant calculated electron number density. Also, because
wake temperatures are less than 6000 °K, experimental determina-
tion of reaction rates is feasible. This is not true for the
forebody inviscid flow field, for example, where shock-layer tem-
peratures are much higher.
c. Conclusions - Results of the analysis of the far wake at 60
km below turbopause and entry velocity of 50 km/sec indicate that
electron concentration and collision frequency in the wake are
low enough to assure communication to the orbiter at this altitude.
(See Chapter V.) Although the wake is certainly longer than the
20 body diameters shown in Fig. X-18, the fluid mechanics and
chemical kinetics governing wake flow indicate that the electron
concentration cannot appreciably increase as the flow proceeds
further downstream. Detailed thermochemical analysis for greater
downstream distances can be obtained, but this requires consider-
ably more computer cost than could be justified. As numerical
integration techniques for entry velocities and flow conditions
typified by this mission study are improved, computation times
should decrease considerably. The effect of implementation of
physically more realistic viscosity and electrical conductivity
models on entry telecommunication should be investigated. For
example, the transport properties model for the H 2 /He model used
for the body heating analysis (See Section B.) should be incor-
porated in the wake flow-field analysis.
Because attachment of electrons to atomic H should drive the wake
electron concentration even lower than currently predicted, the
reaction
H + e + M H + M
should be incorporated in future analyses.
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B. ENTRY AEROHEATING
1. Probe Heating Analysis
a. Analysis
Thermodynamic Properties - The continuum heating analysis requires
knowledge of the composition and thermodynamic and transport pro-
perties of an equilibrium gas mixture. Composition and thermo-
chemical properties of individual species are needed to determine
mixture transport properties. Equilibrium species number densi-
ties and gas mixture properties were obtained from the Mollier
option of the Horton and Menard thermochemical code (Ref X-21),
while species properties were computed by the Martin Marietta STP
program, using the same basic spectroscopic data as Horton and
Menard.
Transport Properties - Transport properties (i.e., viscosity and
thermal conductivity) of H2 /He mixtures are needed to solve viscous
flow-field and heating problems. A program for computing these
properties is available at Martin Marietta, and its theoretical
basis is described in Ref X-1. Appendix B. Results obtained from
this program are presented in Fig. X-19 and X-20 for viscosity
and thermal conductivity, respectively. These transport properties
were computed for equilibrium composition of the H2 /He mixture
over a temperature range from 250 to 25,000°K and a 10 order-of-
magnitude range in density.
Convective Heating - To determine heating in the postshock stagna-
tion region, it is first necessary to define the flow-field pro-
perties. Following passage through the transition flow regime,
a shock is formed and the postshock region can be analyzed by
continuum flow theory. Initially, the shock layer is fully vis-
cous and in chemical nonequilibrium. As the free-stream density
increases, the viscous region gradually gives way to a partially
viscous, partially inviscid flow field, the viscous portion of
which can be treated by boundary-layer theory. Although this
theory is strictly applicable only when the viscous layer is thin,
its use in situations involving boundary-layer thicknesses that
are an appreciable fraction of shock standoff distance can lead
to reasonable heating predictions (Ref X-8).
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The equilibrium boundary layer approach was used for all continuum
convective heating calculations. The method employed is an adap-
tion of one developed by Smith and Cebeci (Ref X-22) for numerical
solution of boundary-layer equations. An implicit finite-differ-
ence technique provides a nonsimilar solution to the compressible
laminar or turbulent differential equations. Equilibrium thermo-
dynamic and transport properties of the H2 /He mixture previously
discussed were used in these calculations.
b. Results
Hemisphere-Cylinder Heating Results - Cold-wall heating rates for
the hemisphere-cylinder body were computed for a range of entry
angles and associated trajectories from ye = -15° to -85° . Rates
for two of these trajectories, e = -35° and -45°, are shown in
Fig. X-21 and X-22. These are composite rate curves that include
free-molecule, transition, and equilibrium continuum heating.
Free-molecule heating was computed from the relation qFM = u3.
The energy accommodation coefficient, u, for the curves of Fig.
X-21 and X-22 was set at 0.1, as recommended by Ref X-1. No sig-
nificant heating occurs above the turbopause altitude of 200 km;
below this altitude, the heating rate increases rapidly.
Time-integrated heating-load curves are shown for several entry
angles in Fig. X-23, which indicates the much greater total heat-
ing that results from shallow-angle entries. The associated long
heating times more than compensate for the lower rates that occur
for smaller entry angles. This effect of entry angle is seen to
be much less important for larger angles, the increase in heating
from a nearly vertical entry to ye = -35° being only about 40%.
To assess the effects of radiative heating from the hot shock-layer
gases, a computation was performed using an isothermal-slab radia-
tion model developed by Nelson (Ref X-23), which includes detailed
spectral considerations and self-absorption. The radiation cool-
ing-factor technique described by Tauber (Ref X-24) was used to
approximately account for the nonisothermal character of the actual
shock layer. Results of this computation are given in Fig. X-24.
Note that radiative heating is only about 10% of the convective
heating rate at 110 km.
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Stagnation-point heating represents the most severe thermal envi-
ronment expected on the blunt body. To assess variations in heat-
ing around the body, the boundary-layer program was used to obtain
an off-axis distribution up to the hemisphere-cylinder junction.
This analysis, of course, includes constraint to flight at zero
angle of attack. The results, which are not significantly alti-
tude-dependent, are shown in Fig. X-25, where the off-axis convec-
tive heating rate has been normalized by the stagnation-point
value. As can be seen from this figure, heating drops off rapidly
around the body until, at the hemisphere-cylinder junction, the
heating rate is only about 10% of the stagnation rate.
Sphere-Cone Heating Results - Heating calculations similar to
those for the hemisphere-cylinder body were performed for a sphere-
cone configuration with a nose radius of 10.16 cm, base radius of
40.64 cm, and cone half-angle of 30° . Based on the results for
the hemisphere-cylinder shape, only one entry angle ye = -35°
and trajectory were considered. The heating rate curve of Fig.
X-26 again is a composite, covering the free-molecule, transition,
and continuum flow regimes. Heating still does not become appre-
ciable until below the turbopause, but the smaller probe nose
radius results in a faster increase in heating rate than was ob-
served in Fig. X-21 for the hemisphere-cylinder body at the same
entry angle. The sphere-cone rate at 80 km is roughly double that
for the hemisphere-cylinder at the same altitude.
Total heating load as a function of altitude is presented in Fig.
X-27, while the off-axis heating rate distribution is shown in
Fig. X-28. The increase in total heating below 200 km is quite
rapid, rising to a value of 9.75 kW/cm2 at 80 km. This can be
contrasted with the lower total heating of 5.5 kW/cm2 predicted
at this altitude for the hemisphere-cylinder configuration in Fig.
X-23. The off-axis distribution of Fig. X-28 differs in some
respects from that for the larger nose-radius body of Fig. X-25.
The spherical portion of the curve is similar except for the re-
gion near the stagnation point. Here, a locally increased heating
rate is caused by vorticity effects, which are of consequence only
on bodies with relatively small nose radii. Both distributions
show 60% reduction in heating rate at S/R z 1. Beyond this
point for the sphere-cone body, a continuing reduction of heating
rate is indicated, while the sphere-cone shape heating rate re-
mains at approximately 30% of the stagnation value as far back as
the aft shoulder.
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Conclusions - The approach adopted to obtain various heat-transfer
results is believed to be conservative. Use of equilibrium chem-
istry leads to higher heat transfer because energy is allowed to
be imparted to the body that otherwise would be retained in the
gas to maintain the nonequilibrium state. In the vicinity of the
stagnation point, the low flow velocity causes the time available
for chemical reaction to be long, and equilibrium conditions must
be present in this region. Vehicle speed is assumed constant
throughout each trajectory for all heating calculations. This
leads to higher heat-transfer rates than if vehicle deceleration
due to aerodynamic drag were included. Higher heating rates also
result from the assumption of a cold-wall condition with wall
temperature assumed to equal free-stream temperature. Although
its effect on heating is not as readily evaluated, the technique
employed in the transition flow regime for bridging between free-
molecule and continuum-heating results is also expected to be
somewhat conservative.
2. Instrument Heating Analysis
At velocities encountered in Jupiter entry, free-molecule heat-
transfer rates are significant and can, in fact, determine the
life of critical instrument components. An expression for con-
vective heat transfer is derived in Ref X-1, based on the work
of Schaaf (Ref X-25). Bulk temperature rise for a cylindrical
body, such as an instrument grid wire, oriented with its axis
normal to the flow direction can be written
c U2 [Z2 
ATIe- . dz.
c = P Cp R sin Y J 
c z 1 eC Z1
In this expression, reradiation and conduction losses have been
neglected and the free-stream speed has been assumed constant at
the initial entry value, U . Figure X-29 shows a plot of this
e
equation for three values of energy absorption coefficient, a, on
a platinum cylinder exposed to an 89% H2/11% He Jovian atmosphere.
Effects of entry angle, entry speed, and cylinder radius are in
the parameter on the ordinate. These quantities are readily pro-
vided to allow easy computation of temperature rise for specific
wire sizes and trajectories.
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Fig. X-29 Temperature Rise of a Platinum Cylinder in Free-Molecule Regime
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In the case of a 1-mil wire and an entry speed of 50 km/sec, this
calculation has been performed for two accommodation coefficients
and three entry angles. Results are shown in Fig. X-30. This
wire size represents a typical critical-instrument grid component
exposed to free-molecule heating. For the extreme situation of
a = 1.0, heating is severe at all entry angles. At ye = -20o,
failure would be expected above an altitude of 250 km because
structural failure will occur at temperatures below the 2000°K
melting point of platinum. The more likely situation, however,
is represented by the dashed curves for a = 0.1. In this case,
the maximum temperature rise, 180°K at 250 km, is associated with
the ye = -20° entry. Thus, considerable confidence can be placed
in an assumption of survival to this altitude for all entry angles
of interest. If a particular instrument is outside the region of
probe bow-shock influence, it may remain in free-molecule flow
to much lower altitudes. Free-molecule heating can then be a much
more severe problem than it was for the example cited.
The curves in Fig. X-29, while derived for free-molecule flow,
can be used to estimate convective heating when a particular in-
strument or component is experiencing transition or continuum
flow. This is because no more than the total flow energy (repre-
sented by the a = 1.0 curve) can be imparted to any body in the
flow field. Such estimates, of course, may be overly conservative,
and detailed continuum analyses may be required to ascertain sur-
vivability in specific cases.
3. Conclusions
The flow-field analysis presented indicates that electron concen-
tration throughout the near and far wakes is low enough to allow
communication to the spacecraft at 60 km below the turbopause.
(See Chapter V.) Although entry velocity is extremely high (e.g.,
Mach 70), the free-stream atmosphere is fairly tenuous. Therefore,
the shock-heated flow field has cooled considerably by the time
the gas reaches the near and far wakes. Unfortunately, present
technology does not allow measurement of chemical reaction rates
in gas mixtures shocked up to Mach 70. This is primarily because
resultant gas temperature would be too high for confinement. On
the other hand, sensitivity analyses can and should be performed
to assess the effects of reaction-rate coefficient variation on
local electron density. This could either give further confidence
to the strictly theoretical chemical reaction-rate model or could
indicate where, and in which direction, changes to the rate con-
stants should be considered. For example, activation energy for
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ionization of He (in forebody inviscid flow) might be high by
20%. This is suspected because of the similarity between He and
argon. Experimental evidence (Ref X-26) indicates that ionization
of argon is roughly 80% of its ionization potential. This example
is given only to indicate that optimization of the reaction model
certainly should be included in follow-on studies.
Questions concerning the relative merits of slender versus blunt
bodies are difficult to resolve without further analysis. There-
fore, only a few qualitative comments will be presented here.
First, the hemisphere-cylinder configuration probably gives a
higher inviscid flow-field temperature than would an equivalent
sphere-cone. This is primarily because, in the case of the hemi-
sphere-cylinder, forebody bow shock is blunter (e.g., more nearly
normal) than corresponding oblique shock created by the sphere-
cone configuration. On the other hand, in the cases of the sphere-
cone configuration, expansion at the base sees a stronger shock
than does the hemisphere-cylinder expansion. This would tend to
drive the wake static temperature slightly higher in the case of
the sphere-cone. These are competing processes, and quantitative
assessment would require detailed flow-field analysis of the
sphere-cone configuration.
Based on the unified flow-field analysis performed, it can be
concluded that nonequilibrium thermochemical analysis shows a
large reduction (factor of = 10 4) in the wake electron density
over that calculated by equilibrium analysis techniques. This
gives further confidence that science requirements of the mission
can be fulfilled. Investigation of deeper penetration into the
Jovian atmosphere should be given primary consideration in any
follow-on studies.
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XI. RADIATION ANALYSIS
The Jupiter turbopause probe missions involve both natural and
artificial sources of nuclear radiation that can affect the per-
formance of probe and spacecraft components and materials. Natural
sources include solar flares (high-energy protons and other charged
particles), the solar wind (low-energy charged particles), cosmic
rays originating outside the solar system (very energetic charged
particles), and high-energy protons and electrons trapped in Jupi-
ter's magnetic fields. Artificial radiation fields will be gener-
ated as a result of radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs)
on the spacecraft (S/C) and from radioisotope heaters on board the
probe. These nuclear devices emit gamma rays and energetic neu-
trons throughout the mission.
The radiation environment for the missions will consist of fluxes
of four distinct types of particles:
1) Protons )
from solar, galactic, and Van Allen radiations
2) Electrons
3) Neutrons
from the Pu2 3 8 RTGs and heaters
4) Gamma rays
These particles differ in charge and mass, which determines the
mechanisms by which they interact in matter. Uncharged radiations
(neutrons and photons) are attenuated exponentially because they
can be absorbed in one or a few atomic collisions. Charged radia-
tions (protons and electrons) exhibit fairly definite ranges in
matter because it usually takes thousands of atomic collisions to
stop them. Neutrons can produce gamma rays and electrons can pro-
duce X-rays as secondary radiations. The attenuation of electrons
and protons is relatively insensitive to material composition. Neu-
trons are best attenuated by hydrogenous material (e.g., H20, LiH),
while protons are best attenuated by materials of high atomic num-
ber (e.g., W, Pb, U).
From Chapter II, it can be seen that the radiation fluences imposed
on the probe by artificial sources are significantly serious (i.e.,
108 n/cm2 ); however, estimates of the natural Jupiter radiation
environment indicate a significantly greater hazard (i.e., 1013
n/cm2) for the upper-limit model.
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In the following paragraphs, the effects of radiation environment
and hardware susceptibility to radiation fields on mission tra-
jectories are discussed and approaches recommended.
MISSION TRAJECTORIES
Several missions were studied for turbopause probe candidates.
The three selected are shown in the tabulation below.
Mission Type
I I I~~~
Probe Op-
timized
(Spacecraft)
Radiation
Compatible JS-77
Mission Number 1A 2A 7
Periapsis Radii 1.1 Rj 4.0 Rj 4.85 Rj
Mission Duration 760 days 655 days 557 days
Spacecraft Pioneer Pioneer MOPS
Launch Date 10/21/78 10/13/78 9/5/77
Arrival Date 11/19/80 7/29/80 3/16/79
In mission 1A, the potential radiation damage to the S/C was ig-
nored, the S/C provided the probe deflection energy, and the probe
was optimized for science data return. Mission 2A was selected at
a 4 Rj flyby radius and nominal radiation environment for Pioneer
based on:
1) Radiation Workshop data presented in Chapter II and using 0.5
gm/cm2 S/C shielding as shown in Table XI-1,
2) cursory review of radiation damage to science carried on the
Pioneer, as shown in Fig. XI-1,
3) by a cursory review of the Pioneer component damage threshold
as shown in Fig. XI-2.
All these missions are assumed to impose the same natural Jupiter
radiation environment on the S/C and probe as that discussed in
Chapter II.
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B. RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
Natural and artificial radiation-environments are discussed in
Chapter II, Section C. Residual radiation has not been consid-
ered. However, it is believed that the probe structure, after
passing through the trapped radiation belts, could become so
radioactively hot from induced radiation caused by high-energy
protons that the residual radiation remainingafter the probe
emerged from the belts would temporarily incapacitate the science
instruments. The problem is not serious in materials of low
atomic mass and can be alleviated by careful selection of mater-
ials. An in-depth analysis of this subject should be part of any
future evaluations of the overall radiation belt hazard to probe
and spacecraft.
C. HARDWARE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO RADIATION
1. Science
The Jupiter turbopause probe hardware susceptibility is separated
into two areas: science and probe subsystems, including materials.
The science complement discussed in Chapter III consists of a
neutral mass spectrometer (NMS), neutral retarding potential ana-
lyzer (NRPA), ion retarding potential analyzer (IRPA), two elec-
tron temperature probes (ETPs) often called Langmuir probes, and
either a hydrogen photomultiplier photometer with a helium chan-
neltron photometer or both photometers replaced by a reflection
grating optical spectrometer. These instruments include elements
such as photomultiplier tubes, electron multiplier tubes, contin-
uous channel multiplier (channeltrons), magnesium fluoride fil-
ter, calcium fluoride filter, and reflective surfaces. In Chapter
II it was noted that the upper-limit probe radiation field was
1.43 x 1013 protons/cm2. Reference XI-1 indicates that photo-
multiplier tubes suffer light to moderate damage at 1013 protons/
cm2. More severe damage starts at about 3 x 1011 protons/cm2 .
There are limited data for photometer filters and reflective sur-
faces. Each science instrument is discussed below.
a. NMS - The NMS ion collector consists of an electron multiplier,
which is similar to a photomultiplier except it is somewhat less
sensitive to radiation. Damage or deterioration of measurements
is not expected in the probe environment.
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b. NRPA and IRPA - These instruments are not expected to be dam-
aged by probe radiation levels. Stray particles from radiation
may cause an erroneous reading.
c. ETP (Langmuir Probe) - The total fluence received by the ETP
electronics will not cause a degradation problem. The flux of
particles from radiation causes a secondary emission flux of elec-
trons leaving the probe. This is similar to the photoemission
caused by the Sun shining on the probe on a vehicle in Earth
orbit. Of the projected 15 pA generated by the electrons in the
atmosphere, approximately 0.01 pA would be due to photoemission
by the Sun at the Earth's distance of 1 AU and only about 0.0001
A at Jupiter's distance of 5.2 AU. A peak radiation fluence of
1013 particles/cm2 would cause a secondary emission current of
about 1 viA which is two orders of magnitude greater than the
photoemission problem in Earth-orbiting satellites. This is about
the limit of correctible current. As long as the radiation field
is equal to or less than this strength, the Langmuir probe could
function and the data returned would be useful.
d. Hydrogen Photomultiplier Photometer - This photometer consists
of two detectors: an 18-stage photomultiplier with a magnesium
fluoride filter, and a simiiar 18-stage photomultiplier with a
calcium fluoride filter. The photomultipliers are not expected
to be damaged. However, the MgF2 filter deteriorates approxi-
mately 36% at the critical wavelength of 1216 A, whereas the
CaF2 filter deteriorates very little at the highest wavelength,
as shown in Fig. XI-3 and XI-4.
e. Helium Channeltron Photometer - This photometer consists of
several channeltrons twisted into a spiral, called a spiraltron.
Radiation will cause the spiraltron to have too fast a counting
rate or to accept too many photons, which will cause excessive
current to be drawn and a breakdown of the gradient. With the
high-voltage supply on and operating, the spiraltron will begin
to suffer moderate to severe damage at a radiation level of 1011
particles/cm2. However, if the high-voltage supply is left off,
and the instrument is not in the operating mode, it does not
begin to suffer moderate to severe damage until a level of 1014
particles/cm2 is reached. The upper-limit model environment is
about 1013 particles/cm2. Thus, if the instrument was not turned
on until after it had passed through Jupiter's radiation belts,
it would have survived to make the dayglow measurements. This is
acceptable because the strength of the signal caused by the radia-
tion field would completely swamp any signal due to the dayglow.
Thus, no measurements could be made inside the belts anyway.
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Hardening will consist of a radiation detector (e.g., scintillator
or semiconductor) to continuously monitor the strength of the
radiation field and turn on the optical instrument when the
strength drops below some minimum value for a certain length of
time.
f. Reflection Grating Optical Spectrometer - This spectrometer
uses three channeltrons and a concave grating reflection surface.
The channeltron damage is the same as that for the spiraltron
discussed above. Few data are available for radiation damage to
reflection surfaces.
2. Probe Subsystems and Materials
The sensitivity of probe electronic components is shown in Fig.
XI-5 along with the probe upper limit radiation environment. It
is seen that the following devices are critical:
Metal-oxide semiconductor field-effects transistors (MOSFETs);
Silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs);
Pyrotechnics.
Materials of three general categories were analyzed for their
sensitivity to radiation: thermoplastic resins, elastomers, and
thermosetting resins. Ionizing radiation produces cross-linking
and scission (broken bonds) in all polymeric compounds, resulting
in corresponding changes in the mechanical properties of these
materials. The most resistant polymeric materials are thermo-
setting resins because of their three-dimensional molecular
structure and high resistance to broken bonds. Among thermo-
plastic resins, Teflon is the most sensitive to radiation because
of a progressive degradation reaction with oxygen. Thermoplastic
materials generally decrease in tensile strength and elongation
with increased exposure. Polyimide and polymethyl methacrylate
are less sensitive than Teflon but still marginal for probe use.
The dynamic mechanical properties of elastomers and plastics used
in moving seals and other dynamic applications are important.
Property changes under dynamic conditions differ from those ob-
tained under static conditions. There are data for radiation
damage measured under dynamic conditions.
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a. MOSFETs - These semiconductor devices include bulk and ion-
ization damage from radiation, which requires a higher voltage for
turning on. Radiation hardening will consist of testing such de-
vices in the estimated field including provisions for increased
turn-on voltage in the circuit design. Testing is defined in Ref
XI-6.
b. SCRs - These devices suffer bulk damage, which affects the
transfer ratio across the switch and causes the SCR to fail to
switch or to switch inadvertently. The circuit design will avoid
SCRs in favor of power transistors and relays. SCRs can be used
in circuits required to function only at probe separation, which
is before excessive radiation exposure.
c. Pyrotechnics - According to Ref XI-4, after being irradiated,
these devices are more sensitive to being ignited, operate at a
lower temperature, and contain more energy. Premature operation
might be expected because of the radiation environment. Hardening
will consist of using pyro devices on the probe for S/C-to-probe
separation functions and for probe activation before arrival at
Jupiter.
d. Propulsion - Reference XI-4 notes that solid propellants are
damaged by radiation at approximately the same levels as pyro-
technics. Their damage consists of quicker ignition and propel-
lant weight loss, which causes faster burning and reduced impulse.
For the probe, the solid motors would be used at S/C-to-probe
separation before exposure to a high radiation dose.
e. Materials - Hardening consists of selection of the proper
materials.
D. RECOMMENDED APPROACH TO MINIMIZE RADIATION HAZARD
The channeltrons used in the helium photometer and optical spec-
trometer will have the high voltage turned on by some radiation
detector at a level that is safe for channeltron operation.
The MOSFETs will be designed for higher turn-on voltage, and SCRs
will be used in applications before high radiation exposure, and
avoided in favor of power transistors and relays where exposure is
severe. Shielding will probably be required.
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Materials will be selected that demonstrate high resistance to
radiation damage.
Testing of all components and materials at the expected radiation
levels must be planned. When the radiation data from Pioneer F
and G flights are available, the required design radiation levels
must be reevaluated. Residual radiation must be investigated in
depth.
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